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Abstract 
During the first half of the 19th century, Indigenous Australians suffered rapid and 
brutal colonial dispossession, resulting in loss of land, life, health, culture and 
independence. Alongside this, though, they also experienced the efforts of a number 
of self-styled Christian humanitarians: Protestant missionaries and government-
appointed protectors with a mandate to shelter and nurture Aboriginal people 
physically, and to change and control them culturally. This work focuses on such 
projects in New South Wales and Victoria between 1825-1850; specifically, the 
missions at Lake Macquarie, Wellington Valley and Buntingdale, and the Port Phillip 
Aboriginal Protectorate. These institutions ran on the assumption that a viable future 
would be available only to those Aboriginal people who submitted to missionary 
observation and authority. These people were expected to experience (Protestant) 
Christian conversion, embrace hard, regular farming work, and allow their bodily 
functions and hungers to be regulated by missionaries, whilst learning Christian 
shame and self-discipline. 
However, missionaries' and protectors' efforts were shaken, weakened and 
transformed by the relationships they developed with other white colonists and with 
Aboriginal people. During this period, protectors and missionaries often lacked the 
political and physical power they would display in later decades, and their writings 
were shaped by fears about the forms Australian colonialism was taking and the 
possibility that the white civilisation they wished to represent was neither dominant 
nor safe. This led to powerful feelings of loneliness and moral siege, affecting 
missionaries' views on savagery, civilisation, morality and race. 
Moreover, life on missions and protectorate stations was shaped not only by 
European attitudes but also by the vital and complex relationships that developed 
between missionaries and Aboriginal people. Historical discussions of these early 
missions have tended to be dominated by a focus on the reasons for missionaries' 
and protectors' "failure" to achieve their civilising aims. However, a more nuanced 
understanding of this period can be gained by exploring the different ways 
Aboriginal people saw their relationships with missionaries and with the country on 
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which mission stations stood, and their various responses to missionary projects of 
evangelism and bodily control. The power of Indigenous ideas, actions and choices, 
at a time when missionaries' authority was greatly limited, makes the story of these 
early stations in many ways unique and vital to our overall understanding of mission 
history and Australian colonialism. 
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1 
Introduction 
In the history of the colonisation of Aboriginal Australia, the 1820s, 30s and 40s 
emerge as a period of dispossession, brutality, loss and grief. However, these decades 
also emerge as an era of discovery and discussion, adaptation and resilience. The 
entry of missionary Christianity and state "protection" into Indigenous societies in 
south-eastern Australia provides a prime example of the complexities of this period. 
This thesis touches on many Australian histories: histories of 19th century missionary 
philosophy, of early white Australian racial and sexual thought, of introduced 
diseases and ecological damage, and of the many physical and cultural changes 
wrought by dispossession. More than this, however, it is also a history of 
conversation. Aboriginal people and their first missionaries faced one another across 
an immense gulf of language, culture, history and opinion. Historians have typically 
labelled these early encounters "failures" because of protectors' and missionaries' 
political and farming troubles and lack of Aboriginal converts. However, when 
considering these archives, it struck me that perhaps their most notable feature was 
not the misunderstandings and mistrust that undoubtedly occurred between 
missionaries and Aboriginal people, but rather the wealth of discussion, argument 
and negotiation that also emerged. During a period when colonial power relations 
were characterised by continuing degrees of Aboriginal autonomy, sporadic frontier 
violence and very limited missionary authority, this led to Aboriginal-missionary 
relationships which were in some ways unique and deserving of a particular place 
within Australian history. 
I came to this subject as a result of an initial interest in early forms of racial thought 
in colonial Australia. At first unwilling to study what I imagined would be the 
straightforward religious dogma of the missionaries, I was surprised to discover the 
historical and cultural richness of these early mission records. The first protectors 
and missionaries operated at a time of intellectual flux, when their imperialist version 
of humanitarianism clashed and sometimes merged with the aggressive racism of the 
colonies, when Christian ideas of human equality were being gradually undermined 
by early versions of racial science, and when missionaries' contempt for "heathen" 
lifestyles coexisted with their anthropological curiousity and their close, mixed 
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relationships with Aboriginal people. It was these relationships which, to my mind, 
comprised the most interesting part of the mission records. While Aboriginal voices 
remain partially silenced and distorted, what is more remarkable is the vivid, lively 
nature of the conversations, negotiations and disputes they ev~dently had with 
missionaries. As Nancy Shoemaker has observed in her work on Indigenous-
European relations in North America, it is important for historians to go beyond a 
simple focus on European misrepresentations and misunderstandings of colonised 
peoples, and to consider how both groups' ideas and identities could be shaped by 
conversation and communication. "The tum of a phrase, the choice of a word, a 
particular metaphor can all illuminate how people perceived themselves and each 
other."1 Such conversations, along with the general European and Aboriginal views 
which shaped them, form the basis of most of the chapters here, ensuring an intense· 
focus on the ideas, routines and tensions of daily life on missions and protectorate 
stations. 
The missions and protectorate stations 
The missions and protectorate stations discussed here were established between the 
1820s and the 1840s, at a time when the ruthless dispossession of Aboriginal people 
coincided with the efforts of British religious activists to reshape the Empire. 
Evangelical Protestants, often known as the Exeter Hall movement, had been active 
in abolishing slavery throughout the empire, and now turned their attention to the 
plight of Indigenous peoples. Their activism led to the establishment of several 
missions in New South Wales and the newly-colonised Port Phillip district (now 
Victoria), as well as a state-run Port Phillip Protectorate. These institutions had an 
agenda to protect Aboriginal people from violence and poverty and convert them to 
Christian civilisation. 
While in later decades many Aboriginal people would leave their ancestral lands -
voluntarily or through force - to resettle on missions, prior to 1850 the missionaries 
1 Nancy Shoemaker, A Strange Likeness: Becoming Red and White in Eighteenth-Century North 
America, Oxford and New York, Oxford University Press, 2004, p.9 
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and protectors generally came to the Aborigines. The main New South Wales 
missions discussed in this thesis are the London Missionary Society station at Lake 
Macquarie (1825-1841), which fell on Awabakal country and was run by L.E. 
Threlkeld, and the Anglican mission at Wellington Valley (1832-1843), in Wiradjuri 
country, which was run by William Watson, J.C.S. Handt and James Giinther.2 The 
major Victorian mission considered here is the Methodist Buntingdale mission 
(1838-1848) in Gulidjan country near Geelong, which was overseen by Francis 
Tuckfield and Benjamin Hurst and visited by Gulidjan, Wathaurong and a group 
referred to as the Dantgurt. (Historical geographer Ian Clark concludes they belonged 
to the Dhaugurdwurrung.)3 A short-lived government mission, run by George 
Langhorne (1837-1839) was established by the Yarra near Melbourne and dealt 
mainly with Woiworung.4 The protectorate operated between 1839 and 1850 and 
primarily affected central and western Victoria. Protector James Dredge set up the 
Goulburn River station in Taungurong country,5 and protector Edward Stone Parker 
was sent to the Loddon River station, which seems to have been home to 
Djadjawurung people and visited by Djabwurung.6 Protector Charles Sievwright, 
initially stationed in Geelong and Lake Terang, noted the presence ofWathaurong, 
Gulidjan and Kirrae people in the area. He later moved to Mt Rouse, which Ian Clark 
argues was Djabwurung land visited by the Gunditjmara (also known as 
2 Note: spellings of Indigenous names vary considerably between sources. For consistency, I have 
chosen to use the spellings given in The Encyclopedia of Aboriginal Australia (David Horton (ed.), 
vol.l & 2, Canberra, Aboriginal Studies Press, 1994). When quoting from other sources, I have left 
their original spellings intact. 
3 Ian D. Clark, Aboriginal Languages and Clans: An Historical Atlas of Western Central Victoria, 
1800-1900, Melbourne, Monash Publications in Geography, 1990, p.170; Ian D. Clark, 
Understanding the Enemy - Ngammadjidj or Foreign Invader? Aboriginal perception of Europeans 
in Nineteenth Century Western Victoria, Caulfield, Monash University Faculty of Business and 
Economics, working paper, 1998, p.17. 
4 Michael Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835-86, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1979, 
pp.83-84 
5 Note: some primary sources from the early 191h century refer to this as the "Goulbourn" district. I 
have not altered this spelling in quotations, but elsewhere I have used the contemporary spelling. 
6 Ian D. Clark, Aboriginal Language Areas in Victoria: A Report to the Victorian Aboriginal 
Corporation for Languages, Melbourne, Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for Languages, 1996, 
pp.10-13; Ian D. Clark, "That's My Country Belonging to Me": Aboriginal land tenure and 
dispossession in nineteenth century Western Victoria, Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, pp.69, 78; 
Edgar Morrison, Early Days in the Loddon Valley: Memoirs of Edward Stone Parker, 1802-1865, 
Daylesford, published by the author, 1965, p.11; Edgar Morrison, "The Loddon Aborigines: Tales of 
Old Jim Crow", in Geoff Morrison (ed.), A Successful Failure: The Aborigines and Early Settlers, 
Maryborough, Graffiti Publications, 2002, p.183 . 
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Dhauwurdwurrung).7 Meanwhile, William Thomas, based at Narre Narre Warren but 
frequently travelling to Melbourne, spent most of his time with Woiworung and 
Boonwurrung people, although other Kulin groups also assembled frequently around 
Melboume.8 Chief protector G.A. Robinson, whose office was in Melbourne, 
travelled around Victoria and met numerous different groups but did not reside with 
them. The thesis also makes occasional mention of John Smithies' Western 
Australian Methodist mission, which operated near Perth throughout the 1840s. 
While outside the thesis's geographical scope, Smithies' works are worth considering 
briefly, as he wrote extensively to the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, 
which also supervised the Buntingdale mission, and his vivid accounts of Aboriginal 
illness and religious experiences provide fascinating and relevant comparisons to 
events occurring on the eastern missions at the same time. 
This thesis does not consider the Aboriginal settlement on Flinders Island, where 
most surviving Aboriginal Tasmanians were exiled, nor does it look at Catholic 
missions, several of which were established during the 1840s (notably at Stradbroke 
Island and New Norcia). Besides the practical need to limit the scope of this study, 
there are also thematic reasons for this. While the Flinders Island experiment 
influenced other state and missionary "protection" programs, it was in many ways 
unique for this period. The coercive powers of the white authorities there were 
greater than on any mainland missions and most Aboriginal people there were living 
away from their ancestral country and were limited in their movements. This led to 
different cultural and power dynamics to those on the New South Wales and 
· Port Phillip missions, where Aboriginal people retained greater autonomy. As for the 
Catholic missionaries, their religious beliefs, cultural priorities, relationships to the 
state and even countries of origin tended to differ to those of their Protestant 
counterparts, and thus seem to warrant separate study. 
Protestant missionaries were not identical to the protectors, and some of their 
differences - particularly in their relationships to other colonists and the state - are 
7 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, p.13; Clark, Aboriginal Languages and Clans, p.34; 
Clark, Aboriginal Language Areas in Victoria, p. l 0 
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examined in this work. Nonetheless, I have tended to group them together, as their 
beliefs, methods, personal backgrounds and relationships to Aboriginal people and 
Europeans were, overall, very similar. Most were English, except the Wellington 
Valley missionaries J.C.S. Handt and James Gunther. Both these men had trained in 
Switzerland; Gunther was originally from Wiirtemburg, while Handt has been 
variously described as Prussian, Saxon and from Anhort.9 However, both worked 
contentedly for the Church of England and Gunther apparently considered himself 
fairly British by the time he arrived in Australia.10 Most missionaries and protectors 
came from lower middle class or artisan backgrounds - schoolteachers, clerks, 
shopkeepers, tailors - a class which typically took up missionary work partly as a 
means of social advancement.11 Few of them had spent time in Australia before 
beginning their Aboriginal missions, and their overseas mission experiences were 
mixed. Handt had been part of a disastrous mission to Liberia, Threlkeld had worked 
in Brazil and Tahiti, and Joseph Orton (who helped supervise Buntingdale) had 
ministered to slaves in Jamaica.12 The others were comparatively inexperienced, and 
the only person with a relevant Australian background was G.A. Robinson, who was 
hired as chief protector of Port Phillip shortly after his "friendly mission" had cleared 
the Tasmanian mainland of most surviving Aboriginal people. Thus, most protectors 
and missionaries approached Aboriginal people and Australia in general from an 
initial position of relative ignorance, influenced by their Evangelical backgrounds 
and hoping for social and economic gain. 
8 Gary Presland, Aboriginal Melbourne: The Lost Land of the Kulin People, Ringwood, MacPhee 
Gribble, 1985 (this edition 1994), pp.35-36, 99 
9 Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts, "James Giinther: Introduction" and David A. Roberts, ''The 
.background of Johann Christian Simon Handt", in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), The 
Wellington Valley Project (W. V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the Church Missionary Society 
Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45. A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, 
http://newcastle.edu.au/ group/ discipline/history/wv-project/ · 
10 Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, 1788-1855, 
PhD thesis, University of New South Wales, 1978, pp.263-66, 454-55 
11 Ibid., pp.29-30, 258-60, 263-64, 848; Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records of Victoria: 
Aborigines and Protectors, 1838-1839, vol.2B, Melbourne, Victorian Government Printing Office, 
1983, p.365; Niel Gunson, "Introduction", in Niel Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences & Papers 
of L.E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the Aborigines 1824-1859, vol.I, Canberra, Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal Studies, 1974, p.16; Anna Johnston, Missionary Writing and Empire, 1800-1860, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2003, pp.16-17; T.M. O'Connor, Protector Edward Stone 
Parker: Port Phillip Gentleman, UCA Historical Society (Victoria), Synod Lecture, Melbourne, 1991, 
pp.1-2; Alex Tyrrell, A Sphere of Benevolence: The Life of Joseph Orton, Wesleyan Methodist 
Missionary (1795-1842), Melbourne, State Library of Victoria, 1993, pp.3-20 
12 Bridges, The Church of England and the. Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.264-65; Gunson, 
"Introduction", pp.18-19; Tyrell, A Sphere of Benevolence, pp.37-60 
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The historiography 
Most works on the early colonisation of Australia discuss the first missions and 
protectorate to some extent, although many aspects of this history remain largely 
unexplored. Missions have usually been considered within the context of overall 
Aboriginal destruction by or resistance to colonialism. However, some works have 
told missionary stories in the form of family and local histories, emphasising the 
personal experiences of individual missionaries and their contribution to the districts 
they lived in. Such works vary in their attention to missionaries' ideologies and 
relationships with Aboriginal people. For instance, Edgar Morrison's works on 
protector Edward Stone Parker and Lindsey Arkley's biography of protector Charles 
Sievwright both tend to avoid theoretical discussions, while Ale:xTyrrell 's biography 
of missionary Joseph Orton makes a greater effort to place Orton's work in a broader 
cultural context.13 
The notorious failure of these early humanitarians has been a central theme for many 
works on the subject. This has had mixed results; while the disappointments of the 
first missions are, of course, important to explore, this sometimes occurs at the 
expense of other aspects of this history. Some works which have been compromised 
by an intense focus on failure include Vivienne Rae~Ellis's biography of G.A. 
Robinson and the works of Peter Corris and Michael Cannon on the Port Phillip 
Protectorate and the Buntingdale mission. Rae-Ellis emphasises the personal 
weaknesses of the protectors and their individual responsibilities for Aboriginal 
suffering, while Cannon and Corris stress that the tide of colonial violence and 
dispossession was too powerful for missionaries or protectors to have much impact.14 
This is in keeping with their general approach to early colonial history. Carris, 
writing in 1968, attempted an anthropological study of Aboriginal societies in 
13 Arkley, The Hated Protector; Morrison, Early Days in the Loddon Valley; Morrison, "The Loddon 
Aborigines"; Tyrell, A Sphere of Benevolence 
14 Michael Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, Port Melbourne, William Heinemann, 1990; Peter 
Corris, Aborigines and Europeans in Western Victoria, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
Studies, 1968; Vivienne Rae-Ellis, Black Robinson: Protector of the Aborigines, Collingwood, 
Melbourne University Press, 1988 
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western Victoria in pre-colonial times, before charting what he saw as their 
destruction by Europeans, while Cannon portrays early 19th century colonialism as a 
combination of racial violence and incompetent protection efforts, resulting, again, in 
mass Aboriginal deaths. While all these points have validity, these historians pay 
little attention to Evangelical Christian ideology or Aboriginal-protector 
relationships. More attention is paid to Evangelical philosophy by R.H.W. Reece, 
whose work emphasises Aboriginal-European conflict and European racism, and the 
inability of the authorities to halt any of this, given the inherently violent nature of 
the frontier. Within this, he discusses missionary plans for Aboriginal improvement, 
but his focus on philanthropic failure and European viewpoints means that he does 
not dwell on how these missions worked in practice or how Aboriginal people 
viewed them.15 Beverley Blaskett looks more closely at Aboriginal-missionary 
relationships, although she continues to insist that the protectorate and missions 
failed because Aboriginal societies were incapable of adapting to the new system. 
This tends to obscure the many ways Aboriginal people did negotiate, manipulate 
and cooperate with missionaries.16 
Works on the Wellington Valley mission have also tended to concentrate on reasons 
for its failure, although many of these works are nonetheless detailed and extensive. 
Barry John Bridges' work considers a wide range of personal and colonial 
circumstances operating against the mission, although he ultimately argues that 
Wiradjuri culture was too static and inflexible to allow for voluntary social change.17 
Jean Woolmington's work also emphasises reasons for mission failure, although she 
does examine other issues surrounding missionary ideology and Christian 
conversion.18 
15 R.H.W. Reece, Aborigines and Colonists: Aborigines and Colonial Society in New South Wales in 
the 1830s and 1840s, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1974 
16 Beverley A. Blaskett, The Aboriginal Response to White Settlement in the Port Phillip District, 
1835-1850, M.A. thesis, UniversityofMelboume, 1979 
17 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales 
18 Jean Woolmington, "The Civilisation I Christianisation Debate and the Australian Aborigines", in 
Aboriginal History, vol.10, no.2, 1986, pp.90-98; Jean Woolmington, "Missionary Attitudes to the 
Baptism of Australian Aborigines Before 1850'', in The Journal of Religious History, vol.13, no.3, 
June 1985, pp.283-93; Jean Woolmington, "Wellington Valley in 1838: A House Divided Against 
Itself', in The Push from the Bush, vol.16, no number given, October 1983, pp.24-32; Jean 
Woolmington, " 'Writing in the Sand': The First Missions to Aborigines in Eastern Australia", in 
Tony Swain and Deborah Bird Rose (eds), Aboriginal Australians and Christian Missions: 
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Some other works have focused less on reasons for mission collapse and more on 
missionary ideology and cross-cultural encounters. Niel Gunson's work on 
missionary L.E. Threlkeld emphasises Threlkeld's failings but prefers to focus on his 
anthropological and linguistic achievements, although, again, his relationships with 
Awabakal people are not examined in great depth.19 Meanwhile, Jan Critchett's work 
on Victoria's western districts stresses protector G.A. Robinson's skill as an amateur 
anthropologist and linguist, describing his fascinating meetings with various 
Aboriginal communities, which Critchett places in the context of the district's swift 
and violent colonisation. Her personal and geographical focus is deliberately narrow 
and intensive, thus her methods have yet to be applied to the other districts affected 
by the protectorate.2° Another historian whose work focuses more on social and 
cultural issues in mission life than on mission failure is Hilary M. Carey, whose work 
on Wellington Valley encompasses a range of topics, including the cultural impact of 
introduced disease, the roles of missionary wives and the question of what 
missionaries themselves actually understood as "failure".21 
Emphasis on cross-cultural interactions is also characteristic of Michael Christie's 
and Richard Broome's works on Victoria and Peter Read's work on Wellington 
Valley. Christie discusses the protectorate within a general focus on Victorian 
invasion and conflict, through which he argues that dispossession was a harsh and 
deliberate process which Aboriginal people actively resisted. Broome, similarly, 
emphasises Aboriginal dismissal of the protectorate as largely useless, although his 
study of later northern missions involves more in-depth examination of Aboriginal-
missionary relationships. Read's work, published in the same year as Australia's 
Ethnographic and Historical Studies, Adelaide, Australian Association for the Study of Religions, 
1988, pp.77-92 
19 Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vols 1 & 2 
20 Jan Critchett, A "Distant Field of Murder": Western District Frontiers 1834-1848, Carlton, 
Melbourne University Press, 1990 
21 Hilary M. Carey, " 'Attempts and Attempts': Responses to Failure in Pre- and Early Victorian 
Missions to the Australian Aborigines", in Susan Emilsen & William M. Emilsen (eds), Mapping the 
Landscape: Essays in Australian and New Zealand Christianity, New York, Peter Lang, 2000, pp.45-
61; Hilary M. Carey, "Companions in the Wilderness? Missionary Wives in Colonial Australia, 1788-
1900", in The Journal of Religious History, vol.19, no.2, December 1995, pp.227-48; Hilary M. Carey 
and David A. Roberts, "Smallpox and the Baiame Waganna of Wellington Valley, New South Wales, 
1829-1840: The Earliest Nativist Movement in Aboriginal Australia'', in Ethnohistory, vol.49, no.4, 
2002, pp.821-869, http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/ethnohistory/v049/49 .4carey0 I .html 
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controversial Bicentenary, has a more local focus, stressing Wiradjuri struggle and 
survival through decades of racist aggression. Such approaches frame how these 
historians treat mission history. All three historians, particularly Read, are guided by 
themes of conflict and resistance, emphasising Aboriginal agency and choices in 
their relationships with missionaries and their refusal of and contempt for missionary 
colonisation. 22 While these points are valid, they sometimes obscure the more 
cooperative or ambiguous aspects of mission life. 
Meanwhile, some historians, most notably Henry Reynolds and John Harris, use 
early missionary sources with the explicit aim of exploring historical precedents for 
white humanitarianism and Reconciliation. Harris, working from an avowedly 
Christian background (which does not prevent him from acknowledging missionary 
chauvinism), emphasises the relatively humane attitudes of the first missionaries in a 
harsh colonial environment, and describes these early missions as unsuccessful but 
nonetheless paving the way for later Aboriginal Christianity.23 Reynolds, a more 
secular historian, stresses missionaries' and protectors' support for Aboriginal 
people's land rights and basic humanity. Reynolds aims partly to encourage 
contemporary Reconciliation movements, but also to destabilise the complacent 
white Australian notion that violent racism was universal and normal in the early 19th 
century and therefore should not be subject to modem condemnation.24 Interestingly, 
while Reynolds and Harris generally emphasise Aboriginal agency and opinions, 
they rarely do so with regard to the first missions and protectorate, instead focusing 
largely on these missionaries' and protectors' own ideas. Thus, while early mission 
history has certainly been considered from many angles, considerable space for 
exploration and discussion remains. 
22 Richard Broome, Aboriginal Australians, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1982, pp.SO, 66, 101-119; 
Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria; Peter Read, A Hundred Years War: The Wiradjuri People 
and the State, Sydney, Australian National University Press, 1988 
23 John Harris, One Blood: 200 Years of Aboriginal Encounter with Christianity: A Story of Hope, 
Sutherland, Albatross Books, 1990 
24 Especially Henry Reynolds, The Law of the Land, Ringwood, Penguin, 1992 (first published 1987); 
Henry Reynolds, This Whispering in Our Hearts, St Leonards, Allen & Unwin, 1998 
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Conceptual approach 
This thesis is important for many reasons. Firstly, as I will discuss below, there are a 
number of approaches to early mission history which not enough historians have 
taken, including focusing on Aboriginal viewpoints, Aboriginal-missionary 
relationships and the importance of the body and gender in mission history. 
Furthermore, this early colonial period was a setting for mission stories which are in 
many ways unique, owing to Aboriginal people's comparative physical and cultural 
autonomy and missionaries' and protectors' limited physical and legal powers during 
this time. Many historians have examined how later missionaries came to control 
Aboriginal people's working, religious, family and cultural lives, and how 
Indigenous identities became closely tied to particular mission stations. However, the 
different power dynamics of these early stations have received less attention. A study 
of this initial colonial period yields new insights into the importance of particular 
power structures in shaping mission ideology and life. 
A number of historiographical approaches have been important to my work, some 
which have been used commonly for years and some which are relatively new and 
unusual. The belief that early white colonial records, although often racist and 
inadequate, could be read against the grain to understand Aboriginal opinions and 
actions, has been vital to Aboriginal history-writing for over two decades, 
particularly since the publication of Henry Reynolds's work The Other Side of the 
Frontier. This idea must be central to the writing of early mission histories. 
Aboriginal people during the 1820s, 1830s and 1840s left hardly any written records 
of their own, but they did speak vividly and eloquently to missionaries and 
protectors, many of their words (or something very like them) surviving in print 
despite being framed by missionary hopes, fears and prejudices. 
Another important movement in colonial history writing which has been developing 
for some time is the tendency to look beyond straightforward stories of racist 
oppression and conflict-resistance, to explore the more nuanced ways that 
colonialism operates and the range of choices that Aboriginal and European people 
have made. Issues beginning to receive more attention include Aboriginal decisions 
11 
to cooperate or collaborate with Europeans, the actions of some Europeans who took 
unconventional positions on racism, some Aboriginal people's use of European force 
against Indigenous enemies, and the mixtures of tolerance, opportunism, resentment, 
affection and paternalism that shaped many Aboriginal-European relationships. 
While missionary chauvinism and Aboriginal resistance remain vital to a study of the 
first missions, attention to the numerous other aspects of mission life is in many ways 
equally important. 
A growing interest in smaller stories that may complement, contradict or complicate 
the great narratives of colonial history has also been a general trend in contemporary 
Australian history writing. This is indicative, perhaps, of both postmodern influences 
and a greater public interest in the personal and the local in history. For this thesis, 
the focus on local stories has also been influenced by critiques of the idea of 
"Aboriginal history", which point out the importance of regional, family and 
language group identities to historical experience, and the fact that generalised 
Aboriginal histories can ignore Indigenous ways of self-identifying.25 While this 
thesis speaks of "Aboriginal" history to some degree, it also attempts to acknowledge 
the importance of local variations and the fact that Indigenous people during the 
early 19th century did not necessarily place their experiences within a universal 
Aboriginal narrative, but had other ways of understanding the past. 
My work has also been shaped by growing historiographical emphasis on the 
importance of sex, gender and the body in history. The missionary project emerges as 
an intensely physical process, concerned not only with lofty spiritual improvement 
but also with the colonisation of the flesh and the experience of living physically as a 
Christian in a "savage" land. Missionaries' and other colonists' depictions of 
Aboriginal people's bodies are discussed throughout. However, colonialism does not 
consist just of intellectual and literary representations, which may be produced and 
disseminated largely by and for Europeans within the metropolis. Missionary 
colonialism also consisted of soap, flour, tobacco and tea, of medicine, baths and 
beatings, of daily bodily routines and struggles. As Y annis Hamilakis has pointed 
25 One notable early example of this argument was Bain Attwood, The Making of the Aborigines, 
North Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1989, pp.149-50 
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out, history and archaeology need to incorporate the body as a central part of human 
identity, not just on the level of metaphor and representation. "Individuals are not 
abstract social actors, de-personalised, disembodied agents, but embodied 
realities."26 Major influential works in this area include Mary Douglas's 
anthropological arguments about the importance of concepts of dirt and cleanliness 
to social order, and Norbert Elias's exploration of the history of western table 
manners and the role of civilite in the development of the modem individual.27 Also 
relevant are Alain Corbin's writings on the role of dirt and odour in French history 
and Marie Louise Stig Sorensen's argument for the integration of sensory experience 
(particularly eating) into archaeology.28 While the history of the body is deeply 
relevant to colonial histories, this has not always been fully explored. Notable works 
here include E.M. Collingham's exploration of British attempts to maintain physical 
"civilisation" in colonial India, and Timothy Burke's discussion of the bodily 
colonisation of Zimbabwe.29 When considering the colonisation of Aboriginal 
Australia, historians have examined issues surrounding eugenics (Russell 
McGregor's work is important here),30 but have paid less attention to daily bodily 
experiences of colonialism. One exception here is Anna Haebich's history of the 
stolen generations, which explores the harsh physical regimes of institutional life, but 
more work in this area still remains to be done.31 Missionaries and Aboriginal people 
lived out their own beliefs about health, cleanliness and decency, but they were also 
influenced by the physical conditions of mission life and their relationships with one 
another. Thus, my work emphasises the interplay between colonial representation 
and physical and economic realities. 
26 Yannis Hamilakis, "Introduction", in Yannis Hamilakis, Mark Pluciennik and Sarah Tarlow (eds), 
Thinking Through the Body: Archaeologies of Corporeality, New York, Kluwer Academic I Plenum 
Publishers, 2002, p.122 
27 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo, London 
and Henley, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966; Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process, Oxford, Basil 
Blackwell, 1978 
28 Alain Corbin, The Foul and the Fragrant: Odor and the French Social Imagination, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1986; Marie Stig Sorensen, Gender Archaeology, Oxford, 
Blackwell, 2000 
29 Timothy Burke, Lifebuoy Men, Lux Women: Commodification, Consumption and Cleanliness in 
Modern Zimbabwe, London, Leicester University Press, 1996; E.M. Collingham, Imperial Bodies: 
Physical Experiences of the Raj, c.1800-1947, Cambridge, Polity Press, 2001 
30 Russell McGregor, Imagined Destinies: Aboriginal Australians and the Doomed Race Theory, 
1880-1939, Carlton South, Melbourne University Press, 1997 
31 Anna Haebich, Broken Circles: Fragmenting Indigenous Families, 1800-2000, Fremantle, 
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 2000, pp.383-410 
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In particular, I wish to acknowledge the centrality of gender to ideas of civilisation, 
exploring how men's and women's different living conditions and masculine and 
feminine identities influenced both missionary and Aboriginal views of sex, religion, 
clothing, family, food and sickness. Such interests have guided a number of 
historians of early colonialism. Ann McGrath and Patty O'Brien have explored early 
European depictions of Aboriginal women, tracing their transition from mixed, rather 
romantic portrayals in the 18th century to the vicious prejudice of the 19th.32 The 
works of Patricia Grimshaw and Susan Hunt also consider, important aspects of 
Aboriginal women's place in colonial Australia, particularly their lack oflegal rights 
and the sexist and racist justifications given for this.33 However, these works have a 
later focus. Also relevant are some studies of white women's lives in the early 19th 
century which consider the racial and sexual significance of white female figures in 
the colonies, including women deemed saintly, deviant or dangerous. These include 
Joy Damousi's work on female convicts, Julie Carr's history of the white woman 
supposedly kidnapped by Gippsland Aborigines, and Hilary M. Carey's discussion of 
the social and evangelical roles of missionary wives.34 However, with the exception 
of Carey, none of these historians focus their discussions exclusively on Aboriginal 
mission life. The workings of gender within this particular microcosm of colonialism 
- in particular, issues to do with Aboriginal women's agency and choices - have yet 
to be fully explored. 
32 Ann McGrath, "The White Man's Looking Glass: Aboriginal-Colonial Gender Relations at Port 
Jackson", in Australian Historical Studies, vol.24, no.95, October 1990, pp.189-206; Patty O'Brien, 
"The Gaze of the 'Ghosts': Images of Aboriginal Women in New South Wales and Port Phillip (1800-
1850)", in Jan Kociumbas (ed.), Maps, Dreams, History: Race and Representation in Australia, 
Sydney, University of Sydney, 1998, pp.313-400 
33 Patricia Grimshaw, Colonialism, Gender and Representations of Race: Issues in Writing Women's 
History in Australia and the Pacific, Parkville, University of Melbourne History Department, 1994; 
Susan Hunt, Spinifex and Hessian: Women in North-Western Australia, I860-1900, Nedlands, 
University of Western Australia Press, 1986 
34 Carey, "Companions in the Wilderness?"; Julie E. Carr, " 'Cabin'd, cribb'd and confin'd': the 
White Woman of Gipps Land and Bungalene", in Barbara Creed and Jeanett Room (eds), Body 
Trade: Captivity, Cannibalism and Colonialism in the Pacific, New York, Routledge, 2001, pp.167-
179; Julie Carr, The Captive White Woman of Gipps Land: In Pursuit of a Legend, Carlton South, 
Melbourne University Press, 2001; Joy Damousi, Depraved and Disorderly: Female Convicts, 
Sexuality and Gender in Colonial Australia, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997 
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Ethical issues 
This project has presented some intellectual and ethical dilemmas. I found that my 
own largely secular style of thinking and writing could be both useful and 
problematic when researching mission history. Christian historians have often chosen 
to discuss "mission history" almost as a discipline in itself, crossing national and 
historical borders.35 This approach is in some ways helpful and historically valid, 
particularly since (as I have discussed elsewhere) early 19th century missionaries may 
have considered their national identities in some ways less important than their 
membership to a worldwide community of Evangelical Protestants.36 However, while 
making use of international comparisons, my own work retains an Australian 
colonial focus. This is partly because of my particular interest in Australian history 
and Aboriginal experiences within that. My local focus is also the result of my belief 
that early Australian mission stories cannot be separated from the context of 
colonialism and dispossession in which they occurred, factors which took peculiarly 
Australian forms. 
My choice to locate early mission history within Australian colonialism rather than 
within worldwide mission history is probably also a result of my living and writing 
outside the Christian faith. While Christian historians may struggle to reconcile their 
belief in the basic virtue of evangelising with the fact that Aboriginal missions often 
operated in brutal and racist ways, secular historians can also have difficulty 
reconciling our stress on missionary imperialism with the genuine nature of 
missionary faith and the fact that this faith has been embraced by many Aboriginal 
people. Writing both analytically and respectfully about spiritual beliefs which one 
does not share is a difficult task. Throughout this work, I have tried to recognise the 
35 This approach is evident in many of the papers of the First Biennial Trans Tasman Conference: ANZ 
Missionaries, At Home and Abroad, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, Australian 
National University, 2004, http://rspas.anu.edu.au/pah/TransTasman/papers.php See particularly, 
Meredith Lake, "The Australian Council of Churches' activity in Asia and its reflexive impact on 
Australian Christianity, 1950-1965", Hugh Morrison, "Australian Influences on New Zealand's 
Emerging Protestant Missionary Movement, 1885-1922", and Stuart Piggin, "The Origins of 
Australian Protestant Missions: Evangelical visions" 
36 See Jessie Mitchell," 'A City on a Hill': Aboriginal Missions and British Civilisation, 1830-1850", 
in Kate Darian-Smith, Patricia Grimshaw, Kiera Lindsey and Stuart Macintyre (eds), Exploring the 
British World, Melbourne, RMIT Publishing, 2004, pp.223-236 (E-book - web address not yet 
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real importance of spirituality to both Aboriginal and missionary lives during the 
early 19th century, whilst maintaining that spirituality is in many ways a historical 
and cultural condition, shaped by the changing outside world. 
Another more general dilemma lies in the emotional and controversial nature of 
some of the events described in missionary sources. Although these events took place 
over 150 years ago, many of the issues raised - particularly frontier violence, child 
removal, sexual abuse and loss of land and culture - remain painful and immediate 
subjects for Indigenous people today. I have tried to tackle these issues with honesty 
and compassion, but it is nonetheless likely that certain stories and quotations here 
will remain distressing for some readers. Particular concerns arise because of the 
possibility of some historical stories being used to promote callous and irresponsible 
political agendas. In the interests of acknowledging the complexity and diversity of 
early mission history, I have raised some issues here which may have the potential to 
cause controversy and harm. These issues include the violence of some Aboriginal 
people towards each other, the fact that some parents consented to leave children 
with missionaries for short periods, missionary accusations of Aboriginal 
cannibalism, and even the widespread deaths caused by introduced diseases, which 
some historians have seen as rendering white violence and responsibility 
insignificant. Writing about such subjects as a non-Indigenous historian is bound to 
be a deeply uneasy task, made all the more so by the knowledge that these issues 
have in the past been used by certain historians and commentators to dehumanise 
Aboriginal people and deny the crimes of dispossession. However, I do not believe 
that discussing these subjects should in any way detract from acknowledging the 
basic violence of colonialism. For instance, missionaries' obsession with controlling 
children is not, to my mind, any less disturbing simply because some parents 
willingly sent their children to school in return for food. Moreover, I think it is 
important that historians do not shy away from difficult or controversial topics, as to 
do so is to cede ground to those who would not hesitate to use this material in harsh 
and simplistic ways. 
finalised. This paper originally given at the British World Conference III, Melbourne, University of 
Melbourne, 2004) 
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The sources 
My primary research has focused on a number of missionary and government 
archives. The main ones used are the Aboriginal Affairs Records held at the Public 
Records Office of Victoria, the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society Records 
held at the National Library of Australia, the journals of James Dredge and Francis 
Tuckfield held at the State Library of Victoria, and the papers of L.E. Threlkeld, 
William Thomas and Joseph Orton held at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Studies (originals held at Mitchell library, State Library of New 
South Wales).37 I have also made extensive use of the online Wellington Valley 
Project, edited by Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts, which contains the letters, 
journals and reports of the Wellington Valley mission.38 All of these archives are 
extensive and consist primarily of the writings of the missionaries and protectors 
themselves, although some replies from government and missionary society 
colleagues are included. Published records of importance include Ian Clark's lengthy 
editions of G.A. Robinson's protectorate journals and Niel Gunson's two-volume 
compilation of L.E. Threlkeld's letters and published works,39 as well as Historical 
Records of Australia, Historical Records of Victoria, and Historical Records of New 
South Wales, which contain government reports concerning the missionaries and 
protectors. 
37 Aboriginal Affairs Records, V A473 Superintendent, Port Phillip District, VPRS4467, Public 
Records Office of Victoria (PROV); James Dredge Diaries, Notebooks andLetterbook, ? 1817-1845, 
MS11625, MSM534, State Library of Victoria (SLV); Joseph Orton Journal 1832-1839 and 1840-
1841, MF302, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) 
(original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); Joseph Orton Letterbooks 
1822-1842, MF303, AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); 
William Thomas Papers, 1834-1868, MF323, AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State 
Library of New South Wales); L.E. Threlkeld Papers 1815-1862, MF324 and MF329, AIATSIS 
(original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); Francis Tuclifield Journal 
1837-1842, MS11341, Box 655, SLV; Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society Archive, 1812-1889, 
Mp2107, National Library of Australia (NLA) 
38 Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), The Wellington Valley Project: Letters and Journals 
Relating to the Church Missionary Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45. A Critical 
Electronic Edition, 2002, http://newcastle.edu.au/group/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
39 Ian D. Clark (ed.), The Papers of George Augustus Robinson, Chief Protector, Port Phillip 
Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.l, 3, 4, Clarendon, Heritage Matters, 2001; Gunson (ed.), Australian 
Reminiscences, vols 1 & 2; George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal 
Protectorate, vol.1-5, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998 (vol.5 published in 2000) 
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Where possible, I have tried to examine writings by other colonists from the period, 
contrasting missionaries' beliefs and actions with those of other Europeans. Re-
readings of the Indigenous comments and actions recorded by missionaries are also 
enhanced by use of more recent anthropological literature, although this too should 
be approached with some caution, as anthropologists' writings, as much as 
missionaries', have been shaped by their own time, culture and values. In order to 
keep the project manageable, I have chosen to focus on primary sources from the 
early 19th century. This has meant that I have not paid much attention to 
contemporary ways of remembering the first missions and protectorate, amongst both 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities. If done properly, this would seem too 
large a project to include here, requiring extensive contemporary research and oral 
histories. It would, however, be a fascinating and timely subject for future research. 
Even when sticking to missionary archives, difficulties arise. It is important to 
remember that missionaries were generally writing for an audience; although their 
journals, letters and memoirs could express intense personal feelings, they were not 
meant as wholly private documents. Their papers were often intended to form the 
basis of government reports and missionary society publications, which could have 
many aims - to encourage public sympathy, to call for greater funding, to further 
personal ambitions. Missionary societies encouraged their labourers to be honest but 
upbeat, contributing to a body of positive literature about missionary achievements, 
although in Australia this often seemed to give way to darker emotions and pleas for 
sympathy in a hostile land. 40 
However, as well as being public documents, journals and reports could serve more 
personal needs. They could be a means by which public figures compiled portraits of 
themselves - portraits which could sometimes be inconsistent and incomplete.41 The 
19th century craze for journal-writing was also symptomatic of the growing 
inwardness and individualism of European society. Journals were a means of 
40 Anna Johnston, "Antipodean heathens: the London Missionary Society in Polynesia and Australia, 
1800-50", in Lynette Russell (ed.), Colonial Frontier: Indigenous-European Encounters in Settler 
Societies, Manchester, Manchester University Press, 2001, p.70; Tyrell, A Sphere of Benevolence, 
pp.29-30 
41 Colin Johnson, "Private Voice, Public Reception: The Journals of George Augustus Robinson", in 
Island Magazine, no.33, Summer 1987, pp.41-44 
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accounting for time spent and interrogating one's personal usefulness and worth; an 
activity particularly important to Evangelical Protestants.42 As Paul Sangster has 
remarked, 
evangelical diaries are strange ones ... introverted, deeply religious, 
often tortured, occasionally ecstatic, tending to cliche. All, in spite of 
being introverted, are somehow self-consciously so, as if the author 
suspected that man - or God - would take them down and use them as 
evidence against them."43 
Thus, missionary and protectorate records could serve a range of public and private 
needs, some of which historians have only just begun to explore. Interrogating these 
records enhances our understanding of missionary mindsets. In order to use these 
records well, though, it is necessary for the historian to accept a certain amount of 
ambiguity, to recognise that many frontier stories were never recorded and that there 
are some things of which it is now impossible to be certain. I have attempted to bring 
to my work an active awareness of this - considering, for example, how missionary 
priorities affected which Aboriginal voices and experiences were recorded and which 
were not - but in this area much more work still remains to be done. 
The structure 
This work begins with a close examination of Aboriginal people's early meetings 
with missionaries and protectors, speculating about Indigenous perspectives on these 
encounters, within the context of their own traditions and their broader experiences 
of colonial dispossession. It then considers how missionaries and protectors saw their 
roles in the colonial system, particularly their complex and uneasy places within 
government, missionary societies and the white Australian community. The focus 
then moves to the development of missionary programs for Aboriginal "civilisation", 
involving attempts to reshape Aboriginal relationships to land, work, the spiritual 
world and the family. These discussions include the complex place of mission life 
42 Alain Corbin, "Backstage", in Michelle Perot (ed.), A History of Private Life, vol.4, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1990, pp.498-500 
43 Paul Sangster, Pity My Simplicity: The Evangelical Revival and the Religious Education of Children 
1738-1800, London, Epworth Press, 1963, p.69 
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within Aboriginal commitments to country, missionaries' attitudes towards 
Aboriginal land ownership and labour, the varied nature of Christian ceremonial life 
on missions, and the earliest attempts by protectors and missionaries to gain custody 
and control over Aboriginal children. The following section focuses on the physical 
side of the missionary agenda, examining missionary attempts to make Aboriginal 
bodies conform to European notions of decency, cleanliness, temperance and health, 
which incurred a wide variety of Aboriginal responses. However, at the same time as 
Aboriginal lives were changing radically through colonisation and mission 
experiences, debates were raging amongst colonists about whether Aboriginal people 
could have any future lives at all. Thus, I consider the growing power of racist 
ideology and theories of Aboriginal doom by the mid 19th century, and missionary 
responses to this, which were largely negative but nonetheless ambiguous. The final 
chapter looks at the supposed failure and closure of the missions, interrogating how 
Aboriginal people may have viewed this and highlighting the many ways that 
mission life and Aboriginal-missionary relationships actually continued. Thus, the 
structure of the thesis is both chronological and thematic, focusing on major ideas 
and elements of mission life, whilst being framed and informed by an awareness of 
how these missions developed - from meetings to settlement, to collapse and 
endurance. 
20 
D.R. Horton, Aboriginal Australia Map, Aboriginal Studies Press, AIATSIS, 1996. 
This section shows the Aboriginal communities referred to in this thesis. 
(Note: This map is unsuitable for use in Native Title and other land claims. This map 
indicates only the general location of larger groups of people which may include 
smaller groups such as clans, dialects or individual languages in a group. Boundaries 
are not intended to be exact.) 
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Lake Maquarie in 1828 (above) and 1841 (below), showing L.E. Threlkeld's 
Bahtahbah and Ebenezer mission stations. Threlkeld relocated after being 
dismissed by the L.M.S. in 1828. 
(Keith Clouten, Reid's Mistake: The Story of Lake Macquarie from its Discovery 
until 1890, Sydney, Lake Macquarie Shire Council, 1967, pp.36, 81) 
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Wiradjuri country, showing the Wellington settlement in the right-hand comer. 
(Peter Rimas Kabaila, Wiradjuri Places: The Macquarie River Basin and some 
places revisited, vol.3, Canberra, Black Mountain Projects, 1998, p.6) 
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!}J 0 c:: 
Wiradjuri missions and camps around Wellington, overlaying a contemporary 
map of the area. 
(Peter Rimas Kabaila, Wiradjuri Places: The Macquarie River Basin and some 
places revisited, vol.3, Canberra, Black Mountain Projects, 1998, p.10) 
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Port Phillip protectorate stations and Buntingdale mission. Note: I have added in the 
Buntingdale location. 
(Mira Lakic and Rosemary Wrench (eds), Through Their Eyes: An Historical 
Record of Aboriginal People in Victoria, as Documented by the Officials of the Port 
Phillip Protectorate, 1839-1841, Melbourne, Museum of Victoria, 1994, p.11. 
Original source: Ian Clark, The Port Phillip Journals of George Augustus Robinson, 
Monash Publications in Geography, no.34.) 
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Greetings, gifts and guns: 
Introductions to mission life 
In 1839, shortly after arriving in Geelong to inspect the new Buntingdale mission, 
Wesleyan missionary Joseph Orton engaged some local Aboriginal guides (whose 
clan identities were not recorded) to travel through the surrounding countryside with 
him. Although his initial meetings with Aboriginal people had been pleasant and 
friendly, he was surprised at the fear and aggression of his guides when he persuaded 
them to accompany him into foreign country. One begged him "if w1ld black fellow 
come you say me very good black fellow you no let him kill me - you shoot him." 
Orton, who had just approved a mission site located in country central to a number of 
Aboriginal groups, tried to placate him, assuring him "O wild black very good they 
won't hurt us". To this, his guide vehemently contradicted him "them very bad -
plenty steal plenty kill."1 
This colonial story points to a number of complexities in early Aboriginal-missionary 
relationships. Firstly and most obviously, it demonstrates one of the disruptive 
effects of colonialism: the movement of Aboriginal people onto one another's lands, 
often with violent consequences. Secondly, it hints at how some Aboriginal people 
chose not only to tolerate colonialism in order to survive, but also to manipulate 
European power to protect themselves and harm their traditional enemies. More 
generally, it also raises questions about Indigenous identity in early mission times. 
Orton's guide evidently felt little affinity for the "wild black fellows"; his identity, 
like that of most people during this time, was bound up in intricate, largely pre-
colonial systems of loyalty to kin and country. He understood the European use of 
the term "black" to designate all colonised peoples, but he also refused its 
universalising tendencies, insisting on the distinction between his own people and 
"wild blacks". Thus, the story also points to a problem inherent in the missionaries' 
and protectors' civilising agenda: their aim of protecting and converting "the 
Aborigines" rested on a definition of "Aboriginal" which did not adequately account 
for pre-existing identities and divisions. 
1 Joseph Orton, 14 May 1839, Joseph Orton Journal 1832-1839 and 1840-1841 (J.O.J.), MF302, 
AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales) 
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In order to understand Aboriginal people's mission experiences, their initial meetings 
with missionaries must be placed in the context of their early colonial experiences as 
a whole. Here, it is vital to acknowledge the great variety of Indigenous historical 
experience, even within such a limited district as Port Phillip. The question of how 
Aboriginal people initially conceptualised their relationships with missionaries and 
protectors is an interesting one. While missionaries hoped to place Aboriginal people 
as humble and grateful recipients of charity and converts to Christian civilisation, I 
would argue that Aboriginal people (at least at first) saw themselves as entering into 
quite different relationships of obligation and exchange with missionaries. As 
Deborah Bird Rose observes in her study of the Daly River Jesuit mission, while 
missionaries attempted to civilise Aboriginal people, Aboriginal people believed they 
were civilising the missionaries by drawing them into their own social and spiritual 
systems. 2 Another aspect of mission life that missionaries themselves had not 
initially anticipated was their reluctant and sometimes unwitting involvement in 
tensions between Aboriginal groups, which again demonstrates some of the 
complexities of Aboriginal histories and the shortcomings of missionary hopes to 
convert all "natives". 
A problem of naming 
A number of Aboriginal communities were affected by the establishment of missions 
in their country. L.E. Threlkeld's London Missionary Society station at Lake 
Macquarie (1825-1841) was located in Awabakal country, and the Church 
Missionary Society station at Wellington Valley (1832-1843), run by William 
Watson, J.C.S. Handt and James Giinther, was in Wiradjuri country. The Methodist 
Buntingdale mission near Geelong, which was overseen by Francis Tuckfield and 
Benjamin Hurst (1838-1848), fell in Gulidjan country and was visited by 
Wathaurong and Dantgurt.3 George Langhome's government mission near 
2 Deborah Bird Rose, "Signs of Life on a Barbarous Frontier: Intercultural Encounters in North 
Australia", in Humanities Research, vol.2, no number given, 1998, p.17 
3 Ian D. Clark, Aboriginal Languages and Clans: An Historical Atlas of Western Central Victoria, 
1800-1900, Melbourne, Monash Publications in Geography, 1990, p.170. Also, Ian D. Clark, 
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Melbourne (1837-1839) dealt mainly with Woiworung.4 The protectorate, which ran 
between 1839-1850, had stations at the Goulburn River in Taungurong country (run 
by James Dredge), the Loddon River in Djadjawurung country (run by Edward Stone 
Parker) and Narre Narre Warren, visited by Woiworung and Boonwurrung and run 
by William Thomas. 5 Protector Charles Sievwright was initially stationed in Geelong 
and Lake Terang and visited by Wathaurong, Gulidjan and Kirrae people. He later 
moved to Mt Rouse, which was apparently Djabwurung land visited by the 
Gunditjmara (or Dhauwurdwurrung).6 Chief protector G.A. Robinson lived m 
Melbourne, but also travelled around Victoria and met many different peoples. 
However, listing the Aboriginal societies affected by the first missions and 
protectorate stations is more difficult than it might initially seem. Aboriginal 
mobility - stemming from both pre-colonial practices and forced dispossession -
meant that most protectorate stations and missions were visited at times by people 
from other districts. Furthermore, the effects of mission life were presumably felt by 
many people who did not live there at all, through the exchange of mission clothes, 
goods, illnesses and stories, and, in some areas, the growing fear of missionaries 
removing children. Such ripple effects were sometimes evident to missionaries and 
protectors, but we cannot know their full extent. 
One point that arises during this chapter is the problem of referring to different 
Indigenous societies during this early colonial period as "Aboriginal" (or any similar 
Understanding the Enemy - Ngammadjidj or Foreign Invader? Aboriginal perception of Europeans 
in Nineteenth Century Western Victoria, Caulfield, Monash University Faculty of Business and 
Economics, working paper, 1998, p.17 
4 Michael Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835-86, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1979, 
pp.83-84 
5 For more information, see Ian D. Clark, Aboriginal Language Areas in Victoria: A Report to the 
Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for Languages, Melbourne, Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for 
Languages, 1996, pp.10-13; Ian D. Clark, "That's My Country Belonging to Me": Aboriginal land 
tenure and dispossession in nineteenth century Western Victoria, Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, 
pp.69, 78; Edgar Morrison, Early Days in the Loddon Valley: Memoirs of Edward Stone Parker, 
1802-1865, Daylesford, published by the author, 1965, p.11; Edgar Morrison, "The Loddon 
Aborigines: Tales of Old Jim Crow'', in Geoff Morrison (ed.), A Successful Failure: The Aborigines 
and Early Settlers, Maryborough, Graffiti Publications, 2002, p.183; Gary Presland, Aboriginal 
Melbourne: The Lost Land of the Kulin People, Ringwood, MacPhee Gribble, 1985 (this edition 
1994), pp.35-36, 99 
6 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, p.13; Clark, Aboriginal Languages and Clans, p.34; 
Clark, Aboriginal Language Areas in Victoria, p.10 
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generalised term). I have often chosen to do this, for several reasons. These groups 
had certain social and cultural elements in common, as well as a general experience 
of colonial dispossession. Colonisation in Victoria and New South Wales generally 
happened fairly quickly and took similar forms - the spread of pastoralism, frontier 
violence, use of missionaries and protectors to enforce colonial law and culture, all 
exacerbated by the spread of disease and ecological and cultural destruction. Certain 
Aboriginal tactics for dealing with this impact also occurred throughout these 
districts - eg, initial attempts at tolerance and incorporation of Europeans into 
: profitable economic relationships, violent attempts to seize European property or 
drive certain Europeans away, and entry into the European economy at the level of 
labourers or beggars. Furthermore, since this project considers European opinions 
and treatment of Indigenous people, it must acknowledge that colonisers quickly 
categorised Indigenous Australian societies as "native", "black" or "Aboriginal", 
rarely differentiating strongly between communities. Moreover, when relying on 
white sources from this period, including missionary sources, terms like 
"Aboriginal" are hard to avoid, as exact clan and language group names were not 
always accurately recorded. 
Nonetheless, in many ways terms like "Aboriginal" are historically inadequate. Prior 
to colonisation, people identified primarily as Wiradjuri, Gulidjan, Wathaurong etc; 
generic "Aboriginal" terms were initially imposed by the colonisers. Indigenous 
people would subsequently adopt Aboriginal and Black identities, transforming them 
in positive and creative ways, but during the 1830s and 1840s there is little evidence 
of this happening. The colonists' habit of pushing different Indigenous groups into 
contact with each other would ultimately contribute to the formation of general 
Aboriginal loyalties, but during these early years it also led to considerable hostility 
and division. It must be added that while some Indigenous groups formed alliances to 
repel European aggression, others took advantage of the European presence to harm 
their traditional enemies. (The aggression of the Kulin native police of Port Phillip 
against the Kurnai people of Gippsland is one example of this.) This in no way 
exonerates the colonists who encouraged and sometimes orchestrated this violence to 
consolidate their own dominance, but it does show that pre-colonial identities, 
alliances and hatreds were powerful in shaping Aboriginal responses to colonisation. 
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Categorising all Indigenous people as "Aboriginal" also obscures the rich history of 
how Indigenous people related to each other in general. This history - one of 
alliances, conflict, kinship, ceremony, geographical and ecological change, cultural 
destruction and adaptation, etc - was of course powerfully influenced by Europeans 
but frequently did not include them in any immediate way. For this reason, much of 
this early history left no written record and can be hard to piece together, but its 
existence must nonetheless be kept in mind. While this thesis focuses on Aboriginal-
missionary relations and often finds it difficult to avoid using terms like 
"Aboriginal", it tries to do so with an awareness that this approach can be both 
helpful and limited. 
The first invaders: birds and beasts, plants and pox 
At first glance, it might seem that these protectors and missionaries were amongst the 
earliest colonists in their districts. Threlkeld arrived in Newcastle in 1825 as one of 
the area's first free settlers, and the only previous Europeans in the district of the 
Wellington Valley mission had been a small number of convicts. Similarly, the Port 
Phillip protectors and Buntingdale missionaries arrived in Port Phillip around 1838, 
just as the territory was being formally annexed. However, just as the effects of 
mission life travelled beyond the missions themselves, Aboriginal mobility and the 
fast-moving nature of settler colonialism meant that the effects of invasion usually 
arrived long before the missionaries did. 
As Henry Reynolds and Heather Goodall point out, European technology, diseases, 
animals, plants, words and stories usually arrived before the colonisers themselves.7 
One of the earliest and deadliest invaders was the highly contagious smallpox virus, 
first observed in New South Wales in 1789. It is likely that most of the communities 
discussed in this thesis experienced smallpox before meeting Europeans. The impact 
of this disease on pre-colonial societies is now very hard to tell, but, as discussed 
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later in the thesis, it seems likely to have caused numerous deaths, grief, social 
disruption and possible revenge killings. Smallpox's impact on Awabakal is 
uncertain. Noel Butlin claims that Aboriginal people with smallpox scars were 
observed in the Hunter Valley in 1810, suggesting that Awabakal may have been 
infected, but the basis of this claim is not properly explained.8 Similarly, David 
Roberts estimates that smallpox may have killed up to a third of the Awabakal 
population, but again he gives no detailed explanation.9 There is more evidence of 
the disease in Wiradjuri country. In 1832-33, Wellington Valley missionaries J.C.S. 
Handt and William Watson heard Wiradjuri people speak of the disease and saw 
people with pock marks, and estimated that it must have hit them two or three years 
earlier, which corresponds with Noel Butlin and Judy Campbell's assertion that a 
second smallpox outbreak occurred in New South Wales around 1830.10 The reports 
of colonists in the Wellington Valley area, particularly Dr John Mair, who was sent 
to investigate illness amongst the Wiradjuri, describe a devastating smallpox 
epidemic, which may have killed up to a third of the population, although as Hilary 
Carey and David Roberts caution, these sources may not be entirely reliable.11 
Whether this was the first time the disease had hit Wiradjuri, or whether they had 
also been affected by the 1789 epidemic, seems to have gone unrecorded, although 
given that they crossed the Blue Mountains to the east, it is possible that this disease, 
7 Heather Goodall, Invasion to Embassy: Land in Aboriginal Politics in New South Wales, 1770-1972, 
St Leonards, Allen and Unwin, 1996, p.27; Henry Reynolds, The Other Side of the Frontier, 
Townsville, James Cook University, 1981, pp.6-14, 34-47 
8 Noel Butlin, Our Original Aggression: Aboriginal Populations of Southeastern Australia, 1788-
1850, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1983, pp.19, 24 
9 David Andrew Roberts, "Aborigines, Commandants and Convicts: The Newcastle Penal 
Settlement", in Awaba: A Database of Historical Materials Relating to the Aborigines of the 
Newcastle-Lake Macquarie Region, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/group/amrd/awaba/history/convicts.html 
10 Budin, Our Original Aggression, p.19; Judy Campbell, Invisible Invaders: Smallpox and other 
diseases in Aboriginal Australia 1780-1850, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1983, pp.11, 138, 158; J.C.S. 
Handt, Journal, 5 December 1832 p.18, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), The 
Wellington Valley Project (W V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the Church Missionary Society 
Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, 
http://newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; William Watson, Journal, 20 April 1833 p.2, 4 
October 1833 p.6, W V.P., http://newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
11 George Bennett, Wanderings in New South Wales, Batavia, Pedir Coast, Singapore, and China, 
vol.1, London, Richard Bentley, 1834, pp.148-61; Hilary M. Carey and David Roberts, "Smallpox and 
the Baiame Waganna of Wellington Valley, New South Wales, 1829-1840: The Earliest Nativist 
Movement in Aboriginal Australia", in Ethnohistory, vol.49, no.4, 2002, pp.823-24, 
http ://muse.jhu.edu/joumals/ ethnohistory/v049/ 49 .4carey0 I .html · 
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or others, may have arrived before the colonists. 12 Smallpox appears to have struck 
large areas of Victoria by the early 1830s, before colonialism began there in earnest. 
Campbell, Butlin and Beverley Blaskett estimate that smallpox probably affected 
most of central and western Victoria, and may have been the greatest single cause of 
Indigenous depopulation.13 The papers of protectors Edward Stone Parker, William 
Thomas and Charles Sievwright describe Aboriginal memories of smallpox in their 
districts. 14 
Disease was not the only invader to travel faster than the colonists themselves. With 
the Europeans came a huge range of imported plants and animals, which spread 
rapidly and went wild, altering Australia's ecosystem and affecting Aboriginal health 
and lifestyles, sometimes by providing new forms of sustenance, but often by 
destroying old ones. As Alfred Crosby has said of the colonisation of the New 
World, the European coloniser "came not as an individual immigrant but as part of a 
grunting, lowing, neighing, crowing, chirping, snarling, buzzing, self-replicating and 
world-altering avalanche."15 Thus, even Australia's earliest colonial writers were 
often describing Aboriginal societies which had already experienced significant 
environmental, physical and social change. 
12 Peter Read, A Hundred Years War: The Wiradjuri People and the State, Sydney, Australian 
National University Press, 1988, p.8 
13 Beverley Blaskett, "The level of violence: Europeans and Aborigines in Port Phillip, 1835-1850'', in 
Susan Janson and Stuart Macintyre (eds), Through White Eyes, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1990, 
pp.82, 84; Butlin, Our Original Aggression, pp.24-25; Campbell, Invisible Invaders, pp.138, 153, 158 
14 Campbell, Invisible Invaders, p.156; Morrison, "The Loddon Aborigines", p.187; Edward Stone 
Parker, "Quarterly Journal'', July 1841, fragment, Aboriginal Affairs Records (A.A.R.), Reel 2, VS473 
Superintendent, Port Phillip District, VPRS4467, Public Records Office of Victoria (PROV); Edward 
Stone Parker, "Aborigines of Australia" 1854, in Edgar Morrison, Frontier Life in the Loddon 
Protectorate: Episodes from Early Days, 1837-1842, Melbourne, no publisher given, 1967, p.18; 
Charles Sievwright, "Report of the Proceedings, March - August 1839", in Historical Records of 
Victoria (HR. V.), Ian Macfarlane (ed.), vol.7, Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 1998, p.348; 
William Thomas, 15, 17 August 1847, William Thomas Papers, 1834-1868 (WT.P.), MF323, Reel 3, 
AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); William Thomas, 
undated entry, WT.P., MF323, Reel 3, fiche 55, 63, AIATSIS; William Thomas to Mr Duffy, undated 
letter, WT.P., MF323, Reel 5, £ 157-61, AIATSIS 
15 Alfred W. Crosby, Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-1900, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1986, p.194 
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Greetings and killings in New South Wales: Awabakal and Wiradjuri discover 
Europeans 
The beginnings of the first two missions, at Lake Macquarie and Wellington Valley, 
demonstrated some of the effects of traditional customs and early colonial history on 
Aboriginal meetings with missionaries. Lake Macquarie, located just below 
Newcastle and near the coast, is the country of the Awabakal, who during 
Threlkeld's time lived around Newcastle and the Hunter Valley as well as beside the 
lake. Threlkeld noted that the people living around his original mission, Bahtahbah, 
which was on the eastern side of the lake on modem-day Belmont Bay, claimed 
ownership of the land bounded by the entrance to Lake Macquarie in the south, 
Newcastle and the Hunter River in the North, and Cockle Creek in the west. Socially, 
they were bordered by the Worimi people to the north, the Wanarua to the west, and 
the Broken Bay people to the south.16 Awabakal were a fishing people, living off the 
sea, the coastal rock platforms and the nearby swamps. Early colonial accounts 
described this as fertile country with beautiful scenery, full of gum treGs, swamp oak, 
tea-tree scrub, fems and marshlands, and rich in animals, birds and fish. 17 
The Wiradjuri people of Wellington Valley lived to the north-west, their country 
located two hundred miles north of Bathurst, near Narragaul and Goboleon. The 
Wiradjuri are the biggest single language group in New South Wales, and their 
country is large and varied, fed by the Macquarie, Lachlan and Murrumbidgee rivers 
and bounded by the Blue Mountains to the east, the western slopes to the south, and 
the transition between grass plains and eucalyptus forest to the north and west.18 
While Wiradjuri often lived as river people, they also used firestick farming to 
16 Keith H. Clouten, Reid's Mistake: The Story of Lake Macquarie from its Discovery until 1890, 
Sydney, Lake Macquarie Shire Council, 1967, p.71; Niel Gunson, "Introduction", in Niel Gunson 
(ed.), Australian Reminiscences & Papers of L.E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the Aborigines, 1824-1859, 
vol.I, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1974, pp.3-5 
17 J.C. Docherty, Newcastle: The Making of an Australia City, Marrickville, Hale & Ironmonger, 
1983, p.1; Susan Marsden, Newcastle: A Brief History, Newcastle, Newcastle City Council, 2004, p.4; 
John Windross and J.P. Ralston, Historical Records of Newcastle, 1797-1897, Newcastle, Federal 
Printing, 1897, p.11; John Turner and Greg Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie: A Brief 
History, Newcastle, Lake Macquarie City Council, 1995, pp.13-14; W. Allan Wood, Dawn in the 
Valley: The Story of Settlement in the Hunter River Valley to 1833, Sydney, Wentworth Books, 1972, 
pp.1-2, 111-12 
18 Read, A Hundred Years War, pp.2-3 
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maintain the grasslands, increasing the gram and animal presence.19 Although 
culturally and socially diverse, Wiradjuri spoke a common language and gathered in 
their hundreds for ceremony.20 
These mobile societies probably heard of Europeans before they saw them, but the 
first European meetings Awabakal and Wiradjuri had in their own country were with 
explorers. Awabakal discovered Europeans in 1800 when James Reid got lost on his 
way to the Hunter River and ended up in Lake Macquarie. Awabakal's initial 
encounters with explorers appear to have been brief and friendly.2 1 In 1813, 
Wiradjuri met Blaxland, Wentworth and Lawson when their party crossed the Blue 
Mountains. In the same year, Assistant Surveyor George Evans described seeing 
Wiradjuri, but they avoided him, apparently in fear; perhaps by this stage they were 
better informed about these strangers than A wabakal had been.22 
Both societies initially experienced colonialism in the form of convict settlements. In 
1804 the colonial government founded an isolated penal settlement at Newcastle. It 
remained small - two hundred people, mostly prisoners and guards - and little 
farming was· done. Free settlers would not arrive until 1823 .23 Only limited research 
seems to have been done into how Awabakal experienced this early colonisation. A 
relatively compact convict settlement would have had less environmental impact 
than the rapid spread of pastoralism that was occurring in other districts. 
Nonetheless, the usual European animals, plants and diseases presumably arrived, 
and the presence of strangers in Newcastle, which, according to Threlkeld, was the 
birthplace of many Awabakal, must have also caused social tensions that are now 
hard to gauge.24 However, Awabakal did not necessarily experience all Europeans as 
enemies. David Roberts' work on Newcastle describes early Awabakal-European 
relations as mixed, with Awabakal alternately helping with the harvest and stealing 
19 Goodall, Invasion to Embassy, p.11 
20 Read, A Hundred Years War, pp.3-4 
21 Turner and Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie, p.27 
22 Read, A Hundred Years War, pp.5, 8; T. Salisbury and P.J. Gresser, Windradyne of Wiradjuri: 
Martial Law at Bathurst in 1824, Sydney, WentworthBooks, 1971, pp.12-13 
23 Clouten, Reid's Mistake, p.13; Turner and Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie, pp.28-29 
24 L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, "Annual Report of the Mission to the Aborigines, Lake 
Macquarie 1840", in L.E. Threlkeld Papers 1815-1862 (L.T.P.), MF329, AIATSIS (original held at 
Mitchell Library, State Library ofNew South Wales) 
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it, and trading goods with the convicts and fighting with them.25 As illegal escape 
routes developed through the bush, convict breakouts became more common, and 
Awabakal were employed to track and recapture them. Roberts asserts that Awabakal 
were often given license by the commandants to ill-treat and humiliate their white 
captives.26 This may have given Awabakal an early awareness of the British class 
system, a contempt for convicts, and a belief that mutually profitable relationships 
might be established with European authorities. 
Wiradjuri's experiences of convict settlements were initially simihrr. One was set up 
in Bathurst in 1815; like that in Newcastle, it was initially small, with only 114 
Europeans there by 1820. It was not till 1823 that Governor Brisbane set up a convict 
station in Wellington Valley. Numbers there also remained small; by 1827 there were 
60 convicts and 15 soldiers. Wiradjuri retained their numerical and geographical 
advantage and were described by convict authorities as friendly, peaceful and eager 
to trade. The Wellington Valley station closed in 1830.27 
However, by this time the nature of colonialism in Wiradjuri country had changed 
dramatically, as around Bathurst, European strength and Wiradjuri attacks on 
properties had simultaneously increased during the early 1820s. Heather Goodall 
notes the numerical and ecological threat posed by the explosion of European 
settlement around Bathurst, where sheep and cattle increased from 33 733 in 1821 to 
113 973 in 1825, while the area of land occupied by colonists went from 2520 acres 
in 1821 to 91 636 acres in 1825.28 The damage this must have done to traditional 
food sources, combined with Wiradjuri's sudden loss of control over large areas of 
land, make the subsequent raids on stations unsurprising, although Peter Read 
suggests that many raids were motivated by specific disputes over supplies, women 
and particular tracts of land.29 As retaliatory violence escalated and Windradyne 
emerged as a powerful Wiradjuri leader, stock owners persuaded Governor Brisbane 
25 Roberts, "Aborigines, Commandants and Convicts" 
26 Clouten, Reid's Mistake, p.13; Roberts, "Aborigines, Commandants and Convicts"; Turner and 
Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie, pp.28-29 
27 Carey and Roberts, "Smallpox and the Baiame Waganna", p.823; Read, A Hundred Years War, 
p.11-12; Salisbury and Gresser, Windradyne ofWiradjuri, pp.12-15 
28 Goodall, Invasion to Embassy, p.30 
29 Ibid.; Read, A Hundred Years War, pp.9-10 
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to declare martial law in Bathurst in 1824. A campaign of terror against the Wiradjuri 
is alleged to have followed, killing perhaps a quarter or a third of people in the 
Bathurst region before the end of the year.30 It is difficult to say, though, how this 
affected the people of Wellington Valley. They must have known about the violence 
and some may have been involved, but direct European influence in their own region 
at the time remained relatively minor. Like Awabakal, Wiradjuri in Wellington 
Valley had yet to experience many of the worst aspects of colonialism when the 
missionaries arrived. However, they had already witnessed its devastating effects on 
their neighbours and relatives. 
Both Awabakal and Wiradjuri had some previous missionary experience before the 
main missions began. Captain John Bingle, who explored the Newcastle area in 
1821, described a clergyman who accompanied him, Rev G.A. Middleton, as "an 
especial favourite with the blacks".31 Bingle claimed Middleton had annoyed Major 
Morrisett by interceding on Awabakal's behalf several times, but gave no further 
details. 32 Thus, A wabakal may have already learned that clergymen could be 
potential allies. Wiradjuri may have been similarly inclined; John Harper and 
William Walker conducted a very brief Wesleyan mission amongst them in the 
1820s, but little is known about this. Occasional articles in the Sydney Gazette 
indicated that the missionaries ministered mainly to the convicts, but that their 
relationships with Wiradjuri were amicable.33 
Thus, while the missionaries at Lake Macquarie and Wellington Valley were 
amongst the earliest free settlers in their districts, the local Aboriginal people had 
already developed quite extensive and complex relationships to colonialism before 
·they arrived. Awabakal met Threlkeld at a hinge point in their history, as the 
Newcastle area opened to free settlers in the mid-1820s. Threlkeld's papers from 
1825-6 claim that violence from settlers and revenge killings from Awabakal were 
30 Read, A Hundred Years War, pp.9-10; David Andrew Roberts, ''The Bells Falls massacre and oral 
tradition'', in Bain Attwood and S.G. Foster (eds), Frontier Conflict: The Australian Experience, 
Canberra, National Museum of Australia, 2003, p.151; Salisbury and Gresser, Windradyne of 
Wiradjuri, pp.23-35 
31 Windross and Ralston, Historical Records of Newcastle, p.11 
32 Ibid., p.30 
33 Carey and Roberts, "Smallpox and the Baiame Waganna", p.863; Sydney Gazette, 29 September 
1825 and 11 January 1826 
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beginning in the district, as native food sources were destroyed, Awabakal women 
were sexually assaulted by Europeans, and settlers demanded martial protection for 
their property.34 Despite this, Awabakal's initial meetings with the missionary were 
friendly. There has been little historical discussion of these early meetings; Niel 
Gunson, Henry Reynolds and R.H.W. Reece, for instance, who considerThrelkeld's 
general activities extensively, scarcely mention his introductions to Awabakal.35 
However, some speculation is possible. Awabakal had apparently heard of Threlkeld 
before they saw him; he was told in 1825, before he commenced his mission, that 
A wabakal were already inquiring keenly when the missionary was to arrive.36 If this 
was true, it is interesting to consider what they might have been told' about him -
perhaps that he would secure land for them and bring them presents? Presumably 
their positive earlier experiences with Rev Middleton were relevant here. When 
Threlkeld arrived in Newcastle, Awabakal camped outside his cottage, smoking and 
talking, and agreed to teach him their language.37 Later that year, Threlkeld 
employed Awabakal men to translate and cut a road through the bush to the proposed 
mission site. This site had been chosen because the land seemed fertile, with plenty 
of kangaroo and fish, Awabakal were residing in the area, and European settlements 
were some distance away.38 There is little evidence of Threlkeld consulting 
Awabakal about this choice of site, but many apparently promised to work on the 
fann, and two men particularly requested portions of land to farm themselves 
(possibly because of pre-existing relationships to this country).39 Awabakal found 
that Threlkeld followed them on their hunting and fishing trips, constantly repeating 
34 L.E. Threlkeld, "Memoranda",, in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, pp.91-92; L.E. 
Threlkeld to George Burder and William Hankey, 4 September 1826, in Gunson (ed.), Australian 
Reminiscences, vol.2, p.213-14 
35 For instance, Niel Gunson, "Introduction", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, pp.1-
40; R.H.W. Reece, Aborigines and Colonists: Aborigines and Colonial Society in New South Wales in 
the 1830s and 1840s, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1974, pp.62-80; Henry Reynolds, 
Dispossession: Black Australians and White Invaders, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1989; Reynolds, The 
Other Side of the Frontier; Henry Reynolds, This Whispering in Our Hearts, St Leonards, Allen & 
Unwin, 1998 
36 L.E. Threlkeld to George Burder, 25 April 1825, in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, 
p.182 
37 Tricia Henwood, Rev. L.E. Threlkeld and the Awabakal Aborigines: An Example of Cultural 
Interaction, 1824-1841, Honours Thesis, LaTrobe University, 1978, p.34; L.E. Threlkeld, 
"Reminiscences 1825-1826", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.45 
38 Clouten, Reid's Mistake, pp.24-25; Henwood, Rev. L.E. Threlkeld and the Awabakal, p.31; Turner 
and Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie, p.30 
39 L.E. Threlkeld to W.A. Hankey, 1 June 1825, in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, 
p.183 
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their words and scribbling them down in his notebook. They did not seem to mind. 
Threlkeld observed "the natives shew the greatest readiness in pronouncing again 
and again not without laughing at my stupidity in not understanding quickly."40 
Conditions in the district would rapidly worsen, however. By 1827, new 
landholdings were springing up in the area.41 The 1830s Threlkeld described as a 
particularly brutal era, resulting in the murders of 15 Europeans and many more 
Awabakal between 1832-38.42 In 1834, soldiers were sent out to quell Aboriginal 
rebellion, although the precise scope of the violence is unclear.43 Awabakal were also 
vulnerable to attacks by other dispossessed Aboriginal groups; loss of land in the 
nearby Wallis Plains district, for instance, led people from that area to raid settlers' 
huts around Lake Macquarie and attack Awabakal people.44 Thus, a people with two 
decades of colonial experience were about to undergo severe changes, as the 
relatively peaceful and controlled early encounters gave way to a rapid increase in 
the scope and violence of colonialism. Threlkeld's mission, finally abandoned in 
1841, stood as witness to these changes. 
At the same time as tensions were increasing around Newcastle, in Wellington 
Valley Wiradjuri were meeting their new Anglican missionaries. Although the 
location of their mission was presumably chosen because government buildings were 
standing empty there, the earliest mission records show Wiradjuri already living in 
the area. Watson and Handt both described the surrounding country as beautiful, with 
high mountains and rich bush and undergrowth, although the mission site itself was 
rather bare.45 Meetings with local people were immediate. Again, few historians have 
focused on these early meetings, despite fairly extensive discussions of Wellington 
Valley in general. Jean W oolmington, for instance, outlines Wiradjuri' s initial 
40 L.E. Threlkeld to W.A. Hankey, 20 August 1825, in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, 
p.186; L.E. Threlkeld to Saxe Bannister, 27 September 1825, in Threlkeld, "Correspondence'', in 
Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.187 
41 L.E. Threlkeld to London Missionary Society, May 1827, in Gunson (ed), Australian 
Reminiscences, vol.2, p.227 
42 L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, "Annual Report on the Mission to the Aborigines, Lake 
Macquarie", 31December1838, in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, p.145 
43 Turner and Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie, p.3 7 
44 Clouten, Reid's Mistake, pp.70-75; Turner and Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie, p.36 
45 Handt, Journal, 4 September 1832 pp.5-6, and 3 October 1832 pp.14-15, W. V.P.; Watson, Journal, 
3 October 1832 p.8, W. V.P. 
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discovery of missionaries, but does not delve into this much beyond implying 
material motives.46 Peter Read also characterises Wiradjuri's introductions to the 
missionaries as motivated primarily by desire for gifts, although he also believes 
many youths were attracted to the novelties of mission life.47 While this may be true 
in many ways, these early meetings can still be examined in closer detail. 
Wiradjuri had waited for the "Misshinir" for several days before Handt and Watson 
arrived, and these meetings were characterised by both friendliness and mistrust. 
Local Europeans had threatened them that the missionaries would steal their children 
and enslave the adults, making them work in the fields like bullocks. Thus, during 
the first few days, the women and children kept their distance. At the same time, 
Wiradjuri clearly expected Handt and Watson to distribute gifts, particularly 
"blankets belonging to 'black fellows' .'.48 As part of this arrangement, Wiradjuri 
helped the missionaries set up camp and fetched water, and they continued to do jobs 
there (something they were perhaps familiar with from the convict station). However, 
their belief that the missionaries owed them supplies endured. This was repeated in 
1833 when Narrang Jackey asked missionary William Watson for blankets. Upon 
being refused, N arrang J ackey rebuked Watson, saying "blankets Governor sent for 
Black fellow don't belong at all to Parson, white fellow say so.'.49 Watson and Handt 
blamed local Europeans for spreading such rumours, but it is also likely that news of 
the annual Sydney Native Feast, where blankets and presents were distributed by the 
government, had already reached Wiradjuri, and that they saw missionaries as 
representatives of this same government. They were, of course, not entirely wrong; 
the missionaries were partly sponsored by government and did distribute provisions. 
The missionaries had even encouraged this view, telling Wiradjuri that the King of 
England had sent them to help Aborigines.50 What irked the missionaries was the 
46 Jean Woolmington, ''Wellington Valley in 1838: A House Divided Against Itself', in The Push 
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assumption that these provisions would be handed over without any labour in return, 
under circumstances dictated by Wiradjuri people rather than by themselves. 
Wiradjuri soon found that the missionaries' behaviour differed from that of the 
previous white residents of Wellington Valley. Like Threlkeld, Watson and Handt 
tried to work alongside Aboriginal people, all the while talking to them about God 
and recording their language.51 The missionaries also travelled, inviting everyone 
they met to settle there, giving presents of food, tea and tobacco, and talking about 
humanity's creation, fall and resurrection, and the future of their souls.52 They 
encouraged Wiradjuri to become farmers and build houses, and particularly urged 
parents to send their children to the mission.53 Wiradjuri took the gifts and responded 
to the lectures sometimes with curiosity (genuine or polite) and sometimes with 
indifference or laughter. Missionaries' interest in the children quickly became a 
problem. Watson had been at the mission only a fortnight when he had his first fight 
over child custody, trying to keep hold of a young boy, Peter, when an older man, 
Bogin, wanted to take the boy away.54 This set a pattern for Watson's behaviour over 
the next decade. Handt was less aggressive, but in 1832, when he tried to win over a 
group of children by teaching them the alphabet and inviting them to visit him, their 
parents just laughed and made no reply.55 Another group of women, whom he asked 
about their children, seemed suspicious and were not soothed by his promise that 
"we desired to instruct their children, and to make them like ourselves".56 Such 
behaviour must have seemed odd to Aboriginal people, in whose cultures neither 
evangelising nor recruiting other people's children were considered normal. 
(Threlkeld's records do not suggest the same kind of fanaticism, and he stated in 
1832 that he preferred to concentrate on learning the Awabakal language before he 
began conversion efforts in earnest.)57 
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However, on the whole, Aboriginal people at both missions seem to have been 
friendly towards the missionaries in the early days. Missionaries saw this as 
indicating Aboriginal interest in religious enlightenment and gradual acceptance of 
European labour roles. Aboriginal understandings of the situation are harder to 
gauge, but certain suggestions can be made. Both Wiradjuri and Awabakal had a 
history of profitable work for colonial authorities and friendly relationships with 
clergymen. These factors, along with the growing push of dispossession, may well 
have inclined them to accept temporary jobs from the missionaries and cooperate 
with their conditions. Moreover, the missionaries' behaviour - giving gifts, trying to 
speak their languages, and promising that the mission land would be theirs to live on, 
safe from white interference - may not have seemed to Aboriginal people like charity 
or evangelising. Rather, it may have seemed like appropriate behaviour for strangers 
in their country: acknowledging their claim to the land, giving presents, and 
generally behaving in a polite, if bumbling, fashion. The missionaries no doubt 
seemed a little mad, but at first Awabakal and Wiradjuri appear to have approached 
them on relatively equitable and friendly terms. 
Barbarian invaders and awkward allies: the colonisation of Port Phillip 
The Lake Macquarie and Wellington Valley missions had been running several years 
before the colonisation of Port Phillip began in earnest. This was a rapid, intense 
process which nonetheless differed regionally, as is evident from a study of the 
different Indigenous groups in contact with the Buntingdale missionaries and the 
protectors. Lake Colac, the site of the Buntingdale mission from 1838-1848, is 
located about 40 miles west of Geelong and inland from Corio Bay. The Gulidjan 
claimed ownership of this country, although Wathaurong from the north-east and 
Warmambool groups from the west also visited. The Gulidjan appear to have been a 
fairly small group even before colonisation, intermarrying with Wathaurong and 
Dhaugurdwurrung ("Dantgurt").58 Not much seems to be known about their pre-
58 Barry J. Blake and Julie Reid, "Classifying Victorian Languages", in Barry J. Blake (ed.), 
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colonial life, although they lived on relatively small tracts of fertile lake country, 
with thick bush for hunting. In 1939, the Colac Reformer still described their country 
as very green, fed by the BarwonRiver, which overflowed regularly. The newspaper 
recalled that during the mission times there were a lot more trees and undergrowth in 
the area. The small scale of Gulidjan country, though, made their dispossession all 
the more swift and severe.59 More is known about the Wathaurong, who were also in 
contact with protector Sievwright. Their country stretches across the Bellarine 
Peninsula, bounded by the Werribee River to the east, and was described by Batman 
in 1835 as beautifully fertile, with rich soil and high green kangaroo grass. Their 
population apparently centred around the coast but also stretched across the fertile 
open plains towards the Great Dividing Range.60 They made their living partly 
through fishing, building stone dams and elaborate fish traps across the creeks and 
rivers.61 Their early contact with Europeans was of a mixed nature. 
Gulidjan and Wathaurong knowledge of Europeans may have dated back as far as the 
visits of Dutch sailors to the area in the 18th century. They also found Matthew 
Flinders' party exploring the You Yangs in 1802, and had a violent meeting the 
following year with Lieutenant J. H. Tuckey, who was surveying Corio Bay - this 
resulted in at least two Wathaurong people being shot. In a disturbing aside, Tuckey 
noted that they obviously recognised guns and were afraid of them. How 
Wathaurong conceptualised these violent strangers is unclear, but in 1803 when the 
English convict William Buckley escaped from the prison settlement in Sorrento, 
Wathaurong rescued him from starvation and chose to accept him as their returned 
kinsman Murranguruk. Buckley lived comfortably as a Wathaurong man for over 
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thirty years.62 More destructive influences came from the sealers and whalers who 
visited the coast during the 1820s and 1830s. Little is known about this, but the 
presence of women from south-western Victoria amongst the sealers in the islands of 
Bass Strait indicates that abductions and rapes occurred.63 Once again, the effects 
travelled beyond the people directly involved; Ian Clark believes that during this 
period, coastal people were probably trading European items and stories with inland 
clans.64 In 1835, Wathaurong encountered seven Aboriginal men from New South 
Wales, who accompanied John Batman's party to Port Phillip. The two groups, 
unable to communicate, politely staged corroborees for one another, but there were 
rumours that the Wathaurong planned to kill Batman's team, possibly because of 
their refusal to share resources or perhaps because of the uninvited presence of 
foreign Aboriginal people in their country.65 
Port Phillip was officially annexed in 1836, with settlement spreading unevenly 
outwards from Melbourne and Portland. Gulidjan experienced an initial burst of 
violence in 1837 when they were blamed for the disappearance of explorers Joseph 
Tice Gellibrand and George B. Hesse near the Barwon River. According to journalist 
George Arden and Colac resident Hugh Murray, a party of Europeans, led by 
Wathaurong guides, shot dead at least two Gulidjan people in revenge.66 Around 
Portland, Warrnambool and the lakes (which included the home countries of many 
people who frequented Buntingdale) resistance was fairly minor because 
dispossession occurred so quickly. Although Gulidjan stole sheep during the 1830s, 
by the 1840s they had few options left besides begging, mission life and working on 
pastoral stations.67 An indirect result of colonisation which was particularly evident 
in this district was the rise in violence between Aboriginal groups. The European 
presence gave some people opportunities for aggression towards traditional enemies, 
as was probably the case with the Wathaurong who accompanied the above-
62 Blake, Clark and Krishna-Pillay, ''Wathawurrung", p.60; Clark, Aboriginal Languages and Clans, 
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mentioned revenge expedition and were said to have killed the Gulidjan victims 
themselves. The frequent practice of settlers bringing Aboriginal workers to Port 
Phillip from New South Wales also led to violence when some were killed by local 
people for intruding in their country.68 However, probably the greatest cause of 
violence between Aboriginal people during this time was dispossession itself, forcing 
groups to compete for land and resources, and resulting in particular aggression by 
the Wathaurong towards the less powerful Gulidjan and Dantgurt 
(Dhaugurdwurrung).69 
Thus, although the Buntingdale missionaries believed they were settling in the 
district early - shortly after settlement was formally declared - the Aboriginal people 
of the region had in fact had over thirty years of European experience - at first varied 
and sporadic, then increasingly aggressive and unavoidable. Francis Tuckfield and 
Benjamin Hurst did not seem to leave any accounts of their initial meetings with 
Gulidjan or Wathaurong, although Tuckfield's journal from 1839 describes what 
may have been Dantgurt's first visit to the mission. A hundred people arrived, 
ceremonially painted and armed, and sat silently two hundred yards from the 
buildings. They initially ignored Tuckfield's friendly greetings, waiting instead for 
the Aboriginal people resident there to acknowledge and welcome them. This 
suggests how strongly mission life could be. shaped by relations between Aboriginal 
groups, with the missionary often an interestingly marginalised figure.70 This did not 
mean that Aboriginal people at Buntingdale were hostile towards the missionaries 
though; when Joseph Orton arrived to inspect the mission in May 1839 he noted that 
the local people seemed interested in the church services and were friendly with 
Tuckfield. When Orton was introduced to them as Tuckfield's brother, they all 
embraced him and clapped him on the back.71 This apparent willingness to accord 
missionaries some place within their kinship system was not entirely benign, 
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however; the missionaries would later discover that part of their role in Gulidjan 
country involved being drawn into ongoing inter-tribal hostilities. 
Other Aboriginal societies would develop similarly complex relationships with the 
Port Phillip protectors. The protectors first landed in Melbourne, where they were 
met by members of the Kulin confederacy, which consisted of Djadjawurung and 
Wathaurong from the west, Woiworung and Boonwurrung to the east, and 
Taungurong to the north. Woiworung lived in the area drained by the Y arra river and 
its tributaries, bounded by Mt Baw Baw in the east and Mt Macedon, Sunbury and 
Gisbourne in the west. Boonwurrung country is to the south, between the W erribee 
River and Wilson's Promontory, stretching across the Mornington Peninsula and 
Westernport Bay. They also crossed to Phillip Island during the summer for the 
mutton bird season. Meanwhile, Taungurong land included the Goulburn River 
valley, stretching as far north as Mt Bulla.72 
While, again, these groups had probably encountered European influences from the 
west for some time, the first direct intrusion into their country came when Batman's 
party met a Woiworung delegation in 1835 and signed the treaty which Batman 
claimed ceded ownership of the Port Phillip district to him, in return for gifts of 
blankets, knives, scissors, mirrors and necklaces. The treaty, long dismissed by 
Europeans as greedy presumption on Batman's part or a cruel attempt to dupe 
Woiworung out of their land, has now been reconsidered by historians including 
Richard Broome, Diane : Barwick and Ian Clark. They suggest that Woiworung saw 
Batman's eager overtures and gifts as an attempt to invoke the tanderrum ceremony, 
where visitors were given temporary access to Kulin land in return for gifts, 
negotiation and conciliatory gestures.73 Attempts to negotiate peacefully with 
colonists for continued Aboriginal land ownership was a strategy that would be used 
by Woiworung and Boonwurrung for decades, including by Woiworung headman 
Billibellary, signatory to the Batman treaty and, later, chief negotiator with protector 
William Thomas. 
72 
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Like the Wathaurong to the west, some Woiworung and Boonwurrung people seem 
to have taken advantage of European alliances to attack enemy clans around 1836, 
accompanying colonists' punitive expeditions to punish sheep-stealers.74 However, 
the dispossession of people in the Melbourne area was swift and intensive, in 
contrast to the drawn-out violence in Gippsland and the Western Districts. Disputes 
over land and resources stretched for longer in Taungurong country, with violence 
and sheep theft occurring along the Goulburn River, as protector James Dredge 
commented on in his 4iaries.75 Nonetheless, most of these eastern sections of the 
Kulin had little chance to mount extensive resistance. Instead, they were exposed 
intensively to the culture and politics of the colonisers. 
When missionary Joseph Orton first visited Batman's Port Phillip settlement in 1836, 
the Kulin people who met him must have known Europeans as potential trading 
partners and allies against Aboriginal enemies, but also as uncivilised intruders and 
perpetrators of frightening violence. Nonetheless, Orton described their early 
meetings as amicable. Translating through Murranguruk I William Buckley, he told 
the (unidentified) people around Batman's camp that "bye & bye white men would 
come to teach their children to read and write". This, he said, pleased them very 
much; they "said they would leave their children with us to be taught while they went 
out to get food". Orton also distributed presents and invitations to his church service, 
which fifty Aboriginal people attended, taking an interest in the singing. 76 Orton saw 
this as a hopeful sign that God would make him useful in "this land ofBarbarians".77 
The Aboriginal people did not necessarily share this view. Their meetings with him 
may well have been prompted by curiosity and eagerness for goods. It is also 
doubtful whether they were sincere when they said they would let him mind their 
children - at this stage they could not have seen him as a valuable teacher - and we 
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cannot even be certain of the reliability of Buckley's translation. However, Orton's 
behaviour - holding (church) ceremonies and distributing gifts - may have seemed 
an attempt to use correct protocol as a visitor in their country, and even his offers to 
look after the children may have appeared like an effort to be incorporated into their 
society (he seemed less aggressive in his requests than the Wellington Valley 
missionaries). Interestingly, five years later, when Orton returned to Melbourne, the 
people there still recalled his original visit. One man announced to nearby colonists 
"No you fellow here then ... No plenty white fellow here then". Turning to Orton in 
a friendly way, he said "This fellow come long time ago with Batman & big Buckley 
this fellow give plenty ... to black fellow - him make a write black fellow's name -
him make talk in book one big Sunday merrijig [very good] white fellow Mr 
Orton". 78 Orton was chuffed that the man remembered so much, but these comments 
may have been intended as a subtle point to the other colonists present about the 
correct behaviour of some white men like Orton, which they had failed to emulate. 
The notion that a missionary's job was to safeguard some Aboriginal country and 
distribute presents from the government may have been reinforced in 183 7 when 
George Langhorne's state-sponsored mission was established. Langhorne's mission 
site, located on 362 hectares on the southern side of the Yarra, where the present-day 
Botanical Gardens stand, was apparently chosen because it was a key meeting and 
ceremonial area, with large numbers of Aboriginal people residing there (Melbourne 
was not yet large enough for its proximity to be a problem).79 Langhorne intended to 
distribute rations in return for mild labour. This seems to have been unsuccessful 
though, partly because, according to Langhorne, some of the food supplies were 
mouldy and unfit to eat.80 When the protectors arrived in Melbourne in 1839, it was 
Langhorne who brought some local people to meet them, and perhaps their 
expectations of the protectors were already shaped by Langhorne's behaviour.81 
When the protectors arrived in Port Phillip, they camped near Aboriginal groups 
outside Melbourne, and, like their predecessors, distributed rations and gifts intended 
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to impress Aboriginal people with European technology and manners. For instance, 
one note of Thomas's from early 1840 lists "Presents for Natives in my possession" 
including 19 tomahawks, 11 pocket knives, 34 knives and forks, 60 cigars, 30 
mirrors and 6 lengths of twine.82 More historical discussion is still needed about 
these introductory meetings. Michael Cannon, for instance, considers the protectors' 
activities at length but gives only perfunctory descriptions of Aboriginal people's 
early encounters with them, while Michael Christie and R.H.W. Reece portray these 
meetings as prompted almost entirely by Aboriginal poverty and need for food.83 
While these factors were undoubtedly vital, these meetings were also more complex 
and ceremonial. For instance, shortly after their arrival in Melbourne, the protectors 
staged a feast for 300 people, where bread, beef and mutton were served and 
Aboriginal people demonstrated climbing and spear throwing in return for more 
gifts. A corroboree was held and fireworks let off to mark the occasion. 84 Again, 
Aboriginal people may have seen the protector's behaviour not as kindness, but 
simply as their due. This would explain the behaviour of the "importunate" 
Woiworung men who camped around Dredge's fire and demanded presents.85 
Aboriginal people were not unfriendly though; within weeks they were doing chores 
for the protectors in return for food, and Boonwurrung visitors presented Dredge 
with gifts of a woven basket and headband.86 Some people also appeared willing to 
establish kinship relationships with the protectors - in 1839 one Boonwurrung man 
called himself "Mitter Dredge" and claimed to be Dredge's brother, while another 
man, Gillibrand, called himself Thomas's brother and sat down confidently to eat at 
Thomas's table.87 At the same time, however, uncomfortable elements intruded. The 
protectors' attempts to stop organised fights between Woiworung, Boonwurrung and 
Wathaurong were not only unwelcome and offensive to Aboriginal people, but 
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presumably also seemed strange, since other Europeans rarely interfered in their 
fights. 88 Later, the protectors' increasingly authoritarian behaviour would add to this 
tension, but at this early stage Aboriginal people appeared to see potential for 
cooperative, reciprocal relationships. 
This potential was also evident when the protectors moved to their designated 
districts. Many of the locations of protectorate stations - Dredge's station near 
Mitchellstown at the crossing point on the Goulburn river, Parker's stations at 
Nerriman and Lanneebarramul, Sievwright's Mt Rouse station near Penhurst - seem 
to have been dictated at least as much by availability of land as by Aboriginal 
needs.89 Dredge found that Taungurong consented to spend time on his station 
though, in the countryside which Dredge described as beautiful, with rolling hills, 
thickly wooded mountains and tall redgums.90 When he arrived in the district, the 
people he met seemed friendly, doing chores in return for food and fetching their 
families to live at his station.91 Thomas had more trouble settling on a site. In 1840, 
he discussed with Woiworung and Boonwurrung the best place for his station. They 
favoured a lagoon called Bolin, which Thomas vetoed because he judged it too near 
to Melbourne. Only when he threatened to leave them and return to England did they 
agree on Narre Narre Warren as a compromise. Thomas still thought it was too close 
to the city, but Woiworung and Boonwurrung flatly refused to travel further.92 
Parker received a friendly welcome in the Loddon and Mt Macedon districts, which 
were home to the Djadjawurung people and visited by the Djabwurung, who usually 
lived around the open plains and swamplands at the base of the Grampians and 
Pyrenees mountains. The two groups intermarried, spoke similar languages and 
gathered together for ceremony. Parker's son, Joseph, later described the 
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Djadjawurung as an important people, living on fertile land and making the best 
stone axes in the district, strengthening their trade relationships with other groups.93 
Clark claims that by the mid-1830s, both of these groups were also trading European 
items with coastal people, and when the Djabwurung met Thomas Mitchell's party in 
1836, he remarked that some were familiar with English words and animals, 
indicating again how far European influences had already travelled.94 They certainly 
received Parker not only with equanimity but, he said, "with some degree of 
ceremony", which he tried to match with similar politeness. They divided their camp 
into appropriate family sections, introduced Parker around and carefully reminded 
him of their previous meetings.95 
However, Parker had arrived just in time to witness the rapid dispossession of both 
groups. Clark estimates that almost half of Djabwurung country was taken by 
squatters by 1841, with virtually all of it taken by 1846.96 According to Parker's 
papers, large portions ofDjadjawurung land were already gone by 1840, particularly 
the waterholes, creeks and rivers, which were, of course, essential to both Aboriginal 
people and pastoralists.97 There were rumours that shortly before colonisation, 
Djadjawurung had suffered a brutal attack by the Taungurong, who killed many men 
and abducted many women.98 The story cannot be verified, but if it was true it 
presumably meant that Djadjawurung faced dispossession at a time when their 
confidence as a community had already suffered a serious blow (along with the 
potentially worse blow that may have been dealt by smallpox a few years earlier). 
A nearby district also expenencmg grave dispossession was the land of the 
Gunditjmara, who were designated protector Charles Sievwright's responsibility. 
They lived around the Portland, W arrnambool and Lake Condah districts. A large, 
diverse group before the invasion, Gunditjmara lived off the rich coastline and the 
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fertile hinterland of forests and marshes.99 Many were semi-sedentary eel farmers 
before the invasion, living in villages of stone houses with turf roofs and constructing 
complex systems of stone water channels through the countryside, with large woven 
net fish and eel traps.'00 Like the groups around Geelong, they had a history of 
contact with. whalers and sealers around Portland Bay. By the early 1840s, 
Gunditjmara, along with Kirrae and Djabwurrung, spent time on protector 
Sievwright's station. In an early report, he described them as affectionate and 
trusting, claiming that they seemed willing to stay with him and would make good 
servants.101 However, during this same period these people became known for 
stealing sheep and launching violent attacks on Europeans, especially around 
Hamilton, the Grampians and the Glenelg river. Ian Clark suggests these raids may 
have been motivated by the desire to expel Europeans from traditional meeting 
places or sacred sites. Sievwright claimed this violence had resulted in murderous 
retaliatory raids by Europeans.102 The violence would continue for much of 
Sievwright's term as protector, demonstrating that he was amongst communities 
whose struggle for autonomy was bloody and ongoing, making it increasingly 
difficult for a protector to stay neutral. 
When protectors and missionaries travelled in districts of Port Phillip where missions 
and protectorate stations were not located, their meetings with Aboriginal people 
were somewhat different. Of all the protectors, G.A. Robinson had the greatest 
number of meetings with new people, as he travelled around Port Phillip taking a 
census and urging Aboriginal people to move to the protectorate stations. These 
meetings are fascinating, showing Robinson's particular interest in the importance of 
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greeting protocol, and Aboriginal people's general willingness to approach him on 
equitable terms. These meetings are also the main ones to have been discussed in 
cross-cultural terms by historians; Jan Critchett and Vivienne Rae-Ellis focus 
extensively on Robinson's anthropological interests and his use of guides and 
ceremony when travelling, without which, they suggest, he would not have 
survived. 103 Robinson's diaries described a variety of Aboriginal meetings. He noted 
in 1841 that people around Port Fairy (where considerable racial violence had 
occurred) were initially afraid of him but eventually agreed to shake hands, accept 
gifts and hold a corroboree.104 At Tarrone in the same year, a mixture of Aboriginal 
and European manners were evident; the people painted and decorated themselves 
for the meeting and remained sitting until Robinson approached them and shook 
hands. 105 Similarly, at Mt Clay, people accepted Robinson's calling cards, wrapping 
them in kangaroo skin or sticking them in their headbands. On this occasion, 
Robinson noted that his guides prepared themselves for a formal meeting, painting 
their faces and putting reeds through their noses and feathers in their hair.106 
Robinson's dependence on Aboriginal guides in his travels indicates that his initial 
meetings with diverse Aboriginal groups should be seen partly within the context of 
formal inter-tribal gatherings, where Robinson was accepted not only because of the 
gifts he offered, but also because of the ambassadorial skills of his guides and his 
adherence to correct behaviour. 
Meanwhile, other protectors and missionaries also travelled in country beyond their 
stations. Orton noted in 1839 that some people fled in fear at his approach, which he 
blamed on previous European cruelty.107 In contrast, in 1842 Tuckfield found that 
people he met in the Murray River district accepted his gifts, guided him around their 
country and brought him food. Although (he claimed) they had never met Europeans 
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before, they had heard of the protectorate and expressed delight when he said he had 
been sent by the Governor to help them and establish a mission. 108 Missionaries and 
protectors often assumed that such reactions were a sign of Aboriginal willingness to 
cooperate with their Evangelical, "civilising" agenda. It is more likely that 
Aboriginal people were motivated by a desire for gifts, a sense that missionaries' 
behaviour was more or less appropriate, and a hope of drawing missionaries into 
relationships of reciprocity and exchange. As time went by, the mission and 
protectorate projects also became strongly linked to the Aboriginal need to secure 
their land. Tuckfield noted in 1840 that people in nearby districts often asked him 
when they would get a mission of their own. They did not mention Christianity, but 
instead lamented "Our country all gone".109 
Kin, country and killing: responsibility and violence in mission· life 
It can be hard for historians to step outside the assumption that Aboriginal behaviour 
at missions and decisions to arrive and leave were determined by missionary actions 
- provision of food and medicine, interference in Aboriginal lives, etc. This was 
partly true, as I will discuss later, but it is also vital to acknowledge the importance 
of traditional and ongoing kinship systems and rights and responsibilities to various 
parts of the country. Early missionaries' and protectors' records often lack sufficient 
detail on this subject, but there are signs of people limiting the time they spent on 
missions in foreign country. Dianne Barwick argues that one reason Thomas had 
trouble keeping Woiworung people on his Narre Narre Warren station was the fact 
that it was located on Boonwurrung land.110 Similarly, when Sievwright moved his 
station from Geelong to Lake Keilambete, Wathaurong were wary of accompanying 
him. Delegations of elders tried to persuade him to stay and quizzed him on where he 
was going, and five "warriors" were sent to inspect the new country to see if it was 
'safe. They decided it was not. 111 Hostilities arose on Parker's Loddon station in 1842 
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when a hundred new people - identified as Bolokepar, Utowoltulluk and 
Kurackbulluck - arrived, antagonising the Djadjawurung, who declared they were 
"too much mammait [foreign]" and therefore "no good". To avoid nastiness, Parker 
was obliged to give the strangers presents and instruct them to return to their own 
country - "It is evident the two tribes could not be located together".112 When a 
group of Taungurong visited his station in 1841, they did so with some ceremony, 
carrying green boughs as signs of peace. While they were partly concerned about 
whether Parker would accept them after their recent attacks on settlers, their wariness 
was probably also the result of being strangers in this country.113 Later, when the 
Goulburn station closed and Taungurong were told to transfer to Parker's station 
permanently, they refused to leave their land and claimed they would not be safe on 
the Loddon.114 
The conflicts that occurred on missions and protectorate stations were not always the 
direct result of uncomfortable coexistence. Many fights Thomas observed around 
Melbourne appeared to be organised and ceremonial, and may have been the reason 
for people gathering together, not the result.115 Similarly, much of the violence at 
Buntingdale revolved around specific disputes not directly related to land ownership 
- for example, conflicts over marriage arrangements and accusations of sorcery.116 
Nonetheless, it is still likely that by gathering different peoples on their stations and 
providing food and refuge at a time of poverty and dispossession, protectors and 
missionaries inadvertently exacerbated these conflicts. 
Missionaries' and protectors' involvement in these disputes could be ambiguous. At 
Buntingdale, for instance, the missionaries urged people not to fight, tried to shelter 
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frightened people from their enemies, and sometimes cut off rations and ordered 
everyone to leave if they would not be peaceful. 117 On one occasion in 1841, the 
missionaries reported a murder to the protectors, who imprisoned the guilty man for 
several months.118 However, at other times the missionaries acknowledged feeling 
largely ineffectual. When Tuckfield gathered the men and tried to persuade them to 
resolve their differences, they merely argued vehemently and became angrier than 
ever - "they were more like cats & dogs than men".119 They seemed to see little point 
in Tuckfield's intervention; Tuckfield remarked "They seem to be somewhat 
surprised at our being so concerned about what they do to each other."120 Sometimes 
the missionaries may have inadvertently worsened the situation; Gulidjan and 
Dantgurt told Tuckfield they were an easy target for violence as long as they 
remained at the station.121 
However, Aboriginal people did not see protectors and missionaries as merely 
useless or dangerous in violent situations. On the contrary, there was some· 
recognition that the protectors and the Buntingdale missionaries (perhaps because of 
their proximity to the protectorate) had a duty to provide physical protection. 
Sometimes this meant protection from white authorities or colonists; this was, after 
all what the protectors had promised, although in reality their powers and energies 
were limited. Aboriginal people turned to Dredge when soldiers arrived during one 
of their fights around Melbourne in 1839, begging him to tell the soldiers there 
would be no more trouble.122 Similarly, in 1840, Thomas and Dredge recalled that 
when they visited Aboriginal prisoners in gaol, the prisoners and their relatives 
thought the protectors could release them.123 Sometimes complaints were made about 
settlers; Robinson mentioned "Tarngaane" people from the Goulburn asking him 
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angrily to arrest a shepherd who refused to give them sheep.124 Similarly, in 1839, 
Thomas was· ordered by some drunk and belligerent Woiworung and Taungurong 
men to arrest a white man who had threatened them.125 Colonists in Sievwright's 
district complained that Aboriginal people were no longer cowed by their threats or 
violence, instead taunting them "you touch black fellow, Mr Sievwright hang 
you" .126 Aboriginal people in Sievwright' s district seemed initially impressed by his 
attempts to punish European violence. In 1839, local physician David HenryWilsone 
complained in a private letter, "I expect we will have a regular fight with the natives 
as they are becoming very troublesome and bold . . . The fools of protectors have 
informed them that we dare not meddle with them, or if we did we would be 
hanged."127 Similarly, William Keaman, a stockman giving evidence at the trial of 
Sandford George Bolden for the murder of an Aboriginal man in 1841, admitted that 
Aboriginal people were frequently driven off the runs with guns and whips, but said 
that some had recently refused to go, threatening that Sievwright would "widgel 
widgel" (hang) him. 128 In the same year, Sievwright recalled that when two men 
from Terang, Tatkier and Terang-gerang-coe, were allegedly murdered by a squatter, 
the people on his station were enraged, armed themselves for a revenge killing, and 
"called upon me in a manner most peremptory and energetic, to accompany them".129 
Most instances of Aboriginal people demanding state protection from European 
violence occurred during the very early years of colonisation; presumably they soon 
discovered that such help was not forthcoming. However, requests for help against 
Aboriginal violence were more enduring. In 1842, when two women at Parker's 
station were speared during a fight, their friends asked Parker to lock up the 
culprit. 130 The Buntingdale missionaries were also asked for protection, particularly 
during one fight in 1841, when a large group of people begged to sleep in the mission 
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buildings to escape their enemies.131 Such demands were not necessarily 
opportunistic; some Aboriginal people believed the state had obligations to them. 
Tuckfield noted in 1843 that the Gulidjan, living in fear of their enemies, complained 
that the government was failing them: "Intimating that as the white men had killed 
some of their fighting men, the great Governor ought to send them the Police to 
protect them from the violent and revengeful attacks of those [neighbouring] 
tribes."132 Tuckfield saw this as evidence of Aboriginal people longing for "a law 
that would supercede their own barbarous customs" - ie, as proof of their progress 
towards civilisation and their willingness to accept colonial law.133 This 
interpretation was, however, a little simplistic. Gulidjan's assertion that white 
settlers' violence made the white government obliged to ally itself with Gulidjan 
against their Aboriginal enemies, suggests a fascinating and complex view of the 
relationship between Aboriginal and European laws, which the missionaries did not 
fully comprehend. The Buntingdale missionaries' eventual decision to minimise 
conflict by focusing all their efforts on the Gulidjan may well have seemed correct 
and proper to their Gulidjan congregation, although it also resulted in jealousy and 
hostility from other groups, who had previously been welcome there.134 
Although missionaries and protectors generally felt fairly safe around Aboriginal 
people, neglecting perceived responsibilities could have frightening consequences. 
At Buntingdale, Tuckfield and Hurst commented that although they were never hurt 
themselves, the atmosphere around the mission was sometimes very intimidating.135 
Dredge was also fearful of intervening in domestic fights, although he appeared to 
escape unharmed.136 Thomas was not so lucky; when he tried to investigate the 
murder of a Murrumbidgee boy by Woiworung people (the people he lived amongst 
and had obligations to), one man tried to strangle him and another attacked him with 
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a tomahawk.137 Thomas escaped without serious injuries though, and largely blamed 
the government for failing to protect him. 
The protector who faced the greatest danger was William Le Souef, who replaced 
James Dredge. Taungurong threatened to spear him, and Dredge overheard them 
talking about killing him. Le Souefthought this was because he had reduced people's 
rations, and his own arrogant racism may have also been relevant - some 
Taungurong men complained to Dredge about Le Souef s rudeness. 138 However, I 
would also suggest that he may have inadvertently offended the Taungurong further 
by allowing Pangerang (foreigners and enemies) to settle at the Goulbum station, 
while ordering some Taungurong people away.139 Taungurong complained to 
Thomas that they could not live at the station any more because the Pangerang 
people there would kill them.140 The possibility that he might have become entangled 
in an inter-tribal conflict does not seem to have occurred to Le Souef, whose interest 
in Aboriginal cultures was never strong. 
Thus, in their early interactions with Aboriginal people, missionaries and protectors 
found it hard to reconcile the need for friendly, reciprocal relationships with 
particular communities with their desire to work as Christian mentors to all 
"Aborigines". This was not made any easier by the violent behaviour of other 
Europeans, and Aboriginal people's occasional experience at manipulating this. 
Thus, in 1839 a Taungurong man asked Dredge to come with them to fight their 
Pangerang enemies and shoot them as, he claimed, Captain Hutton had done.141 
Similarly, when Robinson was making plans to meet the Tapoc people, one of his 
guides from another group, My-er-ber-min, begged him to shoot the Tapoc people, 
claiming they had killed his brother.142 Shortly afterwards, when Eurodap, one of 
Robinson's guides, was killed in foreign Wonedeet territory, one of his kinsmen 
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asked Robinson to send armed white men to destroy the Wonedeet.143 I would 
suggest these people acted from reasons more complex than opportunism. Tuckfield 
wrote to his colleague Hurst in 1840 that "Wodowrow" (Wathaurong) seemed 
convinced that they were free to attack Europeans or other Aboriginal people while 
taking "shelter under the wing of the Protector".144 By living with particular 
Aboriginal communities (and engaging in proper behaviour of gift-giving and 
protection of land), protectors may have unwittingly found themselves being 
incorporated into community tensions. Robinson may have had a particular 
obligation to act, since he was the one who took Eurodap into dangerous foreign 
country in the first place. Such cases suggest the complexity of Aboriginal-
missionary relationships, of which missionaries themselves may not have been 
entirely conscious. They also point to some of the problems with missionaries' aim 
to protect and redeem all "Aborigines" - a concept which may have seemed strange 
and nonsensical to the people they were living with, for whom a pan-Aboriginal 
identity did not yet have resonance. 
When considering Aboriginal people's relationships with . . . m1ss10nanes and 
protectors, it can be difficult to step outside the perspectives of the missionary 
records themselves, where friendly meetings with Aboriginal people and acceptance 
of presents were read as signs of Christian progress, and where Aboriginal refusals to 
cooperate with missionaries were labeled "ingratitude", "laziness" and "insolence". It 
is equally easy to assume automatically an oppositional viewpoint, where Aboriginal 
people's friendly gestures to missionaries are seen simply as pragmatic attempts to 
get supplies', and where refusal to cooperate is read as defiant resistance. While such 
interpretations may well be true sometimes, they do not adequately address the 
possibility that early Aboriginal approaches towards missionaries may have been 
shaped both by their complex attitudes towards the colonisers and by traditional 
rituals for land-sharing, gift-giving and establishment of kinship links. Although 
harmed and traumatised by years of colonisation, Aboriginal people initially seem to 
have approached protectors and missionaries on fairly equitable terms. This in turn 
often resulted in missionaries being drawn reluctantly into complicated hostilities 
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with other Europeans and Aboriginal people, with which they were ill-equipped to 
deal. 
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"The whining crew who inf est the colony": 
Missionaries and protectors in colonial society 
One day in 1836, William Watson sat down to write in his journal, where he kept a 
record of his life at the Anglican mission station in the Wiradjuri country of 
Wellington Valley in New South Wales. Not for the first time - or the last- Watson 
was depressed. After four years of evangelising, Wiradjuri converts were thin on the 
ground and he had made enemies of many local settlers, as well as his own servants 
and his fellow missionary J.C.S. Handt. Watson had lost none of his colonising zeal 
- indeed, his attempts to reshape Wiradjuri society would grow more aggressive over 
the years - but he was nonetheless feeling profoundly lonely. He wrote: 
Having left behind our beloved native land, friends almost as dear as 
our lives, and immutable comforts and privileges: to wander, solitary ' 
and forsaken- without a smile to cheer, or a heart to sympathise with 
us, to be hated by many, loved by none ... to dwell where Satan has 
his seat - to see in every human face an enemy to our God and his 
cause ... to labour amongst the very lowest heathens in the world, and 
to have impediments to our usefulness thrown in our way at every 
step by men of our own country - bearing the same hallowed name as 
ourselves. 1 
Protectors and missionaries rarely challenged colonialism in principle or questioned 
the basic legitimacy of British rule in Australia. Their own agenda was heavily 
colonialist, and the fact that they were funded partly (in the case of missionaries) or 
wholly (in the case of protectors) by the government indicates their anticipated 
usefulness to the colonial state. Their need for funding, protection and social 
tolerance, however, had to be balanced against their anger and dismay at the actions 
of governments, police and settlers, who had their own colonial agendas, often barely 
compatible with missionary ideals. This placed missionaries and protectors in a 
politically and psychologically difficult position. Meanwhile, they were insisting to 
1 William Watson, Journal, 31December1836 p.20, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), 
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Aboriginal people that mission rules of conduct constituted the real, legitimate 
European law, when it was evident that missionaries' authority in colonial society 
was in fact shaky at best. This contributed to the loneliness, persecution and mental 
distress that characterised missionary and protectoral records. These records convey 
a sense of moral siege, not from Aboriginal "savages" (whose sins could be put down 
to heathen ignorance), but from fellow Europeans, whose behaviour towards 
Aboriginal people - ruthless expansion, violence, sexual exploitation - threatened 
the missionaries' own colonialist project. A study of these issues helps illuminate the 
complexities of a colonial system where British, Aboriginal, missionary and settler 
laws met and clashed; where frontier violence was alternately deplored, ignored and 
encouraged by the state; where white colonists were sometimes characterised as 
savages; and where the humanitarians were also invaders. As Heather Goodall has 
observed "Seen across time, invasions come to look like simple, two-sided struggles. 
When underway, colonial invasions were more likely to appear confused, riven with 
antagonisms within the contending camps and frayed with doubts."2 
Missionaries are generally understood as agents of the colonial state. As Heather 
McDonald points out, missionary and government authorities often overlapped -
government officials did missionary work and sat on mission boards, and 
missionaries were subsidised by government, dispensed government rations and 
wielded coercive power over Aboriginal people with state consent.3 This overlap was 
certainly evident in the 1830s and 1840s, particularly in the activities . of the 
protectors. Moreover, of course, missionaries' project of transforming Aboriginal 
people into Christian labourers was one of aggressive cultural colonisation. Thus, 
Peter Read, for example, places the Anglican mission at Wellington Valley within an 
overall history of state attempts to subdue or destroy the Wiradjuri.4 Alternatively, 
some historians have characterised missionaries as occasional opponents of 
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colonialism. Henry Reynolds, for instance, emphasises their attempts to acknowledge 
Aboriginal humanity and ameliorate the worst aspects of dispossession through 
support for early forms of native title. 5 I would stress that the early missionary vision 
was undoubtedly colonialist but somewhat different to the version of colonialism 
which became dominant amongst settlers· and government. As Susan Thome notes, 
19th century missionaries were not anti-imperialist, but claimed degrees of imperial 
power for themselves and wished to alter how it was used.6 
Missionaries generally asserted that British Christian conquerors had a duty to make 
Indigenous people like themselves. This necessitated impressing Aboriginal people 
with European authority and superiority, securing some land and physical protection 
for them, making them adhere to European values and habits, and ultimately 
eliminating cultural (although not class) differences. While evidently colonialist, this 
project was rather different to (and not always compatible with) the aims of 
squatters, police and many colonial politicians, who prioritised securing and profiting 
from as much land as possible and avoiding any repercussions for violence or 
exploitation of Aboriginal people. While keen to make Aboriginal people accept 
European power, these colonists were less likely than missionaries to interfere with 
Indigenous cultural life, having little to gain from this. Missionaries represented a 
more evangelical form of authority. 
Support, dependence and "culpable neglect": protectors, missionaries and the 
state 
During the 1830s and 1840s, Evangelical Protestants known as the Exeter Hall 
movement, previously active in campaigns to abolish slavery throughout the empire, 
gained significant influence within the British government. For instance, the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies between 1833-1834, E. G. Stanley, was a devout 
Christian active in anti-slavery campaigns, while his successor between 1836-39, 
5 Henry Reynolds, The Law of the Land, Ringwood, Penguin, 1992 (first published 1987); Henry 
Reynolds, This Whispering in Our Hearts, St Leonards, Allen & Unwin, 1998 
6 Susan Thome, Congregational Missions and the Making of an Imperial Culture in Nineteenth-
Century England, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1999, pp.39-49 
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Lord Glenelg, was also connected to the Evangelical lobby via his father, and was 
concerned about Australian frontier violence. The Under Secretary for the Colonial 
Office between 1836-47, James Stephen Jr, was another religious Anglican with a 
father who had campaigned against slavery. Meanwhile, key members of the British 
Aborigines Protection Society, including its president Thomas Fowell Buxton, were 
heavily involved in compiling the 1837 House of Commons Report on the condition 
of Indigenous people throughout the empire. This report, which drew on evidence 
from North America, southern Africa and the Pacific, set out to demonstrate the 
importance of missionary guidance if Indigenous people were to survive and benefit 
from colonisation. Its impact on Australia was mixed. It led directly to the 
establishment of the Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, but at the same time, the 
committee's relative ignorance of Australia and refusal to interview Aboriginal 
witnesses or local missionaries contributed to a view of Australia as a rather barren 
ground for missionary endeavour.7 It is important to realise, as Elisabeth Elboume 
has discussed, that the activists who compiled this report were not opposed in 
principle to imperialism - rather, they wished to reshape it, harnessing its power for 
their own cause of worldwide evangelising. This would not only save Indigenous 
souls, but also improve the spiritual standing of Britons in general, as well as easing 
the practical costs that more violent colonisation would cause.8 Thus, it was no 
surprise that in Port Phillip, the protectors' formal duties included the moral and 
religious improvement of Aboriginal people.9 
Thus the protectorate, while government-funded, owed its existence to Evangelical 
Protestants and missionary societies. This was further demonstrated by the fact that 
protectors Edward Stone Parker and James Dredge got their jobs partly through the 
support of Jabez Bunting, the powerful senior secretary of the Wesleyan Methodist 
7 Elizabeth Elboume, "The Sin of the Settler: The 1835-36 Select Committee on Aborigines and 
Debates Over Virtue and Conquest in the Early Nineteenth-Century British White Settler Empire'', in 
Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History, vol.4, no.3, Winter 2003, pp.3-4, 6-7, 
http://muse.jhu.edu/joumals/joumal of colonialism and colonial history/toc/cch4.3.html 
8 Ibid., pp.1, 4-6, 13-14 
9 Lord Glenelg to Sir George Gipps, 31 January 1838, in Peter Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal 
Communities: The Colonial Experience, Port Phillip District, Melbourne, Education Centre of the 
State Library of Victoria, 1997, p.50; Report on the Parliamentary Select Committee on Aboriginal 
Tribes (British settlements), reprinted with comments by the Aborigines Protection Society, London, 
William Bell, 1837, p.117 
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Missionary Society.10 At the same time, the Anglican and Wesleyan missions 
depended on government grants of land and money. Governor Macquarie supported 
Anglican missionaries in establishing the Parramatta native institution in 1814, while 
George Langhome's short-lived Yarra mission (1837-39) was entirely government 
run. L.E. Threlkeld' s Lake Macquarie mission near Newcastle, abandoned by the 
London Missionary Society in 1828, continued to receive government funding until 
1841, and was located on trust land set aside by the government.11 The Anglican 
mission at Wellington Valley was also built on government land and obtained most 
of its funding through colonial government support for the Sydney branch of the 
Church Missionary Society.12 Similarly, Governor Sir George Gipps agreed to 
contribute land and 600 pounds per annum to the Buntingdale mission near Geelong, 
although these contributions were later reduced.13 Thus, while protectors were 
politically and financially closer to the colonial state than missionaries - meaning 
they had more power but greater obligation to consider colonists' interests - both 
groups emerged from the same political movement: Evangelical Protestant 
humanitarians who were still pro-colonialism and closely tied to the state. This 
movement had grown up largely in Britain; its reception in the Australian colonies 
was decidedly mixed. 
As Anna Haebich has noted, the relationship between missionaries and Australian 
colonial governments was close but vexed; Australian missions typically obtained 
less funding and independence than Pacific ones, and frequently argued with 
government over the policy and practice of Aboriginal "protection".14 Colonial 
10 T.M. O'Connor, Protector Edward Stone Parker: Port Phillip Gentleman, Melbourne, UCA 
Historical Society (Victoria), 1991, pp.5-6 
11 James Backhouse and G.W. Walker, "Journal'', in Niel Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences and 
Papers of L.E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the Aborigines 1824-1859, vol.1, Canberra, Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1974, pp.125-26; Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the 
Aborigines of New South Wales, 1788-1855, PhD thesis, University ofNew South Wales, 1978, p.276 
12 David A. Roberts, "The Background of Johann Christian Simon Handt", W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; Jean Woolmington, "Wellington Valley 
in 1838: A House Divided Against Itself', in The Push From the Bush, vol.16, no number given, 
October 1983, p.24 
13 Joseph Orton to Sir George Gipps, 3 May 1838, in Joseph Orton Letterbooks 1822-1842 (J.O.L.), 
MF303, Part 2, AIATSIS, (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); 
Joseph Orton to General Secretaries, Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, 27 September 1838, in 
J.O.L., MF303, Part 2, AIATSIS 
14 Anna Haebich, Broken Circles: Fragmenting Indigenous Families 1800-2000, Fremantle, 
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 2000, pp.348-51 
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governments took a rather selective approach to implementing British humanitarian 
· policies in the 1830s and 1840s. Governors Darling, Bourke and Brisbane expressed 
concern about Aboriginal conditions, and Governor Gipps made some effort to 
reduce frontier violence - ordering border police and commissioners of crown lands 
to treat Aboriginal and European offenders equally, threatening to cancel the leases 
of violent squatters and attempting to persuade the Legislative Council to permit 
Aboriginal people to give evidence in court.15 These attempts had little success, 
though; squatters' interests ultimately carried greater political weight. This was 
brought home to the Buntingdale missionaries in 1839 when acting Surveyor General 
S.A. Perry, unimpressed by Gipps' plan to allocate 16 square miles of land to the 
mission, successfully lobbied the New South Wales Executive Council to cut this 
territory down to one square mile.16 Meanwhile, the Port Phillip protectors received a 
frosty reception in Melbourne when they arrived in the wake of the Myall Creek 
trials, where, for the first time, Europeans had been convicted and hanged for 
murdering Aboriginal people. Gipps, aware of the ugly racial climate and 
government financial problems, was reluctant to give the protectors detailed orders 
or money.17 Later, when the protectorate proved inefficient and unpopular with 
settlers, Gipps and LaTrobe blamed the protectors for being wasteful and 
insubordinate, echoing complaints made by the squatter-dominated Legislative 
Council.18 By 1842, Lord Stanley had already written to Gipps dismissing the 
protectorate and missions as utter failures, particularly criticising what he saw as the 
15 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, pp.17-18; Julie Carr, The Captive White Woman of 
Gipps Land: In Pursuit of a Legend, Carlton South, Melbourne University Press, 2001, p.49; Ann 
Curthoys, Race and Ethnicity: A Study of the Response of British Colonists to Aborigines, Chinese 
and non-British Europeans in New South Wales, 1856-1881, PhD thesis, Macquarie University, 1973, 
pp-43-47; Gunson, "Introduction'', in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, p.14 
Michael Cannon, notes, in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records of Victoria (HR. V.): The 
Aborigines of Port Phillip, 1835-1839, vol.2A, Melbourne, Victorian government printing office, 
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17 Ibid., p.366 
18 Michael Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835-86, Sydney, University of Sydney Press, 
1979, pp.101-2; Heather Goodall, Invasion to Embassy: Land in Aboriginal Politics in New South 
Wales, 1770-1972, St Leonards, Allen and Unwin, 1996, pp.50-51; Patty O'Brien, ''The Gaze of the 
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Kociumbas (ed.), Maps, Dreams, History: Race and Representation in Australia, Sydney, University 
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protectors' carelessness and incompetence.19 Huge reductions in Crown Land 
revenues in the early 1840s also made colonial governments increasingly unwilling 
to spend money on humanitarian projects which did not seem immediately 
successful.20 Thus, protectors and missionaries, although closely linked to the 
colonial state, found that the state received them with wariness and occasional 
hostility. 
This criticism was by no means one-way, however. The protectors complained 
bitterly about lack of government support. The strongest complaints came from 
protectors Charles Sievwright and James Dredge. Both split with the protectorate 
under acrimonious personal circumstances, but their complaints, made during their 
terms as protectors, appeared to be genuinely felt. In 1839, Sievwright wrote 
desperately to chief protector G.A. Robinson that his frequent requests for food and 
medical aid for Aboriginal people had been ignored - "Their wants, their grievances, 
their protracted sufferings, and lingering death, have been reiterated for months, and 
I ... have not a blanket to screen them from the storm, nor an ounce of food to save 
them from starvation.'.21 He later accused the government (and Robinson in 
particular) of giving him inadequate instructions and funding and blocking his 
attempts to prevent frontier violence.22 Dredge went further. Within a month of his 
arrival in Sydney in 1838, he had declared that the white public were hostile towards 
Aboriginal protection and that the government, if unable to abolish the system, 
would try to undermine it.23 Dredge's paranoia may have been at work here, but his 
subsequent experiences in Port Phillip reinforced these impressions. By 1839, he was 
accusing the government of deceiving the protectors about the nature of their work, 
exposing them to poverty and danger, rejecting their pleas for help, and showing 
little real concern for Aboriginal welfare: "While the authorities slumber the natives 
19 John Ferry, "The Failure of the New South Wales Missions to the Aborigines Before 1845", in 
Aboriginal History, vol.3, no.I, 1979, p.27; Lord Stanley to Sir George Gipps, 20 December 1842, in 
Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal Communities, pp.83-87 
2° Ferry, "The Failure of the New South Wales Missions", p.27 
21 Charles Sievwright, 1839, quoted in Arkley, The Hated Protector, p.4 
22 C.W. Sievwright, ''Report of the Proceedings", March - August 1839, Mira Lakic and Rosemary 
Wrench (eds), Through Their Eyes: An Historical Record of Aboriginal People of Victoria as 
Documented by the Officials of the Port Phillip Protectorate, 1839 - 1841, Melbourne, Museum of 
Victoria, 1994, p.119 
23 James Dredge, 13 October 1838, James Dredge, Diaries, notebooks and letterbook, ? 1817-1845 
(J.D.D.), MSl 1625, MSM534, State Library of Victoria (SLV) -
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are being destroyed".24 Meanwhile, at Buntingdale m1ss10n, Joseph Orton and 
Francis Tuckfield had discussed with chief protector G.A. Robinson the possibility of 
a merger between the missions and the protectorate, but while Tuckfield was 
receptive to the idea, Orton doubted whether a "civil" organisation like the 
protectorate had the moral backbone to improve and protect Aboriginal people.25 He 
accused the government of "culpable neglect" of Aborigines, warning "their blood 
will rest upon a guilty Christian nation" .26 
"Surely my defence is in God": the mixed nature of police "protection" 
Protectors' and missionaries' tendency to support colonialism in theory whilst 
deploring the way it was _practised was also evident in their relationships with the 
police and the military. Here, missionaries veered between demanding police 
protection and assistance to control Aboriginal people, and deploring police violence. 
The only protector who strongly supported military force against Aboriginal 
rebellion was William Le Souef, who replaced James Dredge. Le Souef (not a 
particularly religious man) managed to antagonise the Taungurong to the point where 
they threatened to spear him. He declared in 1841 that it was "high time the natives 
should be taught that it is incumbent on them to yield obedience to the Government 
which has done so much for them.'.27 Such sentiments were not often expressed by 
protectors or missionaries, but neither did these men uniformly oppose exhibitions of 
European power. G.A. Robinson, for instance, was prepared to use police to expel 
Aboriginal people from Melbourne, and Wellington Valley missionary William 
Watson used police and soldiers to remove children and women from the huts of 
24 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 20 April 1839, in Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society 
(W.MMS.) Archive, Australasia 1812-1889, Box 1, "Correspondence, Australia, 1812-1840", 
Mp2107, National Library of Australia (NLA). Also, James Dredge, 13 October 1838, 27 April 1839, 
10 May 1839, 20 September 1839, 6 February 1840, in J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV; James 
Dredge to G.A. Robinson, 17 February 1840, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA 
25 Joseph Orton to Francis Tuckfield, 9 January 1839, inJ.O.L., MF303, AIATSIS; Francis Tuckfield 
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white men and from his colleague and rival James Gunther's house.28 Francis 
Tuckfield, facing increasing inter-tribal violence at Buntingdale, also requested a 
police presence around the mission to show Gulidjan, Dantgurt and Wathaurong that 
European law overrode their own.29 L.E. Threlkeld recommended that Aboriginal 
people arrested for violent crimes be made to watch public executions to show them 
the severity of colonial law.30 Protector William Thomas, stationed in Woiworung 
and Boonwurrung country near Melbourne, tried to use the police to combat 
drunkenness, often threatening people with arrest and occasionally putting drunks in 
solitary confinement for up to three days. He also threatened arrest when women 
were caught stealing food, and when a man tried to remove his youngbetrothedfrom 
the protectorate school.31 Thus, Thomas's military powers (although generally 
limited) were put into the service of social and sexual colonisation. In the interests of 
prevention, he also wished to take Aboriginal youths to watch prisoners on trial "as it 
might tend to their benefit in the sequel of their life" .32 During the 1840s, Thomas 
often tried to persuade Aboriginal people to tour the Melbourne gaol with him, to 
demonstrate both the power and the racial equality of the European legal system -
"black & white in crime mingled together".33 Unfortunately, this was an equality 
which Thomas himself acknowledged did not always exist. 
Occasionally, protectors and missionaries also requested police protection for 
themselves. Such demands, however, often revealed tensions with police and 
27 William Le Souef to C.J. La Trobe, 4 June 1841, A.A.R. (A.A.R.), VA473 Superintendent, Port 
Phillip District, VPRS4467, Reel 1, Public Records Office of Victoria (PROV) 
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government. Protectors William Thomas and James Dredge were eager for protection 
at their stations and furious at the government's refusal to provide this. When large 
groups of Aboriginal people from different regions gathered near Melbourne and 
traditional conflicts were exacerbated by depression, hunger and alcohol, Thomas 
despaired of being able to do his job. In 1839 he lamented that he was left alone to 
deal with fights, drunkenness and constant European complaints and interference; 
while a couple of constables could have kept order (or so he believed), none were 
sent. When intervening in fights between Woiworung, Boonwurrung and 
Taungurong, he wrote furiously "I do think I might be killed & my Blks too & one·, 
magistrate after another would not interfere, saying it was an Aboriginal affair.'"4 
Dredge fared no better, and while he was never harmed, he was afraid of interfering 
in Aboriginal fights and angry at his lack of protection - "Surely my defence is in 
God-vain is the help ofman!"35 
When protectors and missionaries did deal with nearby police forces, personal 
tensions and hostilities emerged, as they vied for control over Aboriginal people. 
Protector Thomas loathed Captain Dana of the native police and had an unfriendly 
interview with Major Samuel Lettsom, who visited his station in 1840 to arrest 
Aboriginal people for "outrages" on settlers and declared, to Thomas's horror, that it 
did not really matter who he arrested, as long as they were black.36 Hostilities were 
also developing around Wellington Valley, where, in 1839, Watson infuriated police 
magistrate Gisboume by storming into Gisboume' s house one night and calling him 
and his servants beastly savages; Watson claimed police servants had insulted the 
mission and attacked Wiradjuri women.37 Meanwhile, in the Western Districts, 
protector Charles Sievwright and police magistrate Foster Fyans loathed each other. 
This was partly because of competition for authority; Fyans was furious when 
Sievwright refused to let his constables perform an inquest on a dead Barrabool man 
because it would distress the deceased's relatives. However, their relationship also 
34 William Thomas, 17 November 1839, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AIATSIS. Also, William Thomas, 
28 November 1839, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AIATSIS; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 29 
February 1840, inA.A.R, VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
35 James Dredge, 29January1840,.l.D.D., MSl 1625, MSM534, SLV 
36 William Thomas, 27September1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
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took a nasty personal turn when Fyans spread the word about Sievwright' s bitter 
fights with his wife and alleged sexual abuse of his daughter.38 
Missionary hostility towards police and military went beyond personal dislike, 
though; they also accused these bodies of seriously harming and corrupting 
Aboriginal people. The Wellington Valley missionaries were disturbed by plans for a 
nearby police establishment, claiming the police were disruptive and rude and 
diminished the missionaries' authority. They were particularly horrified when a 
convict was flogged near the mission, frightening the Wiradjuri ·,viewers and giving 
them, missionaries believed, a brutal impression of British justice. 39 Meanwhile, 
Thomas, although uncomfortable with Aboriginal gun ownership, was angry when 
constables forcibly seized the weapons and left him to soothe the angry camp, who 
protested "White man take away Black fellows' Country, now Gun".40 He also had to 
reassure people who were afraid of the military, having been threatened by 
Europeans that soldiers would come and shoot them.41 Thomas later lamented to 
Governor Gipps that the main purpose of the border police seemed to be to keep 
Aboriginal people in "awe", not to protect them.42 Protector Dredge, similarly, was 
angry when police in his Goulbum River district paid Taungurong women for sex 
and harassed people at his station.43 He was particularly distressed in 1840 when a 
large group of Aboriginal people near .Melbourne were arrested and imprisoned 
without charge after recent "affrays" with settlers. One man was shot dead trying to 
escape, which Dredge described as "coldblooded MURDER".44 
The Native Police system caused particular controversies. Protector Sievwright, 
himself a former military man, approved of the system as a means of controlling and 
38 Arkley, The Hated Protector, pp.21-22; 326-29 
39 Gunther, Journal, 27 July 1838 p.7. Also, Giinther, Journal, 11 March 1838 p.19, W. V.P; William 
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disciplining Aboriginal men and obtaining information about other Europeans and 
Aboriginal people.45 Protector Thomas and Y arra missionary George Langhorne, 
frequently camped near the native police, were less keen. They claimed that these 
police had no real interest in serving the colonial government and were undisciplined 
and dangerous. 46 Thomas was especially angry when the native police mingled with 
their families in his camp near Melbourne, ignoring his authority. Thomas blamed 
the white captains for not controlling their men, and was particularly annoyed in 
1846 when native police (sent, he believed, by Captain Dana) tried to entice boys 
away from his school to become policemen.47 Captain Dana was no fonder of 
Thomas than vice versa, and once in 1841 he humiliated Thomas by riding furiously 
into the camp, calling Thomas a useless liar and threatening to kick him all the way 
to Melbourne, a scene which presumably did little to impress the Aboriginal 
onlookers with Thomas's authority.48 Thomas also reported to Robinson that the 
native police had told him horrifying tales of floggings, shootings and massacres they 
had committed in the Victoria Ranges, stories which Thomas and Robinson were 
inclined to believe.49 Although missionaries and protectors had no essential objection 
to the police force - and sometimes required its protection - they nonetheless 
protested that elements of the police were endangering missionary authority and 
undermining Christian civilisation. 
"An inferior order of beings": missionaries within missionary societies 
Disillusioned with the behaviour of colonial authorities, missionaries looked to their 
own missionary societies for sympathy and support, but this was not always 
forthcoming. Susan Thorne claims that British churches tended to treat missionaries 
45 C.W. Sievwright, "Report of the proceedings of Assistant Protector Sievwright, from September 
1839 to May 1840", in Ian Macfarlane (ed.), HR. V., vol.7, Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 
1998, p.368; Charles Sievwright to G.A. Robinson, 1June1840, in Lakic and Wrench (eds), Through 
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46 Alastair H. Campbell, John Batman and the Aborigines, Malmsbury, Kibble Books, 1987, p.206-7; 
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47 William Thomas, 13 September 1846, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
48 William Thomas, 3 January 1844, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
49 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.4, 1 January 1844 -
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in an authoritarian manner; missionaries were closely scrutinised and advised to 
avoid vanity and show deference to their directors, who were usually of a higher 
social class.50 Such problems were evident at some Australian missions, particularly 
that of L.E. Threlkeld. Before Threlkeld arrived in Australia, he already had a long 
history of quarrelling with the London Missionary Society when he was stationed in 
Brazil and the South Seas, and this animosity did not diminish in New South Wales. 
He accused the L.M.S. of snobbery, arrogance and negligence when they cut his 
funding, allowed him to be arrested for overdue bills, and took out newspaper 
advertisements disassociating themselves from him, citing his financial 
mismanagement of the mission.51 Threlkeld charged the L.M.S. with ignoring his 
correspondence and disregarding his family's welfare, declaring in 1827 "you treat 
your Missionaries in print as brethren, in your private correspondence as an inferior 
order of beings, hardly worthy of notice".52 He claimed to have received letters from 
missionaries in various parts of the world agreeing with him and accusing the society 
of abandoning Aboriginal people "perishing in their ignorance".53 Other missionaries 
enjoyed more cordial relations with their societies, but occasionally made similar 
complaints. In 1842-3 the Buntingdale missionaries pleaded with the Wesleyan 
Methodist Missionary Society not to close the mission, denying the Committee's 
accusations of overspending, while in 1850, John Smithies of the W estem Australian 
mission accused the Society of ignoring his repeated requests for more assistance.54 
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Many of these disputes stemmed from practical problems and personal fights, but 
there is some evidence that Australian Aboriginal missions never received as much 
interest or support from missionary societies as those in other parts of the Pacific and 
Asia. Samuel Marsden, the powerful Sydney Anglican leader and influential figure in 
the L.M.S. and C.M.S., disapproved of the "Christianity first" approach which most 
Australian missionaries took, and doubted whether Aboriginal people could ever be 
improved, pouring most of his support into New Zealand missions instead. His 
support for the Parramatta native school, Threlkeld's mission and subsequent efforts 
appears to have been minimal.55 Marsden's views were not unusual; the C.M.S., for 
instance, paid Australian missionaries significantly less than their New Zealand 
counterparts.56 John Ferry claims that most missionary societies never invested as 
much money or hope into Australian projects as they did into missions in the South 
Seas and India, where Indigenous civilisation was believed to be higher and 
conversions were more common. 57 Before William Watson left for Australia to set 
up the Wellington Valley mission, he was told by the C.M.S. parent committee in 
London, "Mr Watson you are going on a Forlorn hope".58 Either because of early 
missionary failures in Australia or pre-existing prejudices against Aboriginal people, 
missionary societies appear to have had less enthusiasm for Aboriginal projects than 
their workers in the colonies had hoped for. 
"Mingled hopelessness and contempt": relations between missionaries and 
settlers 
If missionary societies were lukewarm in their support, colonists were frequently 
hostile. James Dredge claimed in 1838 that the protectors (newly arrived in Sydney) 
had "got a pretty handsome gibbetting in the newspapers", and while this was not 
55 Judith Binney, The Legacy of Guilt: A Life of Thomas Kendall, Christchurch, University of 
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uniformly true, the media response to the missionary project was mixed at best.59 The 
Sydney Gazette and the Port Phillip Gazette praised the Parramatta native school and 
the Merri Creek Baptist school, but the Geelong Advertiser dismissed them, claiming 
Aboriginal survival was neither possible nor desirable.60 In 1848 the Corio Chronicle 
remembered the Buntingdale mission largely for its inability to stop Aboriginal 
people from being "an intolerable nuisance" to Europeans.61 The Australian 
commented that Wellington Valley mission's 1836 report inspired "feelings of 
mingled hopelessness and contempt", while the Inquirer praised John Smithies' 
intentions but worried how the children from his school would cope as adults, caught 
between two cultures.62 
It was the Port Phillip protectors, however, who received the greatest media hostility, 
partly because they had more authority to interfere in European treatment of 
Aboriginal people, and partly because they were seen as wasting taxpayers' money. 
Prominent journalist George Arden, for instance, dismissed the missionaries as 
merely well-meaning and hopeless, but blasted the protectorate for its incompetence 
and expense.63 Some of the most vitriolic criticisms came from the Sydney Morning 
Herald, whose writers labeled the protectors and their supporters "the whining crew 
who infest the Colony", accusing them of laziness and long-winded incompetence -
"merely agitating for their salaries". The newspaper described Aboriginal people 
themselves as "blood-thirsty and treacherous", declaring that "The whole gang of 
black animals are not worth the money which the Colonists will have to pay for 
printing the silly [protectorate] documents upon which we have already wasted too 
much time". The newspaper also urged settlers if attacked by "ferocious savages ... 
do to them as you would do to any white robbers or murderers - SHOOT THEM 
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DEAD."64 The fact that the protectorate was established shortly after the Myall 
Creek trials did not help its media reception; the Sydney Morning Herald had 
declared of that case "it is nothing short of legal murder to take the lives of white 
men for the alleged slaying ofblacks".65 
This hostility both echoed and encouraged the views of colonists themselves. Not all 
colonists disliked the protectorate and missions; John Smithies, for instance, claimed 
that most settlers in his area were supportive of his mission by 1843 (at least, they 
were keen to employ mission girls as servants).66 Meanwhile, at Buntingdale in 1844, 
the missionaries were pleased when some "Gentlemen of the District" petitioned the 
missionary society to keep the institution open.67 Nonetheless, few protectors or 
missionaries were received by colonists with open arms. Sievwright was probably 
the least popular, partly because the large groups of Aboriginal people on his station 
were so poorly fed that they raided neighbouring properties, partly because he fought 
with settlers over the distribution of local land, and partly because he tried to 
prosecute Europeans who had allegedly murdered Aboriginal people.68 Niel Black, a 
squatter in the Western District in 1839, declared Sievwright "the most unpopular 
man that ever breathed", while the Port Phillip Gazette reported that local colonists 
"cut him upon all occasions, and will not suffer him to enter their houses".69 
Buntingdale mission incurred hostility when squatters wanted to take over its land 
and when missionary Benjamin Hurst accused them publicly of murdering 
Aboriginal people.70 The Wellington Valley missionaries also experienced tension 
with the local white population. Several settlers ran their sheep on mission land, 
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claiming they had a right to because the land was government-owned and therefore 
open to the public.71 This may have been a misunderstanding, but the missionaries 
were convinced most local Europeans hated them. J.C.S. Handt declared in 1835 "It 
appears to be the anxious desire of our white neighbours, to prevent the Blacks from 
staying with us, and to hinder our work in various ways."72 Watson agreed, saying 
"There is a great spirit of Revenge manifested towards me", attributing this to his 
attempts to keep Europeans away from Wiradjuri girls and women.73 These claims 
perhaps stemmed partly from missionary paranoia, but, as I will demonstrate, 
Wirajduri were also conscious of white hostility towards the mission. 
Missionaries and protectors were in a strange position, supposedly representing the 
best qualities of a society which they were, in some ways, deeply alienated from. A 
perfect example of this is described in William McNair and HilaryRumley's account 
of John Smithies' Wesleyan mission near Perth in the 1840s. In 1841, on the 12th 
anniversary of Western Australia's white foundation, colonists celebrated with boat 
races, horse races, balls and parties, enjoying themselves while making a public 
statement of their unity as a colony and their authority over this previously "empty" 
land. This good mood was slightly marred, however, by protests in the newspapers 
about the way the day was being celebrated at the Aboriginal mission school. The 
children had a school feast to mark the day, but were forbidden from attending public 
celebrations, which the missionary deplored as "scenes of evil" - frivolity, gambling 
and debauchery. Newspapers protested that such separatism was dangerous, as it 
would give Aboriginal children the impression that Europeans were degraded 
sinners, which might cause difficulties for colonists employing Aboriginal servants.74 
This small controversy encapsulated the ambiguous place of the missionary in early 
colonial society. Smithies was keen for "his" mission children to celebrate· 
Foundation Day, publicly demonstrating their supposed acceptance of British rule 
and culture. Furthermore, he did send some children to work in white households and 
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presumably did not wish to undermine their respect for their employers. At the same 
time, however, he would not repudiate his belief that many other colonists were a 
dangerous, sinful influence on Aboriginal people and must be kept at arm's length. 
Smithies was not alone in feeling this way. As Anna Johnston observes, there was an 
established tradition of missionaries in the Pacific feeling undermined and threatened 
by "heathen" whites - usually traders, sailors and beachcombers.75 Similarly, Tom 
Griffiths notes that the first Protestant missionaries in New Zealand believed they 
were the only true representatives of Christianity in the colony, and began avoiding 
other colonists, lest Maori think they condoned the greedy materialism of these 
people.76 The first Australian missionaries and protectors were even less impressed 
by their fellow colonists. Dredge longed for an influx of respectable settlers to purify 
"the stagnant pool of Australian society".77 Robinson deplored the "white ruffians" 
and "Devil's teachers" he believed were corrupting Aboriginal people.78 J.C.S. Handt 
described the Europeans around Wellington Valley as the "very scum of human 
society", Gunther called them "an ungodly rotten set", and Watson labelled them the 
"emissaries of Satan".79 Benjamin Hurst, when quitting Buntingdale in 1842, 
remarked that his authority over Aboriginal people had been undermined by "the 
deadly influence of depraved and wicked Europeans" .80 As early as 1840, his fellow 
missionary, Joseph Orton, had concluded sadly "wherever our countrymen go they 
seem to carry with them a moral pestilence - they are the greatest hindrance to 
Aboriginal instruction and improvement."81 
This disapproval contained elements of class tension. Susan Thome sees 19th century 
missionary work as a form of middle class control over the poor at home and the 
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colonised overseas, as an alternative to older gentry modes of authority.82 As 
Johnston has also noted, most early Australian missionaries and protectors were 
working or lower middle class and wished to take advantage of the new forms of 
respectability and power becoming available to them.83 Watson, for instance, had 
worked as a schoolteacher and grocer, and Handt as a tailor. Y arra missionary 
George Langhorne had been a bank clerk, while Orton had been apprenticed to a 
ship's chandler, and later worked as a Sunday school teacher.84 Of the protectors, 
Parker, Thomas and Dredge were all school teachers, while Sievwright had had a 
failed career as an army officer. Robinson was slightly different; his background as a 
bricklayer's son, working since the age of eleven and with little formal education, 
made him both proud of his self-made status and insecure of his authority over his 
more middle class assistants. 85 
These protectors and missionaries arrived in Australia at a time when arguments 
were occurring over the developing class system in the colonies, with Evangelicals 
arguing that the convict system was corrupting pastoralists and that respectable 
immigrants were needed to marry and domesticate the convicts and breed a Christian 
working class.86 Missionaries and protectors were aware of these dilemmas. None of 
them praised the convict system, and some complained vehemently about their 
convict servants. Threlkeld claimed that individual convicts were brutal and that the 
system was essentially corrupt, discouraging settlers from offering respectable work 
to Aboriginal people.87 At Wellington Valley, James Gunther was particularly 
scathing, declaring convict servants lazy and unreliable - "justly banished from their 
Native sanctuary."88 His wife, Lydia, was similarly unimpressed, describing the 
servants as "villainous, generally hardened by punishment ... without any exception 
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they are void of a virtuous principle".89 While aiming to control and civilise working 
class and Indigenous people, missionaries also criticised the morals of the wealthier 
classes, whose power they wished to redistribute to themselves. Watson and 
Threlkeld, for instance, asserted that overseers and wealthy colonists were also 
responsible for degrading Aboriginal people, sometimes behaving as badly as their 
servants, when they ought to be setting a better example.90 
Missionaries claimed that colonists were harming and corrupting Aboriginal people. 
Protector Le Souef supported settlers' right to shoot Aboriginal sheep thieves in what 
he claimed was self-defence, but his views were not shared by his colleagues.91 L.E. 
Threlkeld claimed in 1838 that Europeans had been carrying out a "deadly 
extirpating warfare" against Aboriginal people in the Newcastle I Lake Macquarie 
district for years; the violence, he said, occurred in secret, but many colonists did not 
mind bragging about it. Awabakal women and girls had been assaulted by drunken 
Europeans in his camp, and he believed that many colonists would happily adopt 
black slavery, if it were still legal. He saw this "indiscriminate slaughter" as proof of 
a society that had abandoned religious faith and embraced a cold materialism that 
denoted Aboriginal people as barely human - "to shoot them dead would be no more 
a moral evil, than the destroying of rats by poison" .92 Joseph Orton had reached the 
same conclusions by 1839, when the settlement at Port Phillip was just starting. He 
believed that some colonists took "a wanton delight in hunting the natives as they 
would do Kangaroo" and many others saw no hypocrisy in punishing Aboriginal 
people for stealing sheep while they themselves grew wealthy off Aboriginal land. 
Orton angrily recorded conversations he had overheard between wealthy colonists, 
one of whom commented that all Aborigines should be rounded up and flogged, 
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while another complained that "a system of extermination might be accomplished 
were not the powers that be afraid of public opinion, particularly excited by the 
Methodists and the Quakers".93 
Protectors raised similar concerns. Sievwright was active in investigating alleged 
murders and violence in the western districts.94 Colonists and Aboriginal people told 
Thomas disturbing stories of frontier crimes, particularly in Gippsland. One senior 
man from Mt William, Billy Urquet, was arrested for sheep stealing in 1843 and told 
Thomai; in gaol "how white fellow shoot at Black fellow & how black tumble 
down".95 James Dredge was also horrified by such stories and by some colonists' 
casual attitude towards them. In 1839, one stockman, complaining to Dredge's 
servants about attacks by Aboriginal people, stated "that Government ought to issue 
an order to have every blk shot - and declared he would like to have permission to 
shoot every one he met." Another settler, whom Dredge had previously considered 
quite decent, told him in 1840 that he would shoot any Aborigines he found stealing 
or even looking at his sheep. Dredge also received a letter from a local overseer 
reporting Aboriginal sheep theft and "modestly asking me to give him permission to 
shoot some of them in protection."96 It is possible that these remarks were not 
serious, but even if they were intended as jokes, this still demonstrates a decidedly 
nasty racial climate. In 1840, Dredge wrote to a friend "I greatly fear that ere long, a 
war of extermination will become general, and these sable sons of the forest be 
blotted from the records of the living".97 
Protectors and missionaries wished to replace colonists' physical violence with 
paternalistic Christian discipline. Perhaps the clearest example of this was a story 
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Parker's family liked to tell; whether true or not, it demonstrates his ideal of 
protectoral authority. Parker was supposedly visited at his new station at Neereman 
by a group of armed squatters, who asked if he needed protection from the 
"savages". 
Father [Parker] replied by saying that he resorted to acts of kindness 
and proper treatment ... "I carry weapons", said Father, "more 
convincing than those carbines with which you have been shooting 
these unfortunate wretches" - pointing to the blacks at his feet, one of 
whom had a ·charge of slug-shot in his back . . . "Here is my 
ammunition", said Father, drawing from his coat pocket a Bible. 
"Here is my convincing element, and up to date it has never failed 
me."98 
Missionaries and protectors were aware that Aboriginal relations with settlers went 
beyond violence, encompassing many forms of exploitation and exchange. However, 
they were rarely pleased by these encounters either, claiming colonists taught 
Aboriginal people new forms of sin, undermining the missionaries' authority and 
exposing the limits of their power. Thomas reflected in 1839 that all colonists 
seemed to have taught Aboriginal people was swearing, drinking and firing guns.99 
At Wellington Valley, Handt, Gunther and Watson all complained that Europeans 
were degrading Wiradjuri instead of fulfilling their Christian duty to improve 
them. 100 Similarly, one of Dredge's complaints against settlers in 1839 was that they 
lowered his prestige with the Taungurong by openly scorning him, while, Parker 
lamented that it was difficult to set a good example when other colonists were setting 
a bad one - "there is everything to foster and encourage the vicious propensities of 
the native, and nothing to induce and prompt him to an opposite course."101 
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Thus, missionaries and protectors found themselves in the contradictory position of 
trying to impress Aboriginal people with Christian authority and the benefits of 
British civilisation, whilst recognising that, in practice, such authority and benefits 
were rarely evident. Torn Griffiths, discussing the similar dilemma experienced by 
New Zealand missionaries, notes their attempts to demonstrate to Maori the 
difference between Christian virtue and European materialism, while at time same 
time relying on violent material objects - muskets - as trade items to attract a Maori 
congregation. Griffiths writes, 
The musket betrayed the ambivalence the missionaries felt towards 
their own culture and confronted them with the ambiguous place of 
their religion within it. The musket was a part of their society which 
they did not wish to represent: its character was "European" rather 
than "missionary". Yet, at the same time, it was the clearest symbol 
they possessed of the advanced nature of western culture, a superiority 
they had not been backward in displaying. 102 
Australian missionaries made less use of material goods and trade, but they too were 
both reliant on and uncomfortable with demonstrations of European power. In an 
interesting coincidence, in 1838 Gunther argued with young Wiradjuri men over the 
comparative merits of guns and books; material technology versus Christian 
salvation. The men demanded guns to go hunting, which Gunther refused, saying the 
missionaries had come to educate them. "Why'', said Jemmy, "New Zealand from 
Black fellows got guns." "Yes", replied Gunther, "I will tell you what they say: We 
were very glad when English men came, & brought us guns & brought us shooting; 
but we were still more glad when you, Missionaries came & taught us to read." 
Gunther was forced to note, though, that the Wiradjuri men did not seem 
convinced.103 
In attempting to disassociate themselves from the sins of their fellow colonists, 
missionaries faced the question of how much disapproval of Europeans to voice to 
Aborigines. They were pleased on the rare occasions when Aboriginal people 
criticised Europeans for unChristian behaviour. At Wellington Valley, Watson noted 
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with some satisfaction that Wiradjuri frequently remarked on the impropriety of 
Europeans driving cattle on Sunday, and was hopeful about one man, Booley, who 
reprimanded a stockman for swearing.104 Giinther was similarly pleased to hear that a 
young man, Bungary, had lectured several settlers about the evil of not going to 
church.105 Francis Tuckfield of Buntingdale mission was also delighted in 1839 when 
a local elder reprimanded colonists for failing to attend church, saying "if they did 
not go the Great Being who lived above would be angry with them,. and ... send their 
spirits where there is a great deal of fire".106 Such behaviour made missionaries 
happy mainly because it suggested that Aboriginal people were, if not converting to 
Christianity, at least observing mission codes of behaviour. 
However, missionaries seemed less keen to explain to Aboriginal people the 
contradictions between their version of colonialism and that of settlers and police. 
Their papers rarely mention them voicing their anger at other colonists in front of 
their Aboriginal congregations. As mentioned earlier, missionaries and protectors 
were often placed in an awkward position when Aboriginal people asked for their 
help against Europeans; possibly they wished to avoid this. There were also other 
risks for missionaries in protesting too strongly about colonists' behaviour. For one 
thing, this could make the missionary or protector a pariah in his district. 
Sievwright's unsuccessful murder investigations were undoubtedly one reason for his 
massive unpopularity. Similarly, in 1842 Buntingdale missionary Benjamin Hurst 
was blasted by the local police magistrate, Blair, for publicly accusing Portland Bay 
settlers of murdering Aboriginal people, without citing adequate European witnesses. 
Blair dismissed Hurst as an incompetent crank, the missionary society reprimanded 
him and encouraged him to resign, and his colleague Tuckfield remarked that local 
settlers would "scarcely speak or look at Mr Hurst ever since".107 Thomas was not 
faced with such threats, but he too seemed reluctant to act in 1843 when native police 
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and a white corporal told him stories of hideous violence in the Victoria Ranges. 
When told of Aboriginal people being shot for theft, Thomas protested "poor 
Blackfellows hungry" and asked why they could not be arrested like white criminals .. 
A native policeman explained "Captain say big one stupid catch them very good 
shoot them you Blackfellows no shoot them me handcuff you and send you to Jail". 
He added that they had taken care to finish off any survivors and left the bodies to be 
eaten by dogs. Marie Fels dismisses this story, putting it down to confusion and 
Thomas' s imagination, but whatever the truth was, it is important to note that 
Thomas believed the story but did not condemn this violence to the native police, as 
this "would be tantamount to encouraging disobedience to orders".108 Thomas 
undoubtedly considered himself a humanitarian, but he was not about to incite 
Aboriginal rebellion, particularly among the armed native police, whom he already 
considered insubordinate and dangerous. His concern for his own job and, perhaps, a 
belief that nothing would change anyway, meant that he apparently did little more 
than report this conversation to Robinson. Perhaps missionaries' basic support for 
colonialism (however dismayed they were by the forms it took) made them unwilling 
to openly acknowledge to Aboriginal people what they wrote in their own papers: 
that most settlers fell far short of their colonial ideal. 
Aboriginal people, however, were well aware that the law upheld by missionaries 
and protectors was different from that of other colonists and the government. This 
was an important reason why few Aboriginal people at this time enthusiastically 
embraced mission life. Erich Kolig, discussing later missions in the Kimberleys, 
points out that accommodating mission rules need not have been impossible for 
Aboriginal societies; Christianity could be seen as a "law" - a complex set of beliefs, 
myths, rituals and rules of conduct - and Aboriginal people were used to observing 
and accommodating a range of different Indigenous laws, varying across cultures and 
territories. What really distinguished Christianity may well have been its lack of 
appeal, and while there were a range of reasons for this, the missions' unpopularity 
and lack of influence amongst other colonists was undoubtedly relevant. Kolig 
suggests that Aboriginal people could see the sense in (grudgingly) obeying the 
'
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"whitefella law" of police and settlers, if only to ensure personal safety, but they 
were less impressed by the social role of missionaries, fanatically following laws 
most other Europeans ignored. While missionaries claimed to represent dominant 
European values, they appeared to their Aboriginal congregation more as colonial 
deviants. 109 
It is quite likely that this was how Aboriginal people saw the first missionaries and 
protectors in south-eastern Australia, who had trouble explaining the difference 
between their law and that of other colonists. Thomas found it hard to convince 
people that British law regarded assaults on women as serious, after an Aboriginal 
man received one day in gaol for beating up his wife in 1847. Some remarked "black 
touch em constable nanbo kodungunnu Jail (long time stop in jail) but big one beat 
em lubra no sulky".110 When a drunken bullock driver drove his animals into the 
camp, demolishing three miams, Thomas was angry but did not record how he 
responded to Aboriginal people's furious question "we knock at white man's house 
& take Blk to jail, why no take white man?"111 Robinson also failed to record his 
response when people answered his 1841 lecture against sheep stealing by saying, 
Long time ago, they had plenty of kangaroo, Parm-pun, Tuerer-corn 
(roots eaten by the Natives); and then they were not hungry and did 
not take sheep. Kangaroo all gone, jumbuc (sheep) eat the roots ... 
what for sulky; shoot too much blackfellow; no sulky blackfellow no 
spear white fellow take it kangaroo. What for no put white fellow 
gaol?112 
It was also difficult for missionaries to respond to Aboriginal observations about 
other colonists' lack of piety or affection for missionaries, a point which Aboriginal 
people did not mind making during arguments. At Wellington Valley, several people 
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pointed out to Watson that no other Europeans talked about God the way he did. 113 
One man, Frederick (possibly offended by constant missionary talk about death), told 
Watson during a fight about Frederick's impiety in 1837, 
I know very well you want me to die, but I shall not die yet ... Black 
fellow won't believe you ... White fellow too swear when he wants 
Black woman and she won't go with him, he too say never mind 
parson and swears again, and says bad things of you, I cannot tell you 
what he says but I dare say you know.114 
The same Frederick, angry when Watson would not let him marry one of the mission 
girls, threatened that other Europeans, who did not like the missionaries, would 
happily lend him muskets to abduct the girls. 115 Such violence never actually 
occurred, but the reminder of other Europeans' disdain for the mission was enough to 
anger and depress Watson. 
Aboriginal people also pointed out the divisions that existed between individual 
protectors and missionaries. Those near Melbourne played off hostility between 
Thomas and their schoolteacher Mr Peacock.116 Meanwhile, at Wellington Valley in 
1840, Wiradjuri scoffed at Watson and Gunther's bitter hostility towards each other. 
When Gunther reprimanded them for associating with "worthless treacherous" 
Aborigines, they retorted "We are not like Missionaries, we love one another" .117 
Presumably protectors and missionaries responded to these unwelcome remarks, but 
the fact that their responses were rarely recorded suggests they may have been 
unsatisfactory. The limited nature of Evangelical authority was evident, diminishing 
not only missionaries' power but also their optimism and self-respect. 
"A city on a hill": missionaries and the allure of isolation 
Exhausted by the corrupting influences of their fellow colonists, protectors and 
missionaries increasingly saw the isolation of Aboriginal people from European 
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society as (at least temporarily) necessary for their conversion and improvement. 
They particularly stressed the need for Aboriginal people to stay away from 
townships and cities. Some missionaries apparently arrived in Australia already 
convinced of this; Orton commented in 1836, before becoming involved in the 
Buntingdale mission, that any mission established must be at least 500 - 600 miles 
from Sydney to succeed.118 Similarly, Threlkeld had not been at Lake Macquarie for 
long before he declared "The more we are apart from unprincipled men bearing only 
the Christian name the better for the Aborigines."119 The failure of the Parramatta 
Native School was often blamed on its proximity to Sydney, and in Melbourne in 
1840 William Thomas concluded that settlements were one of the most significant 
barriers to Aboriginal civilisation. 120 Gunther was afraid of the possibility of a 
township being established at Wellington Valley, believing this would be the end of 
the mission.121 When struggling with Buntingdale, Tuckfield initially cited its 
distance from Geelong as an asset, and later mused that it might be necessary to force 
Aboriginal people further away from townships to prevent their complete 
destruction. 122 Dredge agreed, writing to Orton in 1842 that he supported Tuckfield's 
plan to preach to inland people who were still in an "unsophisticated and uncorrupted 
(my countrymen blush) state".123 
In trying to ban Aboriginal people from townships, protectors and missionaries were, 
once again, serving the colonial state at the same time as they were expressing their 
unease with it. During this time, many colonists were loudly demanding that 
Aboriginal people be banned from cities. Governor Darling claimed that Aborigines' 
behaviour around Sydney was "extremely disgusting", while superintendent C.J. La 
Trobe worked to bar them from entering Geelong, lest they get guns and diseases 
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there.124 Newspapers were full of complaints about Aboriginal begging, drinking, 
fighting and nakedness - "loathsome exhibitions of squalidness and misery."125 
Aboriginal poverty and violence, visible on the streets of Sydney and Melbourne, 
offended the norms of European "polite" society and provided an unwelcome 
reminder of the cost of colonisation. 
However, colonial complaints also went beyond this, implying that the Aboriginal 
presence in cities was essentially unnatural and illegitimate. Government surgeon 
Peter Cunningham, for instance, described Aboriginal beggars with derogatory 
humour: "It is amusing to see the consequential swagger of some of these dingy 
dandies, as they pace lordly up our streets, with the waddie twirling in their black 
paws" .126 Here, the urban Aboriginal presence was portrayed as so misplaced as to be 
ridiculous. Other colonial writers claimed that Aboriginal people could not survive 
the impact of urban European contact. One writer to the Australian in 1838, 
regretfully stating the necessity of Aboriginal demise, described them as "vagabonds 
. . . wandering through our streets, exhibiting symptoms of debasement and 
degradation . . . while they have lost the unadorned simplicity of nature they have 
gained nothing of the refinements of civilization".127 Other comments implied quasi-
racial degeneration. Dr Roger Oldfield, writing for the South-East Asian Register in 
1828, asserted that Aboriginal people around Sydney became "mere lumps of 
misery; their legs and arms shrunk like anatomical preparations ... looking altogether 
as if they were waiting to give up the ghost".128 Similarly, journalist Thomas 
McCombie wrote in 1847 that life around Melbourne made Aboriginal people "lose 
their free, elastic tread, the hair . . . becomes mixed and stunted; the face loses the 
soft, graceful outline, and becomes sinister, wrinkled and haggard".129 Such 
comments helped to naturalise Aboriginal demise in general, but they particularly 
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served to render Aboriginal people's presence in "civilised" districts illegitimate, 
obliterating an alternative Indigenous reading of this recently urbanised landscape. 
Thus, protectors and missionaries acted partly on colonists' wishes by urging 
Aboriginal people away from cities. Protectors, in particular, received orders to do 
this, and Aboriginal people's continued visibility in Melbourne was an 
embarrassment to them, easily cited by hostile colonists as evidence of the 
protectorate's failure. To some extent, missionaries and protectors also seemed to 
accept the notion that "savages" could ·not handle urban life. However, they did not 
attribute this to innate Aboriginal deficiencies, but rather to lack of Christian self-
discipline. Sievwright characterised Aboriginal people who lived around the edges of 
towns as destroyed by drunkenness, disease and excess - "their faculties wholly 
overthrown ... their energies stultified, and extinguished".130 In 1840, a depressed 
and demoralised William Thomas described Aboriginal people as unable to either 
resist or survive the lure of the city. He wrote to Robinson that the settlement had 
"much corrupted them, encouraged indolence & profligacy, and is one of the most 
formidable barriers against their moral improvement".131 He described them 
returning from Melbourne "empty, dirty and almost destitute of covering, in the 
plight of the prodigal but destitute of the prodigal's wholesome feelings".132 In 1839, 
Rev William Cowper, supporting the objections of the Wellington Valley 
missionaries to further European settlement near their mission, firmly stated his 
belief that Aboriginal people could not survive the dangers of civilisation: "having 
no correct views of his duty, nor any firmness or energy of mind to withstand 
allurements, [the Aborigine] is attracted by every new scene or trivial exhibition, and 
is immediately drawn into temptation". 133 
However, missionaries' and protectors' hostility towards Aboriginal involvement in 
city life did not just stem from belief in "savage" vulnerability. I would suggest it 
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also revealed the deep ambivalence missionaries felt towards British society in the 
age of industrialisation. Roy Porter has noted how the massive, accelerating changes 
in early 19th century Britain - industrialisation, commercialisation, rapid population 
growth - led to a fear of chaos amongst many social groups, including Evangelical 
Protestants. Urban centres were identified as places of corruption and danger, 
encouraging insatiable greed and materialism. "London was Babylon, Britain a 
Bedlam; wickedness, sinfulness, villainy, vice and greed stained this age of 
acquisitiveness."134 This led to romantic depictions of rural life, which, as I will 
discuss later in the thesis, shaped Australian colonists' ideas about land and work. I 
would suggest that mistrust of the modem city affected protectors and missionaries, 
at the same time as they followed orders to keep these cities free of Aboriginal 
people. The desire to incorporate Aboriginal people into colonial Christian society 
whilst keeping them away from European temptations was evident in Gunther's 
stated ambition to make the mission at Wellington Valley "a city on a hill, in this 
dreary wilderness, among a savage tribe, and in the midst of a perverse generation of 
professing Christians."135 
Protectors and missionaries wished to isolate their own stations from corrupt colonial 
influences. This was proposed as early as 1819, when Robert Cartwright, discussing 
the Parramatta Native Institution, recommended to Governor Macquarie that 
Aboriginal people be kept absolutely separate from Europeans until they became 
sufficiently civilised to resist the allure of European sin. 136 In 1840, Thomas told 
Robinson that a protector would have the best chance of succeeding amongst 
Aboriginal people who had never encountered Europeans before.137 Threlkeld longed 
for Aboriginal institutions to be kept free of evil influences, since Aborigines could 
not be expected "to know by intuition, the good intentions of Great Britain towards 
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them".138 Similarly, in 1841, Benjamin Hurst, discussing the need to control venereal 
disease and general European corruption, recommended that Aboriginal people 
should be isolated from all colonists except missionaries if they were to survive.139 
Such isolation, however, already seemed unlikely. As Jan Critchett points out, the 
Australian frontier was an intimate environment, where economic, sexual and violent 
encounters did not necessarily occur between strangers -
The frontier was in fact a very local phenomenon, the disputed area 
being the very land each settler lived on. The enemy was not on the 
other side of neutral ground ... The 'other side of the frontier' was 
just down the yard or as close as the bed shared with an Aboriginal 
woman.140 
Tuckfield complained of "a constant traffic and intercourse" between local 
Europeans and Aboriginal people around Buntingdale, and other missionaries and 
protectors echoed these complaints.141 They were particularly disturbed by their 
inability to secure their own stations. Giinther and Thomas complained of colonists 
coming to their stations after women, and Thomas indicated in 1844 that many bored 
Europeans saw the camp near Melbourne as a drinking and entertainment site - "So 
many whites in the Encampment today that it was like a regular promenade".142 
Attempts to remove the colonists often turned nasty. Thomas was infuriated by 
sailors wandering past and begging him "let me make a few of these fellows drunk". 
One man gave Aboriginal men a pistol to fire off, another drunk attacked several 
women one night, and aii "apparent Gentleman" shocked Thomas by demanding a 
woman from him. 143 Thomas was also concerned by sins of a less immediately 
harmful nature. He ordered away twenty colonists who were watching a corroboree 
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on Sunday, but they dismissed him, retorting "they are not your Blacks".144 Robinson 
had even less success in 1839 when he tried to disperse a crowd of "the lower order 
of whites" watching a fight between Wathaurong and Woiworung near Melbourne. 
The white crowd urged the fighters on and taunted him "Are you going to drive the 
poor creatures away here Mr Robinson as you did in VDL ?"145 Meanwhile, Dredge 
was outraged at spending half the night chasing belligerent white drunks away from 
his camp. One man, refusing to leave, declared that Taungurong "ought to have a 
good body of Mounted Police after them. He ridiculed the idea of their being 'fellow 
creatures', as I ventured to call them".146 Protectors and missionaries lamented their 
lack of authority to expel these people, but the rapid increase of colonisation made 
such encounters near unavoidable. 
Missionaries were most distressed, however, when the European evil came from 
within; when mission employees were found corrupting Aboriginal people, 
particularly through sex. While eager to reshape Aboriginal people into working 
class Europeans, missionaries were at the same time deeply disturbed by interactions 
between these two groups. The Buntingdale missionaries fired some servants for 
sexual offences with Aboriginal women, but the most anguished accounts came from 
Wellington Valley.147 Lydia Gilnther declared that the servants made Wiradjuri 
women "ten fold lazier than naturally", while her husband lamented in 1838 that 
almost all of "these shameless & voluptuous fellows" had had sexual relations with 
Aboriginal women and girls.148 He claimed to be unable to rest from anxiety, trying 
to keep watch over them constantly - "what we endeavour to teach those poor savage 
heathen during the day, is counteracted during the night by heathenised professors of 
Christianity."149 Watson was similarly outraged when one girl caught venereal 
disease from the servants. This was particularly disturbing because these were 
"married men - who are also fathers"; in other words, men who ought to have been 
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setting an example of sexual restraint and benevolent patriarchal authority.150 
Perhaps the most distressing revelation of all would emerge in 1842, when William 
Porter, the devout mission agriculturalist who had repeatedly spoken of his ambition 
to become a clergyman, admitted to having sexual relationships with Wiradjuri 
women. The missionary society dismissed him, declaring that no explanation or 
apology could excuse his behaviour.151 This sense of an enemy without and within 
undoubtedly contributed to the mood of loneliness, persecution and siege that 
characterised missionary and protectoral accounts. 
In some ways, this sense of persecution may have been essential to how missionaries 
conceptualised their work. Phillip Greven and Niel Gunson point out that 
humiliation, fear of failure and belief in the basic sinfulness of man were (in theory, 
anyhow) essential aspects of Evangelical Protestant life in general.152 Hilary M. 
Carey adds that many Evangelicals in the Australian colonies saw themselves as 
alone and besieged by a sinful, ungrateful public.153 Henry Reynolds also argues that 
missionaries' isolation from other colonists could reinforce their sense of the 
importance of their vocation - "They saw the world as an arena where good and evil, 
God and the devil were struggling for supremacy. As often as not they welcomed, 
and even courted opposition." 154 However, I would stress that while the first 
Australian missionaries did not always mind being in opposition to the majority, the 
sheer weight of their loneliness, combined with their lack of strong authority or 
Aboriginal conversions, ultimately ground many of them down. 
Judith Binney observes that early Protestant missionaries in New Zealand were 
tormented by their physical and mental isolation. Their mistrust of colonists and 
Maori, combined with their jealousy and suspicion of one another, made them 
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intensely introverted, unhappy people.155 The emotional state of Australian 
missionaries in the 1830s and 1840s was very similar. Giinther lamented in 1840 
"Oh! How little people, at home, know, what privileges they enjoy, and how much 
we miss Christian society!"156 In 1847, John Smithies, feeling neglected and 
friendless after eight years at his Western Australian mission, wrote to the missionary 
society "just think dear Fathers & Brethren how you would feel and be disheartened 
if you [saw] not one another's faces, shook not hands, had no religious flow of soul, 
for eight or nine years".157 James Dredge, the niost depressive of the protectors, 
anticipated his loneliness when he first left his friends and Christian society 
behind. 158 However, he was not prepared for the utter despair he felt when 
confronted with his .isolation and failure as a protector - "I am excessively 
oppressed, & cast down."159 One lonely Sunday in the bush in 1840, he mused "A 
Sabbath but no ordinances - no multitude keeping holy day - no songs of praise ... 
all, all is solitary and lonely - an awful silence reigns around."160 Meanwhile, at 
Wellington Valley in 1837, Watson wrote to his missionary society colleagues of 
colonists' sins and the mission's unpopularity, pleading for Christian sympathy and 
claiming "Our trials, mental trials, are beyond your conception.',i61 Ten years later, 
after he had split with Giinther, fought with Wiradjuri, lost his job and set up his own 
private mission, Watson's feelings about his place in colonial society had not 
changed much. He wrote bluntly to the Colonial Secretary "The Christian Missionary 
stands alone. He is laughed at and ridiculed for his labours of love and mercy, by 
persons who ought to have some moral feeling.''162 
Such comments, of course, obscure the inherently colonialist nature of missionary 
work and the fact that the state supported missions as a means of peacefully subduing 
the Indigenous population. Such claims also conceal the fact that missionaries and 
protectors had made some use of police force and were reluctant to express their 
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dislike of other colonists to Aboriginal people. However, I would suggest that the 
close but uncomfortable relationship between missionaries' ideal of benevolent, 
paternalistic control and the realities of colonial dispossession contributed strongly to 
the sense of gloom and unease that pervades their accounts. Unable and unwilling to 
disconnect themselves from the colonial project, while simultaneously dismayed by 
the form it was taking, missionaries and protectors were often left feeling cheated 
and abandoned. 
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"Country belonging to me": 
Land rights and labour on the first missions 
The first missionaries and protectors arrived in New South Wales and Port Phillip at 
a time when massive changes were occurring in the possession and use of land. The 
swift expansion of pastoralism, destruction of native habitat and consequent 
dispossession of Indigenous people meant that questions of how land could be 
secured and worked assumed powerful practical, moral and cultural significance in 
Aboriginal-missionary relationships. It is clear that Aboriginal people articulated to 
protectors and missionaries a strong sense of land ownership and unjust 
dispossession, claims which missionaries believed and sympathised with. However, 
it is equally apparent that protectors' and missionaries' support for Aboriginal 
people's right to live on portions of their ancestral lands was accompanied by an 
insistence that Aboriginal people could only enjoy a future on this land if they 
radically reshaped their relationship to it, renouncing the "savage indolence" of 
nomadic life and embracing hard, regular agricultural work. Aboriginal labour on 
protectorate and mission farms was more significant than sometimes acknowledged, 
although it continued to be shaped by individual and social connections to country, 
and hostile colonial circumstances - environmental and social - hindered agricultural 
success. 
Missionaries and protectors called for land to be set aside for Aboriginal 
communities under missionary and I or protectoral supervision, safe from colonists' 
interference. This land should, many protectors and missionaries asserted, be 
acceptable to Aboriginal people, preferably located on their traditional country.1 
While many historians have tracked historical debates over Aboriginal land 
ownership, only a few have extensively used these early missionary records. In The 
Law of the Land, Henry Reynolds places missionary accounts within what he sees as 
a broader British humanitarian trend during the early 19th century to acknowledge 
1 For example, James Dredge, Brief Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, Geelong, James 
Harrison, 1845, p.40; William Thomas, Petition to Sir George Gipps, undated, placed after entry for 
28 January 1844, in William Thomas Papers, 1834-1868 (W.T.P.), MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS (original 
held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); Francis Tuckfield to General 
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and safeguard Aboriginal native title. However, Reynolds focuses on the legal and 
political implications of these sources and does not differentiate sharply between 
practising missionaries and protectors and more distant philanthropists. Thus, more 
discussion is still needed on how questions of land ownership and work shaped 
missionaries' relationships with Aboriginal people and ideas about Aboriginal 
humanity and potential. Such discussions seem particularly relevant in the light of 
the recent furore surrounding Keith Windschuttle's work The Fabrication of 
Aboriginal History. Windschuttle's denial of the existence of meaningful Indigenous 
ties to land in Tasmania and of the possibility that Aboriginal people deliberately and 
articulately opposed dispossession has sparked renewed debate over the history of 
Aboriginal relationships to land.2 It therefore seems worthwhile pointing out that the 
evidence contained in missionary and protectoral papers from Port Phillip and New 
South Wales contradicts any denial of Indigenous land ownership in these regions. 
"Beaten back by the white man's foot": dispossession, denial and dissent 
Writing in the early 1840s, explorer Edward John Eyre commented that European 
settlers attempting to expel Indigenous people from their ancestral lands regarded 
Aboriginal people as "intruders in their own country, or as vermin that infest the 
land".3 When defending their occupation of the country, many colonists, as well as 
invoking a litany of already-familiar stereotypes of Aboriginal people as 
bloodthirsty, stupid, treacherous, dirty, cannibalistic and self-destructive, also 
asserted that Aborigines had no legal or moral claim to the land, as they had not 
owned or used it productively prior to colonisation. Writers in the Sydney Gazette 
and Sydney Morning Herald, for example, asserted that the land had not been stolen; 
Aboriginal people were merely "wanderers", who "bestowed no labour on the land" 
and had no real property sense- "This vast country was to them a common".4 
Secretaries, 1 January 1844, in Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society (W.MMS.) Archive, 
Australasia 1812-1889, Mp2107, Box 2, National Library of Australia (NLA) 
2 Keith Windschuttle, The Fabrication of Aboriginal History, vol. I, Paddington, Macleay Press, 2002, 
pp.99-111 
3 Edward John Eyre, Journals of Expedition of Discovery into Central Australia and Overland from 
Adelaide to King George's Sound in the years 1840-1, vol.2, London, T and W Boone, 1845, p.171 
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The idea that nomadic life and communal occupation of land were signs of backward 
savagery that could be justifiably supplanted by "progressive" civilisation can be 
traced back in European thought at least as far as Enlightenment philosophers like 
John Locke; who used such ideas to rationalise American colonisation. 5 Such 
theories stated that human societies passed through consecutive stages of 
development - hunting, pastoralist, agricultural and commercial - usually prompted 
by external stimuli. These socio-economic changes led in tum to more sophisticated 
systems of law, government, manners and morals. Hard labour (defined as the 
cultivation of the soil) and the enclosure of private property were the primary factors 
legitimising land ownership and differentiating civilisation from savagery. Such 
theories positioned savagery not so much as degeneration from a more elevated state, 
but rather as the earliest, most primitive stage in human history. 6 These arguments 
were not uncontested; in Britain, for instance, enclosure of land remained a 
controversial issue until the abolition of the commons in the early 19th century. 
However, such ideas were nonetheless used for several centuries (with growing 
force) to rationalise Indigenous American dispossession, and by the 19th century the 
discourses of savagery and primitiveness had combined to justify white westward 
expansion in North America.7 As Jean O'Brien points out, the denial of Indigenous 
land ownership and the creation of the "wandering Indian" figure helped authenticate 
white American ties to this newly colonised land, a claim equally true of Australia -
"the English, who as colonists were rootless people by definition, displaced their 
own dislocation on to Indians".8 
4 Sydney Gazette, 19 August 1824; Sydney Morning Herald, 7 November 1838 
5 Barbara Arneil, John Locke and America: The Defence of English Colonialism, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1996, pp.109-10; Bany W. Butcher, "Darwinism, Social Darwinism, and the Australian 
Aborigines: A Reevaluation", in Roy MacLeod and Philip F. Rebock (eds), Darwin's Laboratory: 
Evolutionary Theory and Natural History in the Pacific, Honolulu, University of Hawai'i, 1994, 
p.374; Kate McCarthy, "Cultivation" in a Colonial Context: the concept of (private) property in early 
New South Wales, Honours thesis, History, Australian National University, 2000, pp.19-26 
6 Arneil, John Locke and America, pp.61-62, 112, 148; Russell McGregor, Imagined Destinies: 
Aboriginal Australians and the Doomed Race Theory, 1880-1939, Carlton South, Melbourne 
University Press, 1997, pp.1-5; Ronald L. Meek, Social Science and the Ignoble Savage, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1976, pp.1-2, 12-13, 16-17, 22; Geoffery Symcox, "The Wild Man's 
Return: The Enclosed Vision of Rousseau's Discourses", in Edward Dudley and Maximillian E. 
Novak (eds), The Wild Man Within: An Image in Western Thought from the Renaissance to 
Romanticism, London, University of Pittsburgh Press, 1972, pp. 233, 238-242 
7 David Wallace Adams, Education for Extinction: American Indians and the Boarding School 
Experience, 1875-1928, Lawrence, University ofKansas, 1995, pp.5, 13, 16-17 
8 Jean O'Brien," 'They are so frequently shifting their place of residence': Land and the Construction 
of Social Place of Indians in Colonial Massachusetts", in Martin Daunton and Rick Halpern (eds), 
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The emphasis on the superiority of private land ownership over communal systems 
had sharpened in Britain with the disputes over the enclosure of common fields, 
which continued until the 1820s. Interestingly, many negative depictions of the 
"commoners" who lived off these fields bore striking resemblance to portrayals of 
Aboriginal "savages" - as lazy, unreliable, thievish and wild, stealing cattle and 
living off the woodlands and seasonal work rather than regular labour. Some 
supporters of enclosure explicitly likened commoners to Indigenous Americans.9 
Thus, a body of ·pre-existing ideas could be drawn on and racially reshaped in order 
to denigrate Aboriginal people. 
Heather Goodall and Henry Reynolds have noted that such arguments were popular 
with the squatters' lobby in the early 19th century, an interest group doubly keen to 
emphasise their own right to the land because many other colonists still regarded 
them as greedy opportunists living beyond the authority of church and state.10 
Although Locke's "four stages" theory of social progress had ranked pastoralism 
between nomadic savagery and civilised agriculture (another possible reason why 
some colonists looked askance at pastoral squatters), this point was muffled by the 
squatters' growing power. Instead, they included themselves in the category of 
civilised people who could assert ownership over "wasted" or "empty" land by 
dividing it between individual owners and cultivating its produce.11 As a squatter, Mr 
Hutton, told protectors Robinson and Parker in 1840 "it was never intended that a 
few miserable savages were to have this fine country."12 Meanwhile, prominent 
pastoralist James Macarthur claimed in 1849, 
the worthless, idle Aborigine has been driven from the land that he 
knew not how to make use of, and valued not, to make room for a 
Empire and Others: British Encounters with Indigenous Peoples, 1600-1850, London, UCL Press, 
1999, p.212 
9 J. M. Neeson, Commoners: Common right, enclosure and social change in England, 1700-1820, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993, pp.28-33 
10 Heather Goodall, Invasion to Embassy: Land in Aboriginal Politics in New South Wales, 1770-
1972, St Leonards, Allen and Unwin, 1996, pp.39-42; Henry Reynolds, The Law of the Land, 
Ringwood, Penguin, 1987 (1992 edition), pp.73-74 
11 Arneil, John Locke and America, pp.61-62, 112, 148 
12 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol. I, 1 January 1839 -
30 September 1840, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, p.139 
more noble race of beings, who are more capable of estimating the 
value of this fine country.13 
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Such claims served to deny both the relevance of Aboriginal relationships to land in 
the past and the possibility of such relationships continuing into the future. 
Similar claims were used by colonists to portray Aboriginal people in general as 
lazy, thoughtless, erratic and doomed. These colonists included some religious 
writers unsympathetic to Aboriginal causes, like Samuel Marsden, a leader of the 
Church Missionary Society and the Sydney Anglican community, who described 
Aboriginal people in 1826 as incapable of industry, reflection or future planning, 
roaming the bush "like the fowls of the air or the beasts of the field" .14 Other critics 
ranged from the Border Police officer who reported that Aborigines' "wandering, 
wild life" made their improvement unlikely, to explorers and journalists who claimed 
that Aboriginal people lived lazily and without forethought, unlike "settled" 
Polynesian farmers. 15 The Australian and Sydney Gazette described them as "totally 
destitute ... of industry and ingenuity ... wretchedly inattentive to the very means of 
subsistence", "a very erratic and wandering race", possessing "a vagrancy of mind 
that bears a strict analogy to their vagrancy of body".16 Such remarks served dark 
agendas. If Aboriginal people could be dismissed as having no legitimate ties to land 
and no care for their own physical welfare or future, there would be no need to hold 
colonists responsible for Aboriginal trauma, starvation and death. 
However, the claims that Aboriginal people had no pre-existing rights to the land and 
no chance of a future on it were contested by protectors and missionaries. Their 
13 James Macarthur, 1849, quoted in Michael Roe, Quest for Authority in Eastern Australia, 1835-
1851, Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 1965, p.67 
14 Samuel Marsden to Archdeacon Scott, "Report on the Aborigines ofN.S.W., 2 December 1826", in 
Niel Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences and Papers of L.E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the 
Aborigines, 1824-1859, vol.2, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1974, p.347 
15 Australian, 8 July 1836; George Bennett, Wanderings in New South Wales, Batavia, Petir Coast, 
Singapore, and China, vol.I, London, Richard Bentley, 1834, p.172; Baron Charles von Hugel, New 
Holland Journal: November 1833 - October 1834, Dympha Clark (trans. and ed.), Burwood, 
Melbourne University Press, 1994, p.38; Report from Border Police Office, Binalong, 12 March 1842, 
enclosed in dispatch from Sir George Gipps to Lord Stanley, in Aborigines (Australian Colonies), 
return of an Address to the House of Commons, 9 August 1844, printed by order of House of 
Commons, [no place cited], 1844, p.220 Samuel Marsden to Archdeacon Scott, "Report on the 
Aborigines ofN.S.W.", in Niel Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.347 
16 Australian, 26 December 1840; Sydney Gazette, 24 June 1804 and 23 August 1822 
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objections can be traced partly to the humanitarian lobby in Britain. The 
Parliamentary Select Committee on Aboriginal Tribes reported in 183 7 that "native 
inhabitants of any land have an incontrovertible right to their own soil: a plain and 
sacred right". 17 Meanwhile, the Religious Society of Friends and the Meeting for 
Sufferings had issued tracts asserting that Aboriginal people did indeed have a sense 
of land ownership and that it would be unjust to violently expel "the poor inhabitant 
of the wilderness" from the land God had given them.18 Such claims, arising from 
concern for Indigenous welfare, drew on alternative European understandings of land 
ownership voiced by philosophers like Samuel Pufendorf (an opponent of the violent 
colonisation of the Americas) who stressed original occupation and consensual 
communal possession of land, rather than private enclosure and agricultur~, as the 
key factors in land ownership.19 British humanitarians' acceptance of such theories in 
the 1830s and 1840s was, of course, limited. Few actively opposed colonialism; 
instead, they campaigned to make it beneficial (according to their views) rather than 
destructive to Indigenous people. 
Here, precedents had been set overseas. Since the 18th century, Indigenous Canadians 
had been governed through a series of treaties and reservation systems (theoretically) 
meant to prevent their complete dispossession. Meanwhile, in 1840, as the Port 
Phillip Protectors and Buntingdale missionaries began work, the Treaty of Waitangi 
was signed in New Zealand, recognising Maori's self-government and rights as 
British subjects. Missionaries had been active in encouraging Maori to sign the 
treaty.20 Of course, growing European power meant neither of these systems lasted 
long in their original forms, and Australian missionaries did not suggest a treaty 
system for Aboriginal people, either because of their more stigmatised culture or 
their lesser political power. However, missionaries must have been aware that the 
17 Report on the Parliamentary Select Committee on Aboriginal Tribes (British settlements), reprinted 
with comments by the Aborigines Protection Society, London, William Bell, 1837, p.4 
18 "An Address of Christian Counsel and Caution to Emigrants to Newly Settled Colonies'', issued on 
behalf of the Religious Society of Friends, no date cited, in Tracts Relative to the Aborigines, 
published by the Meeting for Sufferings, from 1838 to 1842, London, Edward Marsh, 1843, p.2; 
"Report of the Aborigines' Committee of the Meeting for Sufferings", published by the Meeting for 
Sufferings, 1840, in Tracts Relative to the Aborigines, p.9 
19 Arneil, John Locke and America, pp.55, 58; McCarthy, "Cultivation" in a Colonial Context, pp.27-
29 
20 Andrew Armitage, Comparing the Policy of Aboriginal Assimilation: Australia, Canada, and New 
Zealand, Vancouver, UBC Press, 1995, pp.73-74, 76, 94-95, 140-42 
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idea of preventing Indigenous destruction by "civilising" people on safe lands in 
their own country was at least being given lip service in the wider colonial world. 
Moreover, missionaries' and protectors' attitudes towards Aboriginal land ownership 
were influenced not only by Western developments, but also by claims that 
Aboriginal people had made to them. Missionaries Francis Tuckfield and Joseph 
Orton were surprised at how carefully and intricately the country around Geelong 
was divided up according to kinship systems.21 Similarly, in 1841 Woiworung guides 
showed protector William Thomas the boundaries of their country and explained 
why the borders had been placed where they were.22 Chief protector George 
Augustus Robinson also recalled an Aboriginal man's statement of land ownership: 
"when Tung.bor.roong spoke of Borembeep and the other localities of his own 
nativity, he always added 'that's my country belonging to me!! That's my country 
belonging to me!!"'23 Meanwhile, in 1840, protector James Dredge's correspondence 
characterised Taungurong as "wandering savages - without house or home", but 
added "each Tribe has its own district the extent and boundaries of which are well 
known to themselves, and they speak of their country to a stranger with emotions of 
pride".24 Two years later, Dredge gave a longer description of Taungurong 
attachment to land as material, historical and personal: 
Within these boundaries of their own country, as they proudly speak, 
they feel a degree of security and pleasure which they can find 
nowhere else - here their forefathers lived and roamed and hunted, 
and here also their ashes rest. And this is the scene of their fondest 
and earliest recollections ... with every nook they are familiar, they 
21 Joseph Orton to General Secretaries, 18 July 1839, W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA; 
Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 September 1840, in W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA; Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 October 1841, in W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 
2,NLA 
22 William Thomas to G. A. Robinson, "Journal of the Proceedings during the months of June, July & 
August 1841", Aboriginal Affairs Records (A.A.R.), VA473 Superintendent, Port Phillip District, 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, Public Records Office of Victoria (PROV) 
23 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.2, 1 October 1840 
- 31 August 1841, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, p.318 
24 James Dredge to D. Harding, 12 September 1840, James Dredge Diaries, Notebooks and 
Letterbook, ?1817-1845 (J.D.D), MS11625, MSM534, State Library of Victoria (SLV) 
know just where their favourite roots are most abundant, the haunts of 
the Kangaroo, Emu and Opossum- in short, it is their home.25 
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Missionaries and protectors recognised that these land claims had been ignored and 
violated. Again, their humanitarian backgrounds were influential here, but so were 
Aboriginal complaints. Robinson was angry that squatters claimed their licenses 
entitled them to expel Aboriginal people violently. In 1841, when he asked members 
of an Aboriginal family he met on the Glenelg river where they came from, "they 
beat the ground and vociferated, Deen! deen! (here! here!), and then, in a dejected 
tone, bewailed the loss of their country."26 Another man Robinson met at Tarrone, 
Yaw-en-nil-lum, pointed to the squatters' land and said "that white men had stolen it 
and their country".27 Protectors stressed the moral injustice and material poverty of 
dispossession. In 1839, James Dredge noted the cruelty of "the original lords of the 
soil" being reduced to abject poverty, while Europeans profited from the land.28 
Protector Edward Stone Parker claimed Aboriginal people were being "beaten back 
by the 'white man's foot' .. . excluded, perforce, from lands which they 
unquestionably regard as their own ... classified with and treated as wild dogs" .29 He 
found it difficult to answer "their repeated complaints of the loss of their country".30 
Meanwhile, throughout the 1840s, Kulin people protested to William Thomas about 
dispossession, saying "no good white man, take away country, no good bush, all 
white man sit down", "Big one hungry Black fellow by & by-no Kangaroo - White 
man take away Black fellows' Country."31 
Such complaints applied to cities as well as rural districts. The Y arra was a 
traditional meeting place for Kulin people - "Waworangs, Boonurongs, Barrabools, 
Nilunguons, Gouldbums" - who begged around Melbourne throughout the 1840s but 
25 James Dredge, 6 June 1842,JD.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV 
26 G. A. Robinson to C. J. La Trobe, 12 December 1839, in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records 
of Victoria (HR. V.): Aborigines and Protectors, 1838-1839, vol.2B, Melbourne, Victorian 
Government Printing Office, 1983, p.413; George Augustus Robinson, "A Report of an Expedition to 
the Aboriginal Tribes of the Western Interior during the months of March, April, May, June, July and 
August 1841", in Ian D. Clark (ed.), The Papers of George Augustus Robinson, Chief Protector, Port 
Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.4, Clarendon, Heritage Matters, 2001, p.23 
27 George Augustus Robinson, "A Report of an Expedition", p.19 
28 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 20 April 1839, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA 
29 Edward Stone Parker to G. A. Robinson, 1April1840, in Cannon (ed.), HR. V., vol.2B, p.413 
30 Edward Stone Parker to G.A. Robinson, 1December1843, inA.A.R, VPRS4467, Reel 3, PROV 
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also arrived for political and ceremonial purposes.32 These people did not portray 
themselves to protector Thomas as intruders in Melbourne; on the contrary, they 
reacted furiously when authorities turned them away. They told Thomas in 1840 that 
they had been fond of this place long ago and "plenty sit down here".33 Thomas 
protested that they were annoying the colonists - "they make Willums [shelters] on 
white man's ground, and cut down Trees & cut off Bark, make white man sulky". 
Aboriginal people retorted "no white man's ground, black man's."34 They told him 
"Plenty white man sit down, Black fellow no sulky, Plenty black fellows sit down & 
white man sulky, no good that".35 They added that Europeans owed them access to 
Melbourne because Woiworung had originally protected the colonists from violence 
from the Barrabool (Wathaurong). One man claimed to have killed Barrabool people 
in revenge for attacks on Europeans. Thomas apparently believed this, informing 
Robinson that the "Port Phillip tribes" had prevented massacres of Europeans.36 
Thomas, like most missionaries and protectors, did not wish to extend Aboriginal 
land rights to cities, believing Aboriginal people could not cope with urban 
temptation and sin. However, Woiworung's claim of a historical obligation for 
Europeans to allow them access to this land served as an uncomfortable reminder of 
dispossession and broken promises. 
Dispossession troubled missionaries too. James Gunther of the Wellington Valley 
mission was angry that colonists frequently asserted that they had the "first claim" to 
the land.37 In the 1840s, Lake Macquarie missionary L.E. Threlkeld lamented that 
31 William Thomas, 17 April 1840 and 17 September 1841, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
32 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 March- 31 May 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, 
PROV; Gary Presland, Aboriginal Melbourne: The Lost Land of the Kulin People, Ringwood, 
McPhee Gribble, 1985, p.35; William Thomas, 27 October 1839, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AIATSIS; 
William Thomas, 13 October 1840, 26 March 1841, 18 and 20 August 1841, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, 
AIATSIS; William Thomas, 13 April 1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 4, AIATSIS; William Thomas to 
G.A. Robinson, 29 February 1840, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
33 William Thomas, 5September1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AIATSIS. Also, William Thomas, 19 
and 21August1840, 9 September 1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, and William Thomas, 17 September 
1841, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
34 William Thomas, 15 September 1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AIATSIS 
35 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 29 December 1839, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 7, AIATSIS 
36 William Thomas, 13 and 15 September 1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AIATSIS; William Thomas 
to G.A. Robinson, 14 September 1840, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. 
Robinson, 1 March 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV. 
37 James Gunther to Dandeson Coates, 30 November 1838, p.2, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. 
Roberts (eds), The Wellington Valley Project (W. V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the Church 
Missionary Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/ discipline/history/wv-project/ 
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Awabakal country around Newcastle was being "sold from under their feet".38 
Joseph Orton, infuriated by settlers' complaints about Aboriginal sheep theft, 
retorted "what else can be expected from savages who are conscious of being 
intruded upon their natural rights violated - and their only means of subsistence 
destroyed . . . and they thus violently and unjustly deprived of their own soil[?]"39 
Orton observed the destruction of Indigenous food supplies and the violence between 
different Aboriginal groups forced onto one another's land by "the Christian 
Heathens who are enriching themselves on the spoil of the dispossessed and 
wallowing in the blood of their victims".40 
Wanderers or labourers? Reshaping relationships to country 
It is important to note, however, that missionaries' acceptance of the existence of 
Indigenous forms of land ownership did not equal a validation of Aboriginal culture 
or land use, or a willingness to negotiate equally with Aboriginal people. As Heather 
Goodall notes, this is an issue which Reynolds' work on the historical basis of native 
title law has tended to downplay.41 I would suggest this may be because 
contemporary native title rights are strongly linked to proof of "authentic", 
"traditional" cultural life - a link not made in the 1830s and 1840s. Rather, protectors 
and missionaries hoped that reserved land would provide economic and spiritual 
uplift, protecting Aboriginal people from parasitical begging, training them away 
from nomadic life and easing their transition into European labour. In other words, 
the continuance of Aboriginal life on ancestral lands was not intended as a way of 
preserving pre-colonial cultures, but of radically reshaping them. 
38 L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, "Annual Report of the Mission to the Aborigines, Lake 
Macquarie 1840'', in L.E. Threlkeld Papers 1815-1862 (L.T.P.), MF329, AIATSIS (original held at 
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales) 
39 Joseph Orton, 24 May 1839, also 23 May 1839 and 31 May 1839, in Joseph Orton Journal 1832-
1839 and 1840-1841 (J.O.J.), MF302, AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of 
New South Wales) 
40 Joseph Orton, 29 March 1841, J.O.J., MF302, AIATSIS; Joseph Orton to General Secretaries, 5 
January 1841, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; Joseph Orton to General Secretaries, 8 
September 1841, in W.MM.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
41 Goodall, Invasion to Embassy, p.47 
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The Port Phillip protectors had initially been instructed to travel with Aboriginal 
groups before persuading them to "settle" ,42 but while most protectors travelled for 
short stints, they preferred to live at their stations, as did most missionaries. There 
were practical reasons for this; few protectors or missionaries were skilled bushmen, 
most had families who did not wish to travel, and most were committed to 
overseeing the development of their stations. It is also quite possible that Aboriginal 
people did not always want their company. Aboriginal people told protectors Dredge 
and Thomas not to accompany them on some journeys, warning that the protectors 
would be unable to walk the distance or find food and might be ~illed by "wild black 
fellows".43 However, missionaries not only avoided nomadic life themselves, they 
also discouraged it amongst Aboriginal people. As James Dredge and William 
Thomas explained to their superiors, travelling with Aboriginal people would set a 
bad example by appearing to endorse their way of life.44 The government was by no 
means opposed to this policy; Governors Arthur and Macquarie had proposed that 
Aborigines become farmers, and the Port Phillip protectors were encouraged to 
instruct Aboriginal people in agriculture.45 Similarly, the Church Missionary Society 
had instructed the Wellington Valley missionaries in 1831 before they began work 
that training Aboriginal people in sedentary agriculture was essential.46 
There were practical reasons for this. The expansion of pastoralism and destruction 
of indigenous habitat made pre-colonial land use increasingly untenable. Aboriginal 
people's absences from protectorate and mission stations also reduced missionaries' 
control over them, which missionaries (not surprisingly) resented. However, 
protectors and missionaries also voiced strong ideological opposition to nomadic 
hunter-gatherer life. At Wellington Valley mission in 1832, William Watson 
42 Lord Glenelg to Sir George Gipps, 31 January 1838, in Historical Records of Australia (HR.A.), 
series 1, vol.XIX, July 1837 - January 1839, Sydney, Library Committee of the Commonwealth 
Parliament, 1923, pp.254-55 
43 James Dredge, 13 October 1839, J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV; William Thomas, 4 and 5 
August 1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AlATSIS . 
44 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 10 May 1841, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; 
William Thomas to C.J. LaTrobe, 12November1845, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 7, AIATSIS 
45 Ann Curthoys, Race and Ethnicity: A Study of the Response of British Colonists to Aborigines, 
Chinese and non-British Europeans in New South Wales, 1856-1881, PhD thesis, Macquarie 
University, 1973, p.39; Lord Glenelg to Sir George Gipps, 31 January 1838, in Peter Frauenfelder 
(ed.), Aboriginal Communities: the Colonial Experience, Port Phillip District, Melbourne, Education 
Centre of the State Library of Victoria, 1997, p.49; Reynolds, The Law of the Land, p.145 
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complained of Wiradjuri's "vagrant habits" and "remarkable aversion to labour", 
while the resident agriculturalist William Porter hoped in 1841 that steady Christian 
work would amend their "naturally wild, volatile & wandering habits".47 Meanwhile, 
Melbourne missionary George Langhorne concluded that Aboriginal communities 
must be forced to become sedentary - "their wandering and unsettled habits are so 
diametrically opposed to civilized life".48 The Port Phillip protectors judged nomadic 
life similarly. Parker, although pleased by some Aboriginal people's hard labour, 
commented that all "savages" were characteristically indolent, while Charles 
Sievwright blamed the supposed ·ease of hunter-gatherer life for making Aboriginal 
people "quite improvident of the morrow.'49 William Thomas described Aboriginal 
people as "erratic", "fickle creatures", and advised as early as 1841 that vagrancy 
laws be used to control their movements. 50 He lectured Aboriginal people that if 
white men were as indifferent to work as they, God would punish them by sending a 
drought to destroy half the earth.51 Such comments, along with frequent references to 
Aboriginal people as "wanderers", "vagrants" and "feckless", demonstrate the 
association of nomadic hunter-gatherer life with laziness, irrationality, aimlessness 
and disloyalty. There was also the implication that Aboriginal people cared little for 
their personal or collective futures, a disturbing notion at a time when Aboriginal 
demise was already being depicted by some colonists as inevitable. 
Missionaries' determination to "raise" Aboriginal people to the level of industrious 
farmers indicates some acceptance of the dominant European idea of progress 
through socio-economic stages, despite its use by colonists to rationalise Aboriginal 
46 Jean Woolmington, "The Civilisation/Christianisation Debate and the Australian Aborigines", in 
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dispossession. Their descriptions of nomadic hunter-gatherer life as disgracefully 
wasteful and idle were also undoubtedly influenced by the belief in the intrinsic 
virtue of hard, honest labour and self-improvement so dear to Evangelical Protestants 
at the time. sz This concern may have been heightened by growing fears amongst the 
religious middle classes of the dangers and "indolence" of the unemployed and 
working poor in Britain. s3 Hard work, missionaries believed, would constitute a form 
of Christian virtue in itself and also move Aboriginal people towards a higher state of 
civilisation. Missionary concerns with profiting from the land through consistent, 
moral industry seem to fit rather well Weber's depiction of "ascetic Protestantism", 
concerned with minimising "waste" time, valuing thrift and diligence, and elevating 
worldly work to a level of great moral importance. Under such a moral system, 
indolence and failure to use time productively were viewed as serious sins - a 
problem for Aboriginal people at the time, who tended to spread their traditional 
work throughout the day and not distinguish rigidly between "work" and "leisure" 
time (a distinction in many ways peculiar to industrial Europe ).s4 Of course, as 
Richard Broome points out, Aboriginal societies also saw work in religious terms; 
moving around one's land and living off it was a spiritual experience, bound up in 
kinship laws, ceremonial duties and the belief that the land and everything on it were 
part of the same life force.ss However, the cultural and linguistic gap made this near-
impossible for missionaries and protectors to understand, and thus their views on 
nomadic Aboriginal life were not tremendously different from those of more hostile 
colonial writers. The main difference was missionaries' insistence on Aboriginal 
people's capacity for a future as respectable agricultural workers. 
Assumptions about class were important here. Reynolds has commented that by 
asserting Aboriginal people's potential equality with European workers, 
humanitarians denied innate racial difference but also cemented their own distance 
52 Sarah Caroline Porter, The Social Origins and Recruitment of English Protestant Missionaries in 
the Nineteenth Century, PhD thesis, University of London, 1974, pp.25, 29-32 
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from and superiority over such workers.56 They also revealed their terror of 
pauperism. Missionaries and protectors usually agreed that unchecked colonisation 
had made Aboriginal people's work habits worse then ever by rewarding them for 
begging and prostitution instead of encouraging hard, honest labour. Thus, Joseph 
Orton stressed that Aboriginal people around Geelong had been reduced to "pilfering 
- starving - obtrusive mendicants", "a tax upon the [European] inhabitants".57 
However, starvation was not necessarily the greatest danger for beggars, missionaries 
believed. Rather, protector Thomas and missionary George Langhorne warned that 
Aboriginal people's ability to survive through begging made them lazy, ungrateful 
and discontented, less likely to submit to missionary authority.58 Thus, as Tim Rowse 
points out, state attempts to control Aboriginal people economically often rested on a 
distinction between the respectable, deserving poor (self-sufficient yet obedient) and 
paupers, who were supposedly degraded by loss of responsibility and self-respect.59 
Protected agricultural labour was offered as a form of redemption. This was 
consistent with more general colonial hopes; as Goodall points out, the European 
ideal of the happy, independent yeoman farmer was reshaped to symbolise the bright 
future available to colonists in Australia, where well-behaved convicts and soldiers 
were rewarded with land grants.60 Furthermore, although the process of taming 
"wild", "promiscuous" country and making "waste" land useful was popularly linked 
to the dispossession of Indigenous people, missionary efforts to change Aboriginal 
people into farmers of their ancestral lands can be seen as attempts to incorporate 
Aborigines into this colonising project in a rather more collaborative way. Aboriginal 
people would, missionaries hoped, be integrated into the colonial economy while 
kept safely isolated from European dependence and sin. 
56 Henry Reynolds, With the White People, Ringwood, Penguin, 1990, p. l 00 
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Thus, missionaries and protectors saw Aboriginal people's future on their traditional 
lands as intimately linked with their adoption of agriculture. Thomas, for example, 
stated in 1843 that he hoped to see Aboriginal farms established in the district of 
every "tribe'', surrounded by respectable European farmers, so the protectorate could 
"permanently settle the Aborigines on their own country . . . surrounded with the 
fruits and results of Industry".61 He insisted that they must be allowed to choose the 
site themselves, otherwise they would not stay.62 Francis Tuckfield also proposed to 
"settle these predatory hords [sic] in their own districts", with a missionary for each 
group.63 Similarly, in 1839 protector Sievwright recommended that each Aboriginal 
group should have a reserve in their own country, where they could be trained in 
industry and civilisation whilst still being assured "the enjoyment of their early 
association and local attachments".64 
Remodelling Aboriginal societies into farming communities was not imagined as an 
instant transition. Bain Attwood has noted that the isolated and underdeveloped . 
nature of most missions meant that traditional forms of economy and land use 
continued to some extent well into the 1860s.65 Protectors in the 1830s and 1840s, 
despite their distaste for nomadic life, did not utterly oppose traditional hunting and 
handicrafts, so long as they could control these activities. Thomas, Parker and 
Sievwright traded animal skins, baskets and other handicrafts with Aboriginal people 
in return for rations, sending the products to be sold in Melboume.66 Such industry 
seemed particularly successful for a while around Parker's station, where in 1842 the 
women made 96 hats, 70 baskets, 42 tablemats and 11 nets.67 Protectors accepted this 
work as long as it followed their rules about respectable work habits and Aboriginal 
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people's supposed need for supervision. Thus, Thomas sternly refused to trade on 
Sundays, Parker calculated standarised payments for indigenous produce (2 pounds 
of flour for one kangaroo skin, one pound of flour for two possum skins, 6 pounds of 
flour for one large basket), and Robinson insisted that Aboriginal people must not be 
paid in money.68 Similarly, missionary Threlkeld initially traded animal skins for 
clothing on the grounds that this would encourage some degree of industry.69 Despite 
their disapproval of "savage" land use, Threlkeld and the protectors found these 
trades at least temporarily acceptable. (It should be noted that the other missionaries 
did not appear to engage in such trades. I have found no evidence to show whether 
this was because of ideological distaste or because they lacked the resources to buy 
and sell Aboriginal products.) 
Another economic option missionaries considered was to train young Aboriginal 
people as servants. The Parramatta Native Institution, Smithies' Perth mission and 
the Buntingdale missionaries described their attempts to reshape Aboriginal boys and 
girls into respectable working class children (and the other missions may well have 
done the same thing). The boys were to be instructed in "mechanical arts" and 
carpentry (believed to be clean and honest, keeping the boys indoors under European 
supervision and discouraging their "wandering" habits). Meanwhile, the girls would 
learn needlework and cooking, to become domestic servants. Such training would 
provide free labour for the mission; boys would work in the vegetable garden while 
girls cooked and sewed the uniforms.70 It would also teach the children regular 
habits, obedience and behaviour appropriate for the sex and class roles missionaries 
hoped to integrate them into. Anna Haebich, J. Brook and J.L. Kohen have pointed 
out that the training of Aboriginal children for domestic service reflected European 
treatment of impoverished white children, who were frequently trained in dull 
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manual labour and apprenticed out at an early age, supposedly to protect them from a 
dissolute and immoral life.71 However, it should be noted that not many Aboriginal 
missions or protectorate stations at this time actually sent young people away to work 
as servants. The Parramatta School sent some youths out as apprentices (most of 
whom quickly ran away) and Smithies' Perth mission also sent children to work part-
time for colonists.72 However, I have found few other examples of missionaries 
organising such jobs (although some Aboriginal people may have done such work of 
their own initiative). 
I would suggest that this was partly because missionaries and protectors believed few 
colonists could provide suitably respectable, moral households for young Aboriginal 
people to work in. Russell McGregor notes the debates that occurred from the early 
19th century onwards over whether Aboriginal people should be quickly channelled 
into manual work or isolated from European company until fully "civilised".73 Many 
missionaries leaned towards the latter option. Missionary Robert Cartwright, for 
example, when planning the Parramattalnstitution in 1819, was apprehensive about 
apprenticing children to Europeans, claiming "these Sable Youths" were particularly 
vulnerable to corruption.74 Here, the missionary desire to incorporate Aboriginal 
people into the respectable colonial working classes clashed with their basic mistrust 
of many of their fellow colonists, described as sinful and depraved. 
Sending young people away to work may have also been difficult because of the 
attitudes of Aboriginal communities unwilling to tolerate fragmentation; parents 
reluctant to leave their children at the mission while they camped nearby were 
presumably even less keen to send them away as isolated servants. Even at Smithies' 
mission, where up to 30 children were in service, it was declared necessary to let 
them spend the evenings together and sleep with their relatives, otherwise they would 
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run away.75 Furthermore, the notion of their children working for Europeans may 
have offended some Aboriginal parents. Judge Baron Field, inspecting the Sydney 
Native Institution and the Black Town, noted that the parents did not mind their 
children being clothed and educated, but could not bear the idea of their being made 
servants. Aborigines, he asserted, regarded servants as slaves (reasonably enough, 
given the convict system in place at the time).76 Thus, missionaries' desire to make 
Aboriginal people "useful" workers was tempered by unwillingness to expose them 
to sinful European influences, and by Aboriginal people's own resistance to certain 
types of labour. 
Ploughs and digging sticks: the innovations and limitations of Aboriginal 
farming 
Turning Aboriginal communities into relatively isolated, self-supporting farming 
villages remained the best moral and practical solution in most missionaries' minds. 
Not only was agriculture associated with the social and moral uplift described earlier, 
but it also (in theory) simultaneously integrated Aboriginal people into colonial 
society, while keeping them relatively isolated from it, their interactions with 
Europeans watched over by protectors and missionaries. However, few of these early 
mission farms succeeded agriculturally. It has sometimes been assumed that they 
failed because Aboriginal people simply could not farm successfully, a claim which 
has been extensively rebutted by Richard Broome in his discussion of Aboriginal 
workers in south-eastern Australia.77 As Broome (and the missionary sources) point 
out, Aboriginal people undertook a variety of jobs, including ploughing and 
harvesting crops, growing vegetables, chopping wood, fetching water, clearing land, 
hutkeeping, fencing, driving bullock trains, looking after livestock, doing laundry, 
domestic service, cooking and building huts. 78 However, few people worked 
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consistently; participation could range from several months of solid work to 
occasional odd jobs. 
Aboriginal participation varied between stations and individuals. Protector Parker, 
for instance, was fairly happy with the work done on his station and began paying 
industrious workers small amounts of money, while the Wellington Valley 
missionaries were :frequently dissatisfied with Aboriginal "laziness" .79 In general, 
young people were most likely to be described as hard working, probably because 
they had fewer responsibilities within their own communities, and because 
missionaries particularly targeted them, considering them easier to improve (and, 
presumably, physically fitter). Parker, Watson and Tuckfield commented that young 
men with close ties to the missions showed unusual enthusiasm for "settled" farm 
life.80 However, traditional factors remained relevant, making nomadic jobs like 
shepherding more popular and influencing sedentary labour. During ploughing time 
at Sievwright's station, the women and children (who usually hunted and dug for 
roots) developed a method of pulverising the sods with their digging sticks, a 
technique Sievwright said worked better than cross-ploughing.81 
However, most Aboriginal people during the 1830s and 1840s did not show much 
prolonged enthusiasm for farming. Missionaries did not always give reasons for this 
- possibly they did not bother to ask - and many seemed baffled and could only 
dismiss this unwillingness as bloody-minded laziness. Gunther, for instance, stated 
"The best of our Natives are unsteady, thoughtless, fickle minded, lazy, filthy, 
deceitful & thievish in the extreme".82 Similarly, Parker, despite appreciating the 
hard work of many people on his station, concluded in 1846 ·that Aboriginal people 
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could not stick at regular work; his only explanation was that they "prefer their own 
misery and wretchedness".83 
However, there were, in fact, a number of logical reasons why many Aboriginal 
people did not embrace farming at this time. Their "wandering" - combining mission 
life with the bush economy, station work, prostitution and begging - was often seen 
by missionaries as demonstrating fecklessness and irrationality, but a study of 
mission economies at this time suggests Aboriginal people's refusal to stay there 
permanently may have been more rational than missionaries cared to recognise. 
Protectoral stations and missions during this period were plagued by disease, poverty 
and violence, as well as a frequent lack of skilled workers or adequate provisions. 
Threlkeld, for instance, complained in 1827 that while he had sixty people hard at 
work on his station, his own stretched finances stopped him from funding these 
operations.84 In 1839, Sievwright, surrounded by sick and hungry people, waiting 
desperately for government rations that did not appear, wrote angrily "I have neither 
means of employing the industrious nor of relieving the wretched".85 Missionaries' 
and protectors' general lack of prior experience of farming could not have helped 
either, and some struggled with inadequate equipment; William Le Souef (who took 
over Dredge's Goulbum protectorate station) complained that their tools were faulty, 
the hoes kept breaking and Aboriginal men could barely use the spades because they 
had no shoes.86 By the late 1840s, Aboriginal people around protector Parker's 
station were increasingly involved in pastoral work, but Parker complained that it 
was difficult for them to get training in skilled jobs, as European workers refused to 
assist them, fearing Aboriginal labour would undercut their own wages.87 Farming 
operations also broke down amid political and economic disputes. Sievwright's farm 
collapsed in the midst of sex scandals and fights with settlers, while Le Souef's 
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initially successful crops withered away when he was fired for mismanagement and 
fraud and his station reduced to a rations depot.ss 
Drought was a problem at this time too, particularly at Wellington Valley, where the 
weather made farming a disaster virtually from the start. Handt and Watson 
complained in 1833 that the lack of rain was ruining the garden and making it 
impossible to grow cattle food, and these complaints recur throughout the mission 
records. Vegetables were difficult to grow, cattle died in the heat, horses were 
malnourished, caterpillars ate the crops, ~d food had to be ordered in, an expense 
the missionaries could ill afford.s9 As Lynette Peel points out, many white farmers 
were also ruined at this time. The significant time, effort and money that had to be 
put into farms before they would show any returns discouraged many Europeans and, 
presumably, many Aboriginal people too.90 As Deborah Bird Rose points out in her 
study of the Daly River mission at the tum of the century, missionaries' fluctuating 
finances and capabilities meant that for many Aboriginal people, complete economic 
dependence on missions was neither reasonable nor possible, and "aimless 
wandering" may have seemed a more rational choice.91 
Such choices are evident in the preference some Aboriginal people had for more 
rewarding, less strenuous European jobs. Parker and Thomas observed that 
Aboriginal men worked well as police trackers and held the job in higher esteem than 
farming. Some men who worked on Thomas' s station complained about receiving 
such poor rations when the Native Police "only walk & get plenty to eat & good 
clothes".92 One man, Koogr, was embarrassed to attend church when the police were 
there, because their clothes were much better than his - "He states Policemen no 
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work & plenty clothes".93 Agricultural work, in comparison, seemed unappealing and 
poorly rewarded. 
There were also cultural obstacles to farm work. Bain Attwood and Richard 
Broome suggest that the time and future planning required for agriculture was 
unappealing to Aboriginal people used to a subsistence economy, and that the men 
may have objected to the "feminine" job of digging the earth and gathering 
vegetables.94 These reasons were not explicitly cited in missionary papers in the 
1830s and 40s, but may have influenced Aboriginal decisions. Edward Stone Parker 
and Jam es Giinther also noted that Aboriginal workers were put off by any 
suggestion that their jobs equalled servitude. Here, as Richard Broome notes, they 
may have taken their cue partly from white colonial labourers, who were often 
described as talking back to their "masters" and leaving jobs they disliked.95 
Moreover, Gunther claimed that in Wiradjuri society "no man has an idea of serving 
another".96 One man protested indignantly when Parker employed a white labourer, 
demanding to know why he could not do the same job for a wage.97 Parker said 
Aboriginal people would leave their jobs if they felt their work was benefiting their 
European employers more than themselves - "They appear generally to feel that they 
owe us nothing and that they are under no obligation to work."98 Robinson also 
observed that some men of high status demanded rations while refusing to work, 
insisting that they were "gentlemen" and that "white gentlemen did not work only 
poor fellow".99 Robinson saw this as proof of the bad example set by idle Europeans, 
but it could also be interpreted as evidence of senior men using European concepts to 
assert their high status to the colonisers. 
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Missionary and protectoral accounts also indicate that some Aboriginal people were 
turned off working because of pressure from their relatives. Men who had farmed 
small areas of land complained to Parker and Watson that their families demanded 
such a large share in the produce that it was hardly worth the effort.100 Similarly, 
Biraban complained to Threlkeld in 1838 that if he planted com, the Sugar Loaf 
Mountain people would only come and steal it.101 Missionaries also lamented that 
hard workers were persuaded to leave the stations. Aboriginal people travelling to 
Melbourne taunted those who stayed on Parker's station, demanding to know why 
they did not travel any more and calling them fools.102 Protectors Thomas and Parker 
claimed that "idle" people who preferred bush life forced their industrious relatives 
away from the station, and missionary Tuckfield observed that some people had been 
threatened with violence if they did not resume nomadic life.103 Missionaries 
apparently did not ask these "interfering" people much about their motives. 
However, since most of these attempts to stop people from working were 
accompanied by demands that they travel or take part in ceremonial life, I would 
suggest that these people did not necessarily object to European labour per se, but 
rather to the possibility of this labour seriously curtailing their pre-existing cultural 
duties. Sometimes harsher cultural elements were also at work. In 1843, the people at 
Buntingdale indicated to the missionaries their willingness to settle and farm the 
area, but renewed inter-tribal violence forced them out of the district.104 
Mission farms were also effected by broader cultural factors concerning connections 
to country. Deborah Bird Rose, discussing the Daly River mission, and Christopher 
Anderson, examining the Lutheran mission at Bloomfield River in the late 19th 
century, both argue that many missions fell on land where a restricted number of 
100 Edgar Morrison, "The Loddon Aborigines: Tales of Old Jim Crow", in Geoff Morrison (ed.), A 
Successful Failure: The Aborigines and Early Settlers, Maryborough, Graffiti Publications, 2002, 
ft.241; Watson, Journal, 7July1836p.2, W.V.P. 
01 L.E. Threlkeld, "Evidence to the Committee on the Aborigines Question", 21 September 1838, 
Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.272 
102 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 December 1841 - 28 February 1842, in A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
103 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 June-31August1842, inA.A.R, VPRS4467, Reel 2, 
PROV; William Thomas to G. A. Robinson, 1 March 1841, in A.A.R, VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; 
William Thomas to Joseph La Trobe, 7 April 1841, in A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; Francis 
Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 October 1841, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
104 Francis Tuckfield, August 1843, "Report on the Wesleyan Missionary Society's Mission to the 
Aborigines of the Sub District ofGeelong, Port Phillip", W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
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people had a right to live permanently; others could visit only for short periods and 
had responsibilities to different parts of the country.105 As I have noted, missionaries 
were aware of general divisions of land, but more intricate kinship divisions might 
account for the repeated absences of some people - absences which the baffled 
missionaries could only explain as irrational laziness. This was suggested when the 
Buntingdale missionaries noted that one man, Kam Kam, built himself a house there 
in 1841, explaining that his people were from the district and he laid personal claim 
to the mission land.106 
Due to miss10nary bewilderment and lack of archival evidence, Rose's and 
Anderson's points cannot be decisively proven with regard to the first protectorate 
and missions. However, they do suggest an intriguingly different way of 
understanding these institutions - not just as pathetically failed ventures abandoned 
by scornful Aboriginal people (although this was partly true), but rather as temporary 
camps frequented by people for different periods of time, according to seasonal 
changes and varying land rights and responsibilities. When this theory is taken 
seriously, it calls into question a lot of assumptions missionaries made about the 
people they lived amongst. Were the people who were allegedly hostile or receptive 
towards Christianity and farm life really motivated by such feelings, or was their 
participation in mission life determined more by relationships to country rather than 
by relationships to missionaries? These issues remind us once again that while the 
sources used for this research necessarily show Aboriginal people primarily in the 
context of their relationships to missionaries and protectors, these people were in fact 
living in a much broader world, of which mission life was only one part. 
However, even when Aboriginal people showed enthusiasm and willingness to farm, 
they were often thwarted, not just by environmental and cultural factors, but also by 
political ones. In late 1841, when James Dredge resigned and was replaced by 
William Le Souef, the Taungurong, displeased with their new protector, visited 
Dredge in Melbourne and promised to build farms and grow crops in their country if 
105 Christopher Anderson, "A Case Study in Failure: Kuku-Yalanji and the Lutherans at Bloomfield 
River, 1887-1902'', in Tony Swain and Deborah Bird Rose (eds), Aboriginal Australians and 
Christian Missions, Bedford Park, Australian Association for the Study of Religion, 1988, pp.328-29, 
334; Rose, "Signs of Life", pp.21-22 
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he would return.107 Dredge liked the proposal but by this stage had alienated his 
superiors too much to get his job back. It is difficult to know how sincere such 
suggestions were, but they do indicate Aboriginal people's determination to remain 
on their land and willingness to negotiate terms for this. They also demonstrate how 
such efforts could be destroyed by factors beyond their control. Similarly, in 1843, 
Woiworung leader Billibellary told Thomas that his people were too miserable to 
continue as they were, but "if Y arra black fellows had a country on the Y arra that 
they would stop on it and cultivate the ground".108 Even the depressed people who 
drank and begged around Melbourne told Thomas "give us all land in our own 
country and we live like Whites".109 However, the spread of colonisation and 
government inertia was making this increasingly unlikely. 
The offer was renewed more seriously in 1859, when a Kulin delegation visited 
Thomas, then the sole Guardian of Aborigines, and requested land at the junction of 
the Acheron and Little Rivers, promising to live on it permanently and farm it. (This 
is discussed more fully later in the thesis.) Many of the people involved in this 
proposal must have been young at the time of the protectorate and were acquainted 
with the government's ideas about civilised land use. Thomas agreed to their request 
and remarked with surprise at how willing Aboriginal people were to work when 
they could choose the site themselves. He told the Commissioner of Lands and 
Surveys in 1859 
Hitherto, white-men have selected the spots. White-man's taste is 
widely different to the Aboriginal ... My impression is, that much of 
the ill success attending previous exertions has been through this -
drawing them to a locality in which they took no interest, or felt no 
pleasure in camping on.110 
However, the fate of Aboriginal reserves in the 1860s turned out to be determined by 
other factors besides Aboriginal industry, as I will discuss in more detail later. 
106 Joseph Orton, 4 May 1841, J.O.J., MF302, Reel 1, AIATSIS 
107 James Dredge, 27November 1841,J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV 
108 William Thomas to G. A. Robinson, 1December1843, "Journal of Proceedings, September 1843 -
December 1843", inA.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel2, PROV 
109 William Thomas to G. A. Robinson, 1December1843, "Journal of Proceedings, September 1843 -
December 1843", inA.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel2, PROV 
uo William Thomas to Commissioner of Lands and Surveys, 20 July 1859, quoted in Massola, 
Coranderrk, p.8 -
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Illness, harassment by the pastoral lobby, new racist laws and government 
mismanagement would combine to destroy initially successful Aboriginal farming 
ventures. Ill This raises the question of how much hope any of the original mission 
and protectorate farms had, in the face of colonial hostility and rapid pastoral 
expansion. 
Early 19th century observers (and some contemporary historians) had difficulty 
recognising that Aboriginal people might have had rational reasons for not 
embracing agricultural life straight away. While missionaries and protectors 
generally supported Aborigines' right to continue living on portions of their ancestral 
lands, they nonetheless insisted that Aboriginal people's economic and emotional 
relationships to these lands must change radically, and reacted with frustration when 
Aboriginal "insubordination" or "laziness" seemed to prevent this. In fact, 
Aboriginal responses to missionary farming plans were varied and thoughtful, shaped 
by a range of cultural and practical concerns. While their refusal to wholeheartedly 
embrace missionary attitudes towards land and work was important to the eventual 
collapse of mission farms, the fact that even enthusiastic Aboriginal work met strong 
environmental and social setbacks indicates that the problem was not so much 
Aboriginal people's incompetence as their complete disenfranchisement with regard 
to land ownership and care. 
m .Dianne Barwick, "Coranderrk and Cumeroogunga: Pioneers and Policy", in T. Scarlett Epstein and 
David H. Penny (eds), Opportunity and Response: Case Studies in Economic Development, London, 
C. Hurst & Company, 1972, pp.11-36; Goodall, Invasion to Embassy, pp.22, 39-40, 47, 50-51 
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Conversion or Conversation? 
Aboriginal Christian worship 
The conversion of Aboriginal people to Christianity was the primary aim of the first 
missionaries and a major objective of the first protectors. Simultaneously arrogant in 
their assurance of their own salvation and guilty at their failure to convert others, 
missionaries were passionate and persistent in their evangelising. They preached 
from tree stumps, inside barns, at Aboriginal camps and while working in the fields. 
And Aboriginal people listened - a small number embracing Christianity, some 
openly scoffing at it, and many more tolerating Christian rules and rituals as long as 
their own cultural life was not too badly disturbed. Yet by 1850 when these stations 
had closed in despair, missionaries and protectors concluded that only tiny numbers 
of converts had been made. This has led to a historical understanding of these 
missionaries as utter failures, whose brief and negligible evangelism was rejected or 
ignored by Aboriginal people. The question of why the missionaries failed will be 
addressed here, although I will qualify it by pointing out some problems with the 
assumption of missionary failure. However, this chapter also focuses on the 
importance of Christian worship, conversion and discussions in shaping daily 
mission life. In some ways, concentrating on these particular issues means drawing 
an artificial distinction, since missionaries and protectors saw Christianity as 
pervading all aspects of civilised life, from cleanliness and sexual morality to 
farming and living in houses. However, given the particular importance they attached 
to moments of religious devotion and revelation and their general commitment to the 
"Christianity first" doctrine, these issues warrant focused attention. 
Writing about faith as a historical condition is not an easy thing to do. I believe that 
missionaries' and Aboriginal people's religious views during the early 19th century 
should not be seen as eternal or immovable, but rather as vitally shaped by changing 
social, economic and political circumstances. On the other hand, it is also too 
simplistic to dismiss these religious feelings as unimportant or a mere cover for 
material activities. For both Aboriginal people and missionaries, spirituality could be 
a source of joy and pain, security and uncertainty, comfort and guilt. It is important 
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for historians to treat these feelings seriously and respectfully, without neglecting 
their historical nature. 
"The blessings of civilisation": imperialism and evangelism 
While Christian conversion was obviously the missionaries' central aim, it was also a 
crucial objective of the Port Phillip Protectorate. This was partly due to the increased 
political power of Evangelical non-conformists in Britain, who during the early 19th 
century went from being political outsiders to wielding considerable influence over 
imperial policy. Thus, in 1834 when the leading Exeter Hall member, Sir Thomas 
Fowell Buxton, called for greater protection for Indigenous people, he cited ''the 
peaceful and voluntary reception of the Christian religion" as a key outcome.1 
Similarly, the report of the 1835-36 Select Committee on Aborigines was couched in 
strongly Evangelical terms, seeing conversion as central to Indigenous improvement, 
and asserting a higher purpose behind Britain's rise to international power: to spread 
the gospel throughout the world.2 When the protectorate was established, the 
secretary of state for the colonies, Lord Glenelg, defined one of the protectors' tasks 
as promoting "the Moral and Religious improvement of the Natives, by instructing 
them in the elements of the Christian Religion" and preparing them for later, more 
intensive missionary work.3 Of the five protectors initially employed, three (James 
Dredge, Edward Stone Parker and William Thomas) had backgrounds in religious 
instruction, as did a number of other men initially considered for the post.4 
1 Thomas Fowell Buxton, 1834, quoted in Michael Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835-86, 
Sydney, University of Sydney Press, 1979, p.82 
2 Elizabeth Elboume, Blood Ground: Colonialism, Missions, and the Contest for Christianity in the 
Cape Colony and Britain, 1799-1853, London, McGill-Queen's University Press, 2002, pp.12-13, 36; 
Elizabeth Elboume, "The Sin of the Settler: The 1835-36 Select Committee on Aborigines and 
Debates Over Virtue and Conquest in the Early Nineteenth-Century British White Settler Empire", in 
Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History, vol.4, no.3, 2003, pp.3-6, 
http://muse.jhu.edu/joumals/joumal of colonialism and colonial history/toc/cch4.3.html; Report on 
the Parliamentary Select Committee on Aboriginal Tribes (British Settlements), reprinted with 
comments by the Aborigines Protection Society, London, William Bell, 1837, p.105 
3 Lord Glenelg to Sir George Gipps, 31 January 1838, in Peter Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal 
Communities: the Colonial Experience, Port Phillip District, Melbourne, Education Centre of the 
State Library of Victoria, 1997, p.50 
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Supporters of the protectorate defined Christian mentoring as an integral part of the 
state's duty of care to Aboriginal people. The claim that Christian conversion would 
reward Aborigines for their loss of land and independence was reiterated in official 
government correspondence and newspaper articles sympathetic to the protectorate 
and missions. 5 As one writer to the Sydney Gazette claimed, surely God only gave 
the British power over Aboriginal people "with the all-wise view of imparting to 
them the blessings of civilization, and also the valuable gift of eternal Redemption".6 
Conversion of the heathen was an essential Evangelical duty - "If any man be 
blessed by Heaven, is it not that he may be a blessing to others?"7 
Conversion was still less of an official priority for the protectors than for the 
missionaries, though. Protector Charles Sievwright, for example, was not known for 
his piety and did not hold church services on his station until 1842.8 Attempts were 
made to differentiate between protectors' secular and evangelising roles; in 1839 
chief protector George Augustus Robinson called for separate missionaries to be 
appointed to the stations, and these calls were echoed by assistant protectors Jam es 
Dredge and William Thomas.9 Dredge, Parker and Robinson later blamed the 
protectorate's failure largely on its secular nature, and regretted that more missionary 
activity had not occurred.10 However, while these comments may reflect the 
4 Sir George Arthur to Lord Glenelg, 15 December 1837, in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records 
of Victoria (HR. V.): The Aborigines of Port Phillip, 1835-1839, vol.2A, Melbourne, Victorian 
Government Printing Office, 1982, pp.33-36 
5 Lord John Russell to Sir George Gipps, 21 December 1839, in Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal 
Communities, pp.74-75; Sydney Gazette, 24 July 1819, 20 May 1820, 2 June 1821, 9 January 1823, 28 
June 1826 
6 Sydney Gazette, 28 June 1826 
7 Sydney Gazette, 2 June 1821 
8 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, p.295 
9 James Dredge to G. A. Robinson, 8 November 1839, in Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society 
(W.MM.S.) Archive, Australasia 1812-1889, Mp2107, Box 1, National Library of Australia (NLA); 
Letter from G. A. Robinson, April 1839, recipient and exact date unspecified, published in George 
Arden, Latest Information with Regard to Australia Felix, 1840, reproduced in Frauenfelder (ed.), 
Aboriginal Communities, p.89; William Thomas to G. A. Robinson, 1 December 1843, "Journal of 
Proceedings, September 1843 - December 1843", in Aboriginal Affairs Records (A.A.R.), VA473 
Superintendent, Port Phillip District, VPRS4467, Reel 2, Public Records Office of Victoria (PROV) 
10 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 31July1840, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA; James 
Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 10 May 1841, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; James Dredge, 
Brief Notes on the Aborigines, Geelong, James Harrison, 1845, pp.40-41; Edward Stone Parker, 
"Quarterly Journal'', 1 June - 31 August 1842, in A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; George 
Augustus Robinson, "1848 Annual Report'', in Ian D. Clark (ed.), The Papers of George Augustus 
Robinson, Chief Protector, Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.4, Clarendon, Heritage Matters, 
2001,p.145 
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inadequacy of the protectors' evangelising, they also demonstrate the importance 
most of the protectors and their supporters attached to such efforts. Dredge longed to 
become a proper missionary, Parker concluded that he was essentially doing a 
missionary's job, and all the protectors organised some religious discussion and 
worship amongst Aboriginal people. I I 
During this era, debates were occurring over the importance of Christian conversion 
to civilisation. While most missionaries and their supporters agreed that Christianity 
and material civilisation were vitally Jinked, they argued over which to prioritise. 
Church Missionary Society leader Samuel Marsden, had strongly supported a 
"civilisation first" model in New Zealand. He argued that missionaries must 
stimulate material wants in Indigenous people, encouraging them towards hard work 
and education, and hence towards mental and spiritual improvement. However, other 
Evangelical clergy insisted that only knowledge of Christ crucified could change 
Indigenous people's hearts.I2 The question does not seem to have interested 
Australian missionaries so much, perhaps because of Marsden's neglect of 
Aboriginal issues. However, they all stressed the centrality of conversion to 
Aboriginal improvement (in contrast to the material trading encouraged in New 
Zealand), and protectors Dredge, Parker and Robinson and missionaries Benjamin 
Hurst, L.E. Threlkeld and J.C.S. Handt explicitly supported the "Christianity first" 
model. 13 This did not mean a neglect of "practical" or physical civilisation, but rather 
an emphasis on Christian faith as shaping all aspects of daily life. 
11 James Dredge to G. A. Robinson, 17 February 1840, in W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA; 
James Dredge, 25 January 1841, 27 November 1841, 18 December 1841, 8 September 1842, James 
Dredge Diaries, Notebooks and Letterbook, ? 1817-1845 (J.D.D.), MSl 1625, MSM534, State Library 
of Victoria (SLV); Dredge, Brief Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.40-41; Edward 
Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 June-31August1842, inA.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
12 Judith Binney, The Legacy of Guilt: A Life of Thomas Kendall, Christchurch, University of 
Auckland, 1968, pp.8-9; Tom Griffiths, "Boundaries of the Sacred: the Williams Family in New 
Zealand, 1823-30", in Journal of Religious History, vol.13, no.l, June 1984, pp.35-38 
13 Dredge, Brief Notes on the Aborigines, p.32; J.C.S. Handt to Rev. Woodrooffe and Dandeson 
Coates, 23 April 1832 p.2, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), The Wellington Valley 
Papers (w. V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the Church Missionary Society Mission to 
Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project; Benjamin Hurst to John McKenny, 28 
April 1840, in W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA; Edward Stone Parker in Edgar Morrison 
(ed.), Early Days in the Loddon Valley: Memoirs of Edward Stone Parker, 1802-1865, Daylesford, 
published by the editor, 1965, p.73; G. A. Robinson to C. J. LaTrobe, 23 October 1839, A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; Jean Woolmington, ''The Civilisation I Christianisation Debate and the 
Australian Aborigines", in Aboriginal History, vol.10, no.2, 1986, pp.96-97 
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Few historians have made a close study of the first missionaries' and protectors' 
attempts to encourage Christian conversion amongst Aboriginal people. R.H.W. 
Reece looks briefly at the ideology of the Exeter Hall movement and at general 
sectarianism in the colonies, but does not interrogate missionaries' ideas of 
conversion, their methods of encouraging it, or Aboriginal responses.14 Michael 
Cannon, similarly, almost completely neglects the Evangelical side to the 
protectorate, portraying it as a secular, largely ineffectual enterprise.15 Michael. 
Christie gives closer consideration to missionary and protectoral ideology and 
motivations and Aboriginal reasons for rejecting Christianity (a rejection he portrays 
as conscious and absolute), but does not closely examine the forms that Christian 
ritual life took on the missions and protectorate stations.16 Henry Reynolds pays 
more attention to this, considering how Aboriginal people manipulated missionary 
evangelising efforts to their material advantage. Like Christie, Reynolds tends to 
conclude that Aboriginal people's own still-vibrant culture made them inclined to 
ignore or deliberately resist Christian colonisation, although he also acknowledges 
that Christianity eventually became an important part of many Aboriginal people's 
lives. 17 Peter Read's study of the Wellington Valley mission reaches similar 
conclusions, although Read makes a closer examination of Wiradjuri-missionary 
interactions. 18 Meanwhile, Barry John Bridges' thesis on the same mission does not 
extensively discuss missionary ideology or Aboriginal opinions on Christianity, 
concluding that the mission failed because of massive cultural differences.19 While 
all of these works - particularly Read, Reynolds and Christie - offer important 
insights into the mission project, more investigation is still needed into the many 
14 R.H.W. Reece, Aborigines and Colonists: Aborigines and Colonial Society in New South Wales in 
the 1830s and 1840s, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1974, pp.62-83, 104-39, 201-9 
15 Michael Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, Port Melbourne, William Heinemann, 1990, especially 
pp.7-28, 65-72, 123-36, 179-204 
16 Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, especially pp.81-156 
17 Henry Reynolds, Dispossession: Black Australians and White Invaders, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 
1989, pp.155-81; Henry Reynolds, The Other Side of the Frontier, Townsville, James Cook 
University, 1981, pp.155-58 
18 Peter Read, A Hundred Years War: The Wiracijuri People and the State, Sydney, Australian 
National University Press, 1988, pp.1-28 
19 Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, 1788-1855, 
PhD thesis, University ofNew South Wales, 1978, especially pp.ix, 1, 4, 264-65, 334, 376-77, 394, 
457,462-66,479,518,546,578-79,594-95,629-33,673-74, 797 
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ways Aboriginal people and missionaries related to each other through Christian 
ceremony and discussion. 
The assumption that the differences between European and Aboriginal spiritual 
world views were too great for any meaningful religious interaction to occur needs to 
be qualified by an understanding of the numerous ways Aboriginal people did 
participate in Christian ritual life during this period. Historians should also be wary 
of assuming that the survival of Indigenous spirituality in the 1830s and 1840s 
automatically meant a rebellion against Christianity and the colonial power structure 
it was used to support. It is certainly true that in later decades, missionaries and 
Christian officials assumed considerable power over Aboriginal communities, strictly 
enforcing Christian behaviour and prohibiting displays of pre-colonial spirituality. 
Under these circumstances, maintenance of many aspects of Indigenous life 
presumably did require deliberate resistance (and it is no coincidence that Reynolds 
bases his conclusions largely on a study of these later missions). However, the first 
missionaries and protectors generally lacked such power and it is questionable 
whether Aboriginal people at the time saw their continuing spiritual life in terms of 
strong rebellion, or whether missionary restrictions were merely an annoying but 
largely peripheral factor. 
Furthermore, when considering Aboriginal "resistance" to Christianity, there is a 
danger for historians of automatically accepting the missionary depiction of 
implacable opposition between Christianity and "heathenism". This stemmed largely 
from missionaries' pre-existing understanding of the world as a battleground 
between good and evil, where no religious compromises could be reached. The 
question of whether Aboriginal approaches to religion were more complex, tolerant, 
accommodating or adaptive has attracted more attention from anthropologists than 
historians; important works on the subject include those by Ronald and Catherine 
Berndt, Robert Tonkinson, Erich Kolig, Tony Swain, Deborah Bird Rose and 
Heather McDonald.20 However, these works have focused on later periods of history 
2° For instance, Ronald M. Berndt and Catherine H. Berndt, "Body and Soul: More Than an 
Episode!'', in Tony Swain and Deborah Bird Rose (eds), Aboriginal Australians and Christian 
Missions, Bedford Park, Australian Association for the Study of Religions, 1988, pp.45-59; Erich 
Kolig, "Mission Not Accomplished: Christianity in the Kimberleys", in Swain and Rose (eds), 
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and different Aboriginal communities to the ones discussed here. The first 
missionaries' evangelising work needs to be considered in a way that goes beyond 
simply dismissing these efforts as a pathetic failure, and instead considers their 
importance in shaping mission life. 
"Can these dry bones live?" Missionary views on Aboriginal spirituality 
The notion that Aboriginal people had no gods or spiritual life was first articulated 
by the explorer William Dampier in 1697, and repeated by subsequent explorers and 
travel writers throughout the early 19th century.21 These included David Collins, 
Charles Von Hugel, Edward John Eyre, George Grey and John West, who asserted 
that Aboriginal people did not worship any objects, beasts or natural phenomena, 
were unaware of any forces compelling them to do good, and had little coherent 
notion of an afterlife.22 Such claims were not politically neutral; protector William 
Thomas (himself no admirer of Aboriginal spirituality) pointed out that settlers used 
the claim that Aboriginal people had no religion to depict them as barely human.23 
Hilary Carey notes that denials of Aboriginal spirituality helped settlers to further 
rationalise dispossession, since organised religion was seen by Europeans as an 
important indicator of a society's level of civilisation.24 
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21 William Dampier, A New Voyage Round the World, London, Argonaut Press, 1927 (first published 
1697), p.314 
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As with many aspects of dispossession, missionaries' and protectors' responses to 
such claims were mixed and ambivalent. They disagreed over whether or not 
Aboriginal people had any idea of God, Creation, religious rules, morality or an 
afterlife.25 They did make enquiries about ceremonies and taboos and recorded 
stories about creation, magic, ancestors and spirits.26 However, while their 
knowledge of Aboriginal spirituality may have been greater than that of most 
colonists, it was still very limited, partly by large gaps in language and culture. Orton 
and Watson, for instance, remarked that they could barely understand what they 
heard about spiritual things.27 Moreover, it is unlikely that they had access to any 
restricted knowledge, particularly since most of their informants were young people. 
Giinther, for example, complained in 1837 that no one would tell him much about 
male initiation, while Sievwright was ordered away when he tried to watch the "evil" 
ceremonies.28 The situation was slightly different at Lake Macquarie, where the 
missionary L.E. Threlkeld compiled quite detailed accounts of Awabakal stories and 
beliefs. One of his informants was a kordji, a doctor, and although this man 
presumably censored what he told Threlkeld, the missionary's knowledge was still 
24 Hilary M. Carey, Believing in Australia: A Cultural History of Religions, St Leonards, Allen & 
Unwin, 1996, p.27 
25 Arkley, The Hated Protector, p.107; James Dredge to G. A. Robinson, 8 November 1839, in 
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greater than that of his colleagues. Once, he even claimed to have persuaded a man to 
show him sacred objects in the privacy of his study.29 However, in her work on 
Threlkeld, Tricia Henwood still maintains that his access to knowledge was limited 
and that he was excluded from initiated men's ceremonies.30 
Moreover, if missionaries' knowledge of Indigenous spirituality was somewhat 
greater than that of most colonists, the conclusions they reached were generally no 
more sympathetic. They depicted Aboriginal spiritual beliefs as "superstition" -
alternately dangerous and ridiculous. Sievwright, for instance, remarked in 1839 that 
Aboriginal people's minds had "lain fallow" without Christianity, while Parker 
concluded in 1854 that their religious ideas were meagre and crude.31 Similarly, 
Gunther claimed that Wiradjuri had no good spirits to console them, only evil ones to 
be kept at bay.32 Heather McDonald, Niel Gunson and R.H.W. Reece have noted that 
Evangelical Protestant missionaries in Australia and the Pacific tended to portray 
Indigenous populations as once-civilised people who had degenerated without 
Christianity.33 Threlkeld and Gunther, in particular, stated that Aboriginal people 
were the degenerate descendents of a more advanced society who had lost sight of 
God - a warning to sinful Europeans. 34 Threlkeld stated: 
Let a nation reject the light of the Gospel, and how gradually would it 
sink deeper and deeper into the darkness of the most wretched 
ignorance ... in the despised aborigines of New Holland we have a 
truthful picture of our fate if left by God to our own carnal 
propensities. 35 
29 Niel Gunson, "Introduction", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.I, p.v; L.E. Threlkeld, 
An Australian Language As Spoken by the Awabakal, the People of Awaba or Lake Macquarie, John 
Fraser (ed.), Sydney, Government Printer, 1892, pp.47-49 · 
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Missionaries' and protectors' frequent ignorance of and hostility towards Aboriginal 
spirituality causes difficulties for the reader when trying to piece together Aboriginal 
opinions about religion. These opinions were often inadequately recorded by 
missionaries and framed in such derogatory terms that they are now hard to interpret. 
If missionaries did not differ greatly from other colonists in their negative views of 
Aboriginal spirituality, they did differ in their insistence that Aboriginal people were 
still capable of improvement. In 1833, Watson, observing what he saw as Wiradjuri 
people's revolting physical and moral degradation, was prompted to ask "can these 
dry bones live?" He answered himself "Thank God we know they can. 0 that the 
wind from Heaven might now come and breathe upon these slain that they might rise 
up an exceedingly great army to praise and glorify God. '.36 Joseph Orton had the 
same thought when meeting Aboriginal people in Port Phillip for the first time in 
1836. He was prompted to quote in his journal from Isaiah 35:6 - "In the wilderness 
shall waters break out and streams in the Desert. And the parched ground shall 
become a pool and thirsty land springs of earth.'..17 
Christian conversion and participation in religious life were considered essential to 
Aboriginal civilisation. Interestingly, there appears to have been very little 
denominational competition. Religious divisions certainly existed in the colonies, 
with the values of the established Anglican church upheld by governors, military 
authorities and most settlers, whilst Methodism was vocally espoused by most of the 
early clergy and Catholics comprised between a quarter and a third of convicts and 
free settlers.38 With these divisions came tensions, many of which were carried over 
from Britain, where Evangelical Protestants were becoming increasingly anti-
Catholic, partly in response to the perceived social threat of Irish immigration to 
England. 39 Australian missionaries' and protectors' affiliations varied; as stated 
earlier, Buntingdale mission and Smithies' Western Australian mission were run by 
the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, and Lake Macquarie was initially 
36 Watson, Journal, 30 June 1833 p.18, W. V.P. 
37 Joseph Orton to Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society Secretaries, August 1836 (precise date not 
given), in Joseph Orton Letterbooks 1822-1842 (J.O.L.), MF303, Part 2, AIATSIS (original held at 
Mitchell Library, State Library ofNew South Wales) 
38 Carey, Believing in Australia, pp.1-12 
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controlled by the interdenominational (Protestant) London Missionary Society. 
Meanwhile, Wellington Valley was Anglican, although one of the missionaries, 
Handt, was ordained into the Reformed and Lutheran Church. Three of the protectors 
- Parker, Dredge and Thomas - were Methodists, and the chief protector Robinson is 
described by biographer Vivienne Rae-Ellis as an Anglican with Wesleyan 
leanings.40 The religious affiliations of protector Sievwright, much less pious than his 
colleagues, are unclear. 
Their accounts convey something of the general colonial religious tension, but this 
was scarcely related to their Aboriginal work. Orton, Handt, Giinther and Smithies 
all worried about Catholic priests influencing the white population, but they did not 
seem concerned about Aboriginal people, probably because Catholic Aboriginal 
missions were so rare and short-lived at this time.41 The only relevant concern I have 
found was expressed by Gunther in 1844: he noted that Catholic priests were 
planning an Aboriginal mission at Moreton Bay, and sneered that they would 
probably be quite successful since Catholicism required only participation in 
ridiculous rituals, which, he said, Aboriginal people could manage without 
difficulty.42 However, this remark, made at a time when Wellington Valley mission 
was about to close, probably stemmed largely from Gunther's disappointment at his 
own failures. Meanwhile, hostility between different Protestant denominations also 
surfaced occasionally in missionary papers. Rifts between Anglicans and Methodists 
' 
in the 1820s damaged Sydney's Native Institution, and Smithies claimed that 
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London, Unwin Hyman, 1989, pp~lOl-2 
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Anglican hostility made it difficult for him to secure land for his mission.43 
Meanwhile, Watson and Gunther scored points off each other by accusing one 
another of Methodism and Lutheranism.44 However, these complaints related to 
personal and economic conflicts rather than Aboriginal conversion. The question of 
which denomination Aboriginal people should be baptised into was very rarely 
debated. This was probably partly because any (Protestant) conversion was 
considered better than none, and partly because the missions were so far apart that 
competition for converts was simply not an issue. 
"A new heart": repentance and conversion 
Aboriginal Christian life was seen by the missionaries as beginning with 
participation in Christian rituals and public displays of religious devotion and 
conformity, preparing individuals for repentance and conversion. Only then would 
they be truly saved. It is important to note that Evangelical Protestant missionaries 
saw conversion as taking a very particular and demanding form, which was 
individualist and focused on transforming one's inner being through a personal 
encounter with God. Boyd Hilton characterises Evangelical Protestants during the 
19th century as deeply aware of life as "an arena of moral trial", where most people 
were still in a state of original sin, and where the primary moral contract was 
between the individual and God (the priest and sacrament were less important than 
for Catholics).45 Conversion was often described as an agony of guilt and a profound 
revelation of one's sins, followed by a realisation of the depth of God's love and 
mercy, and a deep sense of pious gratitude and obedience. This in turn would lead to 
43 J. Brook and J.L. Kohen, The Parramatta Native Institution and the Black Town: A History, 
Kensington, New South Wales University, 1991, pp.127, 129; John Smithies to General Secretaries, 
26October1844, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
44 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines, pp.684, 792 
45 Boyd Hilton, The Age of Atonement: The Influence of Evangelicalism on Social and Economic 
Thought, 1795-1865, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1988, p.8. Also, Norman P. Goldhawk, "The 
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a determination to reshape one's life through individual Christian industry.46 These 
are, of course, generalisations, but they seem to apply well to the missionaries and 
protectors in Australia at this time. 
Not all missionaries or protectors described their own conversions or the form they 
thought conversions should take, but the surviving descriptions do fit the above 
model. In 1830, Methodist missionary Joseph Orton recalled having his first intense 
spiritual experience at age seven, then lapsing into a wicked and sinful youth, before 
being forced by serious illness to contemplate his own mortality and resolve to serve 
God.47 The devout Methodist protector James Dredge projected a similar self-image. 
An anonymous account of his life describes him being deeply affected at age ten by 
his parents' conversion, briefly sliding into "a state of forgetfulness of God", and 
finally being brought back into the fold, deeply guilty over his sins and determined to 
convert others.48 This account squares with the constant expressions of faith, guilt 
and self-abasement in Dredge's diaries. Orton and Dredge were undoubtedly 
conscious of their religious audience when giving these accounts; stories of youthful 
sin and redemption were standard amongst missionaries at the time. However, 
regardless of accuracy, these accounts do indicate acceptance of this ideal model of 
conversion and eagerness to be remembered as saved sinners. Orton described the 
experience of repentance and conversion as "A deep sense of sin and its awful 
consequences . . . a broken heart for sin and a breaking from sin . . . a renovation of 
our carnal nature, a death unto sin and a life unto righteousness.'~9 In 1850, the 
Methodist protector Parker claimed to teach Aboriginal people a similar doctrine -
"the fall and universal corruption of human nature - redemption by the advent and 
death of our Lord Jesus Christ - the necessity of a change of heart or 'new spirit' and 
of conformity to the will of God". 50 
46 Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain, pp.2-8; Elboume, Blood Ground, pp.30, 36-37; 
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These sentiments were also expressed by non-Methodists attracted to Evangelical 
ideals. Threlkeld remarked at his ordination on the wonder of God's forgiveness: "I 
thought it was impossible for a just and holy God to have mercy upon such a wicked 
sinner as I saw myself to be.',s1 Meanwhile, at Wellington Valley, Watson used 
descriptions of his conversion to illustrate to Wiradjuri the necessity of a "new 
heart". In 1835, he lectured one girl "that the first thing God does in the conversion 
of a Sinner is causing light to shine into his mind by which he is led to see how very 
wicked he is." He told her that he had felt this way and wept over his sins when he 
was her age.52 When talking to a youth identified as J.M. (possibly Jemmy 
Marshall/Buckley), who told Watson he felt miserable for his wicked heart, Watson 
replied: 
that all good people had been that way at first. That I was miserable 
once, and that all are born in sin, and that at first the mind was like 
midnight when there was no moon or stars, all dark, very dark ... but 
when the spirit of God shone into the mind it was like the Sun at first 
rising.53 
However, for many Evangelical Protestants, initial conversion was only the first step; 
fears of backsliding, constant soul-searching and the urge to evangelise were 
necessary qualities for a truly pious life.54 Missionaries' particular combination of 
self-righteousness, social isolation and guilt at their failure to convert "heathens", 
have been described by Gunson, Bridges and Beidelman as making missionaries 
especially introverted, experiencing a private relationship with God characterised by 
simultaneous arrogance in their own salvation and agonies of doubt and guilt. 55 
51 L.E. Threlkeld, quoted in Jean Woolmington, "Missionary Attitudes to the Baptism of Australian 
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Some Australian missionary and protectorate accounts from this period described 
such spiritual struggles. Using their papers is difficult here; some missionaries may 
have felt uncomfortable recording moral doubts in journals and reports that might be 
read publicly, while others may have felt obliged to prove their Evangelical zeal 
through self-criticism. Protector James Dredge seemed to fall into the second 
category. Dredge, both a devout Methodist and a deeply unhappy man, recorded 
oscillations between ecstatic faith in God and profound depression and guilt - "all, 
all is solitary and lonely ... 0 when shall I come and appear before God!"56 Although 
less agonised, Gunther recorded similar self-interrogation on his birthday in 1838, 
when he felt guilty that secular duties prevented him from engaging in "meditation & 
prayer ... to review my past life with the mercies I have experienced, the sins I have 
committed, the neglects I have become guilty of."57 His colleague Watson 
interrogated himself in his diary at the start of 183 7, pondering whether he was using 
the time God had given him productively and whether Wiradjuri's failure to convert 
was due to some deficiency in his own faith. 58 Watson recorded intense devotion -
"the love of Jesus is a spark that presently ignites my flammable affections" - but 
also rebuked himself for pride and conceit, fearing his devotions might be merely 
"animal excitement".59 In imparting religious truths to others, missionaries were 
motivated not only by altruistic concern for Aboriginal welfare, but also by the need 
to justify and reinforce' their own salvation.6° Christopher Herbert's work is relevant 
here; he suggests that Pacific missionaries' obsession with destroying Polynesian 
"evils" was psychologically necessary, as it helped them mediate their own 
obligatory Evangelical self-doubt and shame.61 Thus, Watson in his sermons 
condemned Christians who did not assist to convert the heathen, Dredge agonised 
over his calling, and Thomas dreamed of dying and being asked at the gates of 
56 James Dredge, 12 March 1840, J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV. Also, 20 March 1838, 30 July 
1838, 6 October 1838, 26 April 1839, 28 May 1839, 31December1839. 
57 Gunther, Journal, 12 May 1838, p.10, W V.P 
58 Watson, Journal, 1 January 1837 p.1, 3 January 1837 pp.2-3, W V.P. 
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heaven why he had not saved Aboriginal souls.62 It is difficult to tell how sincere 
these accounts were, but they do demonstrate what the men felt to be appropriate 
missionary behaviour, involving expressions of pious arrogance as well as guilt and 
fear. 
It is important to remember that when missionaries described their very small 
number of Aboriginal converts, they were talking about the people who had 
apparently been through this particular experience of revelation, repentance, desire to 
convert others, and ongoing religious self-examination. These people were usually 
children or young adults - the group most accessible to missionaries. Quite a few of 
these converts were traumatised or distanced from their own societies. A teenage girl 
living at Wellington Valley, Jane, was seen as particularly promising, after the 
missionaries found her sitting up at night wanting to pray · and claiming to be 
"distressed about her soul, her sin, & her wicked heart."63 Jean Woolmington 
suggests that Jane, who had been kept by a white man and already had a child, 
wished to please the missionaries who frequently reminded her of her supposed sin.64 
However, while this is likely, Jane may have also sought genuine consolation in 
religious ritual after a disruptive and painful past, and indeed she remained in contact 
with Watson for many years afterwards. In 1845, when Watson was running his 
private Apsley mission, Jane was baptised along with several other people. With an 
intriguing mixture of sexism and religious severity, Watson asked permission from 
her husband, Jemmy, to baptise her, but refused baptism to Jemmy himself because 
he did not yet seem to be truly saved.65 
Missionaries also reported people showing Christian faith when ill or dying. For 
instance, Watson grieved over the death of a pious ten year old boy, Billy Black, who 
had lived with various white people before being passed on to Watson. Billy, who 
died in great pain from tuberculosis, had been mocked by Watson's companions, 
62 James Dredge, 20 March 1838, 30 July 1838, 31 December 1839, J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, 
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who "repeatedly said that a horsewhip was the best medicine for him". Christianity, I 
would suggest, gave Billy a refuge and a way of endearing himself to the 
missionary.66 Similarly, in 1850 protector Parker described one youth who had died 
at his station, after apparently showing Christian interests. When being nursed by 
Mrs Parker, he told her "he prayed to God to save him and take him to heaven when 
he died ... but he wished to get better than he might learn to read more.'.67 In such 
cases, any religious feelings were probably heightened by desire to please the 
missionaries, whom these sick people were, to varying degrees, dependent on. 
The most spectacular accounts of Aboriginal conversion come from John Smithies' 
Perth mission. Smithies was generally pleased with the children's religious progress, 
and by the early 1840s he was recounting vivid conversion stories. 68 In 1844 he 
baptised 18 people in one service and described the youths being intensely moved by 
prayer meetings. After one meeting, the children held their own prayer session until 
2am, which the missionaries could not bring themselves to end, being deeply moved 
to see "these Australians bathed in tears, broken in heart, crying Jesus save me: 0 
Lord save me.''69 
The two conversions Smithies described in greatest detail came from 1842, when two 
teenage girls, No-gyle and Wo-burt, described having profound religious dreams on 
the same night. No-gyle claimed the devil had visited her. 
He say me your father, you pray to me. Then me look at him, me 
think he look so miserable, me saying you not my father. My father 
great and good father, heaven get down ... devil take me by my arm 
and lift me up and show me beautiful Garden and said give me all that 
if me would pray to him. Me then kneel down and God pray ... devil 
too much wicked. 70 
66 Watson, Journal, 30October1832 pp.29-32, W. V.P. 
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The clear Biblical references in this dream apparently further convinced the 
missionaries of the truthfulness of No-gyle's story. On the same night, Wo-burt 
related a dream of seeing a missionary preaching to Aboriginal people before the 
judgement day. 
Me dougee (or hear) trumpet blow and all black fellow and white 
fellow jump up (resurrection) and left hand get down ... Then devil 
take wicked black fellows to hell . . . white lady and gentleman go 
dancing down to hell, and when nearly hell get down they scratch and 
tear one another boola or plenty.71 
Several days later, the missionaries met Wo-burt walking home through the rain from 
her domestic job in a white household. Soaked and crying, she told them "Me think 
last night God give me new heart." She said she had sat up all night, minding the 
white family's baby, feeling guilty for her sins and fearing death, until, through long 
prayers God had made her happy. The girls related these stories before the whole 
school and the delighted missionaries, until "the school was turned into a prayer 
meeting". 72 
Conversion brought the girls admiring attention, but their religious convictions 
appear to have been genuine. Shortly afterwards, No-gyle died of tuberculosis, 
praying and listening to hymns and imploring Mrs Smithies to convert her mother.73 
What happened to W o-burt is unclear, but two years later a girl roughly the same 
age, identified as Mary Wobart and described by Smithies as "one of our cleverest 
girls", married the white overseer John Stokes. They apparently lived happily 
together and had three children, but after four years Mary Wobart died of influenza. 
According to Smithies, she impressed everyone with her civilised piety and 
farewelled her family saying "God loves me."74 If this was the same young woman, 
her Christian beliefs seem to have sustained her to the end. 
71 Ibid. The amendments are Smithies'. 
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It is interesting to speculate why Smithies' mission experienced quite large numbers 
of youthful conversions, when the eastern missions and protectorate stations did not. 
Smithies' mission was distinguished by a dormitory system and the children's 
employment in white households, which distanced them from their own families. 
Also, a large number of children died during the 1840s, which may have encouraged 
the survivors to seek religious solace. Furthermore, Smithies seems to have been 
more hopeful than other missionaries about the Christianity of surrounding settlers, 
some of whom he described as going through a "revival".75 It is possible that on this 
mission (unlike the others) Christian conversion appeared to Aboriginal youths as an 
asset in colonial society. 
"Like beating.the mountains with a rod": obstacles to Christianity 
However, on most of the early missions and protectorate stations, Christian 
conversions of the type described earlier were rare or non-existent. This was 
reflected in missionaries' and protectors' general pessimism about their evangelising 
activities; as Watson wrote gloomily, preaching to Aboriginal people often felt "like 
writing on the sand" or "like beating the mountains with a rod."76 Perhaps the 
greatest reason for this was that economically and politically, Aboriginal people had 
relatively little to gain from Christianity at this time. They knew that missionaries 
and protectors could offer only limited supplies and protection. This made some 
people cynical about the benefits of Christian life. According to police magistrate 
Gisboume at Wellington Valley, "Parson's black fellows" had repeatedly said they 
would ''be Christians so long as he [the missionary] would feed them ... and no 
longer". 77 Resident Kate Lambert recalled a Wiradjuri man who had been twice 
"converted"; he joked that he would be converted by a different missionary every 
week to make money.78 Given the hostility of many local Europeans towards the 
mission, these accounts should not be unquestioningly accepted, but it is certainly 
75 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 26 October 1844, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA; John Smithies to General Secretaries, 21September1845, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 
2,NLA 
76 Watson, Journal, 1September1833 p.13, 14February1834 p.12, W. V.P. 
77 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines, p.546 
78 Ibid., p.797 
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likely that some Aboriginal people saw Christian life as offering few long-term 
benefits. 
Furthermore, Aboriginal people knew missionaries' and protectors' standing 
amongst their fellow Europeans was less than impressive. Parker had difficulty 
answering pointed questions from Djadjawurung elders about why so few Europeans 
lived by the Christian rules he promoted.79 Watson complained to his superiors in 
1837 that "Amongst the hundreds of Europeans who live in this neighbourhood ... 
scarcely an individual is to be found who has any fear of God before his eyes".80 One 
Wiradjuri man, Billy, told Watson "white fellow tell him it is all gammon (lies) 
about God, that there is no God".81 Other people asked him "What for you speak [so] 
much about God and devil and dying. No other white fellow no other master talk that 
way."82 In 1839, Wellington Valley resident John Maughan reported to an Executive 
Council enquiry into the mission that the local Europeans encouraged Wiradjuri to 
"tum their prayers into ridicule".83 Similarly, at Buntingdale, local resident G.T. 
Lloyd recalled settlers giving Aboriginal people tobacco in return for funny 
imitations of the missionaries singing hymns. The missionaries blamed these 
"Godless Europeans" for turning Aborigines against them.84 This claim may have 
been simplistic, but the contempt many Europeans showed towards the missionaries 
could not have impressed Aboriginal people with the benefits of being Christian in 
colonial society. 
There were also cultural factors behind the apparent lack of conversions. Language 
was a problem; while all missionaries and protectors attempted to learn local 
languages, few fully succeeded. (Threlkeld was probably the most successful, but by 
the time he had completed his Awabakal vocabulary, most of the original speakers 
79 Morrison, Early Days in the Loddon Valley, p.69; Parker, "The Aborigines of Australia, 10 May 
1854'', pp.27-28 
80 William Watson to William Jowett, 17 January 183 7 p. l, W V.P., 
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82 Watson, Journal, 29 July 1834 p.8, W V.P. 
83 John Maughan, examined before Executive Council, 19 April 1839, contained in Sir George Gipps 
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were gone.) Protector Thomas and missionaries Orton, Hurst, Watson and Gunther 
all worried about whether their audience even understood their English sermons.85 
The fact that some stations (including Buntingdale mission and Sievwright's Mt 
Rouse protectorate station) attracted people from various different language groups 
must have made this doubly difficult. This communication barrier, of course, also 
raises questions about the reliability and interpretation of missionary records. 
The language gap was also a conceptual gap. Buntingdale missionaries Tuckfield, 
Orton and Hurst and protectors Parker and Robinson repeatedly claimed that 
Aboriginal people had no words for spiritual concepts.86 In 1844, Parker, for 
instance, asserted that Djadjawurung had no terms for "holiness, justice, 
righteousness, sin, guilt, repentance, redemption, pardon, peace".87 The question of 
whether the English language was adeqlJate for expressing Aboriginal concepts did 
not seem to occur to missionaries or protectors, nor did they seem to wonder whether 
true fluency might require empathising with another culture's world view. Their 
assertion that Aboriginal languages were bereft of metaphysical terms helped to 
rationalise the lack of conversions, but also contributed to a general image of 
Aboriginal people as primarily concerned with the mundane and sinful physical 
world, rather than the spiritual realm - a peculiarly European distinction which may 
have made little sense to Aboriginal people at the time. Thus, Parker claimed that 
Djadjawurung contained copious terms for bodily parts, food, war, animals and 
84 Peter Corris, Aborigines and Europeans in Western Victoria, Canberra, Australasian Institute of 
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plants, but was "miserably deficient m psychological or metaphysical 
designations". 88 
This conceptual distance affected Aboriginal understandings of Christianity. Heather 
McDonald and Jean Woolmington argue that the missionary version of Christian 
revelation as a sudden, individual and private experience, characterised by fear of sin 
and damnation, was quite alien to Aboriginal spiritual systems. These tended to be 
less obsessed with individual perfection, emphasising the collective over the 
personal, and seeing transgression of the law more as a social crime to be punished 
than a private sin that threatened eternal hellfire.89 
If these conceptual differences made conversion less likely, missionaries' methods of 
urging repentance sometimes caused considerable offence. For Evangelical 
Protestants, conversion was intimately related to concern for a pious death and fears 
about the afterlife. However, at Wellington Valley, Handt, Gunther and Watson 
found that their lectures on death and eternity were received with fear, anger and 
aversion. In 1835, Handt remarked of Wiradjuri "Their fear of death is very great, 
and they are loath to hear anything on the subject; and yet it is difficult to speak on 
religious matters without touching this point."90 Watson, similarly, found that when 
he lectured young men preparing for battle on death and repentance, they cried out 
"Do not say any more".91 Wiradjuri frequently asked Watson and Handt not to talk 
about death, but the missionaries persisted, maintaining that everyone had a duty to 
think seriously about the afterlife and that this should not be frightening to those who 
truly loved God. This offended many people. For instance, Handt once insisted on 
lecturing a man called Jacky on death, despite Jacky's protests, and was then 
crestfallen when Jacky answered his question "whether he did not love the Saviour of 
men?" with a blunt "No."92 
88 Parker, "The Aborigines of Australia, 10 May 1854'', p.20 
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Sometimes missionaries tried to use Aboriginal deaths to illustrate the necessity of 
conversion. Speaking of recently deceased people, considered distressing and 
offensive in many Aboriginal societies, evidently upset the missionaries' audience. 
In 1833, three days after a man called Wesley died, Watson asked Wesley's relatives 
"where was he now?" They refused to speak to him.93 Similarly, the day after a 
young man named Billy of Ngannima died, the missionaries took aside Billy's 
kinsman Tommy, seeing this as a great opportunity to "exhort & warn him". The 
resulting scene was unpleasant. 
When Mr W. pointed out hell fire, Tommy grew angry & called out: 
'Don't you talk that way! you were in fire. Where that fire come from 
in your house? [Referring to a recent accidental fire in Watson's 
study.] ... Godder (God) made it; he badly with you (angry), he make 
fire. ' 94 
The missionaries, taken aback, reflected "the Natives understand & know more of 
what the missionaries tell them than we are sometimes led to suppose."95 Gunther 
had already behaved offensively by interrupting the funeral of the elder Old Jemmy 
Buckley to exhort the mourners to prepare for death, which seemed to upset the 
man's family. 96 Similarly, in 1846 protector Thomas interrupted the funeral of the 
Woiworung leader Billibellary to preach to the mourners. Despite his fondness for 
Billibellary, Thomas was determined to impart a Christian warning. The dead man's 
relatives angrily ordered him away.97 Other missionaries and protectors may well 
have used similar tactics, given their frequent musings on death, resurrection and the 
tragedy of heathen demise. This was unlikely to endear them or their religion to their 
Aboriginal listeners. 
Some Aboriginal people were also offended by missionary attempts to admonish 
them for what Gunther called "the ignorance of the Natives, & their ridiculous 
notions".98 Protector Parker noted in 1849 that Aboriginal women did not like being 
93 Watson, Journal, 25 April 1833 p.4, W. V.P. 
94 Giinther, Journal, 10 July 1838 p.4, W. V.P. The amendments in round brackets are Gunther's. 
95 Ibid .. 
96 Gunther, Journal; 25 June 1838 p.19, W.V.P. 
97 William Thomas, 10 August 1846, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
98 Gunther, Journal, 9 July 1838 p.3, W. V.P 
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condemned for their supposed sexual immorality.99 At Wellington Valley, 
missionary lectures on "superstition" annoyed some young men who were closest to 
the missionaries. One youth, Jemmy Buckley, was furious when Gunther and Watson 
interrupted his dancing at ceremony to warn him about sin. He burst out "You always 
always come & tell us this! What you always come to the Camp for & tell us we 
should go to hell[?] ... Don't you go to hell?" Gunther noted "The poor fellow 
appeared almost ready to beat us".100 The missionaries were undeterred, however, 
considering anger a more encouraging sign than indifference. Once, when Mr and 
Mrs Giinther were giving the young men "a long & severe lesson about their ill 
conduct", comparing them unfavourably to the more pious Christian Maori, Jemmy 
finally scoffed "Very well, go to New Zealand; there are the good Natives!',iol 
However, while particular remarks and actions by missionaries offended some 
people, Aboriginal objections to Christianity as an entire spiritual system were 
voiced only occasionally. Many general missionary complaints that people were 
hostile towards Christianity should be read cautiously when examples are not given. 
Missionaries' oppositional view of religion meant that any endurance of Indigenous 
customs might be interpreted as stubborn opposition towards Christianity, regardless 
of Aboriginal intentions. However, some real spiritual arguments were evident, 
especially at Wellington Valley. Goongeen/Jemmy Buckley, who spent a lot of time 
with the missionaries but had conflicting feelings towards them (and they towards 
him), asserted his belief in the Wiradjuri spiritual system, responding to Giinther's 
lectures on native superstition by saying "Black fellows knew a great deal". Giinther 
described him speaking "with feelings of veneration, & with a great degree of self 
sufficiency".102 During another conversationwith Watson in 1834, Goongeen talked 
politely about Christian ideas of heaven, hell and angels, then tried to tell Watson 
that shooting stars were a portent of death for Aboriginal people. Watson scoffed 
"Pshaw, not so I think", to which Goongeen replied "Hy Hy Hy, you won't believe 
99 Edward Stone Parker to G. A. Robinson, 16 January 1849, "Report for the Loddon Aboriginal 
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Black fellow, Black fellow won't believe you."103 Another man, Kabbarin, who told 
the missionaries stories about Baiami, was unimpressed by Watson's attempts to 
compare Baiami with God. He said "I believe white man made the Bible and then put 
down God in it'', adding "O Baiami is a great Doctor, parson is no Doctor".104 
However, despite these tantalising fragments of arguments that have been preserved, 
Aboriginal people in general rarely seemed interested in arguing the validity of their 
spiritual beliefs against those of the missionaries. This silence could be interpreted in 
several ways. Many people may have wished to avoid antagonising the missionaries 
and protectors, on whom they were to some extent economically dependent. Others 
may have had little interest in doing so, as long as mission routine did not seriously 
inhibit their own spiritual lives. (Certainly, during this period, Aboriginal mobility 
made direct confrontations easier to avoid than in later years.) More broadly, the 
notion of arguing the exclusive validity of one spiritual system over another (an 
essential tenet of missionary Christianity) may have had little relevance for 
Aboriginal people at the time, to whom Western ideas of monotheism, heathenism 
and evangelising were largely alien. Contrasting Indigenous spiritual knowledge, 
which was restricted and privileged, with the more egalitarian missionary approach 
to religious argument was also problematic. When this is added to the language gap, 
it is hardly surprising that in-depth spiritual arguments rarely occurred. 
Hymns, prayers and awkward questions: "heathen" participation in Christian 
life 
Despite the general absence of what missionaries considered satisfactory 
conversions, the claim that Aboriginal people at this time completely rejected 
Christianity must be qualified. Missionaries' strict, culturally specific understanding 
of faith meant that some people who were keenly involved in Christian ritual life 
were still dismissed as heathens. At Threlkeld's Lake Macquarie mission, for 
example, the Awabakal man Biraban (or John M'Gill) played an important role as a 
103 Watson, Journal, 5 July 1834 p.4, W. V.P. 
104 Watson, Journal, 19 December 1835 p.9, W. V.P. 
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translator, guide and companion to Threlkeld for many years. In 1838, Biraban was 
working as a translator in court and Judge Burton, impressed by Biraban's Christian 
knowledge, asked if he had been baptised. Threlkeld said no. Although Biraban knew 
a lot about Christianity, Threlkeld maintained that his behaviour, particularly his 
drinking, was incompatible with Christian character.105 Similarly, at Wellington 
Valley in 1835, Handt reported that while the children's scriptural knowledge was 
good and they readily assented to the truths of Christianity, he could not call them 
converts - "no real spiritual mindedness has yet manifested".106 For instance, one 
girl, Nancy, who was described as unusually intelligent and knowledgeable about 
religion, was still characterised as "wicked" because she stole food.107 When a man 
Watson called Oorimbildwally announced that he was sure of going to heaven when 
he died, Watson concluded with gloomy Evangelical logic that this was proof that 
Oorimbildwally was not truly saved, as a real convert would be more aware of his 
sins and more worried about the afterlife.108 Even people who requested baptism 
were not necessarily welcomed. In 1838, one man, Fred, asked to be baptised 
(possibly because he wanted to marry one of the mission girls), reminding Giinther 
of his "long stay, & other more steady conduct". Giinther refused, lecturing him "that 
he did not truly believe as yet, that he was too wicked still".109 Such requests were 
rare and their sincerity questionable. Nonetheless, the fact that these people were 
able and willing to participate in Christian life but were still dismissed by the 
missionaries as hopeless suggests that Aboriginal people's relationship to 
Christianity warrants further attention. 
Particularly problematic is the assumption - easily made from a superficial reading 
of missionary records - that most Aboriginal people were entirely non-Christian, 
with a great social distance existing between converts and non-converts. Although, as 
discussed earlier, some people defined as Christians were indeed distanced from 
Aboriginal society in various ways, Christian behaviour and traditional commitments 
could coexist. The young men at Wellington Valley, often described as 
105 L.E. Threlkeld, "Correspondence and Early Reports Relating to the Aboriginal Mission 1825-
1841", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.271 
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knowledgeable about Biblical topics and possible candidates for conversion, 
frequently aggravated the missionaries by leaving for ceremony. Similarly, at 
Parker's protectorate station in the mid 1840s, the young people were becoming 
more Christian in their habits and convictions, but nonetheless acknowledged that 
'.'when 'away in the bush' they are too apt to forget what they have heard."uo 
Threlkeld's translator and companion Biraban, as mentioned earlier, was 
knowledgeable about Christianity but also led his people in ceremony (perhaps one 
reason Threlkeld refused to baptise him).m Many people defined as converts also 
maintained Indigenous ties. The pious children at Smithies' mission still retained 
contact with their relatives, and Nanny, a deathbed convert at Wellington Valley, 
also continued to see her family, who angered the missionaries by trying to smuggle 
native doctors in to perform ceremonies over her when she was dying. 112 Thus, while 
missionary ideology drew a firm distinction between the saved and the damned, older 
ties of kin and culture persisted. 
Assuming a great social distinction between converts and non-converts is also 
problematic because it neglects the participation of large numbers of supposedly 
"non-Christian" people in Christian ceremonial life. Perhaps the most intriguing 
example of how Christian and Indigenous ceremonies could coexist is discussed by 
Hilary Carey and David Roberts in their work on the Baiame Waganna rituals at 
Wellington Valley, intended to ward off smallpox and prevent sex between Wiradjuri 
women and European men. Carey and Roberts suggest that the ceremony 
incorporated Christian elements and that the food and shelter supplied by the 
missionaries allowed larger than usual numbers of people to gather; the more people 
accepted mission life, the more participated in the Waganna.113 Christian ritual also 
affected people's lives on more mundane levels. While Protestant missions generally 
lacked the Catholic emphasis on church-based ceremony, public displays of Christian 
conformity and devotion were still considered a crucial part of preparation for 
civilisation and a religious change of heart. All missions and protectorate stations 
110 Robinson, "1846 Annual Report'', p.116 
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encouraged (and, through manipulation of rations, attempted to force) people to 
refrain from travelling or working on Sunday, attend church washed and dressed, 
listen attentively to sermons, and join in hymn singing and religious question-and-
answer sessions. 
Church services seem to have been held on all missions and protectorate stations, 
although these varied in frequency and Aboriginal numbers fluctuated. Dredge did 
not record organising formal prayer sessions with Taungurong, and it is unclear 
whether Sievwright' s first ceremony at Mt Rouse - where 264 people were fed 
damper and taught to sing "Praise God, from whom all blessings flow" - was 
regularly repeated.114 Parker and Thomas were more organised in their religious 
teachings, although it appears to have been only in 1844 that Parker kept clear 
records of numbers attending Sunday services. The figures indicate that his services 
were usually attended by at least half the people on the station, but the population 
fluctuated so much that worshippers could number anywhere between 3 and 150.115 
"An Old Identity", writing about the Loddon district for the Daylesford Advocate in 
1883, recalled that Parker sometimes had to preach outside on a tree stump as the 
building was too small for the crowds.116 For 1844 at least, the men and boys 
outnumbered the women and girls at church, but since this was consistent with the 
station's overall demographics, we should not presume that the women particularly 
disliked church.117 Thomas, meanwhile, sometimes had trouble getting a 
congregation due to lack of food or people preferring to travel, but he also noted with 
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pleasure many occasions where people attended his sermons, behaved politely, and 
joined in the hymns. 118 His Easter services were particularly well received, with one 
man standing up to demonstrate to the others how the crucifixion was performed.119 
Missionaries, of course, also considered church services vital. Unfortunately, they 
frequently failed to record numbers of church attendees and the numbers they did 
record should be read with some caution. Their need to impress their church 
superiors with decent-sized congregations must be kept in mind, but some figures 
may also be deceptively low. For instance, in 1838, Gunther recorded numbers of 
church goers at Wellington Valley between 8 and 50, predominantly young men, but 
this does not account for the numerous children, men and women who received 
informal religious lecturesP0 Another report from 1839 counted 14 males and 8 
females attending divine worship within "the family" and 24 males and 12 females 
attending public service, a gender disparity possibly related to kinship avoidance 
rules (which I will discuss later) or to the numbers of women living with European 
men. 121 While comprehensive figures are not available, the continued nomadic life of 
many people presumably caused church numbers to fluctuate, sometimes radically. 
As well as holding church services, missionaries tried to integrate religion into their 
daily routine. Threlkeld's papers do not contain much information on this, but he 
spent a lot of time translating scripture and prayers into A wabakal and preached in 
the open air or in the bam.122 At Buntingdale, breakfast rations were handed out 
along with hymns and prayers, and school classes began with services.123 The 
missionaries at Wellington Valley, particularly Watson, spoke informally about 
religion at all opportunities, frequently preaching to people at their camps, and 
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reading Biblical stories and singing hymns with the children.124 All this was partly 
necessary because some people refused to attend church, but it can also be seen as an 
attempt to implement a comprehensively Christian life. 
Despite their belief that conversion required an intimate change of heart, 
missionaries also considered the appearance of piety and concentration important in 
church. Thomas was particularly pleased with the children's demeanour during his 
sermons; they sang beautifully and conducted themselves as well as English "charity 
children".125 A European visitor, upon hearing the children singing "Praise ye the 
Lord Hallelujah" remarked "What would the people of England say to hear this from 
a race that has been designated as not but a link from the brute creation (?]" .126 
Parker was similarly pleased to see Aboriginal people apparently listening closely to 
his sermons. He commented, "Their deportment (in church] was serious and orderly; 
they spontaneously followed the example of the whites in standing up, kneeling 
etc."127 While doubtful of their sincerity, Parker was nonetheless encouraged. 
Missionaries were similarly encouraged. The Wellington Valley missionaries 
doubted whether any true Christian impressions had been made, but nonetheless 
noted with pleasure that Wiradjuri adopted the correct Sunday appearance and 
behaved politely in church, although some members of the congregation fell 
asleep. 128 Whatever their feelings, many people evidently knew how to please the 
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missionaries by praying around the house, singing hymns beautifully, assunng 
Watson they worshipped by themselves in the bush, and showing an interest in his 
translations of scripture.129 The Buntingdale missionaries Orton, Tuckfield and Hurst 
were delighted by their congregation's sedate behaviour in church, although they 
knew many did not speak English well. Tuckfield wrote "Everything we say on such 
occasions is to them in an unknown tongue yet they appear to be struck with silent 
admiration and they invariably listen with breathless attention."130 Orton was also 
pleased when he met a group of people in the bush who greeted him by singing 
hymns. 131 Outward signs of worship not only seemed to signify adoption of 
European manners, but also offered hope of future religious impressions. Giinther, 
while doubting whether his sermons were understood, wrote "Still it always gives me 
pleasure, to see a number of them at Church: they may at least get some notion & 
impression of sacred & divine ordinances".132 
From such comments, it might be assumed that most Aboriginal people had no idea 
what was going on in church and just joined in out of politeness and necessity. This, 
however, was not entirely true. Quite a few people - mostly young people - actively 
participated in religious discussions. The discussions that were recorded were, of 
course, those that involved missionaries; what Aboriginal people said to each other 
about Christianity (if anything) is unknown. Threlkeld did note, though, that people 
40 miles from his mission recognised his sermons because they had heard it already 
from Biraban on his travels.133 Some Aboriginal comments are difficult to interpret, 
but offer tantalising clues to the discussions taking place. Threlkeld, for instance, 
noted a trend amongst some youths on his station to refuse to say the name of Jesus 
21-22 July 1838 p.3, 31 August 1838 p.8, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-
ffyoject; Watson, Journal, 3 January 1835 p.1, 10 May 1835 pp.6-7, W. V.P. 
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Christ, protesting that it was sacred and forbidden.134 Meanwhile, Watson noted that 
the young man Wirrimbildwally (probably Oorimbildwally), who was often sick and 
rather dependent on the missionaries, claimed in 1833 to have had several dreams 
about God. In one, he was in a large building full of windows where he saw God but 
did not speak to him, and in another he was pulled by a curryjong cord into God's 
house and saw God and Jesus in a long white coats, and thousands of people reading 
books. 135 What Wirrimbildwally's intentions were in relating these stories is unclear, 
but it is possible that for some Aboriginal people close to the missionaries, dreams 
could be: a way of negotiating social and spiritual change. Wirrimbildwally's 
attitudes towards religion were not necessarily naive or confused; although he was a 
young man in 1833, Watson also described him as a doctor with the power to hunt 
Buggeen, the devil. 136 His spiritual knowledge and ideas may have been more 
informed and sophisticated than the missionaries acknowledged. Certainly, the 
elements of his dream - God's house, the thousands of followers, the emphasis on 
reading - reflect aspects of Christianity stressed by the missionaries. 
Indeed, the communication difficulties the missionaries complained about stemmed 
not only from linguistic and cultural barriers, but also from Aboriginal people's 
tricky and perceptive religious questions. Orton, for instance, was both happy and 
embarrassed to note that many of the questions he received were so original and 
complex that, with the language barrier, he could barely answer them. 137 Tuckfield 
was also confronted by numerous questions about heaven from the young men at 
Buntingdale, who quizzed him on how large heaven was, what they would eat there, 
whether they would have to dig the earth like white men, what clothes they would 
have, whether they would grow old, and whether there would be any distinction 
between black and white. On hearing Tuckfield's answers (which he did not fully 
record), "they seemed to be enraptured with a contrast between their present state 
134 L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, "Annual Report of the Mission to the Aborigines, Lake 
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and that in which it is their privilege to be".138 Meanwhile, at Wellington Valley, 
Handt was not too troubled when asked whether God "was a black fellow", 
responding that "he was neither black nor white, but bright as the sun".139 Giinther 
was more baffled when the young man Cochrane asked him "What the devil say to 
them when they come to hell?", and finally replied that the devil would tell sinners 
they were foolish for not repenting.140 However, when Cochrane asked later why, if 
unconverted humans were damned, did "not God give Blackfellows Bible long. 
ago?", Giinther could only respond that there were so many sinners in the world that 
Christianity took a long time to reach Australia.141 Watson was also placed in an 
awkward position when asked whether children and old people always went to 
heaven. When he stated the importance of redemption and baptism for avoiding 
hellfire, one boy responded "What for all pikininny go to fire, no good that." Watson 
confessed in his journal, "They frequently ask questions which we do not think 
prudent to answer."142 Perhaps the most difficult questions missionaries and 
protectors faced, however, related to the contrast between their idealistic preaching 
and the behaviour of European settlers. As one Aboriginal man told Thomas "he 
believed there was a God but did not believe there was a hell or else they 
[Europeans] would be afraid of going there."143 
It is hard to know what conclusions Aboriginal people drew from these discussions, 
but it seems that they were often willing to participate to degrees in Christian life, but 
Indigenous practices had to be accommodated. Thomas was cross when people held 
corroborrees on Sunday instead of coming to church, but the elders assured him "that 
it was not like their Corrobories [sic] but like our Sunday, the purpose was to make 
Black fellows friends."144 On one occasion, Thomas stormed over and wrenched the 
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sticks away from the singers, who tolerated his behaviour and apologised.145 
Missionaries' and protectors' attempts to ban fighting on Sundays also met with 
limited success and (to them) surprising responses. At Buntingdale, people preparing 
for war debated with Tuckfield about whether it was acceptable to attack their 
enemies on Sunday.146 At Wellington Valley, people attended church services before 
leaving for battle, and at Thomas's station after a fierce fight between two men, the 
camp surprised Thomas by voluntarily assembling for church and singing a hymn in 
their own language for the first time.147 While missionaries found such behaviour 
odd and incongruous, their congregation apparently did not. 
Kinship avoidance rules also affected Christian rituals. When large groups assembled 
at the Buntingdale mission, daily life became difficult. Orton remarked with a 
missionary's easy arrogance, "It is amusing to see them peeping and crouching 
around the buildings of the station to avoid a causal meeting; and it is sometimes 
very annoying when they are required to do any1;hing." Orton was not so amused 
when several women refused to enter the church, staying outside and "peeping and 
watching every movement of [the] others".148 Thomas also mentioned kinship 
avoidance as a problem in church. He struggled, largely in vain, to make women sit 
with men, who reproved him "why so stupid you, you know we do not sit 
together".149 Usually the church problem was resolved by letting the women stand 
outside (when it rained, they pitched their miams nearby).150 Sometimes women were 
put off attending, however; "they say they don't like to hide their faces".1 51 Thomas, 
not especially patient with the custom, was so irritated when some women insisted 
on sitting with their backs to the men (and to him) that he grabbed some of them and 
forcibly turned them around.152 His colleague, Parker, also had trouble reconciling 
church services with the rule forbidding Djadjawurung women to look upon their 
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future sons-in-law.153 At Wellington Valley, these rules particularly affected young 
male initiates, who were prohibited from coming near women. They often stayed 
away from church, explaining "too much yeener [woman] sit down there".154 The 
missionaries' attempts to accommodate this by dividing up the church, with the older 
men and children sitting between the young men and women were unsuccessful.155 A 
more common solution was to hold separate services, often with the men's service in 
the chapel in English and the women's service at the camp in Wiradjuri.156 However 
aggravating missionaries found Aboriginal traditions to be, their own limited power 
made negotiations unavoidable. 
All of this indicates that missionary attempts to impart Christian rules and rituals to 
Aboriginal communities led to encounters more complex and varied than a simple 
statement of failure would suggest. The mass individual conversions missionaries 
had hoped to inspire were generally not forthcoming, but to unquestioningly accept 
missionaries' division of the world into believers and non-believers is to neglect 
alternative Indigenous understandings of mission life. While particular comments 
and actions by missionaries angered and offended Aboriginal people, few expressed 
any sense of fundamental conflict between their own spiritual systems and that of the 
missionaries, and many took part - to different extents and for different reasons - in 
Christian ceremonies and discussions. Here, Aboriginal people's material needs, 
physical mobility and pragmatism combined with complex personal circumstances to 
make their participation in Christian life varied, fluid and ambiguous. 
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The struggle for the youth: 
Child custody and control 
By the 1830s and 1840s in south-eastern Australia, it was not exceptional to see 
Aboriginal children and youths living away from their families amongst Europeans 
on pastoral stations, in city streets, on board ships and in wealthy households. Some 
of these children had been abducted for economic and sexual exploitation; others had 
to fend for themselves as their own communities were devastated by disease, poverty 
and violence. However, while historians like Anna Haebich and Peter Read have 
pointed out that the fragmentation of Aboriginal families has been a crucial feature of 
colonisation in general, the questions of child custody and control that arose on the 
first missions and protectorate stations warrant particular consideration. The aim of 
these missionaries and protectors was to instill in Aboriginal children European 
manners and values and oversee their conversion to Christianity. The importance of 
concentrating on the children was repeated frequently in missionary and protectoral 
accounts from this era. As protector Edward Stone Parker asserted, "The old may be 
restrained but the young will certainly be reclaimed, if suitable means be at once 
employed."1 
This chapter considers why protectors and missionaries saw Aboriginal children as 
easier to civilise than adults, and why the partial or total separation of children from 
their families was increasingly viewed as an essential condition for this 
improvement. The chapter also examines the diverse conditions under which children 
arrived at the missions and protectorate stations, stayed, and left. Here, important 
power dynamics were at work, shaped by degrees of Aboriginal physical and cultural 
independence and material poverty, and missionaries' simultaneous arrogance and 
vulnerability. I will examine missionaries' occasional use of violent force to remove 
children, and their more common use of lesser forms of pressure and bribery. 
Aboriginal agency must also be considered. While undoubtedly vulnerable to 
European coercion, Aboriginal people could use the missionaries' need for pupils to 
1 Edward Stone Parker, "Report of the Proceedings'', 1September1839- 29 February 1840, in Edgar 
Morrison, Early Days in the Loddon Valley.: Memoirs of Edward Stone Parker, 1802-1865, 
Daylesford, published by the author, 1965, p.12 
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gain food and protection and to build friendlier relationships with the missionaries, 
and they could usually still retrieve their children from missionary or protectorate 
custody. Thus, while the dismantling of Aboriginal families and societies may have 
been missionaries' ultimate aim, interactions on the ground during this era were more 
complex and diverse. 
"Reclaiming" the youth: reasons for targeting children 
Historians Andrew Markus and Anna Haebich have claimed that civilising 
campaigns focusing on Aboriginal children and involving the removal of these 
children from their families were present since the earliest years of European 
occupation and were integral to the colonising project.2 A study of issues 
surrounding child education and custody on the first missions and protectorate 
stations supports this claim. While missionaries described Aboriginal adults as 
childlike, needing Christian supervision, sharp distinctions were still drawn between 
children and older people. Plans for child removal and instruction are traceable back 
at least as far as the Parramatta Native Institution, initiated by Governor Macquarie 
in 1814, and this approach was recommended to some missionaries and protectors 
before they commenced work. When L.E. Threlkeld began his mission to the 
Awabakal, London Missionary Society representatives Daniel Tyerman and George 
Bennet advised him that although some overseas missions had converted adult 
heathens, he would do better to concentrate on the children.3 The Church Missionary 
Society, which set up the Wellington Valley mission, had received reports from some 
catechists since the 1820s claiming that Aboriginal children would make the most 
likely converts.4 Similarly, George Langhorne was instructed by police magistrate 
Lonsdale that his Y arra mission should focus on improving the children.5 The 183 7 
2 Anna Haebich, Broken Circles: Fragmenting Indigenous Families I 800 - 2000, Fremantle, 
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 2000, pp.69, 130; Andrew Markus, Governing Savages, Sydney, Allen 
& Unwin, 1990, p.22 
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5 Ibid., p.864 
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House of Commons Select Committee inquiring into Indigenous living conditions 
throughout the empire (the findings of which led to the establishment of the Port 
Phillip Protectorate) cited the education of Aboriginal youth as a top priority for 
protectors, and this was reiterated in the protectorate charter sent by Secretary of 
State, Lord Glenelg, to Sir George Gipps in 1838.6 Concentrating on children was 
also a well-established tactic on overseas missions, as I will discuss later. 
After spending some time with Aboriginal people, most missionaries and protectors 
endorsed this approach. Protector Charles Sievwright reported in 1839 that there 
seemed little chance of the "stubborn and stiff-necked" older people changing their 
"habits, prejudices and erratic propensities", but the youth might be improved.7 
Missionary Benjamin Hurst wrote from the Buntingdale mission in 1840 that he saw 
little hope for the adults but the children were becoming "very interesting".8 In the 
mid- l 840s, protectors James Dredge and Edward Stone Parker agreed that, unlike the 
children, the older people had only a limited capacity for improvement and should 
probably be left to enjoy the remainder of their lives undisturbed.9 
Here, children's capacity for change could be portrayed as a crucial indicator of the 
intelligence and humanity of the whole race. George Augustus Robinson reminded 
superintendent C.J. La Trobe that Aboriginal children's educational achievements 
demonstrated that "their latent intellect may yet be developed", while missionary 
James Gunther commented that the children's scriptural progress afforded "a 
decisive proof that they are quite as capable of cultivation of the mind as other 
nations". 10 This contrasted with claims by colonists keen to deny Aboriginal people a 
6 Lord Glenelg to Sir George Gipps, 31 January 1838, in Peter Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal 
Communities: the Colonial Experience, Port Phillip District, Melbourne, Education Centre of the 
State Library of Victoria, 1997, p.49; Haebich, Broken Circles, p.69 
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Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, p.152; Charles Sievwright, "Report of the 
Proceedings, March to August 1839", in Mira Lakic and Rosemary Wrench (eds); Through Their 
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Port Phillip Protectorate, 1839-1841, Melbourne, Museum ofVictoria, 1994, p.120 
8 Benjamin Hurst to General Secretaries, 22 Sep 1840, Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society 
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9 James Dredge, Brief Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, Geelong, James Harrison, 1845, 
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future, that even genteelly-raised Aboriginal children would eventually obey their 
"savage instincts" and return to the bush. The fact that humanitarians stressed 
children's potential for progress while simultaneously insisting that the adults were 
almost irretrievably degraded, demonstrates both the importance and limitations of 
missionary and protectoral environmentalism. Significantly, the importance of 
European control was also emphasised; separating children to some degree from their 
families was frequently cited as a necessary condition for their improvement. 
Given the appalling living conditions that prevailed in many Aboriginal communities 
in south-eastern Australia in the 1830s and 1840s - the poverty, disease, 
malnutrition, violence and social trauma - it might be easy to assume that 
missionaries' and protectors' attempts at child control were motivated by a 
benevolent concern for the children's physical health and welfare. (This is a claim 
certain commentators have made regarding the experiences of the stolen generations 
in the 20th century.) Missionaries and protectors were certainly aware of the painful 
conditions in which many Aboriginal people were living, and they must have noted 
that some of these elements, particularly disease, hit children especially hard. Added 
to this, most missionaries and protectors at this time accepted the common colonial 
claim that Aboriginal parents sometimes killed unwanted babies at birth (although, 
unlike other colonists, missionaries usually did not use this claim to demonise 
Aboriginal people or assert that their apparent racial demise was their own fault).11 
On the basis of such concerns, it might be tempting to assume that protectors and 
missionaries advocated child removal out of fear for the children's physical safety. 
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This, however, was not the case. While missionary accounts certainly discuss 
poverty, disease and infanticide, it is remarkable how rarely these issues were linked 
to child custody. While it is not the purpose of this chapter to interrogate the 
missionaries' distressing stories of infanticide, it should be noted missionaries and 
protectors at this time very rarely took charge of infants; most of the children in their 
care were roughly school-aged. Wellington Valley missionary William Watson 
assumed custody of one baby boy allegedly rejected and harmed by his mother, 
violently removed another infant from her mother with the white father's permission, 
and asked some parents to give him their very young children (most refused).12 
However, Watson was unusually enthusiastic about child removal, and even he rarely 
mentioned the babies' physical safety; religious evangelism and the desire to outdo 
his missionary rivals in child recruitment seem to have been more significant 
motives. Of course, systematically removing babies may well have been physically 
impossible during this era, but it is interesting that such plans were not seriously 
discussed even in theory; however much missionaries may have believed in the 
occurrence of infanticide, it does not seem to have been particularly relevant to their 
plans to isolate and educate Aboriginal children. 
The possibility of older children being physically abused seems to have been even 
less relevant. Protectors and missionaries hardly mentioned this issue at all, aside 
from their concerns about girls being forced into early marriage or prostitution (and 
here, missionaries worried about the girls' morals at least as much as their physical 
safety). Explicit links between child removal and children's health were also rare. 
Newspapers praised the Parramatta Native Institution for rescuing children from cold 
and hunger, and protector William Thomas concluded in 1853 that it would be a 
kindness to remove Aboriginal children from their impoverished families, but health 
was not usually cited as a major reason to increase missionary control over 
children. 13 Possibly missionaries and protectors recognised that children's living 
conditions on their own stations were scarcely ideal. However, I would argue that, in 
12 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.642-44; William 
Watson, Journal, 29 August 1832, p.8, and 27 April 1833, p.6, W V.P., 
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general, children's physical wellbeing was simply not missionaries' main concern 
when demanding child custody. 
When William Thomas took Aboriginal parents to visit their children in school in 
1846, he told them proudly "that's the way God's book tells us to bring children 
up". 14 This was the main purpose of early campaigns to separate children from their 
families: not to protect them from violence or poverty (although these may have been 
general concerns), but to impart to them the main ideals of the mission project: 
Christian faith, honest labour, obedience, cleanliness, temperance, European manners 
and sexual morality. Mission and protectorate schools provided environments where 
these campaigns could be intensified under European supervision, with 
comparatively little intervention from Aboriginal adults. Ideally, children would be 
trained in literacy and industry; eating, washing and dressing would be monitored, 
sexual activity curtailed and (perhaps) respectable marriages arranged. Above all, 
children would receive intensive religious education and would be frequently 
exhorted to abandon Aboriginal "superstitions" and "become better than these 
wicked old fellows". 15 As Langhorne stated, the children would be "taught to lose 
sight altogether of their native habits".16 This would lead to what Justice Burton had 
recommended to Sir Richard Bourke in 1835 as one of the primary aims of the 
proposed Port Phillip missions: that the children be "fed and clothed as Europeans so 
that the contrast should be as strong as possible between their treatment at school and 
in the bush, and not only a dislike for the latter but an incapacity even to live in it be 
induced."17 
However, given that protectors and missionaries supposedly had a legal and spiritual 
mandate to improve all Aboriginal people, the question of why they aimed to focus 
on the youth in such a controlling fashion must be further explored. Here, European 
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ideas about child-rearing were vital. Protestant missionaries and protectors were 
strongly influenced by the Evangelical belief that children were heirs of original sin, 
inclined towards selfishness and evil, needing vigorous training in virtue and self-
discipline. At the same time, missionary optimism about children's malleability and 
potential for positive development under Christian supervision suggests elements of 
the Enlightenment belief that children's minds were originally blank and easily 
shaped by environmental forces.18 This is evident in George Augustus Robinson's 
remark about the importance of removing and educating Tasmanian children during 
the "first stages of life when the habits and ideas are only in the bud and the mind is 
capable of receiving any impression that is duly enforced".19 This helps to explain 
not only the decision to focus on children's improvement, but also the attempts to 
keep them separate from their families. Aboriginal adults - repeatedly dismissed as 
intemperate, violent, greedy, impulsive and sexually immoral - were seen as sinful 
obstacles to Christian child-rearing. 
As Haebich points out, this approach was no doubt shaped and reinforced by the 
attitudes of Evangelical Christians towards poor children in England at the time, 
where developing systems of intervention and institutionalisation aimed to remove 
these children from the influence of "depraved" adults and train them in morality, 
cleanliness and servitude.20 Such ideas can be traced back as far as the British 
Sunday School movement of the 18th century, where middle class Evangelicals 
sponsored efforts to save the souls of poor children and teach them to fit peaceably 
into their proper social class.21 By the 1830s and 1840s these concerns were growing, 
as activists motivated by a mixture of religion, humanitarianism and self-interest 
18 Hugh Cunningham, Children and Childhood in Western Society Since 1500, London, Longman, 
1995, pp.48-49, 54-55; Christopher Fox, "Introduction: How to Prepare a Noble Savage: The 
Spectacle of Human Science'', in Christopher Fox, Roy Porter and Robert Wokler (eds), Inventing 
Human Science: Eighteenth-Century Domains, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1985, p.18; 
Priscilla Robertson, "Home As A Nest: Middle Class Childhood in Nineteenth-Century England", in 
Lloyd deMause (ed.), The History of Childhood: The Untold Story of Child Abuse, New York, Peter 
Hedrick Bookds, 1988, pp.415, 417, 421; C. John Sommerville, The Rise and Fall of Childhood, 
Beverly Hills, Sage Publications, 1982, p.121-27 
19 George Augustus Robinson, journal entry for l January 1830, in N.J.B. Plomley (ed.), Friendly 
Mission: The Tasmanian Journals and Papers of George Augustus Robinson, 1829-1834, Hobart, 
Tasmanian Historical Research Association, 1966, p.93 
20 Haebich, Broken Circles, pp.77-78 
21 J.M. Turner, "Methodist Religion 1791-1849", in Rupert Davies, Raymond George and Gordon 
Rupp (eds), A History of the Methodist Church in Great Britain, vol.2, London, Epworth Press, 1978, 
pp.101-3 
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established the Ragged School system for pauper children, designed to protect them 
(and society) from indolence and criminality. Meanwhile, workhouse schools, which 
emphasised industrial training and basic literacy, also tried to isolate poor children 
from the supposedly bad influence of their parents.22 At the same time, in the United 
States, assimilationist schooling was being recommended for impoverished 
immigrant children, with the aim of making them economically useful and teaching 
them to abandon their old cultures and embrace American identity. 23 
Such systems were also taking on powerful racial dimensions, with the introduction 
of schools for Indigenous children in North America. These, too, emphasised hard 
manual work and Christian conversion, and while they initially operated with 
significant degrees of consent from Indigenous communities, by the 1870s they were 
stressing the need to remove children from their families, reservations and cultures, 
which were increasingly seen by Europeans as backward and doomed.24 Even 
harsher developments had occurred in Van Diem en's Land in the mid- l 830s, which 
mainland missionaries and protectors were presumably aware of; many Aboriginal 
Tasmanian children were transferred to the Orphan School in Hobart (to be raised 
with impoverished white children) or to the dormitories in Wybalenna.25 Thus, the 
growing Australian policy of isolating and "uplifting" Aboriginal children was 
vitally shaped by general W estem ideas about childhood, race and class, and by 
white society's fears about savages without and within. 
However, these ideas alone do not fully explain the decision to focus conversion 
efforts on Aboriginal Australian children, as missionary projects in some other parts 
of the world, including the Pacific, targeted whole communities and made 
comparatively little use of coercive child removal. New Zealand, for instance, never 
saw the intense focus on child removal and family interference that developed in 
Australia. Maori's comparative political clout, combined with Pakeha assumptions 
22 Pamela Horn, Children's Work and Welfare, 1780-1880s, London, MacMillan, 1994, pp.9-10, 13, 
56-59, 64-65, 72-73 
23 Marilyn Irvin Hold, Indian Orphanages, Lawrence, University Press of Kansas, 2001, pp.50-52 
24 David Wallace Adams, Education for Extinction: American Indians and the Boarding School 
Experience, 1875-1928, Lawrence, University of Kansas, 1995, pp.x-xi, 18-19, 28-31; Holt, Indian 
Orphanages, pp.51, 117; Shari M. Huhndorf, Going Native: Indians in the American Cultural 
Imagination, Ithaca and London, Cornell University Press, 2001, p.157 
25 Haebich, Broken Circles, pp.105, 110-11 
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about the success of New Zealand assimilation, meant that most Maori children 
continued to be raised by their families.26 The much greater contempt Europeans felt 
for Aboriginal people was no doubt relevant to the greater interference in their family 
life. However, the particular circumstances of the Australian colonies in the early 
19th century may have also been significant. As Andrew Markus and John Ferry have 
noted, most Aboriginal adults did not seem tremendously interested in Christianity 
and continued to live nomadically, a lifestyle few missionaries or protectors were 
prepared to adopt themselves.27 Lacking the legal or physical power to forcibly 
control the adults, and frequently unable to supply enough material incentives (food, 
clothing etc) to ensure informal control, missionaries and protectors were practically 
limited in their efforts towards adult conversion. The children seemed like easier 
targets. 
This factor in child removal has not been strongly emphasised by historians of the 
stolen generations like Anna Haebich and Peter Read, who have tended to explain 
child removal in terms of racial ideology and the determination of the colonial state 
to eradicate the "Aboriginal problem". Such explanations are, of course, vital to our 
understanding of child removal in the late 19th and early 20th centuries (the periods 
these historians generally focus on), when racist ideology and state control over 
Aboriginal people were particularly powerful. They also have some relevance to the 
early 19th century, when (as I will discuss elsewhere) ideas of Aborigines as both a 
dying race and an ongoing "problem" were already emerging. However, I would 
suggest that in a study of the first missions and protectorate stations, ideological 
explanations for child removal, while important, are not entirely adequate. The 
stubborn (if compromised) independence of Aboriginal adults, their refusal to see 
European life as superior, and the anger and frustration this provoked in 
missionaries, must also be seen as important to the decision to focus on the children 
through degrees of separation.28 
26 Andrew Armitage, Comparing the Policy of Aboriginal Assimilation: Australia, Canada, and New 
Zealand, Vancouver, U.B.C. Press, 1995, pp.150-51, 160, 165-67, 190 
27
. John Ferry, "The Failure of the New South Wales Missions to the Aborigines Before 1845", in 
Aboriginal History, vol.3, no. I, 1979, pp.28-29; Markus, Governing Savages, pp.22, 80 
28 In Haebich's in-depth study of the history of child removal, Broken Circles, the only mission-style 
institution from the early 191h century she examines closely is Flinders Island, where the physical and 
cultural independence of Aboriginal people was more severely curtailed than. on most mainland 
missions and protectorate stations at the time. 
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Another reason historians have offered for child removal in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries is white Australia's racial anxiety about so-called "half-castes" -
children of both Aboriginal and European descent, believed by many Europeans to 
be particularly intelligent and/or dangerous. For example, Russell McGregor's study 
of Australian racial thought, Imagined Destinies, discusses child removal mainly in 
relation to this issue. The belief that "half-castes" should be targeted for instruction 
and separation because they were more intelligent and could be easily "bred out", or 
because they threatened white supremacy in some parts of Australia, was certainly 
relevant to child removal from the late 19th century onwards. However, whether these 
concerns were powerful in earlier decades is less clear. 
In the early 19th century "half-castes" were occasionally described as easier to 
educate than children with no European ancestry. Explorer John Henderson wrote 
that these children might equal Europeans in intelligence if given the same 
upbringing.29 Robinson described those around Port Phillip as a "fine race'', and 
expressed sorrow at seeing one such child at Twofold Bay - "it grieved me to see 
this fine boy with them speaking same language and habits [sic] of black Aboriginal 
children".30 Elisabeth Shelley, who taught at the Parramatta school, told the 1838 
Committee on the Aborigines Question "I always found the half-caste children 
quicker and more tractable than the blacks".31 Thomas's regret at seeing a light-
skinned child living in the native camp, "mixed up with the future prospects of the 
wild barbarian", suggests a similar belief in the child's greater potential.32 By the late 
1840s, William Watson was also seeming to draw a greater distinction between 
"half' and "pure blood" children, although here sexual values were as important as 
racial ones; the birth of "pure Aboriginal" children seemed to please Watson because 
29 John Henderson, Observations on the Colonies of New South Wales and Van Diemen 's Land, 
Calcutta, Baptist Mission Press, 1832, p.153 
30 George Augustus Robinson, "1844 Annual Report", in Ian D. Clark (ed.), The Papers of George 
Augustus Robinson, Chief Protector, Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.4, Clarendon, Heritage 
Matters, 2001, p.88; George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, 
vol.4, 1 January 1844 - 24 October 1845, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, 
f.138 
1 Mrs Shelley's evidence, in New South Wales Parliament, Legislative Council, Standing Committee 
on Social Issues, Report, with Minutes of Evidence, from the Committee on the Aborigines Question, 
Sydney, J. Spilsbury, 1838, p.54 . 
32 William Thomas, 9 July 1844, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
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it demonstrated Aboriginal women's marital fidelity. 33 While early 19th century ideas 
about race and the "half-caste" will be examined more closely elsewhere in the 
thesis, this chapter must consider whether the first missionaries and protectors 
particularly targeted these children for instruction and removal. 
For the most part, this does not seem to have occurred. A large percentage of 
children at the Parramatta school were apparently "half-castes", but their overall 
numbers remained small and unsteady and it is unclear to me whether or not the 
school particularly tried to acquire such students.34 Most missionaries and protectors 
during the 1830s and 1840s rarely mentioned "half-castes", and did not seem to 
develop special plans for their future. This may have been partly because they were 
not encountering many of these children, due, probably, to the low Aboriginal birth 
rate, high child mortality and perhaps infanticide. However, I would also suggest that 
biological racism was not yet detailed or popular enough (certainly not amongst 
Christian humanitarians) to encourage rigid distinctions between Aboriginal people 
on grounds of "blood". Early missionaries still preferred to categorise people 
according to cultural factors, like education, hard work and Christian faith. It was not 
until the 1850s and 1860s, when "half-caste" numbers increased and colonial racism 
became more systematic and biological, that debates about the particular future of 
"half-caste" children became more important. 
Stolen: the origins of forcible child removal 
Another element of missionary practice in the early 19th century which would 
become stronger in later decades was the use· of violence to remove children. The 
possibility of forcible removals had entered public debate by the 1830s and 1840s. 
For instance, the Australian newspaper and journalist George Arden called for 
children's early removal ·and absolute separation from Aboriginal society - the 
33 William Watson, "Fourth Annual Report of the Apsley Aboriginal Mission", 23 February 1845, 
Historical Records of Australia (HR.A.), series 1, vol.XXIV, October 1844 - March 1846, Sydney, 
Library Committee of the Commonwealth Parliament, 1925, p.271; William Watson to Colonial 
Secretary Thomson, 7 February 1848, in HR.A., vol.XXVI, October 1847 - December 1848, Sydney, 
Library Committee of the Commonwealth Parliament, 1925, p.404 
34 Brook and Kohen, The ParramattaNative Institution, pp.173, 210, 213 
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Australian assumed the parents would not object, while Arden advised moving the 
children to urban institutions out of their parents' reach.35 However, only a couple of 
missions at this time tried to implement such policies. 
The Parramatta school was one such institution, acquiring some pupils from punitive 
expeditions where children were captured and brought to Sydney.36 Some years later, 
the Wellington Valley missionaries became particularly fixated on acquiring 
children, coercively if necessary. In 1838, Gunther refused to return a girl to her 
parents (who left her with him for a day, then wanted her back), explaining sternly 
that they were "only cheating the missionaries [so] we refused to give her up, 
showing them that we will not be played with".37 His colleague Watson, whose zeal 
was even greater, complained that Wiradjuri were "extremely crafty" in plotting to 
remove "our children" -
The mothers of our new come children are continually teasing us to 
give them up; but knowing that if let alone the dear little creatures will 
be happy enough, we shall not easily surrender them. 38 
Sometimes this became confrontational. In 1835, one woman, Nelly, protested 
vehemently when Watson locked up her daughter Eliza, ignoring Watson's attempts 
to bribe her with food and tobacco. 
The Mother wept aloud and scolded on the outside of the kitchen, and 
the girl wept in the kitchen . . . My feelings almost overcame my 
Judgement in this affecting scene, and indeed nothing but the 
licentiousness to which I knew the girl would be exposed prevented 
me from letting her go.39 
Was there an element of vindictiveness in the missionary's treatment of Aboriginal 
parents, who had refused to convert and ignored his authority? Child removal was 
not described as a punishment, but Watson's aggressive self-righteousness and 
ability to overlook the pain of mothers and children suggests that such motives 
cannot be ruled out. On this occasion, though, Watson could not rely completely on 
35 George Arden, Latest Information with Regard to Australia Felix, Melbourne, Arden and Strode, 
1840, pp.98-99; The Australia, 29 December 1840 and 13 April 1841 
36 Brook and Kohen, The Parramatta Native Institution, pp.30-31, 69-70 
37 Gunther, Journal, 26 February 1838 p.15, W. V.P. 
38 Watson, Journal, 25 and 27 Nov 1834 p.9, and 27 February 1837 p.13., W. V.P. 
39 Watson, Journal, 28 March 1835 pp.10-11, W. V.P. 
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force; he claimed to have eventually "persuaded" Nelly that her daughter would be 
safe with him. However, his coercive tendencies reached their climax in 1839, when 
a local European, Thomas Cole, bought two bullocks from Watson in return for 
Betsy, his baby daughter by a Wiradjuri woman, Poll Plunket. Violence broke out in 
the camp when Watson tried to remove the child; the women fled to Gunther's house 
for protection, but Watson followed with the police and tore the baby away from her 
screaming mother. Shortly afterwards, Wiradjuri left the mission.40 
Peter Read has described Betsy as "the first of ·the stolen generations" and 
emphasised this incident as the unofficial beginning of 150 years of European efforts 
to fragment Aboriginal families.41 Not only did the trauma experienced by these 
parents and children closely resemble that which was still occurring over a century 
later, but the arrogant paternalism of the first missionaries and protectors, their 
obsessive focus on the children, and their use of coercion were all elements which 
would endure, causing grave damage to Aboriginal communities. Nonetheless, it 
would be incorrect to assume that policies and practices of child removal remained 
identical from the 1830s onwards. Watson's fixation on acquiring children was 
unusually strong for a missionary of this era; I have found no equivalent occurrences 
at other stations. Betsy's removal should be traced not just to general missionary 
ideology, but also to individual factors - Watson's controlling and highly-strung 
personality, the stress and anxiety that accompanied the mission's looming failure, 
and his growing rivalry with Gunther. Child custody issues at Wellington Valley 
were closely related to jealousy between the missionaries; Gunther claimed that 
Watson had removed Betsy from "an undue desire to shew off a good number of 
children under his care", while Watson belittled Gunther for failing to "procure" 
enough children.42 Such factors, peculiar to Wellington Valley, lent an intensity to 
their child custody campaigns that was atypical for its time. 
40 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.641-44; Peter Read, A 
Hundred Years War: The Wiradjuri People and the State, Sydney, Australian National University 
Press, 1988, pp.18-19 
41 Read, A Hundred Years War, 1988, pp.18-19, 21; Peter Read, "Introduction", in Coral Edwards and 
Peter Read (eds), The Lost Children, Sydney, Doubleday, 1989, p.xi 
42 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p.643; William Watson, 
"Reply to the Charges of Reverend Gunther, 1840" p.22, W V.P., 
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In the 1830s and 1840s, violent and permanent removal of children by missionaries 
or protectors - although undoubtedly distressing and traumatic for the families 
involved - was generally rare. Some humanitarians may have considered forcible 
removal cruel and dangerous. James Dredge commented in 1840 that he "decidedly 
objected" to the separation of children from their parents.43 Protectorate surgeon 
W.H. Baylie also advised against it, saying "the aborigines are greatly attached to 
their offspring, and this very act of tearing their little ones from them would be a 
scene most painful; and ... would end in many instances, in the loss of life on one 
side or the other".44 However, such sympathetic feelings were not the only thing 
holding protectors and missionaries back; violent child removal was also highly 
impractical. Missionaries and even protectors generally lacked the physical or 
military strength to hold numerous children against their families' will. They also 
often lacked the facilities to house them in. The missionaries at Buntingdale and 
Wellington Valley established schools shortly after they arrived, but the protectors 
did not. Dredge and Sievwright seemed to lack the resources (and perhaps the 
energy) to start proper schools, and Thomas did not establish one until 1841 (two 
years after his arrival).45 He oversaw the Merri Creek Baptist School from 1845, but 
by 1848 it was derelict and largely unsupervised.46 Lacking teachers and time, Parker 
did not open his school until 1842, although he started a Sunday school in 1841.47 
The absence of formal schools did not mean that children were ignored; moral 
lectures, church services and informal instruction continued. However, European 
control was far from complete, and this worked against widespread child removal. 
Moreover, at a time when Aboriginal people were still comparatively mobile and 
independent, violent child removal could have proved disastrous for the mission 
project. The Wellington Valley missionaries discovered this after Watson removed 
43 James Dredge to Dr Thomson, 14 September 1840, in James Dredge Diaries, Notebooks and 
Letterbook, ? 1817-1845 (J.D.D.), MSl 1625, MSM534, State Library of Victoria (SLV) 
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January 1843, p.191 
45 Arkley, The Hated Protector, pp.152, 317; William Thomas to Joseph La Trobe, 17 April 1841, in 
A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV 
46 Extracts from the Minutes of the Aboriginal Committee on the Merri Creek Baptist School, sent to 
Joseph La Trobe, 24 April 1848, inA.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV 
47 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", December 1840- February 1841, inA.A.R., VPRS4467, 
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Betsy. Gunther and the miss10n agriculturalist William Porter complained that 
Watson's actions had seriously damaged the mission, making Wiradjuri people 
frightened and hostile, unwilling to stay on the station more than three or four days.48 
When travelling in the bush, Gunther found Aboriginal people wary and suspicious; 
some rushed to guard their children or told them to run away, and one woman lied 
and told him her children were dead.49 Gunther complained, 
whatever direction I may go, even at a distance of 40 or 60 miles, the 
parents conceal the children . . . I have the grievance to observe these 
little ones running into the bushes, or into the bed of the River with 
the utmost speed. 50 
Thus, at a time when missionary and government control remained tenuous, forcible 
child removal, even on a small scale, was unwise and rarely attempted. 
"We are anxious to retain them ... " Why children stayed at the stations 
Most of the children who stayed at the first missions and protectorate stations had not 
been violently dragged there. To describe their time on the missions as consensual is 
problematic; Aboriginal people's poverty and dispossession limited their choices 
severely and, as I will discuss later, it is unlikely that parents would have left their 
children with the missionaries for long periods if material dependence had not been a 
major factor. Nonetheless, agreements of sorts regarding child custody did develop 
between missionaries and Aboriginal people. The children's reasons for staying at 
the missions and the conditions and length of their stay varied considerably. Their 
numbers fluctuated according to factors like the size of the local Aboriginal 
population, the amount of provisions and safety the missionaries provided, and the 
degree to which parents trusted them. 
Threlkeld said very little about his attempts to educate children. In 1827 he noted that 
eight boys had stayed with him to learn to read, but they soon left to join their 
48 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.643-44; William 
Porter to Dandeson Coates, 22 February 1841 p.4, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
49 Gunther, Journal, 17-18 January 1840 pp.6-8, W. V.P. 
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relatives in Newcastle.51 Eleven years later he remarked that two youths had lived 
with him for many months, but he could not stop them leaving for fights and 
ceremonies. 52 Numbers of children at Wellington Valley do not seem to have been 
comprehensively recorded, but figures from the mid 1830s show variation, with 
numbers rarely reaching above 15 or 20.53 In 1840 Parker claimed to have nearly 80 
children on his station, but in 1842 only 25 were attending school.54 The number of 
children under instruction at Thomas's station and the Merri Creek school in the 
1840s could reach between 25 and 40, but at other times sank to 2. 55 In 183 7 
Langhorne counted eighteen children and youths at his school, thirteen of whom 
attended classes regularly, but these numbers eventually dropped away.56 Around 
1839-1840, the Buntingdale mission attracted between 50 - 70 students at times; 
again, numbers later dropped.57 Thus, numbers varied considerably between and 
within stations; missionaries' and protectors' hold over the youth was unstable. This 
raises questions about how missionaries obtained children and how they lost them. · 
The circumstances under which children arrived, stayed and left varied significantly. 
Some children closest to the missionaries were those who apparently had no families, 
making them physically and emotionally vulnerable. Some of the girls at Wellington 
50 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p. 708 
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Valley had been living with settlers before being removed to the mission,58 and 
Dredge and Parker were both interested in orphans. Dredge tried to "secure" one 
supposedly orphaned boy, Moonin Moonin, who had pleased him by teaching him 
Taungurong words and calling him "Marman" (father).59 Parker, meanwhile, counted 
eight orphans on his station in 1841, who had stayed there six months.60 He 
recommended to Robinson that such children (unencumbered by interfering parents) 
would be ideal candidates for European civilisation, if a special institution could be 
established.61 Robinson rejected this proposal, as orphan numbers were too small, 
and indeed even these "orphans" were not always as isolated and abandoned as 
missionaries assumed.62 Moonin Moonin's relatives interrogated Dredge about how 
well he was looking after the child, and the boy's mother eventually appeared and 
retrieved him anyway.63 Meanwhile, Watson complained about orphans being kept 
away from him by their older siblings.64 
Thus, acquiring children usually meant negotiating (however unequally) with their 
families, and there were several reasons why Aboriginal adults left their children 
under partial missionary control. Ironically, the prospect of their children getting a 
European education seems to have been the least significant reason. At Buntingdale 
mission in 1841, parents apparently agreed to let Tuckfield take some children 
"under my care that I might teach [them] to read the word of God and the way to 
heaven." However, as I will discuss later, these parents were possibly pursuing closer 
material relationships with the missionaries.65 Other missionaries had even less 
success convincing parents of the benefits of European schooling. The Wellington 
Valley missionaries were frustrated that Wiradjuri parents did not see the point of 
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their children learning to read and pray.66 In 1835 when missionary J.C.S. Handt 
asked one woman for her son, Nyalgan, she retorted that he must give her his son, 
William, in return.67 Parents' thoughts on their children's European education were 
rarely recorded, and, since the missionaries would presumably have seized on any 
positive reactions, it seems unlikely that many parents showed enthusiasm. 
The only examples I have found of parents showing happiness about their children's 
schooling relate to the Parramatta Institution, and even these should be read 
cautiously. Observers of the annual native feast held in Sydney, where children from 
the institution were carefully paraded around and their schoolwork displayed to the 
mixed Aboriginal and European audience, recalled parents joyfully embracing their 
children and expressing pride in their work. However, the adults' happiness was 
probably mainly at seeing their children, and it should be noted that they usually 
refused to surrender any more children. Comments made by Aboriginal adults to 
children like "You no laugh when Mr Walker [the missionary] speaks to you ... Mr 
Walker come to do black man good ... very good young people learn the good book" 
should be interpreted with caution. The fact that these remarks were made in English 
in the missionary's hearing suggests they were probably intended more for the 
missionary's gratification than the children's benefit.68 In general, there is not much 
evidence of parents seeing European schooling as useful or valuable for their 
children. 
Some children, some of the time, may have enjoyed school and attended willingly, 
though. Most missionaries and protectors commented initially on the children's great 
capacity for learning, which indicates a certain enthusiasm. Smithies, Tuckfield, 
Hurst, Gunther and Watson remarked on how well certain children were progressing, 
particularly with reading.69 Tuckfield was delighted that some boys repeated their 
66 J.C.S. Handt, Journal, 24November1832 p.14, W. V.P., 
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lessons to each other even when away from the mission; he claimed they regarded 
reading as "a source of delight".70 Watson made the same claim, adding that they 
thought it a treat to look at the books in his library.71 Of course, missionaries may 
have been tempted to exaggerate their pupils' progress to impress their superiors, but 
some of their teaching methods do sound potentially enjoyable. Many missionaries 
and protectors subscribed to the Infant School System. This system was initiated by 
utopian socialists in the late 18th century and adopted and altered by the Evangelical 
Home and Colonial Infant School Society in 1837. It was originally designed for 
young working class English children, and was also taken up by some mission 
schools in Tahiti. It aimed to teach through action and practical learning, 
emphasising the use of apparatus like coloured pictures, maps and globes, and 
enjoyable exercises like clapping and singing, although the Evangelicals introduced a 
greater emphasis on scripture.72 Many protectors and missionaries were familiar with 
these techniques - Watson, Dredge, Thomas and Parker had worked as teachers -
and Parker, Smithies and Watson explicitly recommended them.73 Watson remarked 
happily: 
surely never were human means better adapted to teach the aborigines 
of New Holland ... The clapping of hands, marching &c falls in so 
much with their Native habits of corrobborowing [sic] that the Black 
children are quite delighted with it. 74 
Protector Parker particularly supported such techniques, saying "Any stiffness, any 
rigidity in the regulations ... any apparent severity in the teacher, is calculated to 
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deter the children from continuing at school and retard their progress".75 He advised 
that the children "be made to feel as little under the influence of restraint as possible. 
The instruction should be given to them in the most attractive form."76 However, not 
all aspects of mission schooling were pleasant, as I will discuss later, and novelty 
played a role in this early enthusiasm, which did not always last. Moreover, other 
factors besides children's enjoyment influenced school attendance. 
Material incentives were far more significant. Placing children in missionary or 
protectoral care usually guaranteed regular or extra rations for the children and 
sometimes their families. When Aboriginal people came to Thomas's station begging 
for food, he told them to leave their children with him in return.77 Thomas also 
promised extra clothes to children who were attentive in class, and industrious 
children and adults were given more supplies at Buntingdale.78 At a time of severe 
Aboriginal poverty, giving up some degree of control over their children in return for 
material benefits may have seemed the best option to many parents. 
This poverty gave missionaries and protectors a degree of physical power. In 183 7, 
George Langhorne claimed that children could come and go from his mission freely, 
but added that children who left without permission would lose a meal that day.79 
Furthermore, although agreeing that parents must give up their children willingly, he 
tried to stop parents from retrieving the children.80 Thomas, too, was not above using 
food-related coercion; he once threatened to withhold rations from the camp if adults 
took children out of school.81 Children at the Parramatta Institution and Wellington 
Valley mission were locked in at night, and the schools at Wellington Valley, 
75 Edward Stone Parker to the Victorian Legislative Council Committee, in T. M. O'Connor, 
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Parramatta and Thomas's station had fenced-in playgrounds.82 This helped impart the 
European idea that leisure should occur in a time and space separate from "work", 
but, of course, it also served to physically and symbolically separate children from 
their families. Thus, while violent child removal was rare, Aboriginal people's 
sometimes desperate circumstances limited their ability to resist missionary pressure. 
Protectors and missionaries were not all-powerful, however. Aboriginal people were 
aware of missionaries' increasingly desperate need for a congregation, and could 
sometimes manipulate this to influence the conditions of their children's education. 
At Thomas's station in 1841, parents agreed to leave some children behind 
temporarily on the condition that the children sleep in the schoolmaster's house for 
protection from "Wild Black Fellows" and that the young girls, for propriety, be 
prevented from sitting at the boys' campfire.83 At times, some parents took Thomas 
at his word and used him as a child-minder; some left their children with him while 
they went begging in Melbourne, and once, while travelling in the bush, the adults 
abruptly vanished to go hunting, leaving a startled Thomas to babysit for half a dozen 
children all day.84 Thomas was peeved; missionaries preferredto gain access to the 
youth on their own terms. However, it was becoming clear that this was not always 
possible. Often, missionaries recognised that they would have to relinquish some 
students (often marriageable girls) in order to keep the rest. Giinther commented in 
1838, 
I do not think it very advisable, to keep those elderly Girls much 
longer, since the Natives, thinking they are marriagable, are almost 
determined to take them away ... suspecting we intend to keep them 
always ... prejudices their minds against us, & makes them less 
willing to entrust.their children to our care.85 
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The children could also get their own way by threatening to leave school. Wellington 
Valley missionary J.C.S. Handt complained in 1835 that some children were 
uncontrollable; "the more they perceive we are anxious to retain them, the worse 
they behave".86 
Aboriginal people could also use the missionaries' and protectors' need for students 
to bargain for more supplies. Some enterprising children told Thomas they would 
only do school work ifhe would pay them wages.87 In 1844, when he complained to 
the elderly men about the children's truanting, they pointed out "too much get em 
bread Melbourne, no hungry no school".88 Thomas concluded that he would have to 
supply extra food; "no preacher will succeed with the Bible without the loaf."89 
Furthermore, although missionaries might believe their bribes entitled them to near-
exclusive child custody, the parents did not necessarily understand or submit to this. 
Watson, for instance, complained of "purchasing" children from their mothers for 
blankets, only to find that the mothers quickly retrieved the children.90 Thus, 
Aboriginal people, although made vulnerable by poverty, could still sometimes 
influence the situation for their material benefit. 
I would go further and suggest that some parents saw themselves as forming 
relationships of reciprocity with missionaries and protectors, who would undertake to 
protect and feed a family in return for access to the children. In 1836, William 
Watson described one man, Ngarrang Bartharai, whose daughter, Fanny, who was 
staying at Wellington Valley mission: 
He thinks that because we have a child belonging to him, that we must 
give him every thing [sic] he desires. Not only would he have us 
supply his own wants; but he brings up other natives saying, they are 
'his brothers' ... This time, I have given to Bartharai, a Razor, a 
Pocket Knife, a Blanket, Wheat - Beef - Tobacco &c &c.91 
On another occasion, Watson complained: 
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The natives came up this morning like a swarm of Bees, demanding 
Beef - Wheat - Tobacco and Pipes. One native whose little girl is 
living with us said, 'I have many Black fellows belonging to me, you 
must give me for all. '92 
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In a more desperate situation, a man called Pretty Boy, who was arrested for 
murdering another Aboriginal man, offered Gunther one of his children if Gunther 
would persuade the police to let him go.93 At Thomas's station in 1846, one man 
became angry when Thomas refused him a new blanket and declared "his Pickaniny 
no more go to school."94 Parents also threatened to withdraw their children from 
school if Thomas arrested some men for drinking.95 These parents may have just 
been opportunistic, but their confident manner and their anger at being refused 
suggests they saw themselves as being in the right. Thomas claimed parents thought 
they were doing him a favour by leaving their children with him - "they consider that 
they are rendering you a great service [by sending their children to school] & that 
you are under great obligation for teaching their offspring."96 Despite inadvertently 
encouraging such relationships by rewarding school children, missionaries and 
protectors expected humble gratitude and were infuriated by what they saw as 
arrogant demands. 
However, sometimes friendlier relationships developed. At Buntingdale in 1841, half 
a dozen boys were given to the missionaries, supposedly as their adopted sons. This 
was done rather formally; Francis Tuckfield called a meeting, lectured the adults on 
the importance of education and asked who would let their sons live with him. 
Several did and once Tuckfield recalled "turning to the boy I said you are my son he 
replied with a smile on his countenance yes sir!"97 Some of these children may have 
ended up on the mission because of family problems; one boy's mother had recently 
died, and another woman handed over her son when her new husband abused the 
91 Watson, Journal, 18 October 1836 p.5, W. V.P. 
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boy.98 However, Tuckfield's promise to be a father to the boys and the parents' 
earnest demands that he care for the children properly suggest that this may have 
been more than a temporary deal. Although Aboriginal opinions from this time are 
hard to read through these European accounts, some adults may have hoped to forge 
closer relationships with the missionaries through the children. This arrangement was 
more limited than Tuckfield first thought, though; when violence between Aboriginal 
groups broke out in the district, most children left with their families. 
"Not unfettered from the Native influence": why children left 
The return of children to their families happened at all missions eventually. Not all 
transitions were permanent; many children and youths left and returned several 
times. The main reason was obvious: few young people wanted to be permanently 
separated from the families they loved and the culture they had been raised in. 
Thomas, Parker and the Buntingdale missionaries complained that even their best 
students retained their "wandering habits", often spending at least one season a year 
off the missions with their families.99 These comings and goings were shaped by the 
traditional economy and by fluctuations in the amount of food and protection 
missionaries could supply. However, other more specific factors also prompted 
children to leave. 
Some children may have left because they found their schooling harsh, boring or 
offensive. Despite the benign features of some mission and protectorate schools, 
breaking children's "selfish" wills in order to save their souls was still a central 
feature of strict Evangelical child-rearing, and was reflected in some mission 
schooling. Mission and protectorate schools aimed to teach industry, obedience and 
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penalties for sin. "Fixed hours of labour and school" were cited as priorities by 
Langhorne and the teachers at the Black Town Native School, where the children's 
days were planned rigorously, focusing on prayer and manual work.10° Corporal 
punishment, although not often mentioned, evidently occurred sometimes. Children 
at Wellington Valley were locked up for lying, flogged for sexual behaviour, and 
beaten, handcuffed and denied food for stealing.101 Such treatment, while perhaps not 
exceptional by European standards at the time, must have terrified some children. By 
184 7 Thomas was receiving Aboriginal complaints about the methods of his local 
school - "they said that Mr Peacock [the teacher] beat them & that the Lubras were 
always at work".102 Later, when Kulin people were breaking up the camp to leave, 
one old man told Thomas this was partly because "Black boys work like government 
men [convicts] long time ago and girls too much work".1°3 
Some adults had more urgent fears for their children's safety. Children were removed 
from Thomas's and Smithies' stations because of the presence of fatal illness, 
believed by some Aboriginal people to be caused by malevolent magic, and Watson 
also mentioned parents fearing that children who lived with Europeans would face 
spiritual danger.104 Direct violence was also feared. Parker and Thomas recalled that 
people were afraid to leave their children alone with the protectors, in case "wild 
Black fellows" attacked.105 The missionaries at Buntingdale also reported that 
schooling was hindered by inter-tribal violence constantly forcing people off the 
station. 106 
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At other times, Aboriginal people feared the missionaries' and protectors' intentions. 
Protector Thomas and the Wellington Valley missionaries noted angrily that 
Europeans ("the emissaries of Satan") had told the Aboriginal people that the 
missionaries and protectors would steal the children and put them in prison or send 
them away to Sydney.107 Thomas was angry that parents were worried by such 
stories, calling them gullible and ungrateful. From the parents' perspective, however, 
the missionaries' excessive enthusiasm for acquiring children, combined with the 
violent encounters some Aborigines had already had with the law, may have made 
the possibility oflosing their children through military force appear quite plausible. 
However, the most compelling reason for children and youths to leave missionary or 
protectorate custody was when their schooling interfered with their family life or 
social and spiritual obligations. When adults had political or ceremonial business to 
attend to, it could be convenient to leave the children at the mission.108 However, at 
other times the youth were also needed. Watson mentioned girls being encouraged by 
their families to leave the mission for ceremonies, but the main contentious issue 
concerning the girls was marriage.109 At Wellington Valley, Merri Creek school and 
Langhome's Yarra mission, missionaries complained that it was becoming 
impossible to keep the girls for long, as their families withdrew them for marriage 
and sometimes their future husbands disliked their associating with young men in 
school. 110 In general, as Aboriginal children reached puberty they were often 
separated in their own societies through intricate kinship taboo systems, which may 
have made missionaries' policy of integrating boys and girls for classes and church 
services problematic. Many girls apparently left the missions willingly, although 
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Parker mentioned that some asked to stay at his house for protection from unwanted 
arranged marriages.111 
Male initiation ceremonies also meant the loss of pupils. In 1847 Thomas mentioned 
that some boys had run away from school and had their front teeth knocked out 
(presumably a reference to initiation). 112 Robinson complained that boys kept leaving 
the Adelaide native school to practice "their abominable customs and 
superstitions". 113 Meanwhile, at Wellington Valley, missionary Gunther complained 
that even the more "civilised" youths who were close to the missionaries were "not 
unfettered from the Native influence and superstition" and still "desirous to keep up 
the government of the Old men."114 One youth, Cochrane, brushed off Gunther's 
attempts to prevent him from leaving for ceremony, saying "Well good bye! I am 
sorry I am going, can't help it."115 When Gunther demanded, "What need you care 
about those old, wicked fellows?" Cochrane replied "Why you care for the 
Governor? These old men our Governors, we must do what they say."116 
It is evident that the elders opposed missionary interference in young people's 
marital or ceremonial lives, but whether they were also more generally hostile 
towards mission schooling is unclear; Europeans rarely sought their opinions. 
However, some antagonism was evident. During the 1840s, Tuckfield and Thomas 
complained of the old men removing children from school; Tuckfield claimed that 
the elders were trying to prevent any individuals "adapt[ing] themselves to European 
habits and mode of life", and Thomas remarked "I do think that these people would 
soon settle, if it were not for the obstinate old people".117 However, direct 
confrontations over the children's future happened only occasionally. One old man 
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rebuked Parker for teaching the children, demanding "Why do you 'sit down' with 
blackfellows? You were not born of a black woman! Why don't you go back to your 
own country[?]"118 Parker recalled another man complaining that "white fellows had 
stolen their country, and that I was stealing their children, by taking them away to 
live in huts and work, and 'read in book' like white fellow."119 
This accusation would become increasingly accurate. By the mid 19th century, 
colonial attitudes were hardening and claims that children could only be improved by 
forcible removal from their families were gaining prominence in "humanitarian" and 
official policy. In 1839, with his station going downhill fast, Threlkeld had begun 
pondering the possibility of bringing youths from the interior to his station, where 
they would be isolated from Aboriginal influences and able to concentrate on 
conversion.120 Nothing was done about this, but the idea remained. In 1846, after the 
failure of the Wellington Valley mission, Gunther stated that on reflection he 
believed forcibly removing children was probably the only route to Aboriginal 
civilisation.121 Such claims were supported by the Commissioner for Crown Lands in 
1847, who favoured the removal of "mixed blood" children for improvement and 
assumed that the children's white fathers would favour such a scheme. The feelings 
of the mothers were not considered.122 William Thomas reached similar conclusions, 
and since he became Guardian of Aborigines after the protectorate was abolished in 
1849, his views are particularly relevant. In 1853, depressed about Aboriginal 
decline and the failure of civilising projects, he concluded that inland tribes, less 
corrupted by European exposure, could be saved by the early removal of children to 
Melbourne institutions. While this might seem the idea of a "misanthrope", he stated, 
nothing else could bring about permanent improvement. 
However unfeeling the separation of children from their parents and 
their native places may seem, yet when we reflect upon the wretched 
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way these children are brought up and the obstinate degradation of 
their parents, humanity should guide us; the removing them early 
cannot be felt by the children, and to take them from the laps of their 
miserable parents would be a deed of mercy.123 
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He added that young "half-castes" were of particular concern, as they were "reaching 
an age where their habits may be fixed for life if left among their uncivilized 
relatives" .124 
In Victoria in 1861, the first report of the Central Board Appointed to Watch over the 
Interests of the Aborigines proposed that children be removed from their parents to 
urban institutions.125 The report classified the children as "Aboriginal and half-caste" 
or ''black and half-caste" and added, 
the half-castes, though numerically small, are increasing, and it is a 
serious duty to interfere at once to prevent their growing up amongst 
us with the habits of the savage, as they possess the instincts, power of 
mind, and altogether different constitution of the white man.126 
Similarly, in an 1864 essay based heavily on William Thomas's opinions and the 
findings of the 1859 Select Committee to the Legislative Council, J.W. Crouch 
portrayed Aboriginal parents as violent, undisciplined and inclined towards 
infanticide, stressed the supposed difference of "half-castes" and concluded that 
child-removal "if an evil (which is questionable) is less than the evil of permitting 
them to grow up in vice and misery and lie in an early grave".127 
In these accounts, the notion that Aboriginal adults are irredeemable and only the 
children can be civilised is more rigid than ever. Child-removal is given more 
prominence and portrayed in harder, more final terms; rather than simply visiting 
school or living on missions next to the native camp, children are now to be removed 
far away, permanently. These accounts also pay new attention to "half-castes", 
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127 J.W. Crouch, An Essay on the Aborigines of Australia, with comprehensive remarks on their 
manners, customs, belieft, rites etc etc, 1864, Hl41425, Box 46/1, SLV, pp.14-17, p.52 
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classifying them separately and defining them as both intelligent and potentially 
depraved; in need of particular supervision. These changes in thinking reflected a 
number of colonial developments. Biological determinism may have been starting to 
influence European thought, but practical changes in colonial life were also relevant, 
including the growing number of children of both Aboriginal and European descent, 
/ 
the continued refusal of Aboriginal adults to embrace mission life or surrender their 
children, and the failure of the first missions and the Port Phillip Protectorate. This 
led to a growing belief that Aboriginal people could only be civilised by force. In 
Victoria in 1869, the Central Board was strengthened by the Aborigines Act, which 
gave the government new powers to remove children.128 The Aborigines Protection 
Board of New South Wales did not obtain complete powers of child removal until 
1915, but removals were occurring long before this, through unofficial coercion or 
general child welfare laws.129 
These developments signalled the new concerns of white Australia. Peter Read has 
pointed out that in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the old missionary view that 
removal was in the children's best interests was becoming overlaid by a powerful 
new belief that child removal was necessary to protect the integrity of the white race 
and the Australian state.130 Missionaries and protectors in the 1830s and 1840s may 
have been obsessed with saving children's souls and their own careers, but they did 
not depict Aboriginal or "half-caste" children as a threat to racial purity or political 
stability. Such views are still not strongly evident in the above accounts from the 
1850s and 1860s; perhaps they would not become dominant until the white 
expansion into northern Australia and its accompanying racial anxieties, as well as 
the eventual realisation that "mixed race" numbers in the south-east were increasing. 
Nonetheless, these writings from the mid-19th century do suggest changes in colonial 
thought, at the same time as the Aboriginal people of south-eastern Australia -
numerically reduced, dispossessed, impoverished and frequently ill - were losing 
their power to resist or avoid European coercion. 
128 Richard Broome, "Victoria", in Ann McGrath (ed.), Contested Ground: Australian Aborigines 
Under the British Crown, St Leonards, Allen & Unwin, 1995, p.136 
129 Peter Read, The Stolen Generations: The Removal of Aboriginal Children in NS. W., 1833 to 1969, 
Occasional Paper, New South Wales Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Sydney, 1984, pp.5-6 
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Australia's first missionaries and protectors were not self-consciously careless or 
cruel, nor were they unaware of the loving bonds that existed within Indigenous 
families. But their unshakable cultural arrogance and inability to see anything really 
valuable or special about Aboriginal society, led them to treat families with 
increasing disrespect. Attempts by church and state to separate Aboriginal children 
from their parents in the early 19th century were in some ways noticeably different 
from later campaigns. Scientific racism had not yet emerged as a dominant force, and 
the colonial power dynamics of the time still allowed Aboriginal people to object to 
mission schooling, negotiate terms for their children's instruction and, in most cases, 
retrieve their children. Nonetheless, the insistence by the first missionaries and 
protectors that Aboriginal adults were doomed but the children could be saved, the 
coercion some missionaries used to achieve this, and their ability to overlook the 
disruption and pain they were causing, set a number of disturbing precedents. When 
combined with the waning of Aboriginal autonomy and the expansion of the colonial 
state, these would eventually affect Aboriginal societies in far-reaching and 
devastating ways. 
130 Read, "Introduction'', in Read and Edwards (eds), The Lost Children, p.xii 
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"The wages of sin": 
Sex, savagery and shame 
In 1835 William Watson described in his diary a conversation he had had one day 
with an unnamed Wiradjuri man who was accused of letting his wife stay overnight 
with a white man on a nearby station. Upon being lectured by Watson on the 
sinfulness of this, the man retaliated by criticising the missionaries for taking 
Aboriginal girls from the area and keeping them locked up on the mission. Watson 
replied that he had obtained the girls fairly and that he had no intention of allowing 
them to "mingle with the wretched natives and imitate their vices." A group of 
youths gathered to listen and a long and, Watson believed, enlightening conversation 
about moral behaviour followed. Later that day, however, he was accosted by 
another man, Kabbarin, who rebuked him angrily, saying "you like yinars [women] 
too much ... what do you want with Black yinars? ... Why don't you go to Sydney? 
plenty white yinars sit down there. Yes yes you get plenty of children by and by." 
Watson noted "all the other natives set up a loud laugh. He said the most provoking 
things which I cannot name."1 Watson, enraged, lectured the assembled people on 
the dangers of hellfire. Privately, however, he blamed the local Europeans for 
teaching them such sinful behaviour and spreading filthy rumours about the 
missionaries "to serve as an apology for their own vices".2 
Missionary definitions of heathen savagery paid particular attention to sex, and their 
discussions of lust, prostitution, marriage, same-sex eroticism and child sex were 
indicative of both their own unique position in Australian society and broader 
W estem ideas of race and sex. The above story points to a number of important 
elements in missionaries' and protectors' attempts to control and change Aboriginal 
people's sexual lives. It illustrates some coercive tactics, intended to isolate people 
(particularly women and children) from immoral sexual influences, as well as the use 
of conversation and preaching to teach sexual shame. However, this story also 
1 William Watson, Journal, 29 December 1835 pp.11-12, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts 
(eds), The Wellington Valley Project (W. V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the Church 
Missionary Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Edition, 2002, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
2 Ibid., p.12 
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demonstrates some of the limits of protectorate and missionary power; they could not 
control the behaviour of local Europeans, nor could they ignore the resentment they 
were provoking amongst some Aboriginal people. This chapter, as well as 
considering general missionary portrayals of Aboriginal sexuality, also focuses on 
these tense encounters. 
Wild men and wanton women: imperialism and sexual fantasy 
Belief in the sexual savagery of non-Europeans predated the colonisation of 
Australia. By the 16th century, ancient European folk myths of wild men of the 
woods - described as animalistic, filthy, violent and promiscuous - were reshaped 
and racialised by the medieval custom of depicting devils as black men and the 
circulation of European travelers' stories of Africa as a place of wild, unregulated 
sex. 3 However, the expansion of the slave trade and European imperialism, 
combined with growing European interest in natural history and human biology, 
were essential in encouraging these initially vague and unsystematic ideas of sexual 
savagery to become much more common, vicious and biologically determinist.4 
By the time Australia was first colonised in the late 18th century, a number of images 
of colonised peoples' sexuality were already established in the European 
imagination, helping Europeans to rationalise colonialism, but also facilitating the 
expression of their own sexual fears and desires. Images of Indigenous American 
men had, for several centuries, alternated between emphasising their feminine 
"failure" to control the land through agriculture, their supposed sexual brutality and 
their erotic, semi-naked bodies. At the same time, doubts were raised about their 
ability to reproduce and ensure the survival of their race; Robert Wokler points out 
that some 18th century commentators, including Thomas Malthus, attributed the 
3 Anthony Gerard Barthelemy, Black Face, Maligned Race: The Representation of Blacks in English 
Drama, from Shakespeare to Southerne, Baton Rouge and London, Louisiana State University Press, 
1987, p.5; William B. Cohen, The French Encounter with Africans: White Responses to Blacks, 1530-
1880, Bloomington and London, Indiana University Press, 1980, p.20; Earl Miner, "The Wild Man 
Through the Looking Glass", in Edward Dudley and Maximillian E. Novak (eds), The Wild Man 
Within: An Image in Western Thought from the Renaissance to Romanticism, London, University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1972, pp.89, 95 
4 Barthelemy, Black Face, pp. 6-12, 120; Cohen, The French Encounter, pp.13-19 
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decline in the Indigenous American population to lack of male virility. 5 Meanwhile, 
Indigenous women, while sometimes depicted as beautiful "princesses" (keen to side 
with Europeans), were more commonly described in degrading terms as slaves, 
drudges and prostitutes, and Indigenous polygamy and serial marriages were 
presented as evidence of immorality and social instability.6 
In terms somewhat more idyllic but no less stereotyped, Polynesian women were 
frequently depicted in 18th century explorers' accounts as pretty, decorative and 
willingly promiscuous, while their male relatives were often portrayed as complicit 
in this. The South Seas also offered a range of images of male same-sex eroticism, 
including men who lived as women and various male-to-male relationships 
determined by age and class, which elicited European responses ranging from horror 
to blase acceptance. Polynesian sexual imagery was seen through several different 
European lenses, sometimes interpreted according to Enlightenment notions of noble 
savagery involving natural, guiltless sex, and at other times used to portray islanders 
as idle, corrupt and dissipated, needing firm colonial govemance.7 
By the early 19th century, there was also a proliferation of scientific and popular 
depictions of Africans as lascivious, aggressive and abnormally sexual, possessing 
primitive or deformed sexual organs and capable of sex with apes, helping to 
rationalise economic and sexual slavery in the United States and European colonies.8 
5 Thomas Malthus, The Works of Thomas Malthus, vol.1, E.A. Wrigley and David Souden (eds), 
London, William Pickering, 1986, p.18; Robert Wokler, "Anthropology and Conjectural History in 
the Enlightenment", in Christopher Fox, Roy Porter and Robert Wokler (eds), Inventing Human 
Science: Eighteenth Century Domains, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1995, p.41 
6 S. Elizabeth Bird, "Savage Desires: The Gendered Construction of the American Indian in Popular 
Media", in Carter Jones Meyer and Diana Royer (eds), Selling the Indian: Commericalising & 
Appropriating American Indian Cultures, Tucson, University of Arizona Press, 2001, pp.66-69, 80-
81; Kathleen M. Brown, ''The Anglo-American Gender Frontier", in Nancy Shoemaker (ed.), 
Negotiators of Change: Historical Perspectives on Native American Women, New York, Routledge, 
1995, pp.32-33; Marilyn Irvin Holt, Indian Orphanages, Lawrence, University Press of Kansas, 2001, 
pp.34-35 
7 Patricia Grimshaw, Colonialism, Gender and Representations of Race: Issues in writing women's 
history in Australia and the Pacific, Parkville, University of Melbourne History Department, 1994, 
pp.7-8; Roy Porter, "The Exotic as Erotic: Captain Cook at Tahiti", in G. S. Rousseau and Roy Porter 
(eds}, Exoticism in the Enlightenment, Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1990, pp.117-21; 
Michael Stumia, South Sea Maidens: Western Fantasy and Sexual Politics in the South Pacific, 
Westport, Greenwood Press, 2002, pp.62-63; Lee Wallace, Sexual Encounters: Pacific Texts and 
Modern Sexualities, Ithaca and London, Cornell University Press, 2003, pp.14-18, 28-29, 40-4 7 
8 Sander L. Gilman, Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of Sexuality, Race, and Madness, Ithaca, 
Cornell University Press, 1985, pp.83-89 
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Thus, a range of sexually degrading images of colonised peoples already existed in 
Western thought for Australian colonists to draw upon and reshape. 
"Vile wretched habits": Aboriginal sexuality in colonial thought 
Given missionaries' and protectors' ambiguous place within the power structure of 
colonial Australia - as aggressive cultural colonisers and self-avowed Christian 
humanitarians - their sexual agendas become particularly interesting, focused around 
implementing systems of bodily and mental surveillance and control. They 
sometimes portrayed Aboriginal societies as promiscuous, probably referring to both 
traditional practices of polygamy and bestowing women, and colonial prostitution. 
Protector James Dredge, working in Taungurong country, described "sins of the most 
obscene and revolting description, alike destructive to the body and to the soul" .9 
William Watson deplored Wiradjuri' s "corrupt desires" and "lowest and most 
obscene" practices, and James Gunther's wife, Lydia, was disgusted by their "vile 
wretched habits and moral degradation" .10 Meanwhile, Y arra missionary George 
Langhorne described Aboriginal society as characterised by near-universal 
"promiscuous intercourse", and Parker asserted that their "gross sensuality" was their 
greatest barrier to civilisation. 11 
Nonetheless, missionaries and settlers tended to depict Aboriginal women's and 
men's sexuality differently. Recently there has been growing interest in how white 
Australia has represented and exploited Aboriginal women's sexuality, a topic 
explored by historians including Patricia Grimshaw, Susan Hunt, Mary Anne Jebb, 
Anna Haebich, Ann McGrath and Patty O'Brien.12 However, there has not really 
9 James Dredge, Brief Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, Geelong, James Harrison, 1845, 
~.11 
0 Lydia Giinther to William Jowett, 12 January 1839 pp.2-3, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; Watson, Journal, 8 May 1835 p.6, W. V.P. 
11 G.M. Langhorne to Sir Richard Bourke, 26 November, 1836, in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical 
Records of Victoria (H.R.V.): The Aborigines of Port Philip, 1835-1839, vol. 2A, Melbourne, 
Victorian Government Printing Office, 1982, p.158 
12 Grimshaw, Colonialism, Gender and Representations of Race; Susan Hunt, Spinifex and Hessian: 
Women in North-West Australia, 1860-1900, Perth, University of Western Australia Press, 1986; 
Mary Anne Jebb and Anna Haebich, "Across the Great Divide: Gender Relations on Australian 
Frontiers", in Kay Saunders and Raymond Evans (eds), Gender Relations in Australia: Domination 
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been any equivalent body of work produced on European portrayals of the sexuality 
of Aboriginal men, particularly during this early colonial period. Some historians 
claim that Aboriginal men have been commonly depicted as brutally lustful savages; 
hyper-masculine in their sexual aggression but lacking masculine self-control 
(identified as a European quality). Patty O'Brien, Jan Pettman, Anna Haebich and 
Raymond Evans point out that these stereotypes were used to rationalise European 
men's economic and political dominance and acquisition of Aboriginal women and 
land. These historians stress the particular importance to colonial agendas of stories 
about Aboriginal men posing a sexual threat to white women.13 However, these 
works consider the issue only briefly, focusing largely on popular colonial 
stereotypes from the late 19th and early 20th centuries. An examination of sexual 
politics on the first missions and protectorate stations reveals rather different sexual 
ideas, emerging from a different intellectual and social climate. 
When the first missionaries and protectors discussed Aboriginal men's lusts, they 
usually referred to desire for Aboriginal women. The possibility of sexual 
relationships between men was a topic missionaries and protectors mentioned only 
occasionally. Given this scarcity, it is difficult to say exactly how such behaviour 
(real or imagined) was viewed, but some suggestions can be made. Living in an era 
before firm medical, legal or social definitions of homosexuality in Europe, 
missionaries generally did not imply that such sexual behaviour made certain 
Aboriginal men inherently strange and marginalised, or that these men necessarily 
lacked masculinity. Rather, the "awful crime of 'Sodomy"', as missionaries 
characterised it, was depicted as a degenerate heathen act rather than a permanent 
identity. 14 When travelling around Wellington Valley in 1835, missionary J.C.S. 
and Negotiation, Sydney, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1992, pp.20-41; Ann McGrath, ''The White 
Man's Looking-Glass: Aboriginal-Colonial Gender Relations at Port Jackson'', in Australian 
Historical Studies, vol.24, no.95, October 1990, pp.186-206; Patty O'Brien, "Divine Browns and the 
Mighty Whiteman", in Journal of Australian Studies: Writing Australia, New Talents 21C, no volume 
given, no.63, 2000, pp.13-21; Patty O'Brien, "The Gaze of the 'Ghosts': Images of Aboriginal 
Women in New South Wales and Port Phillip (1800-1850)", in Jan Kociumbas (ed.), Maps, Dreams, 
History: Race and Representation in Australia, Sydney, Department of History, University of Sydney, 
1998, pp.313-400 
13 Raymond Evans, Fighting Words: Writing About Race, St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 
1999, pp.136-37, 156-58; Jebb and Haebich, "Across the Great Divide", p.34; O'Brien, "The Gaze of 
the 'Ghosts'", pp.321-23; Jan Pettman, Living in the Margins: Racism, Sexism and Feminism in 
Australia, North Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1992, pp.26-28 
14 Michael Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, Port Melbourne, William Heinemann, 1990, p.135 
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Handt was surprised and disturbed when a party of young Wiradjuri men and boys 
refused to follow him to the mission, despite his talking to them about God and 
giving them pipes and tobacco. He concluded (with an intriguing leap of logic) that 
the men must have wished to keep the boys to "commit with them the horrid sin of 
Sodom."15 Protector Edward Stone Parker of the Loddon River district also 
suspected that "unnatural offences are not uncommon among these degraded people 
... most of the single men are guilty of this horrible crime ... the young boys are 
brutally forced to become their victims."16 As with the prostitution of Aboriginal 
women, missionaries and protectors varied between blaming original heathen sin and 
corrupt European influences. Handt blamed such behaviour on Aboriginal customs, 
saying of male initiation at Moreton Bay "such filthy acts attend the whole of the 
ceremony as are best buried in silence".17 Chief protector G.A. Robinson, in contrast, 
was more inclined to blame settlers. When travelling in the Goulbum River district, 
he saw boys being offered to white stockmen "for the purpose of committing 
unnatural offence" and was told "plenty of white fellows on the Goulburn always did 
that."18 Parker, similarly, blamed the European removal of Aboriginal women, since, 
he said, this "crime" was only committed by single men, who stopped once they 
were married.19 
Whether these stories were true or not, they indicate a particular European view of 
male sexuality. The emphasis on sodomy as a sinful act rather than an intrinsic 
identity squares with what Robert Aldrich, Craig Johnston and Robert Johnston have 
identified as general concerns about convicts' sexual behaviour in early colonial 
Australia. Sex between men was depicted as a degrading criminal act to be 
eradicated through physical punishment, not necessarily a symptom of any radically 
15 J.C.S. Handt, Journal, 17 February 1835: 10, W. V.P, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
16 Edward Stone Parker, 14 July, "Quarterly Journal'', 1 June - 31 August 1842, Aboriginal Affairs 
Records (A.A.R.), VA473 Superintendent, Port Phillip District, VPRS4467, Reel 2, Public Records 
Office of Victoria (PROV) 
17 Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, 1788-1855, 
PhD thesis, University ofNew South Wales, 1978, p.810 
18 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, Ian D. Clark (ed.), 
vol.1, 1 January 1939- 30 September 1840, Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, p.285 
19 Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, pp.135-36 · 
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different sexual or gender identity.20 Similarly, while missionaries saw the younger, 
passive sexual partners as "victims" and perhaps somewhat feminised, there was no 
suggestion that the sexual aggressors had lost their masculine dominance. Nor were 
there signs of the more elaborate understanding that 18th century explorers showed of 
the varieties of male sexual roles in Polynesian societies.21 Missionaries made little 
attempt to consider in depth how Aboriginal men thought about their sexual 
identities. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence of the men allegedly involved in sodomy being 
singled out by missionaries as a separate problematic group. Rather, their behaviour 
seems to have been considered simply more evidence of the general Aboriginal need 
for Christian conversion. Thus, the proposed solution was religion and respectable 
marriage, to be guaranteed through missionary or protectorate supervision. The 
suggestion by a government doctor that young men could be straightened out through 
military service was dismissed by Robinson, on the grounds that a military 
environment would only encourage "the disgusting practice". Protector Parker added 
testily that he believed the word of God was stronger than "the drill sergeant's 
cane".22 Overall, however, there is little evidence of concrete steps being taken to 
police relationships between men. This indicates not only the limitations of 
missionary power at this time, but also the fact that same-sex encounters, while 
considered savage and sinful, did not attract the greatest degree of missionary 
concern. 
Another issue which attracted only a small amount of missionary concern was the 
idea that Aboriginal men posed a sexual threat to white women. Stories of sex 
between white women and black men are notorious for exciting horror and violence 
in Western societies, as well as providing a pretext for curtailing colonised people's 
rights. However, in Australia during the early 19th century, the issue arises in 
missionary accounts only a handful of times, and rarely conveys a coherent sense of 
20 Robert Aldrich, Colonialism and Homosexuality, London and New York, Routledge, 2003, pp.219-
224; Colin Johnston and Robert Johnston, "The Making of Homosexual Men'', in Verity Burmann and 
Jenny Lee (eds), Staining the Wattle: A People's History of Australia since 1788, Ringwood, Penguin, 
1988,p.87 
21 Wallace, Sexual Encounters, pp.14-16, 28-29, 45-47 
22 Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, p.136 · 
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racial outrage. In a letter to his missionary society colleagues in 1832, J.C.S. Handt 
related two such stories. There was a tale circulating in the colony, he said, of a white 
woman shipwrecked near Moreton Bay and held prisoner by Aboriginal people; the 
woman, Handt believed, had several "Mulatto" children.23 This rumour reminded 
him of his own recent experience in Sydney, where an apparently white woman with 
a child on her arm had approached him during the annual Parramatta native feast and 
asked him for bread. Handt was astonished to hear that she "belonged to the blacks". 
The first woman he depicted as a suffering victim, the second, he assumed, must 
have "abandoned herself to such a wretched life and company .'.i4 This: seemed 
credible to Handt, who considered most colonial white women immorat.25 
Meanwhile, L.B. Threlkeld of the Lake Macquarie mission described an Aboriginal 
man educated at the Male Orphan School in Sydney, who eloped with a settler's 
daughter. The story could have been used to invoke the supposed sexual threat of 
Aboriginal men and the dangers of trying to integrate "savages" into European 
society, but this was not how Threlkeld portrayed it. Rather, he stated that the man 
was intelligent and very handsome and that the couple eventually settled as 
respectable farmers.26 Elsewhere, Threlkeld expressed concern that the Native Police 
might attack white and black women, but merely concluded that they needed to be 
taught military self-discipline.27 These examples are too isolated to be conclusive, 
but they do not convey a strong, general sense of racial or sexual paranoia, and 
variables like the behaviour, class and level of "civilisation" of the men and women 
involved seem to have strongly influenced missionaries' final conclusions. This is 
suggestive of a climate where racial and sexual views were in something of a state of 
flux, and where local variations could be significant. Perhaps the very isolation of 
these accounts is the most important element here; the issue of sex between 
Aboriginal men and European women simply does not seem to have concerned 
missionaries or protectors very much at all. 
23 J.C.S. Handt to T. Woodrooffe and Dandeson Coates, 23 April, 1832, p.1, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/ discipline/history/wv-project/ 
24 Ibid. 
25 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines, pp.307-08 
26 L.E. Threlkeld, "Correspondence and Early Reports relating to the Aboriginal Mission, 1825-1841 ", 
in Neil Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences and Papers of L.E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the 
Aborigines, 1824-1859, vol.2, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1974, p.300 
"27 Ibid., p.264 
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It might be assumed that they avoided the topic for fear of inciting racial violence, 
but such sexual stories do not seem to have featured prominently in many 
government or settler accounts either. There were, of course, exceptions to this, 
perhaps most notably the story of Eliza Fraser's shipwreck in south-eastern 
Queensland, which emerged in the late 1830s, and the frontier legends about the 
"White Woman of Gippsland", which were first told in the 1840s. The Fraser 
captivity narratives - the racial, sexual and class politics of which have been 
discussed by Kay Schaffer - were not mentioned in·, missionary or protectorate 
accounts at this time. Indeed, Schaffer's work suggests that during the 1830s the 
story attracted more interest in Britain and the United States than in Australia, being 
linked to British class and political turmoil and America's negotiation of its own 
frontier history through stories of white people captured by "natives".28 During this 
period, the White Woman of Gippsland stories seem to, have had greater local 
resonance. These stories told of a woman stranded by a shipwreck, held prisoner by 
the Kurnai and forced to marry an elder, Bungelene. These rumours, not 
coincidentally, circulated at the same time as the violent dispossession of the Kumai 
people. Missionaries, however, did not discuss this story, and protectors Robinson 
and Thomas dismissed it as unlikely and simply an excuse for colonial violence.29 
This is one of the few stories involving sex between Aboriginal men and white 
women during this era to have received much attention from historians, but even 
here, gaps in the historiography of Australian racism are evident. It is only recently 
that Julie Carr has discussed in depth how this legend reflected changes in colonial 
society and politics. (Interestingly, Carr also notes that stories about sex between 
European women and Indigenous men were, overall, rare in Australia compared to 
28 Kay Schaffer, In the Wake of First Contact: The Eliza Fraser Stories, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 1995, pp.29-96 
29 George Augustus Robinson, "1848 Annual Report", in Ian Clark (ed.), The Papers of George 
Augustus Robinson, Chief Protector, Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.4, Clarendon, Heritage 
Matters, 2001, p.143; William Thomas, 7 October 1846, 29 January 1847, 21and23 February 1847, 
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North America.)3° Apart from Carr's work, other historians who have narrated the 
story, like Michael Cannon, have tended not to examine its sexual and racial 
significance in depth. Even Kate Darian-Smith, who discusses the importance of the 
figure of the frontier white woman to Australian national identity, still tends to link 
events from the 1840s unproblematically with racism from later decades.31 
Meanwhile, Schaffer' s work on Eliza Fraser arguably focuses more on situating the 
1830s versions of Fraser's story within British imperial literature than within 
Australian representations of Aboriginality.32 Thus, greater discussion is still needed 
on how sexualised racism· .. evolved in colonial Australia. 
It is interesting to speculate about why colonists appeared to pay relatively little 
attention to sex between Aboriginal men and European women in the early 19th 
century. The small number of European women in rural districts at this time was no 
doubt relevant. However, the fact that sexualised nationalist ideology had not yet 
strongly emerged in the Australian colonies was also significant. The image of the 
white woman as a force of purity and morality on the frontier and a symbol of racial 
and sexual vulnerability for white men to protect would become vital during the late 
19th and early 20th centuries, feeding into a number of developments like the rise of 
Australian nationalism, concerns about the white birth rate, and the emergence of 
disciplines of racial and sexual science.33 However, during the 1830s and 1840s, it 
30 Julie E. Carr, The Captive White Woman of Gipps Land: In Pursuit of a Legend, Carlton South, 
Melbourne University Press, 2001, p.93 
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seems to have been less of a general concern, especially for missionaries, who 
repeatedly described most white colonists as immoral and barely civilised. 
Another reason for this silence may well have been a general colonial downplaying 
of Aboriginal men's sexual vitality. Some portrayals of Aboriginal men disregarding 
chastity and monogamy and brutally seizing as many wives as they wanted were put 
forward by explorers, including David Collins and Edward John Eyre, and settlers 
and journalists like George Arden, Edward M. Curr and George Hamilton.34 Arden, 
for instance, claimed that Aboriginal men treated women "as an animal possession 
[acquired] through the enforcement of mingled strategy and violence".35 While these 
accounts may have referred to real events, the way these were portrayed was most 
likely shaped by the pre-existing idea that sexual brutality was normal behaviour for 
"savages", and the continuing desire to rationalise Aboriginal dispossession. 
However, what is perhaps more surprising is that in the early 19th century such 
descriptions of Aboriginal men as brutally lustful seem to have been, overall, quite 
rare. Carr, for instance, notes the contrast between American fears that white women 
captured by natives would be attracted to eroticised Indigenous men, and the 
Australian dismissal of such a possibility.36 Few settlers or explorers portrayed lust 
as Aboriginal people's defining quality - instead, they emphasised traits like 
laziness, cruelty or treachery. (Some examples of this attitude are evident in the 
works of David Collins, Charles Sturt, John Henderson, Francis Barrallier, R.J. 
"Breeders for Australia: A National Identity for Women", in Australian Journal of Social Issues, 
vol.24, no.3, August 1989, pp.163-80; Andrew Markus, Governing Savages, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 
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1880-1939, Carlton South, Melbourne University Press, 1997; Nancy Stepan, The Idea of Race in 
Science: Great Britain, 1800-1960, London, MacMillan Press, 1982 
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Australia in 1839, Adelaide, Frearson & Brother, 1879, pp.31-32 
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Massie and James Malcolm.)37 There seems to have been a general tendency, even in 
sexualised colonial accounts, to place greater stress on stories of men beating their 
wives or lazily depending on women's work. As explorer Charles Sturt claimed in 
1833, "like all savages, they [Aboriginal men] consider their women as secondary 
objects, oblige them to procure their own food . . . and, on the march, make them 
beasts of burthen.',38 Similarly, explorer and artist George French Angas, who held 
high hopes for Maori improvement but despised Aboriginal people, claimed in 184 7 
that one sign of Aboriginal inferiority to Maori was the lower status of Aboriginal 
women, whom he described as "crouching like slaves ... despised and degraded ... 
drudges in all heavy work.',39 Their beauty or sexuality was not mentioned. Even 
Eyre, Arden and Peter Cunningham, whose descriptions of Aboriginal people were 
quite sexual in some ways, still explained Aboriginal polygamy in economic terms, 
describing the women as servants (rather than concubines), valued mainly for their 
hard labour.40 
Images of Aboriginal men as sexually brutal but more interested in benefiting from 
women's labour need not always be seen as contradictory. In her work on theBaudin 
expedition to Tasmania in 1802, Patty O'Brien demonstrates how French observers 
at the tum of the century depicted Indigenous men as sexually violent and crude but 
also uninterested in the naked women around them and more concerned with 
exploiting women's work. For these Frenchmen, O'Brien suggests, true virility 
necessitated "civilised" appreciation for women's sexual allure, the removal of 
women from the labouring sphere, and their elevation to objects of desire and 
maternity. Indigenous men's sex lives, supposedly rough, inadequate and rare, were 
37 Francis Barrallier, Journal of the Expedition into the Interior of New South Wales, 1802, 
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cited as further evidence of their animal baseness and weakness.41 While the sexual 
values of Napoleonic France were, of course, different to those of British colonists 
living thirty years later, many of these links between savage brutality and impotence 
were arguably relevant to both societies. 
Such images not only served to highlightAboriginal men's alleged violence (often at 
the expense of their sexual vitality), but also to degrade Aboriginal women. Settlers 
drew upon the common European belief that cruel prostitution was typical in savage 
societies, which had no respect for women (respect was not equated with women's 
economic, legal or social independence, but with the sanctity of virginity and 
monogamous marriage).42 In practice, this often gave Europeans license to express 
their own contempt for these women, who were already struggling with 
dispossession, illness and violence. O'Brien demonstrates that while some early 
imperial writers reinforced ideas of noble savagery and women's "natural" 
subservience by depicting Aboriginal women as innocent, nubile and submissive, in 
general this was quickly replaced by another image of these women as diseased, 
cannibalistic whores.43 Settler, explorer and newspaper accounts of Aboriginal 
women did vary, but were often dominated by vicious and mocking descriptions of 
them as ugly, dirty, sickly, prematurely aged, resembling apes and breastfeeding their 
dogs alongside their babies.44 
The fact that few early colonial accounts defined Aboriginal men in terms of lust or 
Aboriginal women in terms of attractiveness or healthy motherhood is, I would 
suggest, no accident. During this period, the new sciences of anatomy, biology, 
physiology and paleontology were becoming sophisticated, popular and entangled in 
world politics, and human development was increasingly being viewed as naturally 
41 O'Brien, "Divine Browns and the Mighty Whiteman", pp.13-16 
42 Christopher Fox, "Introduction: How to Prepare a Noble Savage: The Spectacle of Human 
Science", in Fox, Porter and Wokler (eds), Inventing Human Science, pp.16-17; Gilman, Difference 
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43 O'Brien, 'The Gaze of the "Ghosts"', pp.328-29, 336-8, 360 
44 For instance, George Arden, Latest Information with Regard to Australia Felix, Melbourne, Arden 
& Strode, 1840, p.96; George Bennett, Wanderings in New South Wales, Batavia, Pedir Coast, 
Singapore and China, vol. I, London, Richard Bentley, 1834, pp.181, 325; Cunningham, Two Years in 
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hierarchical and progressive. The extermination of so-called weaker races was often 
depicted as an inevitable, positive part of this process. This was sometimes couched 
in explicitly sexual terms; for instance, in naturalist P.E. de Strzelecki's 1845 claim 
that Indigenous men became incapable of impregnating their wives after the women 
had had children by white men.45 
Stereotypes of Aboriginal people as sterile and doomed were in keeping with 
international trends in Western thought, but there is no doubt that such stereotypes 
could be particularly appealing and useful to white Australians. The idea of black 
women and men as lustful, sexually aggressive and reproductive, needing to be 
controlled (and abused) by a white master was important to the rationalisation of 
American slavery but less attractive in Australia, where colonialism did not rely on 
the breeding and exploitation of Indigenous people so much as on their supposedly 
inevitable deaths. Although Aboriginal women were frequently expected to be 
sexually available for European men, and their male relatives were expected to 
consent to this, the nature of their dispossession and growing international beliefs 
that Indigenous peoples in settler colonies were "doomed races" meant that their 
chances of reproduction, survival and progress were increasingly denied. Instead, the 
legal, physical and cultural absence of Aboriginal people from the land became 
crucial to national development and white Australian identity. 
It was rare for protectors and missionaries during the early 19th century to explicitly 
describe Aboriginal people as inevitably doomed and sterile. However, like other 
colonists, they seemed more interested in the lending or prostitution of Aboriginal 
women to European men than in any Aboriginal lusts. The bestowing of women 
began as a traditional method of forging family and economic alliances between 
different Aboriginal groups. In a colonial context, it was sometimes an initial 
response to European presence, an attempt to incorporate Europeans into Indigenous 
social systems.46 Later, however, as Aboriginal poverty worsened, sex became more 
directly related to immediate needs for food and supplies. Missionaries used a range 
45 P.E. de Strzelecki, Physical Descriptions of New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, London, 
Longman, 1845, pp.344-55 
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of terms to describe such relationships, including "concubinage", "trafficking", 
"lending", ''unlawful intercourse", "fornication", "adulterous connexion" and "living 
in the commission of vice" .47 These terms apparently encompassed a range of sexual 
relationships, from short-term exchanges of sex for food, to more permanent living 
arrangements, but, while missionaries must have been aware of this variety, few 
attempts were made to distinguish between different types of illicit sex. Rather, all 
"prostitution" was defined as sinful and dangerous~ Its connection to the spread of 
venereal disease, the dangerously low Aboriginal birthrate, and violent clashes 
between European and Aboriginal men, led many missionaries to cite sex between 
Aboriginal women and European men as a major cause of imminent Aboriginal 
extinction. 48 
Missionaries also linked Aboriginal involvement in prostitution to broader concerns 
about hard work and property ownership. As Elizabeth Fee has explored, imperial 
discourse frequently linked "savages"' supposed sexual looseness with lack of 
property sense. Many 19th century historians, anthropologists and philosophers 
asserted that in "savage" societies women and children belonged to the horde and the 
emergence of patrilineal descent systems, monogamous marriage and the nuclear 
family were key signs of progress. The development of bourgeois forms of male 
authority over women and children was linked to the growth of private property and 
liberalism and the reduction of women's public labour.49 Thus, accusations of 
Indigenous promiscuity could serve not only to depict colonised peoples as primitive, 
46 Heather Goodall, Invasion to Embassy: Land in Aboriginal Politics in New South Wales, 1770-
1972, St Leonards, Allen & Unwin, 1996, p.27; McGrath, "The White Man's Looking-Glass", 
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but also to reinforce claims that they lacked property sense, which in turn helped to 
rationalise the theft of their land and resources.50 
While missionaries did not necessarily wish to justify this theft, they did wish to 
transform Aboriginal people's ideas about labour and property, and some of these 
concerns were sexualised. Unlike some colonists, though, missionaries did not equate 
alleged Aboriginal promiscuity with total indifference to property. They often 
claimed that Aboriginal men treated their wives as servants, insisting on women's 
economic and sexual work to support their families. William Watson, for example, 
saw Wiradjuri women as slaves, coerced into manual and sexual labour, claiming 
"No class of human Beings on the earth can possibly be in a more wretched and 
pitiable condition than the Aboriginal females of New Holland.'..s1 In 1833, Watson 
was horrified when Murrahmil, a girl living at the mission, was forced away by her 
husband, lent to other men and beaten when she tried to leave him.52 He claimed that 
every European in the neighbourhood had at least one woman living with him, with 
the cooperation of their male relatives, who were being bribed.53 Meanwhile, 
Buntingdale missionary Joseph Orton asserted that the men treated their wives like 
horses and bullocks, and protector James Dredge claimed that Aboriginal women 
were slaves, forced into prostitution - ''were they to refuse to yield to the directions 
of their savage lords, ... they would ensure an unmerciful beating, if not be killed on 
the spot". 54 
Thus, to missionaries, prostitution did not demonstrate that Aboriginal men lacked a 
sense of their wives as sexual property. Rather, missionaries implied, by renting their 
wives to other men instead of controlling them monogamously, Aboriginal husbands 
assumed the role of pimps. This obviously showed a lack of Christian chastity, but 
could also imply that the men's main economic role was parasitical, receiving what 
50 Ibid.: 92-93 
51 William Watson, Report 1: · 1832 p.3, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-
~roject/ 
2 Watson, Journal, 25 March 1833 pp.16-17, W. V.P 
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James GU.nther of Wellington Valley called "the wages of sin".55 The claim that 
Aboriginal men refused to work honestly was in keeping with missionaries' and 
protectors' frequent general complaints about their "fecklessness" and "laziness". 
Thus, Handt, when lecturing Wiradjuri men on the sin of prostitution, emphasised 
that their "idleness" was the main cause behind this, and one report from Wellington 
Valley described prostituted women as "the unwilling victims of their husbands' 
indolence". 56 
The question of Aboriginal women's responsibility for their supposed sexual 
depravity elicited different missionary responses. As a general rule, missionaries, like 
other colonists, tended to depict Aboriginal women's sexuality in a way that was 
particularly degrading. Gunther, who saw the young men's obligation to avoid 
women as stemming from an original sense of male modesty, claimed in 1840 that 
while colonialism had degraded both sexes, "the men are not quite so vile as the 
females who become wives and prostitutes at so early an age".57 Despite occasional 
approving descriptions of modest Aboriginal women, missionaries generally 
described them with a mixture of pity, pessimism and contempt as degraded 
prostitutes - "the lowest of the low", "cradled in prostitution ... fostered in 
licentiousness". 58 
Some missionary sources accused Aboriginal women of being lustful and depraved. 
One Wellington Valley report spoke of their "propensity to vice", another expressed 
horror at their "obscene" language, betraying "shocking sensuality, and filthy 
practices".59 Watson found them "ignorant and depraved", and GU.nther described 
55 James Giinther to Dandeson Coates, 30 November 1838 p.2, W. V.P., 
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them as shamelessly sinful.60 Lydia Giinther implied that Wiradjuri women's 
supposed savage indolence weakened their ability to resist immoral overtures from 
European men.61 In 1842, Parker wrote disdainfully about one woman at the Loddon 
station, Kanu-purmun, claiming she was "a common prostitute, evidently from her 
own choice" and calling her a "worthless creature". He was baffled that so many men 
still wanted to marry her.62 Similarly, in 1847, Thomas was outraged at the behaviour 
of one (unnamed) fourteen-year-old girl, whom he described as "a great drunkard & 
prostitute". Although her husband seemed fond of her, Thomas advised him to think 
no more of her. Sometimes Aboriginal women's desires were accused of impeding 
the civilising mission; in this case, Thomas's anger seemed to stem not only from the 
girl's sexual behaviour, but also from her rejection of his attempts to ''protect" her ~3 
Similarly, protector Charles Sievwright claimed disapprovingly in 1840 that 
Aboriginal women in Geelong "preferred being constantly . . . exposed to the 
contaminating influence of drunkenness and debauchery", while Threlkeld stated that 
some women enjoyed the company of white men and chose to stay with them. 64 
Nonetheless, missionaries' views on Aboriginal women's sexual agency remained 
. ambiguous. The aggressive sexuality attributed to white convict women during this 
time - frequently described as violent and depraved, wilfully engaging in "unnatural" 
sex with each other and prostitution with men - was less likely to be associated with 
Aboriginal women, who were seen as more passively degraded.65 For instance, 
missionary accounts do not always make a firm distinction betWeen consenting and 
non-consenting sex, presumably partly because all forms of extramarital sex were 
classified as sinful, and partly because Aboriginal women were assumed to have little 
social or sexual agency anyway. This suggests, as Susan Hunt has argued, that 19th 
60 Gunther, Journal, 9 January 1840 p.3, W. V.P; Watson, Journal, 5 March 1833 p.11, W. V.P 
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century humanitarians saw Aboriginal women as so backward and childlike that they 
were virtually incapable of making moral sexual choices without white supervision.66 
It is interesting, therefore, to note the similarities in missionary accounts between 
portrayals of the sexual experiences of women and children. Although missionaries 
generally invested a lot of hope in Aboriginal children, they were nonetheless fearful 
about children being involved in sexual activity. For instance, Threlkeld described 
hearing the screams of very young girls being abducted by "vile men of 
Newcastle".67 Watson claimed that one mother planned to lend her three-year-old 
daughter to Europeans, and the Wellington Valley papers from the 1830s contain 
several references to girls as young as ten or twelve ("an age too early to be credited 
in England") being infected with venereal disease or becoming pregnant to white 
men.68 In 1833, Watson wrote with outrage of a neighbouring stockman- a "monster 
of iniquity" - who, Watson claimed, had 3 or 4 young children living with him for 
sex.69 However, despite deploring such wicked occurrences, missionary and 
protectoral accounts did not seem to distinguish sharply between the sexual activity 
of very young girls and that of adult women (however missionaries might have 
defined this distinction). This can be attributed partly to the supposed childishness of 
Aboriginal women, but I would suggest that the reverse is also true: to some degree, 
Aboriginal children were depicted as savagely sexual themselves. 
Children were sometimes described as possessing sinful sexual appetites. Some 
sources blamed their Aboriginal upbringing for this; Watson claimed that the girls 
learned to sin early in life, being "brought up in prostitution almost from their 
infancy".70 This came across during one incident at Wellington Valley in 1838, 
which Giinther only alluded to in his journal "as modesty forbids description". 
Young children were "observed committing most filthy & abominable actions", 
taught, Giinther claimed, by the older girls, "who are so expert in wickedness" .71 The 
66 Hunt, Spinifex and Hessian, p.116 
67 Threlkeld, ''Memoranda", p.91 
68 Gunther, Journal, 10 September 1837 p.12, W.V.P; Watson, Journal, 20 January 1833 p.4, 18 
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fact that some of these girls had themselves been molested by white men at a young 
age was no excuse as far as the missionaries were concerned; they responded with 
outrage, beatings and stem lectures on sin. Other accounts described children 
participating in adult debauchery. Watson complained jn 183~ that children living 
with other Europeans were ''under no moral restraint, subject to no discipline ... they 
indulge in all their evil propensities."72 Meanwhile, Threlkeld warned of the dangers 
of allowing Awabakal to visit Newcastle - "where drunkenness is as common with 
the black boys, 7 or 8 years old, as prostitution is with the other sex of the same age 
... ·young or old, of either sex, are equally abandoned to vice.'m (There are some 
similarities here with earlier official depictions of white convict children who had 
been raped or involved in prostitution. As Kay Daniels notes, the class background of 
these children and their pre-existing sexual reputations could be invoked to depict 
them as licentious and guilty.)74 Some of the terms missionaries used to describe 
sexual exploitation ofyoung Aboriginal girls by Europeans appeared to locate this 
abuse within what would now be considered adult categories. Watson, for instance, 
described white men living with girls as young as eight or twelve "in a state of 
adultery" and mentioned one eight-year-old girl who had lived with a European "as 
his wife". 75 
Missionaries did express horror that children so young should be so sunk in "vice".76 
However, the later Victorian notion of (white, middle class) childhood as a naturally 
innocent and helpless phase in life was not strongly relevant here. Rather, 
missionaries saw children as capable of "evil" and susceptible to damnation; hence 
their punishments - beatings, food deprivation and warnings of hellfire - were not 
seen by the missionaries as harsh, but as necessary measures. Such responses to 
children's sexuality were presumably influenced by the early 19th century belief 
(common amongst Evangelical Protestants) that children's appetites and desires were 
72 Watson, Journal, 11 July 1834 p.6, W. V.P 
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ravenous and dangerous, needing firm control.77 Philip Greven claims that 
Evangelical Protestants saw children as particularly vulnerable to evil, being 
unregenerate heirs of original sin, not yet socialised or taught shame and self-
control. 78 Here, the characteristics of childhood and savagery can be seen as 
overlapping. This was an idea being articulated in Britain during the 1830s and 
1840s by Evangelical humanitarians concerned about the plight of street children, 
who were frequently likened to "savages" - idle, promiscuous, unrestrained, filthy, 
homeless and disorderly.79 Childish savagery was a concept also reinforced by some 
scientific writers in the mid-19th century, who drew explicit parallels between the 
supposedly primitive, immature sexuality of children and that of "primitive" races.80 
Missionaries and protectors did not advance biologically determinist views about 
Aboriginal children as "naturally" promiscuous - Parker, for example, dismissed the 
theory that Aboriginal girls went through puberty much earlier than Europeans.81 
However, the combination of childhood intemperance and a "savage" environment 
was seen as inclining young Aboriginal people, especially girls, to a lifetime of 
sexual depravity. 
Salvation through shame: missionary attempts at sexual control 
When attempting to control and reshape the sexuality of Aboriginal men, women and 
children, missionaries and protectors used various forms of physical restriction and 
emotional manipulation. Attempts to control Aboriginal men's sexual appetites and 
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behaviour rarely involved physical confinement or punishment. In contrast, greater 
efforts were made to contain women and children's supposedly dangerous 
"propensities" and to keep them away from corrupting influences. These ranged from 
locking children in at night, to cutting off rations until the whereabouts of runaway 
girls were revealed, and sending police to retrieve women from situations of 
debauchery.82 Protector Sievwright wanted to outlaw all sexual contact between 
Aboriginal women and European men, and Watson approvingly noted that local 
magistrates had punished a couple of men for such behaviour.83 It is unlikely that 
such legal measures went very far at this time, but some protectors and missionaries 
certainly ordered white men away from the women, removed women from European 
huts, and informed "unsuitable" Aboriginal men that they could not marry mission 
girls.84 Some missionaries saw themselves as rightfully owning mission women (and 
their sex lives); Watson, for instance, remarked irately of women who "properly 
belong to us" being removed by their husbands.85 At this point, forcibly interring 
Aboriginal women and children rarely succeeded for long; missionaries and 
protectors still lacked the necessary military and economic power. Nonetheless, the 
belief that women and children needed more external control than men, and that they 
would be less likely to object to such control, was evident. 
Missionaries' main tactic for imparting their sexual values was conversation, 
lecturing and daily Christian routines, through which they hoped to induce feelings 
of morality and shame. Their methods were not dissimilar to those of strict Protestant 
parents of the period, trying to make their children internalise a sense of guilt and of 
being watched at all times by a stem God.86 Thus, when reproving Aboriginal men 
for sexual sin, missionaries reminded them that monogamous marriage had been set 
82 For example, Giinther, Journal, 22 April pp.5-6, W. V.P; Sievwright, "Report", September 1839 -
May 1840, in Lakic and Wrench (eds), Through Their Eyes, p.131 
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down by God, that God was always watching and judging them, and that illicit sex 
was proof that they did not yet have a "new heart" and would not be saved.s7 
Missionaries and protectors also tried to cultivate an image of themselves as 
powerful moral observers hurt by evidence of sin. For instance, one night at 
Wellington Valley in 1834, the missionaries were woken by whispering in the girls' 
bedroom, and rushed in in time to see two young men vanishing up the chimney. 
Upon catching one of the guilty youths, Goongeen, Mr and Mrs Watson reproved 
him - "you know Goongeen that it is very wrong, you have been told so very many 
times, and your conduct makes us very sorry, it makes us that we cannot eat or drink 
or sleep". Goongeen, who had a close, if vexed, relationship with the missionaries, 
knew enough to at least give the impression of penitence.ss Thus, emotional 
connections and observation by God were used to try to cultivate a guilty conscience. 
Shaming was also used to teach women and children sexual restraint. The fact that 
they were attributed little sexual agency, their activities blamed largely on white and 
black men, did not mean that missionaries exempted them from stigma. Many 
missionaries still described them as filthy and held them partially responsible. For 
instance, Watson remarked of the "seduction" of a mission girl Geanil (or Nanny) by 
European men, "We do not excuse Nanny ... while we know that the influence of 
wicked Europeans over the natives is very great through fear, we also know that the 
heart is deceitful above all things".s9 These attempts to enforce Christian self-control 
may have reflected not only the belief that children would mature and become 
civilised by learning to discipline themselves, but also a general shift in European 
ideas of gender. As Anthony Fletcher points out, during the early 19th century, older 
beliefs that women were rapaciously sexual and incapable of self-government began 
to give way to a white, middle class ideal of the desexualised woman, who controlled 
herself by internalising ideas of purity and prudence and who acted as a moral 
guardian of others.90 While missionaries may not have seen this ideal as fully 
attainable for Aboriginal women, they certainly preached to these women about their 
sexual responsibilities. Upon discovering two young men trying to "have 
87 For example, Watson, Journal, 26 April 1833 p.4-5, and 16 March 1837 p.17, W. V.P 
88 Watson, Journal, 6 November 1834 p.7, W. V.P 
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connection" with mission girls, Watson wrote, "I spoke very seriously to the girls on 
the subject of God's seeing them, and I would hope that they seemed ashamed of 
their conduct".91 When describing one "poor Girl" who had been sexually abused by 
Europeans, Gunther mentioned that the missionary response was to pray with her 
about "her soul, her sin, & her wicked heart" .92 Meanwhile, the missionaries were 
pleased to hear that the young woman W arrabhin, after leaving the mission, retained 
"a conviction of the sinfulness of adultery" and refused the advances of European 
men, saying "the Great God who sits down in Heaven and all about will see and will 
be angry".93 Thus, there was some conviction that through a stringent religious 
education, some female self-discipline could develop. 
Missionaries and protectors were attempting to reshape Aboriginal sexuality to 
conform to European middle class ideals of masculinity and femininity. However, 
they remained ambivalent about the chances of this ever fully succeeding. The 
Wellington Valley missionaries remarked in 1834 that depraved women "do not lose 
their propensity to vice, as with a charm. Nothing but Divine Grace can eradicate 
these propensities, by the regeneration of the soul".94 Patty O'Brien argues that many 
missionaries saw Aboriginal women as more malleable than men, susceptible to both 
good and evil influences.95 Thus, while they could be individually reformed by 
religious instruction, there was little suggestion of them assuming a broader role as 
moral guardians of children or men. Rather, they were still expected to submit to 
missionary authority, and accept a model of femininity that allowed only limited 
control over the self and little control over others. 
The model of masculine sexuality missionaries tried to impart to Aboriginal men was 
also problematic. European middle class ideals of masculine sexuality manifested 
themselves in various forms but generally revolved around control of one's own 
90 Anthony Fletcher, Gender, Sex and Subordination in England 1500-1800, New Haven and London, 
Yale University Press, 1995, pp.393-96 
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appetites and one's sexual partners.96 Paradoxically, in order to work towards this, 
Aboriginal men were expected to enter into relationships of dependence and 
obedience to missionaries. For example, Watson claimed in 1848 that men who read 
the Bible became possessive of their wives, leaving them on the mission where 
Europeans could not get at them.97 Here, Aboriginal men were demonstrating the 
monogamy and possessiveness missionaries had hoped to impart, but they were 
expected to do this by submitting themselves and their wives to missionary sexual 
supervision. Presumably, missionaries envisaged Aboriginal men eventually moving 
beyond this immature sexual stage, but this future prospect was rarely discussed. 
"He said the most provoking things ... " Aboriginal responses to missionary 
sexual agendas 
Aboriginal men's reactions to these moral campaigns varied but tended to 
demonstrate the limitations of missionary power. Attempts to incorporate 
missionaries into sexual relationships for money or supplies were very rare, owing to 
missionaries' obvious disgust at such relationships and their general willingness to 
provide supplies in return for church attendance and farm work. I have found only 
one example of an Aboriginal man trying to forge a serious marital link with a 
missionary or protector. When protector Charles Sievwright was travelling around 
Keilambete in 1840, he visited the camp of Burguidenang, a man from the Terang 
region, whom he had helped to release from prison. Burguidenang embraced 
Sievwright closdy, welcomed him as an honoured guest, and, accompanied by the 
elders, offered his infant daughter in betrothal to Sievwright's 11-year-old son. 
96 For example, see James Eli Adams, Dandies and Desert Saints: Styles of Victorian Masculinity; 
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Sievwright delicately refused but was touched by the gesture.98 This story seems to 
have been unique, however, prompted by an unusually strong bond between the two 
men. 
On other occasions, Aboriginal men used protectors to help change sexual situations 
they were unhappy with, instructing the protectors to help remove their wives from 
sexual relationships with other men. Sievwright, for example, was asked by a group 
of Barrabool men to help retrieve three women being forcibly held in a convict 
servant's hut. The men threatened that if Sievwright was unsuccessful they would set 
fire to the hut and spear the white men. Sievwright removed the women and had the 
guilty servants flogged.99 Meanwhile, at protector William Thomas's camp near 
Melbourne in 1839, an Aboriginal man confidently demanded Thomas's help in 
looking for his missing wife, insisting that Thomas search the house of a 
neighbouring European and the miams of visiting Aboriginal people, and threatening 
to report Thomas to the police if he did not cooperate.100 These men may have been 
taking advantage of the protectors' opposition to illegitimate sex, but the confidence 
with which they acted indicates that they also believed they had the right to expect 
help, as they had been told the protectors were there to represent their interests. 
However, many Aboriginal men's responses to missionary sexual agendas were less 
cooperative. Many continued to have relationships with girls and women on the 
missions and tolerate or encourage their wives' prostitution, and others ignored, 
mocked or challenged missionaries' lectures on sexual propriety. In 1841, when 
Tuckfield lectured Aboriginal men on the sin of polygamy, they expressed surprise 
that God would be interested in such a trifling matter. When assured by Tuckfield 
that God did not consider it trifling at all, they remarked that God must not want 
white men to have many wives if He forbade it even to the missionaries who talked 
so much about Him. They showed little interest in Tuckfield's recommendation that 
they abandon polygamy themselves, however, explaining to his outrage that they 
98 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
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needed lots of women to do the work.101 Other men questioned missionaries' 
opposition to prostitution, wanting to know why other Europeans found it acceptable 
and why missionaries did not lecture them. At Wellington Valley in 1833, Watson 
lectured a man called W oowah on the Christian necessity of having one wife only 
and not lending her to others. Woowah responded "white fellow all about make a 
light God, Black fellow all about very stupid. What for white fellow always say you 
lend me yeener [woman] belonging to you ... then I give you bread, I give you milk, 
shirt etc?"102 The missionary could not adequately respond to this. When one man 
responded to Giinther's lectures against promiscuity by asking "Why don't you talk 
that way to White fellas?" Gunther acknowledged "It is melancholy but the Black 
has some sight and must be in some respect justified for passing a remark like 
that".103 In 1833, Handt reproved another man for prostituting his wife, and the man 
replied "that white men should know that it was wrong, and not have asked her of 
him as they know about God". To this, Handt responded "A just reply indeed."104 
More serious disputes arose when Aboriginal men saw missionaries as exercising too 
much control over the women. Protector Thomas, for example, caused considerable 
turmoil in 1844 by interfering in the betrothal of a Kulin woman, Kitty, whose uncle 
had removed her from her husband to marry her to someone else. Thomas was far 
more concerned about the sanctity of marriage than about Kitty's wishes; he dragged 
her forcibly away from her female relatives and threatened her with prison if she left 
her husband again. Thomas's actions disturbed Kitty's husband, Benbow, who 
begged him not to interfere, and angered her uncle, Ningollobin, who protested 
"before white man came Black fellows did as they like with Lubras what for now 
sulky no good that". It should be noted, though, that the most direct coercion Thomas 
used was against the woman herself, and that the issue was only resolved through 
compromise with traditional practices; Benbow took Kitty back but had to give one 
of his female relatives to Ningollobin. Thus, the protector's authority was evident but 
also limited. 105 
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Disputes with Aboriginal men over women were particularly evident at Wellington 
Valley, where the local police magistrate claimed that Wiradjuri men had asked him 
to forcibly remove the women from missionary custody.106 Watson was threatened 
with magical revenge for keeping the girls, and in 1835 one young man, Kabbarin, 
threatened to bum the mission down after missionaries censured him for "enticing" a 
young woman away. (The threat was never realised though, and Kabbarin apologised 
later.)107 In 1837, one Wiradjuri man, Frederick, was furious when the missionaries 
refused to let him marry a mission girl, despite his attempts to negotiate by promising 
to build a house at the mission and leave his wife there most of the time. Upon being 
rejected, Frederick threatened to borrow muskets from local Europeans and remove 
all the girls by .force. Claiming "by and by, you will be very miserable ... Black 
fellow will come up and take away all your girls", Frederick demanded "What for 
you want so many girls? you got good many."108 He may well have been genuinely 
baffled; unlike other Europeans, missionaries did not seem to want the girls for sex, 
but nor were they respectful of Wiradjuri kinship practices and obligations. To 
Frederick's challenges, Watson could only respond with warnings of spiritual, rather 
than physical, punishment, saying "Well Frederick ... you have not yet got a new 
heart, you are not a Christian."109 Such reproofs, however, did little to lessen the 
men's resentment at missionary interference in betrothals and arranged marriages. 
The responses of Aboriginal girls and women to missionary sexual discipline are 
harder to estimate, as missionaries and protectors often seemed less interested in 
recording their conversations with women. If missionaries' and protectors' wives -
sometimes put in charge of the girls in school and around the house - were better 
informed, it is now hard to say, as these women left hardly any written records. It 
seems that some Aboriginal women, like some men, saw protectors' and 
missionaries' authority and sexual ideology as potentially advantageous. In 1844, a 
group of six women complained to Thomas about attempted rapes by white men; 
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Thomas reported it but doubted whether the courts would accept Aboriginal 
women's testimony.110 Similarly, in 1833 Warrahbin took refuge at Wellington 
Valley mission when a stockman was harassing her, and several women stayed with 
Parker to escape unwanted arranged marriages.111 However, women and girls did not 
necessarily submit gladly to physical restrictions. Robinson, upon removing a 
woman from a white man's hut on her husband's request, noted that she seemed 
unenthusiastic and told him she had not been forcibly detained.112 Wellington Valley 
accounts tell of girls climbing out of locked rooms at night or letting young men 
in.113 However, missionaries and protectors did not seem interested in questioning 
these women and girls about their motives. 
The main exception to this general silence about Aboriginal women's views was 
when women expressed religious guilt over their supposed sexual sins. According to 
Watson, one unnamed girl wept at religious lectures and told him 'her heart is often 
very heavy when she thinks of her sins, and that she often prays ... "Lord Jesus have 
mercy on me, a poor wicked child, change my wicked heart, Have mercy on all 
Black fellows.'" 114 Another woman (also unnamed), caught in a sexual encounter 
with a mission servant in 1835, "professed to be extremely sorry for her sin.''115 
Meanwhile, Jane, another young girl who had had a child by a European, seemed 
depressed and frightened and told the Watsons "I want to believe in Jesus Christ, my 
heart is very sick ... I am afraid I shall go to that bad place". Watson concluded with 
satisfaction "She knew and felt that she was a sinner, and was afraid of being 
condemned to suffer the eternal consequences of her transgressions.',i 16 These girls, 
living, as they did, under daily missionary influence, may have felt genuine religious 
guilt; given the physical illness and emotional upheavals many had experienced, the 
strict order of the mission may have come as a relief. Alternatively, they may have 
been saying what they believed the missionaries wanted to hear, to ensure ongoing 
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protection, food or approval. Similarly, when Warrabhin rebutted white men's 
advances on the grounds that God would be angry, she may have been demonstrating 
real religious belief or just trying to avoid harassment. Warrabhin eventually did end 
up in sexual relationships with Europeans, but told Watson that she was unhappy and 
was only following her husband's orders (Watson was sceptical, maintaining that 
"the females are as wretched as their husbands").117 Ultimately, however, the 
women's views are not very accessible to the historian, as they tended to remain 
largely unrecorded, dismissed or distorted. 
Missionary treatment of Aboriginal sexuality earns them a complicated place in the 
history of Australian racial and sexual thought. They were operating at a time when 
colonists regularly depicted the sexuality of Aboriginal people - particularly women 
- in ways that were vicious, degrading and often intended to naturalise Aboriginal 
demise. While missionaries usually avoided the worst excesses of such descriptions, 
they nonetheless contributed to ideas of Aboriginal sexual savagery and to the 
development of early forms of sexual surveillance and control. Aboriginal responses 
to this varied. The men's views clearly encompassed opportunism, tolerance, 
questioning and outright rejection. However, while this was sometimes the case for 
the women too, their feelings on sexual matters are generally harder to read, as they 
must be filtered through particularly numerous layers of missionary moralising, 
disgust, hopes and silences. 
117 Watson, Journal, 3 July 1835 p.1, W. V.P 
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Soap, shirts and scars: 
Cleaning and clothing Aboriginal bodies 
In 1843 the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society received a report from John 
Smithies on the progress of his Perth Aboriginal mission. While optimistic about the 
prospect of "civilising" (ie, Europeanising) the children in the mission school, he 
entertained few hopes for their parents, whose traditional nomadic life presented "an 
almost insurmountable barrier to their physical, moral and religious benefit". 
"Imagine", he wrote, 
their coming to the mission establishment draped (if it may be called 
so) in a few kangaroo skins sewn together not half covering their 
persons . . . these visitants besmeared with grease and oil and wilga 
[yellow ochre], head and hair clotted and matted with the sauce, their 
faces glistening and bodies perspiring in the burning sun . . . visit us 
frequently ... and with as much affection as any other of our common 
species they hug and kiss their children . . . With regard to adult 
civilization and conversion yet the subject seems awfully dark and 
mysterious ... Talk to them about God or Christ or heaven, they seem 
to have no idea, no feeling, no hope, all is dark, dark, dark.1 
This description of Aboriginal people in what missionaries considered a state of 
physical and spiritual savagery conveys several messages. By describing Aboriginal 
parents' obvious love for their children, Smithies, like most missionaries, rejected the 
assumption that a "savage" appearance denoted inhumanity. However, he did not 
consider appearance irrelevant; "filth" and "nakedness" - loaded cultural concepts -
were considered essential to savagery. Despite the assumed dichotomy between body 
and soul in W estem cultures, the body was still vital to the civilising mission, as the 
site where Christian respectability and gender and class identities would be inscribed, 
signalled to the world and lived out. The process of civilising Aboriginal people was 
viewed, therefore, not simply as intellectual and spiritual, but also as a physical 
process of creating modesty from nakedness, cleanliness from filth. However, 
missionaries were not dealing with "blank" bodies; Aboriginal people also endowed 
1 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 25 October 1843, Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society 
(W.MMS.) Archive, Australasia 1812-1889, Mp2107, Box 2, National Library of Australia (NLA) 
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their bodies with complex social and spiritual meanings. Thus, this chapter will also 
consider to what extent, and for what reasons, Aboriginal people adopted missionary 
standards of modesty and cleanliness, and how older forms of bodily modification, 
decoration and identity endured. 
While Aboriginal bodies were portrayed in various ways by missionaries and 
protectors, the most enduring message was that they needed to be clothed, cleaned 
and restrained. The image of Aboriginal people as naked, dirty and ugly was (and is) 
a powerful force in Australian colonial culture, helping to rationalise Aboriginal 
people's low status in Australian society and, over time, diminishing Aboriginal 
people's own sense of self-worth. When examining early colonial accounts, it is 
important to realise that terms like "naked" and "dirty" have a variety of cultural and 
historical meanings, which should be interrogated. This is particularly true of mission 
and protectoral sources. 
"Absolute and shameless nudity" 
Aboriginal nakedness and the need to hide it were particularly important to the 
mission project. European descriptions of Aboriginal people as "naked" should not 
necessarily be taken at face value; they often referred more to Aboriginal people's 
relative lack of embarrassment about exposing breasts, genitals and other body parts 
Europeans considered taboo, than to the actual absence of clothing. (Karen Ordahl 
Kupperman points out that this was also the case in colonial America, where "naked 
Indians" were often those who were simply wearing lighter clothing than the 
English.)2 This "nudity" had troubled the earliest European travellers, raised with the 
belief that Adam and Eve's transgression had distinguished humans as the only 
species naturally aware and ashamed of their own nudity.3 Explorer and naturalist 
Joseph Banks wrote in surprise that Aboriginal people were ''naked as ever our 
2 Karen Ordahl Kuppennan, Indians and English: Facing Off in Early America, Ithaca and London, 
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general father was before his fall . . . no more conscious of their nakedness than if 
they had not been the children of Parents who eat the fruit of the tree ofknowledge".4 
James Cook was particularly discomfited by evidence that female modesty might be 
cultural, not inherent- "even those parts which I always before now thought Nature 
would have taught a woman to Conceal were uncovered".5 
While early explorers rarely concluded that this set Aboriginal people outside 
humanity - a highly disturbing notion to orthodox Christianity - later settlers 
occasionally employed this argument. ~upreme Court judge Baron Field stated in 
1825 that Aborigines were "without faculties of reflection, judgement or foresight ... 
incapable of civilisation. They are the only natives in the world who cannot feel or 
know that they are naked and they are not ashamed".6 Similarly, a Port Phillip 
squatter, Mr Blair, told chief protector George Augustus Robinson during an 
argument that Aboriginal people had no sense of the shame and modesty handed 
down from "our first parents", and therefore seemed "hardly human."7 
While Robinson pointed out that exemption from the shame of original sin "would 
prove more for the natives than against them", missionaries and protectors were 
nonetheless troubled by Aboriginal nakedness, associating it with deepest 
degradation, a view not surprising in this early Victorian era.8 As protector James 
Dredge stated in 1845, physical modesty was considered vital to Christian 
conversion.9 London Missionary Society representatives were appalled to see 
Aboriginal people in Sydney "in a state of absolute and shameless nudity".1° James 
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Gunther's first glimpse of the partially clothed Wiradjuri at Wellington Valley in 
1837 prompted him to reflect that they were "more like beasts than rational 
beings". 11 Even Robinson, more tolerant of Aboriginal difference than most, was 
disconcerted when fascinated "Tamgaane" people whom he met in the Goulburn 
district insisted that he remove his shirt, trousers and shoes until "I scarcely knew 
whether I was to be left in a state of nudity or not".12 L.E. Threlkeld of the Lake 
Macquarie mission pointed out that Europeans had once lived similarly - "our 
mothers in a state of nudity danced before the mystic grove besmeared with pipe 
clay" - but this was not intended to dignify nudity, but rather to show that even the 
most degraded people could achieve civilised advancement. 13 Another point worth 
noting is that while nakedness had social and religious connotations of depravity and 
savagery, it could also be seen as implying that Aboriginal bodies were blank and 
lacking in cultural meaning, waiting to be moulded and stamped with European 
values. This idea was important to missionaries' "civilising" project. 
"Filthy and corrupt in their bodies": the European creation of Aboriginal 
ugliness 
Another aspect of the "savage" body that disturbed Europeans was its supposed 
ugliness and filth. Such ideas were not universal; missionaries occasionally 
expressed admiration for the strength and beauty of Aboriginal men's bodies. Some 
accounts portray strong, fit, muscular masculinity, describing the men as 
"remarkably erect in their carriage with very fine and broad chests", "a fine stout, 
athletic race ... well proportioned and finely limbed", "muscular forms, fine models 
Missionary Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
12 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.I, 1 January 1839 -
30 September 1840, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, p.132 
13 L. E. Threlkeld, "Correspondence and Early Reports relating to the Aboriginal Mission 1825-1841 ", 
in Niel Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences & Papers of L. E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the 
Aborigines, 1824-1859, vol.2, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1974, p.205 
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for the sculpture", and "models of symmetry and strength".14 It was not uncommon 
for 19th century Europeans to assert that physical strength and intelligence were 
inversely proportionate to one another, with the supposed athleticism of savages 
demonstrating their mental weakness. As John Hoberman points out, the fit, strong 
savage male body has been a site of white fantasies and fears about Europe's own 
"over-civilisation" since the late 18th century.15 However, this was not necessarily the 
missionaries' intention; when describing some Aboriginal men, they also stressed 
masculine dignity, intelligence and assertiveness. Hence, their descriptions of men of 
"stately" appearance and "noble and portly stature", with "fine open countenances" -
"muscular and intelligent".16 Missionaries, with their assimilationist agenda and 
general distaste for Indigenous decorations and nakedness, cannot be seen as 
consciously subscribing to any idea of the noble savage. It is likely that they saw 
Aboriginal men's beauty as indicative more of their potential for improvement than 
of the advantages of "savage" life. Nonetheless, in a colonial environment where 
missionaries felt disgust and fear at the supposedly debauched and diseased 
masculinity of working-class whites (particularly convicts), as well as concerns about 
their own illness, nerves and impotence against a harsh, foreign land, the idea of 
healthy, muscular savagery may have had attractions which were not fully 
acknowledged. 
However, it was more common for both settler and missionary accounts to describe 
Aboriginal people as filthy, smelly and physically disgusting, descriptions which 
14 Edward Stone Parker, "The Aborigines of Australia'', 10 May 1854m quoted in Edward Morrison, 
Early Days in the Loddon Valley: Memoirs of Edward Stone Parker, 1802-1865, Daylesford, 
published by the author, 1965, p.34; Robinson, Journals, vol.I, 1 January 1839 - 30 September 1840, 
p.132; George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.4, 1 January 
1844 - 24 October 1845, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, p.205; George 
Augustus Robinson, "Brief report of an expedition to the Aboriginal tribes of the interior over more 
than two thousand miles of country during the five months commencing March to August 1846", in 
Ian D. Clark (ed.), The Papers of George Augustus Robinson, Chief Protector, Port Phillip Aboriginal 
Protectorate, vol.4, Clarendon, Heritage Matters, 2001, p.67; L.E. Threlkeld, "Reminiscences 1825-
1826", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.I, p.46 
15 John Hoberman, Mortal Empires, New York, The Free Press, 1992, pp.33-61 
16 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 20 April 1839, in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records of 
Victoria (HR. V.): Aborigines and Protectors, 1838-1839, vol.2B, Melbourne, Victorian Government 
Printing Office, 1983, p.433; Joseph Orton, The Aborigines of Australia, London, Thomas, 1836, p.7; 
George Augustus Robinson, "A Report of an Expedition to the Aboriginal Tribes of the Western 
Interior during the months of March, April, May, June, July and August, 1841'', in Ian D. Clark (ed.), 
The Papers of George Augustus Robinson, Chief Protector, Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, 
vol.4, Clarendon, Heritage Matters, 2001, p.18 
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need to be interrogated. "Dirt" refers literally to soil from the ground, but as Mary 
Douglas points out, the term is also used widely to describe matter or objects that 
appear in the wrong place, offending social order.17 It was often used to describe 
Aboriginal practices of smearing the body with animal fat and oil as protection from 
cold weather and insects, as well as ceremonial practices of decorating the skin with 
coloured ochre, ashes and clay. These decorations varied regionally and according to 
the events they marked, which included funerals, meetings, battles and initiation 
ceremonies. However, European accounts commonly obscured this variety, 
describing Aboriginal bodies as simply "dirty'\ This distaste, I would suggest, did 
not stem from unfamiliarity alone. During the early 19th century dominant European 
ideas of cleanliness were changing. The once-common notion that a layer of grease 
and dirt was good protection against diseases and the elements (an idea that endured 
in many peasant communities well into the 19th century) was declining, and the rise 
of public hygiene movements and the privatisation of bodily functions amongst the 
bourgeoisie meant that dirt and bodily smells were increasingly associated with 
poverty and the working classes.18 Bathing the whole body was still impracticable for 
most people, and frequently considered narcissistic and unhealthy, but new emphasis 
was placed on the need for hands and clothes to be free from dirt and grease stains 
(signs oflower class status).19 Thus, for Europeans, Aboriginal grease, oil and paint 
could have negative social connotations. 
This was exacerbated by the notion of "savage" bodies as particularly filthy, a 
common claim which served colonial interests. Remarks by settlers and explorers 
that Aboriginal people looked and smelled so vile that even cattle would flee from 
them - "half-naked dusky savages ... filthy, and slimy, and greasy, leaving behind 
them an odour enough to turn the stomach of the stoutest dog" - helped to 
dehumanise frontier enemies.20 This is suggestive of what Timothy Burke, in his 
17 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo, London 
and Henley, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966, pp.2, 4, 35-36 
18 Alain Corbin, The Foul and the Fragrant: Odor and the French Social Imagination, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1986, pp.101, 143-44, 217-18; Georges Vigarello, Concepts 
of Cleanliness: Changing Attitudes in France since the Middle Ages, trans. Jean Birrell, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1988, pp.127-28 
19 E.M. Collingham, Imperial Bodies: Physical Experiences of the Raj, c.1800-1947, Cambridge, 
Polity Press, 2001, pp.44-46; Corbin, The Foul and the Fragrant, pp.71-72, 158, 175 
20 R.H.W. Reece, Aborigines and Colonists: Aborigines Colonial Society in New South Wales in the 
1830s and 1840s, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1974, pp.94-95. Also, George French Angas, 
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work on Zimbabwe, calls "the physicality of racism"; the enforcement of racial 
barriers through revolted descriptions of colonised peoples, encouraging Europeans 
to react with revulsion or avoidance in the presence of the colonised.21 In an early 
Australian context, such disgust did not reflect firmly established racial avoidance at 
all; frontier interaction, including sexual contact between Europeans and Aboriginal 
people, was very common. Constant emphasis on Aboriginal dirtiness could be seen, 
therefore, as helping to establish and enforce (or give the illusion of) a racial divide 
which was in reality far from secure. Furthermore, if dirt is defined as matter out of 
place, it is no surprise it was associated with Aboriginal people, whose dispossession 
and expulsion from European settlements marked them increasingly as a people out 
of place. 
Missionaries and protectors generally agreed that Aboriginal bodies were dirty, an 
idea that took various forms. Giinther, for instance, complained in 1837 that 
Wiradjuri's use of fish-fat and oil to grease their hair and bodies made them smell 
awful, while a colleague of Parker's remarked that the Loddon people were 
handsome but persisted in using "a coating of grease and various pigments and 
filth".22 "Dirt" was also linked with nakedness, both qualities supposedly indicating 
disorder. Gunther commented disapprovingly on "[t]he dirty fellows - it must be 
remembered that they were quite naked", while Threlkeld would not invite Awabakal 
into his house "in consequence of their filthy habits and disgusting appearance, being 
often in a state of nudity".23 At other times dirt was associated with disease; Watson 
complained of the "loathsome condition and dirty habits" of sick people on the 
mission, describing them as "filthy and corrupt in their bodies" .24 Here, "dirt" 
referred not only to physical sores, vomiting and so on, but also to the moral stigma 
Savage Life and Scenes in Australia and New Zealand, vol.I, London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1847, 
p.80; George French Angas, Savage Life and Scenes in Australia and New Zealand, vol.2, London, 
Smith, Elder & Co., 1847, p.211; Peter Cunningham, Two Years in New South Wales, vol.2, London, 
Henry Colburn, 1827, p.34; Charles Sturt, Two Expeditions into the Interior of Southern Australia, 
London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1833, pp.131-32 
21 Timothy Burke, Lifebuoy Men, Lux Women: Commodification, Consumption and Cleanliness in 
Modern Zimbabwe, London, Leicester University Press, 1996, p.20 
22 James Gunther, Journal, 25 September 1837, p.15, 29 September 1837 p.17, W.V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; C.B. Hall, 1854, quoted in Morrison, 
Early Days in the Loddon Valley, p.34 
23 Giinther, Journal, 29 September 183 7 p.17, W. V.P.; Threlkeld, "Reminiscences", p.45 
24 William Watson, Journal, 28February1833 p.9, 30 June 1833 p.17, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
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associated with venereal disease, a major problem at Wellington Valley. Thus, for 
missionaries, the term "dirty" encompassed a number of savage associations. 
When colonists spoke of Aboriginal people's supposed ''ugliness", another thing 
sometimes mentioned was the use of various forms of body modification in 
Aboriginal societies. Patty O'Brien, for instance, claims that settlers portrayed 
Aboriginal women's ritual scarring as particularly repulsive in order to further 
dehumanise them.25 Interestingly, though, missionaries and protectors did not seem 
uniformly disturbed by the sight of ritual scars, pierced noses or missing teeth, and 
there is not much evidence of them trying to cover up these markings. Robinson 
described male subincision in South Australia as a "barbarous practice" but did not 
explain why; since he seemed unconcerned by other forms of body alteration, I 
would suggest it was the particular cutting of the penis that bothered him. 26 James 
Giinther was the only missionary to record religious concerns about scarification, 
pointing out to young Wiradjuri men that the Bible forbade making "cuttings in the 
flesh".27 However, on the whole, it was fairly rare for missionaries to express strong 
disapproval at body modification. 
The form of deliberate cutting and scarring which seemed to bother missionaries and 
protectors the most was that which occurred during Aboriginal funeral ceremonies. 
Accounts describe relatives of the deceased cutting and burning themselves and 
smearing themselves with mud and clay. In 1839, Thomas described the mother of a 
dead child making 
a horrid figure of herself, her face scratched till her temples and 
cheeks nearly raw, six bums on each breast, her belly, thighs and legs 
were also burned till she was a perfect cripple ... her head dreadfully 
plastered with mud or clay.28 
Threlkeld gave a more generalised description of what he also saw as savage self-
mutilation: 
25 Patty O'Brien, "The Gaze of the 'Ghosts': Images of Aboriginal Women in New South Wales and 
Port Phillip (1800-1850)", in Jan Kociumbas (ed.), Maps, Dreams, History: Race and Representation 
in Australia, Sydney, Department of History, University of Sydney, 1998, p.341 
26 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, 25 October 1845 - 9 
June 1849, vol.5, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 2000, p.72 
27 Gunther, Journal, 31 July 1838 p.8, 10 January 1840 p.3, W. V.P. 
Nothing can be more hideous than to see a black woman in deep 
mourning, having no other clothing than a thick plaister [sic] of pipe-
clay on the head, covered with streams of blood flowing from cuts 
made purposely in the scalp, and daubed from head to foot with pipe-
clay.29 
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Missionaries and protectors rarely attempted to explain such rituals. Rather, as the 
above accounts show, they responded with disgust, partly at the obvious pain of the 
mourners, and at their "naked" and "dirty" bodies, which implied to Europeans 
hopelessness and degradation rather than dignified sorrow. To missionaries, the 
death of a Christian loved one required both personal sadness and spiritual rejoicing 
- James Dredge, for instance, wrote of his mother's death in 1839 "Nature feels the 
separation and demands the filial tears - but grace bids us rejoice that another gem 
has been added to our Redeemer's crown.''3° No similar feelings were attributed to 
heathen mourners, whose spirituality missionaries could not acknowledge or 
appreciate, and whose self-injury was interpreted as showing complete lack of hope 
for redemption. In 1842, Smithies contrasted what he saw as a dignified mission 
funeral, where the children dressed neatly and sang hymns, with Aboriginal burial 
rites, where they "sorrow, wail, ring the air & lacerate themselves and of course have 
none of the consolation of religion."31 Similarly, Gunther watched relatives of a dead 
man cutting themselves and crying over his grave, and was moved to shed tears 
himself, reflecting "this occasion proved to me so strikingly & affectingly, that they 
are without God & without hope."32 Attacking the body in grief, therefore, signalled 
to missionaries a lack of both physical and spiritual integrity. 
Changing bodies, changing times 
Aboriginal people, needless to say, experienced these situations very differently, not 
seeing their own bodies as blank or out of place, but rather living out complex 
28 William Thomas, "Journal: April- December 1839'', Cannon (ed.), H.R. V., vol.2B, p.535 
29 Threlkeld, "Reminiscences, 1825-1826", p.64 
30 James Dredge, 5 October 1839, James Dredge Diaries, Notebooks and Letterbook, ? 1817-1845 
(J.D.D.), MSl 1625, MSM534, State Library of Victoria (SLV) 
31 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 1May1842, W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
32 Gunther, Journal, 26 June 1838 p.21, W. V.P. 
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physical identities which are only partially evident in European sources. For one 
thing, many people routinely wore coverings, most notably the large possum-skin 
cloaks of south-eastern Australia. People's bodies were also decorated, sometimes 
elaborately, with feathers, shells, hair belts, headbands, bone jewelry, animal claws 
and teeth, leaves, rushes, coloured ochre and animal fat. These decorations varied 
between events, including meetings, battles, funerals, initiations and other 
ceremonies. Ritual practices like scarification, nose-piercing and tooth removal also 
altered the body visibly and permanently. While maintaining that these people were 
"naked" (a term misleadingly implying a blank body to be imprinted with civilised 
patterns), missionaries and protectors nonetheless encountered preexisting ways of 
decorating and changing the body which carried a wide variety of meanings. 33 
All of the above forms of decoration and modification varied culturally and 
geographically, often in ways which showed very overtly and immediately the 
impact of the law and kinship systems on people's bodies and lives. Ritual markings, 
scars and decorations often signified a person's place within social and spiritual 
systems, a place which could be reinforced through the very process of marking the 
body, which was itself often an important community activity - eg in initiation 
ceremonies. Similarly, the mourning practices which so disturbed missionaries were 
not necessarily just signs of individual despair, but rather ritualised behaviour which 
varied according to each mourner's relationship to the deceased. The individual body 
was also harmed in response to the general sense of social trouble and sorcery often 
associated with death. It must be considered whether missionaries did not understand 
these complex meanings, or whether they simply did not respect them. 34 
33 For example, James Dredge, 5 February 1839, J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV; James Dredge, 
"Journal: January to May 1839", in Cannon (ed.), HR. V., vol.2B, pp.423-24; Giinther, Journal, 13 
August 1837 p.2, W. V.P.; Orton, The Aborigines of Australia, p.7; Robinson, "Report of an 
Expedition to the Aboriginal Tribes of the Western Interior", p.27; Robinson, Journals, 25 October 
1845 - 9 June 1849, vol.5, p.71; William Thomas, "Journal: January to March 1839", in Cannon (ed.), 
HR. V., vol.2B, pp.437-38 
34 Ronald M. and Catherine H. Berndt, The World of the First Australians: Aboriginal Traditional 
Life: Past and Present, Canberra, Aboriginal Studies Press, 1988, pp.455-57; A.P. Elkin, The 
Australian Aborigines, Sydney, Halstead Press, 1943, pp.156-58, 166-67, 234-36; Lorimer Fison and 
A. W. Howitt, Kamilaroi and Kurnai, Melbourne, George Robertson, 1880, p.243; Kenneth Maddock, 
The Australian Aborigines: a portrait of their society, Ringwood, Penguin Books, 1982, pp.127; 130 
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Missionaries did, in fact, have some limited understanding of Aboriginal reasons for 
altering the body. It was often apparent to them that ceremony was a major reason 
for this, as Aboriginal people sometimes tried to explain. In 1839, for instance, when 
protector William Thomas asked young men near Melbourne why their front teeth 
were missing, they explained in sign language. 
They could not talk much English, but taking my little boy Jeremy 
who was about eight years old and catching hold of my son William 
who was 18, raised their hand from Jemmy's head higher and higher 
till they got as high as my William and then opened mouth and 
pretended to knock out the teeth, plainly telling me that when they got 
to be young men and not till then their front tooth was knocked out. 35 
Similarly, missionaries were not totally ignorant of the Indigenous significance of 
grease, mud, ochre and oil. In 1839, Tuckfield noted that Dantgurt 
(Dhaugurdwurrung) delegations visiting the Gulidjan on his mission painted their 
faces red and white for the occasion.36 Threlkeld carefully described the appearance 
of important inter-tribal ambassadors, decorated "with red and white paint and 
feathers . . . A bone thrust through the septum of the nostrils; and their long hair tied 
up in pyramdical form, add to the natural dignity of the Ambassador".37 Sievwright 
also noted ambassadors painting themselves differently according to the messages 
they carried.38 Robinson observed people around Melbourne preparing for formal 
meetings by decorating themselves with ochre, feathers and nose ornaments, while 
Parker described with great interest Aborigines recording the time between tribal 
meetings by using a young man's body as a calendar, marking the days on his skin 
with red pigment. 39 Such examples show that missionaries knew at least some of the 
substances applied to Aboriginal bodies were not just "dirt" (matter out of place) but 
rather served important social and symbolic purposes. 
35 William Thomas, "Journal: January to March 1839", in Cannon (ed.), HR. V., vol.2B, p.438 
36 Francis Tuckfield, 14 December 1839, Francis Tuckfield Journal: 1837-1842 (F.T.J.), MSl 1341, 
Box 655, SLV 
37 L.E. Threlkeld, "Memoranda", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, p.98 
38 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, pp.190-91 
39 Edward Stone Parker, "The Aborigines of Australia", lecture delivered 10 May 1854, in Edgar 
Morrison (ed.), Frontier Life in the Loddon Protectorate: Episodes from Early Days, 1837-1842, 
Melbourne, no publisher given, 1967, p.22; Robinson, Journals, vol.1, 1 January 1839 - 30 
September 1840, p.26; Robinson, Journals, vol.2, 1 October 1840- 31 August 1841, pp.181, 215 
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This raises the question of why, then, protectors and miss10naries persisted in 
describing Aboriginal people as so dirty. I would argue that this did not just 
demonstrate their European notions of beauty and hygiene; bodily decoration and 
modification could also be a visible reminder of the limits of missionary power. 
Bodily decorations marked events which missionaries could not always control and 
sometimes strongly disapproved of, including battles, initiations and non-Christian 
funerals. The absence of European rules which these decorations indicated led 
missionaries to see them as disorderly and thus dirty. More generally, it could also be 
argued that missionaries wished to encourage a different overall sense of bodily 
identity. While they certainly stressed physical conformity amongst mission 
residents, they also conceptualised cleanliness, neatness and discipline in much more 
individual terms, as part of one's personal development towards civilisation, to be 
achieved partly through an advancement in self-surveillance, self-consciousness and 
shame. Indigenous understandings of the body, which may have been, overall, less 
private and more communal, seemed to hinder mission success. 
However, protectorate and missionary attitudes towards bodily alteration could 
become more complex when physical grief was voiced for them. In 1842, protector 
Parker noted with some approval the grief of Aboriginal women at his station when 
the white overseer's young child died; at the funeral, the women wept and scratched 
their faces until they bled.40 The same thing happened when Parker's wife died; his 
son later recalled "The blacks cut their heads and women scratched their skin with 
fire sticks and kept up a wailing for 48 hours.'.41 Self-mutilation also occurred in 
response to less grave circumstances. When Francis Tuckfield of the Buntingdale 
mission let off a gun accidentally, the shot injuring his hand and narrowly missing 
his head, Aboriginal witnesses cried and scratched themselves.42 People on James 
Dredge's protectorate station responded similarly when he resigned and left for 
Melbourne in 1840. 
40 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal, 1 June - 31 August 1842", Aboriginal Affairs Records 
(A.A.R.), VA473 Superintendent, Port Phillip District, VPRS4467, Reel 2, Public Records Office of 
Victoria (PROV) 
41 J. Parker, Boyish Recollections of Victoria 70 years ago, Date and place not given, PMS2675, 
AIATSIS, p.3 
42 Francis Tuckfield, 21April1842, F.T.J., MSl 1341, Box 655, SLV 
; 
.. I 
l 
They had repeatedly said that they would "plenty cry", but I little 
anticipated so plentiful a flow of tears; what affected and shocked me 
most was the blows one of them inflicted upon his head with his 
peaked waddy, till the blood streamed down his forehead. His name 
was "Boke-boke-ga-rin" .43 
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Missionaries and protectors were touched by what they saw as personal displays of 
sorrow and affection. This was no doubt partly correct, but I would suggest that these 
displays also demonstrated a sense of trouble, social disruption and possibly 
malignant magic. Many illnesses and deaths were traditionally blamed on sorcery 
rather than accidents or natural causes, and the numerous revenge attacks following 
deaths on the Victorian stations indicate that such beliefs were still strong there and 
may have extended to some European deaths and accidents.44 However, while 
Tuckfield described feeling a frightening closeness to God when the gun exploded 
near his head, he did not consider whether Aboriginal people also attributed spiritual 
meaning to the moment.45 Dredge, in contrast, did see religious meaning in 
Taungurong's physical sorrow for him, but related it less to Indigenous customs than 
to Christian potential. 
If the bestowment of a little flour etc and a few blankets etc was 
productive of such marks of affectionate attachment, what would they 
not be capable of if brought under the influence of the Gospel? Would 
they not resemble some of them whom St Paul writes, who were ready 
to "pluck our their eyes" as proof of their gratitude?46 
Thus, missionaries could occasionally endow Aboriginal self-injury with religious 
importance, not signifying any preexisting spirituality (which missionaries generally 
denied existed) but showing the possibility of Christian conversion. 
Some forms of body modification were evidently changing at this time, but it is not 
always clear as to whether or not these changes resulted from missionary actions. 
J.C.S. Handt, visiting a camp in Cobolyen in 1832, saw a man cutting his skin to 
43 James Dredge, 11June1840,J.D.D., MS11625,MSM534, SLV 
44 Berndt, The World of the First Australians, pp.455-56; Elkin, The Australian Aborigines, pp.205-6, 
236; Maddock, The Australian Aborigines, pp.142-45 
45 Francis Tuckfield, 21April1842, F.T.J., MSl 1341, Box 655, SLV 
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produce raised marks. The man offered to do the same for Handt.47 In some districts 
scarification was a fairly public act, so it is not necessarily strange that Handt 
witnessed it, but the fact that the man was apparently performing it alone on himself 
seems odd, as does his offer to Handt, who was neither an initiated man nor a close 
associate of these particular people.48 Was it merely a polite offer or a joke? Handt 
said little, only noting that such marks were considered "highly ornamental'', which 
scarcely indicates how meaningful the practice was or whether it was changing with 
colonialism. 
A somewhat clearer although still ambiguous indication of change came from 
travelling Quaker preachers James Backhouse and G.W. Walker, who visited 
Threlkeld's mission in 1836 and were pleased to note that the practice of tooth-
removal had disappeared and scarring was becoming rarer.49 They claimed that the 
introduction of clothing had made decorative cutting unnecessary, but other 
explanations seem more likely. Awabakal closest to the missionary (usually young 
people) may have been influenced by European norms to abandon the practice. 
Alternatively, the elders may have judged the youths unworthy of initiation (either 
because of their connection to Threlkeld, or for other reasons). As well as such active 
decisions to abandon cultural practices, there were also the passive but highly 
destructive effects of Awabakal depopulation and dispersal, which may have made 
many ceremonies impossible. Given the lack of evidence, answers to this puzzle 
cannot go far beyond speculation. 
However, body modification did not always automatically decline as colonialism 
advanced. Amongst Wiradjuri at Wellington Valley, some forms of ritual marking 
endured and even underwent revival. For instance, in 1840, when Gunther reproved a 
young man, Bungary, for undergoing scarification. Bungary and another man, 
Cochrane, explained that Aboriginal women thought unscarred men were "ugly 
fellows". "Aha!" said Gunther, "you wish to please the women?" Bungary looked 
46 James Dredge, 11June1840, J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV 
47 J.C.S. Handt, Journal, 29 November 1832 p.16, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
48 Berndt, The World of the First Australians, p.172; Elkin, The Australian Aborigines, p.157 
49 James Backhouse and G. W. Walker, "Journal", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.I, 
. p.128 
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ashamed but Cochrane answered boldly "Certainly we do.',so Giinther took this as 
proof of shallow physical desires, but given that Bungary had previously been 
unwilling to undergo the operation and was under social pressure to do so, the 
scarring probably had more significance than the men disclosed. It is also likely that 
he and Cochrane were thinking not only of the young women's preferences, but also 
of uninitiated men's inability to marry. Such stories, recorded by missionaries with 
little understanding of initiation, at a time of devastating social change, are difficult 
to interpret, but suggest the continuing relevance of some practices. 
A clearer link between body modification and social conflict was made at Wellington 
Valley in 1835, when rumours circulated around the mission that the powerful deity 
Baiame would kill people who had displeased him. Some said he would destroy all 
Europeans because they had seduced his wife; another said he would kill Wiradjuri 
who lived with Europeans or lent their female relatives to them; others threatened 
dire consequences for people who failed to wear bones through their noses and attend 
the Wagganna (dance) ceremony in Baiame's honour.51 Hilary M. Carey and David 
A. Roberts identify these developments as part of a "revivalist" movement which 
initially focused on ceremonies to ward off smallpox, but later concentrated on 
preventing sexual relationships between Aboriginal women and European men. 
Carey and Roberts suggest that nose-piercing, while perhaps not spiritually important 
before colonisation, became a greater ceremonial focus for Wiradjuri in response to 
European attempts to eradicate the practice. It may have also been emblematic of 
Wiradjuri men's general wish to reassert power over the bodies of their young female 
relatives, in the face of settlers' and missionaries' attempts to gain this power for 
themselves.52 Certainly, Watson complained that mission girls were being called 
away by their relatives, and noted 
Our girls are evidently uneasy at what the natives say will be the 
consequence of their not having bones through their noses . . . we 
frequently detect them feeling the cartilage of the nose or probably 
50 Gunther, Journal, 10 January 1840 p.3, W. V.P. 
51 Watson, Journal, 1April1835 p.l, W. V.P. 
52 Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts, "Smallpox and the Baiame Waganna of Wellington Valley, 
New South Wales, 1829~1840", in Ethnohistory, vol.49, no.4, 2002, pp.821-23, 832-38, 843, 
http:! /muse. jhu.edu.journals/ethnohistory/v049/49 .4carey0 I .html · 
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This suggests that the Wellington Valley missionaries' opposition to piercing was 
shaped less by general European ideas of "ugliness" or "savagery", and more by the 
sense that piercing was a visible reminder of the elders' control over the young 
people. In the conflict over nose-piercing, young girls' bodies became contested sites 
where the broader struggle for control over the younger generation was played out. 
Clean and clad: mission rules and Aboriginal responses 
Despite occasional disputes over body modification, protectors' and missionaries' 
main concern was still to clean and cover Aboriginal bodies. The presence or 
absence of clothing could be cited to demonstrate the success or failure of the 
missions. In 1845-6, protector William Thomas listed as one of the successes of his 
Merri Creek school the fact that the children were all dressed in clean shirts, frocks 
and blankets.54 He was also so pleased when people attended church washed, shaved 
and wearing European clothes that he scarcely minded that they stripped off 
immediately afterwards (after receiving rations).55 He described his pleasure in 
seeing ''the savages" "endeavouring to imitate the white man", remarking that their 
neat, attentive church-going at Narre Narre Warren reminded him of English village 
life.56 His colleague, Edward Stone Parker also said of Aboriginal converts, 
"cleanliness, industry, and general steadiness have taken the place of the ordinary 
filth and indolence and erratic habits of the natives" .57 Preachers Backhouse and 
Walker, praising Threlkeld's Lake Macquarie mission, noted that the people there 
usually wore clothing and the women demonstrated greater modesty than they had 
s3 Watson, Journal, 19 December 1835 p.8, W. V.P. 
s4 William Thomas, 14 September 1845, William Thomas Papers, 1834-1868 (W.T.P.), MF323, Reel 
8, AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library ofNew South Wales) 
ss Michael Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835-86, Sydney, University of Sydney Press, 
1979, pp.122-23; William Thomas, 15 November 1840, 22 November 1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, 
AIATSIS; William Thomas, 15 April 1846, 17 May 1846, 16 August 1846, 5 October 1846, W.T.P., 
MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
s6 William Thomas, 28 March 1841, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
s7 Edward Stone Parker to G.A. Robinson, 7 January 1850, inA.A.R, VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
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expected.58 In 1840, Smithies reported happily that Aboriginal children were 
attending school and chapel fully clothed, and Gunther took a melancholy pleasure in 
noting that Wiradjuri attended the European-style funeral of a young girl, Nanny, "all 
decently dressed".59 
All of this suggests that clothing and "cleanliness" could be a shorthand way of 
denoting general adherence to mission rules, which was no doubt partly true. 
However, the desire to clean up Aboriginal bodies also led to real physical regimes 
on the missions and protectorate stations. Just how often and how thoroughly 
washing occurred is unclear. It is unlikely that people on the missions washed their 
whole bodies every day; this was unusual in Europe (and even considered lascivious 
and unhealthy) and often impracticable besides. Gunther, for example, complained in 
183 7 that he could not keep the mission children as clean as he wished, as the nearest 
river was a mile away.60 John Smithies said proudly that the children on his mission 
washed every morning - "Any omission of this necessary duty should be strictly 
punished" - but this may have referred only to washing the face and hands (fairly 
typical amongst Europeans).61 Aboriginal people sometimes bathed in nearby rivers, 
and while this may well have been at their own initiative, at Wellington Valley 
Gunther and agriculturalist William Porter took the opportunity to accompany them 
and sit on the riverbank while they washed, lecturing them on religion.62 Washing for 
the Sabbath was considered particularly important; Thomas, for instance, handed out 
a piece of soap to each family to encourage them to prepare for Sunday.63 
The job of cleaning Aboriginal bodies fell partly to missionary wives as part of their 
domestic duties, and they were sometimes praised for tolerating such savage "filth'', 
assumed to be offensive to their delicate sensibilities. Handt, for instance, 
58 James Backhouse and G. W. Walker, "Journal", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, 
p.128 
59 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 8 October 1840, WMMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; 
Gunther, Journal, 28 July 1839 p.11, W V.P. 
60 Gunther, Journal, 9 November 1837 p.23, W V.P. 
61 William McNair and Hilary Rumley, Pioneer Aboriginal Mission: The Work of Wesleyan 
Missionary John Smithies in the Swan River Colony 1840-1855, Nedlands, University of Western 
Australia Press, 1981, p.47 For European daily washing routines, see Collingham, Imperial Bodies, 
Ep.44-46 
2 For example, Watson, Journal, 22 December 1832 p.27, W V.P.; William Porter, Journal, 15 
December 1838 p.7, W V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
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approvingly recorded his wife scolding boys who refused to wash and wear clean 
shirts on Sunday.64 Similarly, Giinther was impressed when his wife gave a young 
man, George, a haircut, remarking that George was so greasy and smelly that "I was 
surprised that Mrs G. had inclination & ability for it".65 Gunther was generally 
amazed his wife could stand exposure to the young men's bodies - "Mrs G could 
hardly bear it but observed 'I must not mind if I can do the poor men any good' ."66 
Such self-sacrifice received public acclaim; in 1840 a letter to the Colonist praised 
Mrs Giinther and Mrs Watson for attending to Wiradjuri' s personal needs, a task that 
could be "duly appreciated only by those who have been accustomed to observe the 
slovenly and filthy habits of savages" .67 
Such accounts were generally silent on medical notions of hygiene, focusing instead 
on symbolic cleanliness ( eg, the absence of "savage" grease stains, and the 
importance of looking neat in church). This is supported by the fact that, although 
Aboriginal health standards during this era were appalling and of major concern to 
missionaries and protectors, their accounts hardly ever stated that dirt caused illness. 
Scientific understandings of germs and contagion would become popular in the late 
19th century (although they would continue to reflect social and cultural, as well as 
medical, concerns), but there is no evidence of this in missionary accounts from the 
1830s and 1840s. Rather, clean bodies were those that were acceptably civilised: 
orderly, modest, Christian and devoid of "savage" signs. 
Meanwhile, mission clothing was meant to convey several messages. By wearing it, 
missionaries hoped, Aboriginal people would demonstrate their affiliation with the 
missions and protectorate stations. Thus, clothes were distributed to attract people to 
the stations, and long residence there, hard work and church attendance might be 
rewarded with presents of shirts, trousers and dresses. Use of clothing to demonstrate 
mission residency was most evident in the school uniforms given to children by the 
Sydney Anglican Native Institution, George Langhorne's Yarra mission and John 
Smithies' Perth mission. Sources do not mention whether other missions and 
63 William Thomas, 31January1841, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
64 Handt, Journal, 26 April 1835 p.7, W. V.P. 
65 Giinther, Journal, 25September1837 p.15, W. V.P. 
66 Giinther, Journal, 29 September 18'37 p.17, W. V.P. 
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protectorate stations introduced similar uniforms; but even neat European clothing 
could have served a similar purpose: to demonstrate (to European eyes) mission 
children's partial separation from their families and from other children who "ran 
wild" in the bush. Charles Symmons, Aboriginal Protector for Perth in 1841, 
emphasised this when complimenting Smithies' mission, expressing amazement 
"that barely 8 months had passed since these [children] whom I saw before me clean 
in their persons, well ·behaved and decently clad were running over the country 
unclothed and almost uncared for".68 The link between mission clothes and mission 
custody was made particularly clear by protector Thomas. Thomas cut children's hair 
and dressed them in shirts and frocks when they arrived at his school (noting happily 
that this made them look like neat English charity children - ie, respectably working 
class), but he also confiscated shirts from children who left his school to travel with 
their families. 69 
As well as distinguishing children who were under European tuition, mission 
clothing also helped enforce missionary distinctions of gender, class and age. This 
explains protector George Augustus Robinson's amusement when an Aboriginal man 
tried on his wife's new muslin dress backwards, and James Giinther's outrage when a 
settler mocked him by sending a Wiradjuri woman to church dressed as a man.70 
Through correct European clothing, missionaries tried to convey social, sexual and 
religious order. Thus, the Parramatta Native Institution, for example, dressed the 
boys in linen shirts and knickers and the girls in petticoats and blue striped dresses, 
while Langhome's Yarra mission dressed the younger children in tunics, with 
trousers for the older boys only.71 Such clothing was not only intended as an outward 
marker of "civilisation"; the process of wearing it was also meant to alter children's 
67 Colonist, 8 January 1840 
68 Charles Symmons, 1841, quoted in McNair and Rumley, Pioneer Aboriginal Mission, p.62 
69 William Thomas, 23 August 1841, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS; William Thomas to G.A. 
Robinson, "Journal of Proceedings during the Months of June, July & August 1841", A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
70 Robinson, Journals, vol.2, 1 October 1840 - 31 August 1841, p.160; Giinther, Journals, 8 
December 1839 p.21, W. V.P. 
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habits of work and worship; they were often instructed to make and repair their own 
clothes, washing them in preparation for the Sabbath.72 
Just as missionaries and protectors cited Aboriginal clothing and cleanliness to 
demonstrate their supposed successes, other people pointed to the absence of these 
things in order to emphasise the missions' shortcomings. The Corio Chronicle, for 
instance, attacking the Buntingdale mission, described mission Aborigines as naked 
and in "a disgusting state of filth".73 In 1843, George Arden, dismissing the Port 
Phillip Protectorate as useless and promoting the Native Police instead, asserted that 
police training taught Aboriginal men "order, cleanliness and obedience".74 Police 
Magistrate Henry Fysche Gisbourne, . fighting with the Wellington Valley 
missionaries over the establishment of a police barracks in the area, reported to Sir 
George Gipps in 1840 that Wiradjuri on the mission were idle and sometimes 
naked. 75 Local settler John Maughan confirmed this, claiming that mission life 
encouraged laziness and cunning and that Wiradjuri men soon threw off the clothes 
the missionaries gave them.76 Similarly, Anglican leader Samuel Marsden insisted 
that Aboriginal people were virtually incapable of improvement, reminding 
Archdeacon Scott that Bennelong, an Aboriginal man who had lived with Governor 
Phillip for several years, ultimately "threw off all his clothes and all his acquired 
civil habits, and took to the Bush". Marsden added that he had known another man, 
Daniel, who, although raised by Europeans, had eventually "cast off his clothes and 
taken to the Bush", before proving his indelible savagery by raping an English girl. 77 
72 For example, McNair and Rumley, Pioneer Aboriginal Mission, pp.45-47; George Langhorne to 
Colonial Secretary, 31December1837, in Cannon (ed.), H.R.V., vol.2A, p.208; William Thomas to · 
G.A. Robinson, "Journal of Proceedings during the Months of June, July & August 1841", inA.A.R., 
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General Literature, vol.1, no.I, September 1843, p.78 
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This image of Aboriginal people demonstrating their scorn and indifference towards 
civilisation by throwing off their European clothes and returning to "the bush" seems 
to have been a familiar one in early colonial accounts, including some missionary 
ones. In 1833, William Watson, disappointed when a woman called Warrahbin left 
the Wellington Valley mission with her husband, wrote that she "stripped off the 
clothes Mrs W had given her and put on her blanket", giving her a "wild and savage 
appearance" which Watson contrasted with "that modesty of demeanour which 
characterised her when, dressed like an English female, she resided with us" .78 
Similarly, Gungin, or Jemmy Buckley, a young man close to the Wellington Valley 
missionaries, disappointed them by leaving for an inter-tribal battle; he "threw off his 
clothes and followed the rest, naked, into the bush".79 Thus, while Aboriginal 
nakedness was used by enemies of the missions to portray the civilising task as 
hopeless, missionaries rarely challenged this association between nudity and 
savagery, seeing the discarding of clothes as a symbolic rejection of their Christian 
mentoring. 
However, Aboriginal people did not necessarily intend this. Gungin, for example, 
possibly left his clothes behind because a formal ceremony or dispute required ritual 
body painting. At any rate, the fact that he soon returned to the mission and remained 
in contact with the missionaries for years indicates that no grand symbolic insult had 
been intended. Conversely, many Aboriginal people who accepted gifts of clothing 
had little interest in Christian conversion. Thus, Aboriginal people's understanding 
of the uses and meaning of European clothes - and how these differed to missionary 
understandings - must be considered. 
Aboriginal people probably found European clothes practical. They were (when the 
missionaries had adequate supplies) easier to acquire than animal skins, particularly 
since native animals were vanishing as pastoralism expanded. Clothes were useful, 
too, as items of exchange; Robinson mentioned that European goods and clothing 
were constantly traded between Aboriginal groups.80 Wearing clothes, especially to 
church, could also earn missionary approval and extra rations. It is hard to know how 
78 Watson, Journal, 14 September 1833 p.16, 2October1833 p.3, W. V.P. 
79 Giinth.er,Journal, 15 August 1837 p.4, W, V.P.; Watson, Journal, 14September1833 p.16, W. V.P. 
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Aboriginal people felt about this. Some Christian converts seemed to accept an 
explicit connection between cleanliness and godliness. Smithies, for example, spoke 
in 1844 of one young man who converted - "when the Lord saved him he 
immediately washed his face, oiled and combed his hair and went ... to tell his Bush 
relations of these things".81 Other people seemed more pragmatic, taking their 
clothes off again after they left church, although it is unclear whether they 
experienced this as manipulative or whether they saw the observation of church dress 
rules in return for supplies as a reasonable part of a reciprocal relationship.82 
Whether Aboriginal people also appreciated European clothing for symbolic reasons 
can be difficult to tell from European accounts, especially since these accounts 
usually assumed that Aborigines should find such clothing impressive. Watson, for 
instance, claimed that clothed Wiradjuri assumed "a kind of superiority over their 
naked brethren", but there is little evidence to verify or explain this.83 Similarly, 
James Dredge described a woman's delight at trading a woven basket for a dress -
"imagine the pleasure this poor creature felt, and the gratitude she manifested in 
being clothed like a 'white lubra' - and throwing aside her filthy rags".84 The 
woman's pleasure may have been partly at receiving such a good trade - Dredge 
mentioned that local Europeans often cheated Aboriginal people out of their produce 
- but this possibility was not addressed.85 Thus, the extent to which Aboriginal 
people were genuinely impressed with European clothes, and the place such clothing 
held in Indigenous material cultures, is not always clear. 
However, Aboriginal people certainly attached some symbolic meanings to European 
clothes, although these were not always meanings that missionaries were comfortable 
with. Marie Fels has noted the pride the Port Phillip Native Police took in their 
uniforms, recognising this as a status symbol in European society.86 Thomas's 
journals also indicate this, with some men refusing to go to church when the Native 
80 Robinson, Journals, vol.5, 25October1845-9 June 1849, p.172 
81 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 26October1844, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
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Police were there because of their jealousy that the police were better dressed and, by 
implication, more respected.87 Another notable trend in some areas was for 
Aboriginal people to refuse clothing resembling convict uniforms. Backhouse and 
Walker noted that the people on Flinders Island were amused at being given "Scotch 
caps" and paraded like soldiers in them, but were offended when offered convict-
style yellow trousers. 88 Similar reactions occurred at Wellington Valley, where 
Wiradjuri's understanding of the degradation attached to convict uniforms was no 
doubt particularly sharp because their mission buildings had previously been used as 
a convict station. They may have also heard of their relatives near Bathurst being 
employed to track and recapture escaped convicts. Thus, one man, Kabbarin, angrily 
refused a new jacket from Watson because it looked too much like the clothes of a 
"new chum" (a newly assigned servant).89 On another occasion, when the men were 
lent rough gabardines (usually worn by convicts) to work in the rain, Gungin joked 
"Here they are, all Government men". Gunther recognised this as a pointed remark 
aimed at the missionaries, "for they do not like at all, to wear the dress of prisoners & 
often call out with great stress, 'We are free men! ,,,9o Thus, while Aboriginal people 
could show little concern for European ideas of physical modesty, they certainly 
understood and employed some European meanings attached to clothing, while at the 
same time older ways of decorating and understanding the body persisted. 
The task missionaries and protectors undertook of Europeanising Aboriginal people 
did not just involve refined spiritual enlightenment, but also physical change. Despite 
some awareness of Aboriginal understandings of body modification and decoration, 
missionaries ultimately evaluated these things in terms of their implications for 
European order, tending to assume that acceptance or rejection of European clothes 
and cleanliness could be easily equated with acceptance or rejection of Christianity 
and mission rules. This, however, is insufficient to explain Aboriginal responses to 
missionary physical regimes, which were affected by practical needs, the desire to 
show themselves as free and dignified people, the decline of some traditional 
practices and the endurance of others. The fact that protectors and missionaries 
87 William Thomas, 26 February 1842, 6 March 1842, WT.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
88 Backhouse and Walker, ''Notes on the Aborigines of Tasmania", 1832, in Sharman N. Stone, 
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89 Watson, Journal, 19 June 1836 p.6, W V.P. 
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usually concluded that they had failed to make Aboriginal people clean and decent 
reflects both the partial nature of missionary authority at this time, and also the 
different meanings attached to the human body and its coverings by European and 
Aboriginal people. 
90 Gunther, Journal, 26 March l838 p.22, W. V.P. 
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"Give us this day our daily bread": 
Food and drink, manners and appetites 
In 1839, Cochrane, a young Wiradjuri man at the Wellington Valley mission, 
encountered the phrase in Romans 8: 1 "There is therefore now no condemnation to 
them which are in Jesus Christ, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit." 
When he read this, he paused to ask the missionary James Giinther "Do I walk after 
the flesh?" Giinther, pleased that the question had arisen, sternly confirmed that he 
did. 1 Like most missionaries during this time, Giinther saw Aboriginal people as 
dominated by dangerous, intemperate or filthy physical appetites. He complained 
"they would hear & understand little or nothing more than what has a reference to 
their animal wants".2 For this reason, missionaries were particularly concerned about 
Aboriginal eating and drinking. Mission life, in many ways, revolved around food. 
Flour, sugar, rice, wheat, meat and tea (as well as other commodities like blankets 
and tools) helped facilitate early meetings between Aboriginal people and 
missionaries, and brought people to church and to work on the mission farms. 
However, they were also a source of serious fights and tension on the stations. 
Furthermore, at a time of mass dispossession and illness, these rations (when they 
were supplied) helped stave off the worst effects of malnutrition, but also helped to 
usher in two centuries of poor Aboriginal diet and economic dependence on the state. 
The fact that the need for food was so essential to Aboriginal relationships with the 
first missionaries and protectors might lead some researchers to dismiss these 
relationships as straightforward, pragmatic and culturally and emotionally 
meaningless. However, this is not necessarily the case. A relationship where the 
physical and social survival of one party hangs in the balance, and where the major 
cultural and spiritual aims of the other party rely on the distribution of gifts which 
they do not always possess, is a relationship that produces powerful social and 
emotional meanings. As Tim Rowse notes in his study of ration systems in central 
1 James Giinther, Journal, 19 December 1839 p.23, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), 
The Wellington Valley Project (W. V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the Church Missionary 
Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
2 Giinther,Journal, 18 April 1838 p.4, W.V.P. 
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Australia, the near-ubiquitous nature of Aboriginal rationing - associated with 
missions, governments, pastoral stations and mines - gave it a wide range of 
functions and associations, making it "a rich site of meanings, a central generator of 
colonial ideologies."3 The question of how Aboriginal people related to strangers 
who arrived in their country uninvited and sometimes treated them disrespectfully, 
but who also supplied much-needed food without sexual demands or frequent 
violence needs to be further ad4ressed. So does the question of how missionaries 
related to people whom they had undertaken to feed, but whose appetites they often 
resented and found repulsive and frightening. 
This chapter focuses on food as a vital material link between missionaries and 
Aboriginal people, a tool 'to encourage "civilised" behaviour, and a means of 
measuring civilisation. It also considers the role of alcohol, associated not only with 
the physical destruction of Aboriginal communities, but also with various ideas about 
morality and control. Missionaries' attempts to control "savage" hungers through 
disciplined daily routines and by imparting feelings of guilt, shame and surveillance 
by God, influenced their relationships with Aboriginal people in a number of ways. 
These relationships were also shaped by Aboriginal ideas about sustenance, 
particularly the apparent belief of many people that missionaries had an obligation to 
feed them. 
Aboriginal people had received food from missionaries and protectors since their 
earliest meetings, and such gifts quickly became vital. As noted earlier, Aboriginal 
diets across Port Phillip and New South Wales varied considerably, but at this time 
all were being harmed to different degrees by the spread of pastoralism and European 
urban living. Trees were cut down; smaller plants and roots were trampled or eaten 
by sheep and cattle. These same introduced animals dried up rivers and waterholes or 
dirtied them until they were unfit for drinking or fishing. Native animals were often 
killed or driven away, and Aboriginal people who tried to hunt the new sheep and 
cows faced the threat of European violence. Firestick farming - in many areas an 
important Indigenous technique for replenishing the bushland - became impossible 
3 Tim Rowse, White Flour, White Power: From Rations to Citizenship in Central Australia, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998, pp.3-5 
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as Europeans occupied more and more country. Nonetheless, Aboriginal dependence 
on missionaries at this time was certainly not absolute; some food could still be 
obtained through hunting, gathering and fishing, as well as working for other 
Europeans, begging or stealing. Levels of dependence on rations were also 
influenced by the severity of disease in Aboriginal communities, the degree of 
protection missions could offer from violence, and, crucially, Aboriginal people's 
own traditional relationships to the country on which the missions stood. Thus the 
food links Aboriginal people established with missionaries were shaped by urgent 
need but also by their continued powers of negotiation. 
There were several reasons why missionaries and protectors accepted that they must 
distribute food. On a humanitarian level, they tended to agree that the British empire 
owed Aboriginal people sustenance in return for usurping their land. For example, 
Francis Tuckfield ofBuntingdale mission stated in 1840, 
There can be no question but that the Aborigines of any country have 
a right to food and certain articles of clothing from the soil left them 
by their forefathers and if Government occupy their ground and 
thereby deprive them of their accustomed means of subsistence 
government is bound in justice to provide for them.4 
Missions and protectorate stations also provided rations to encourage people to stay 
with them and avoid pastoral stations and townships, and to promote "civilised" 
behavior, including labour on the mission farms and attendance at church and school. 
Despite acknowledging that all Aboriginal people must be fed, missionaries did not 
see them all as equally deserving, and the use of food as a means of persuasion and 
coercion was common. As Gunther said of the common practice of rewarding church 
attendance with food, "we must use these inducements, giving them the bread that 
perisheth, if we want an opportunity of administering to them the unperishable 
lifegiving bread from heaven.',s 
4 Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 September 1840, Methodist Missionary Society 
(MMS.) Records, AJPC mfm M126, National Library of Australia (NLA) 
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"Filth and dirt": the importance of table manners 
Food was not simply a mechanism to encourage civilised behavior; missionaries saw 
eating practices themselves as meaningful, to be reshaped and civilised through daily 
Christian routines. Gunther commented in 1839 that Wiradjuri people "all want not 
merely preaching to them, occasionally, in the bush, they want instructing & training 
up like children".6 In a manner that bore resemblance to early 19th century Protestant 
child-rearing doctrines, which emphasised the necessity of disciplining children's 
appetites through external constraints and internalised guilt, missionaries attempted 
to civilise Aboriginal hungers through strict eating routines, the association of food 
with nurturing and obligation, and the imparting of feelings of shame and 
surveillance by God. This process, however, was affected by external circumstances 
and by Aboriginal questioning, resistance and negotiation. 
The possibility that food might have played vital cultural roles in Aboriginal 
societies in ways that were different to European customs (rather than simply an 
inferior version of them) was very rarely addressed. The main exception I have found 
is a report compiled for the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society by 
correspondent John Weatherstone in 1843. Anthropological in style, it described how 
Aboriginal groups around Adelaide allocated different foodstuffs to people at 
different stages of life. Weatherstone listed the various vegetables and meats 
forbidden to single men, children and pregnant women, and described how as people 
married and attained seniority, their diets expanded.7 His account is surprisingly free 
of judgements about table manners and appetites. This was atypical, however, and 
since W eatherstone was apparently not engaged in regular mission work, he may 
have had less reason to worry about daily routines of physical civilisation or the 
possible effects of rationing on "savage" Aboriginal hungers. 
Most missionaries were far more critical. A common term they used to describe 
Aboriginal eating habits was "filthy". William Watson of Wellington Valley said 
6 James Gunther to Dandeson Coates, 12 February 1839, p.3, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
7 John Weatherstone to General Secretaries, 4 December 1843, Wesleyan Methodist Missionary 
Society (W.MMS.) Archive, 1812-1889, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA -
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mournfully that the sight of "these poor creatures half or entirely naked lying on the 
ground, pulling to pieces an oppossum with their hands and teeth, covered with filth 
and dirt", would be enough to make anyone wonder "can these dry bones live?',s 
While Watson concluded that they could, his profound physical disgust indicates the 
importance of manners and management of the appetites to definitions of savagery. 
In a similar vein, Threlkeld described kangaroo meat being "tom off and eaten, 
whilst the blood streams down the arm of the hunter whether Male or Female in a 
most disgusting manner".9 Protector Charles Sievwright and Wellington Valley 
missionary J.C.S. Handt were also disturbed at seeing people eating rare, bloody 
meat.10 A London Missionary Society deputation remarked that Aboriginal people's 
degradation showed in their willingness to devour plain maize and "any offal meat 
that falls in their way" from a single dish.11 Similarly, Independent Church preacher 
Rev William Waterfield described Aboriginal people in the Melbourne winter of 
183 8 dipping into a communal pot to rub fat on their skin and drink the remains as 
"one of the most filthy sights I had witnessed" .12 Given the appalling Aborigi~al 
health standards of the time, these remarks might seem to stem from a reasonable 
concern that such practices would spread disease. However, such concerns were, in 
fact, hardly ever voiced. Rather, Aboriginal eating habits were described not as 
medically insanitary, but, more ambiguously, as filthy. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, this term can be more suggestive of social disorder. 
I would suggest that European revulsion at Aboriginal eating habits was similar to 
their concern about Aboriginal "nakedness" and "dirt"; these things seemed to 
demonstrate a lack of bodily integrity. Here it is helpful to consider Norbert Elias's 
work on the development of European table manners, in which he argues that the. 
8 William Watson, Journal, 30 June 1833 p.18, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
9 L.E. Threlkeld, "Reminiscences, 1825-1826", in Niel Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences & 
Papers of L. E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the Aborigines 1824-1859, vol.1, Canberra, Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1974, p.46 
10 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, pp.151-52; J.C.S. Handt, Journal, 28 April 1835 
p.8, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
11 London Missionary Society Deputation, "Information Regarding the Aboriginals of N.S.W.", in 
Niel Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences & Papers of L. E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the 
Aborigines 1824-1859, vol.2, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1974, p.339 
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emergence of modem Western society and the individual self involved an advance in 
the threshold of embarrassment and shame, and a growing sense of oneself as 
separate from and observed by others. People whose bodily functions were 
considered too public and frank were increasingly labeled primitive, childish or 
bestial. 13 Other theorists have added to this that the modem consuming body of the 
industrial age has become guarded, individually bounded and concerned with 
respectability, in contrast to pre-modem societies where eating was a communal 
activity and the body was more of an open, social property.14 Thus, from a 
missionary viewpoint, Aboriginal people were too close to their food because they 
ate with their hands, and too close to the meal's violent origins because they openly 
handled raw meat and blood. They also seemed to lack proper distance from their 
dining companions, by their use of shared plates and their apparent lack of concern 
for European sensibilities. This helps to explain Watson's extreme assertion that 
Wiradjuri's supposed lack of manners made them appear almost inhuman; to his 
eyes, they seemed to lack the physical boundaries and self-consciousness essential to 
bodily civilisation. 
"Irregular, beastly and immoderate": the evils of intemperance 
Another concern about Aboriginal appetites was intemperance. Missionaries worried 
about Aboriginal drinking; several claimed that alcoholism would utterly destroy 
Aboriginal societies.15 A London Missionary Society deputation sent to Sydney in 
12 William Waterfield, 1838, quoted in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records of Victoria (HR. V.): 
Aborigines and Protectors, 1838-1839, vol.2B, Melbourne, Victorian Government Printing Office, 
1983, p.519 . 
13 Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process, Oxford, Blackwell, 1978, pp.47, 63, 68-82 
14 Yannis Hamilakis, "Introduction'', in Yannis Hamilakis, Mark Pluciennik and Sarah Tarlow (eds), 
Thinking Through the Body: Archaeologies of Corporeality, New York, Kluwer Academic I Plenum 
Publishers, 2002, pp.124-25; Marie Lousie Stig Sorensen, Gender Archaeology, Oxford, Blackwell, 
2000, pp.103-4 
15 For example, J.C.S. Handt to T. Woodrooffe and Dandeson Coates, 23 April 1832, p.l, W.V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; Report on the Parliamentary Select 
Committee on Aboriginal Tribes, reprinted by the Aborigines Protection Society, London, William 
Bell, 1837, p.11; Charles Sievwright, "Report of the proceedings of Assistant Protector Sievwright", 
March-August 1839, in Mira Lakic and Rosemary Wrench (eds), Through Their Eyes: An Historical 
Record of Aboriginal People in Victoria as Documented by the Officials of the Port Phillip 
Protectorate, 1839-1841, Melbourne, Museum of Victoria, 1994, p.116; William Thomas to C.J. 
LaTrobe, 2 December 1850, Aboriginal Affairs Records (A.A.R.), VA473 Superintendent, Port Phillip, 
VPRS4467, Reel 3, Public Records Office of Victoria (PROV) 
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1824 was horrified by "these intoxicated and infuriated savages . . . shouting and 
reeling, quarrelling and fighting, from the effects of unaccustomed good cheer".16 
Protector William Thomas was particularly disturbed by people's ready access to 
alcohol in Melbourne, which led to regular fights in camps near the city.17 Protector 
Sievwright wrote of 
these unfortunate victims of excess . . . who naturally intelligent, 
astute, and capable of improvement, have now their faculties wholly 
overthrown; and their energies stultified, and extinguished, from 
participating in the begetting sin of the lower orders - drunkenness.18 
Missionaries and protectors did not seem to see Aboriginal people as capable of 
responsible drinking, and generally wished to prevent alcohol being drunk on or near 
their stations. This perspective was undoubtedly based on real evidence of the 
ravages of alcoholism in Aboriginal communities. However, they may also have 
been influenced by European perceptions of drunkenness during the early 19th 
century. 
It might be assumed that missionaries and protectors during this time saw alcohol as 
an evil in itself. There is some suggestion of this in the writings of protector James 
Dredge, a devout Methodist who attended temperance society meetings and 
described alcohol-related deaths in the colonies as proof of divine retribution.19 
However, most missionaries at this time did not attack alcohol itself, but rather 
deplored what Sievwright called "excess". During the 1830s the teetotaller 
movement had yet to properly emerge, and few British churches or temperance 
societies condemned alcohol outright.20 Drinking played a major part in respectable 
16 L.M.S. Deputation, "Information Regarding the Aboriginals ofN.S.W.", p.339 
17 William Thomas to C.J. LaTrobe, 9 June 1841, 16 June 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; 
William Thomas, 9 November 1839, 11November1839, 22 November 1839, 24 November 1839, in 
William Thomas Papers, 1834-1868 (W.T.P.), MF323, Reel 1, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) (originals held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New 
South Wales); William Thomas, 18 November 1845, 10 December 1845, 7 January 1846, W.T.P., 
MF323, Reel 3 
18 Sievwright, "Report of the proceedings'', March - August 1839, in Lakic and Wrench (eds), 
Through Their Eyes, p.116 
19 James Dredge, 3 February 1839, 18 February 1839, 6 May 1840, 5 February 1841, 29 March 1841, 
14 July 1842, James Dredge Diaries, Notebooks and Letterbook, ? 1817-1845, (J.D.D.), MS11625, 
MSM534, State Library of Victoria (SLV) 
20 Lillian Lewis Shiman, Crusade Against Drink in Victorian England, London, MacMillan, 1988, 
pp.9-11 
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British social life, including the lives of most clergymen.21 Not alcohol but 
drunkenness - uncontrolled, anti-social drinking which impeded a person's capacity 
for hard work and progress - was considered a social ill, and drunkards were usually 
blamed for their own lack of self-control.22 According to Niel Gunson, this view was 
shared by most missionaries in the Pacific at this time.23 Most Australian 
missionaries, even Dredge, spoke in terms of the "evils of intemperance", rather than 
the evils of alcohol.24 The earliest account I have found condemning alcohol itself 
was a speech given by Parker in 1854, where he asserted that Aboriginal people were 
being destroyed by "the evil which our customs sanction, which our legislation 
fosters . . . the deadly spirit-bottle!',i5 However, there is little evidence of Parker 
holding these views in earlier decades. His 1854 comments explicitly linked 
alcoholism to the recent Gold Rush, and may have also been influenced by the rise of 
the teetotaller movement. 
Thus, when missionaries and protectors in the 1830s and 1840s portrayed Aboriginal 
people as almost automatically alcoholic, this was not because they saw drinking as 
necessarily dangerous, but rather because they saw "savages" as lacking the capacity 
to manage their drinking. When urging Europeans to exercise temperance at this 
time, the churches usually stressed that moderation was only a virtue if done 
willingly and without coercion. 26 However, Aboriginal people were rarely credited 
with this degree of agency. Rather, immoderation seems to have been considered so 
essential to savagery as to make them inherently vulnerable; for instance, Giinther' s 
1838 description of a "corrobory" in terms of wildness, "dissipation" and 
"intoxication" portrays a society originally inclined towards intemperance.27 Thus, 
Aboriginal people were portrayed as victims not so much of alcohol, but rather of 
bad European influences and their own "savage" immoderation. 
21 Ibid., p.43 
22 Stephen Innes, Creating the Commonwealth: The Economic Cultural Imagination, Ithaca and 
London, Cornell University Press, 2001, p.135; Shiman, Crusade Against Drink, pp.9-11 
23 Niel Gunson, Messengers of Grace: Evangelical Missionaries in the South Seas, 1797-1860, 
Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1978, pp.306-7 
24 James Dredge, 6 May 1840, J.D.D., MSl 1625, MSM534, SLV . 
25 Edward Stone Parker, ''The Aborigines of Australia", 10 May 1854, in Edgar Morrison (ed.), 
Frontier Life in the Loddon Protectorate: Episodes from Early Days, 1837-1842, Melbourne, no 
~ublisher given, 1967, p.17 
6 Shiman, Crusade Against Drink, pp.10, 60 
27 Giinther,Journal, 3March1838 p.17, W.V.P. 
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Aboriginal "intemperance" did not just refer to drinking, though, but also to appetites 
for food. Evangelical Protestants associated violent, self-indulgent greed with 
immaturity, lack of socialisation and enslavement to bodily desires - qualities 
traditionally attributed to children, as unredeemed heirs of original sin, but also seen 
as central to savagery.28 Accusations of Aboriginal greed abound in missionary 
accounts. Joseph Orton described Aborigines as eating like "beasts of prey'', while 
Edward Stone Parker imagined Aboriginal sheep thieves "luxuriating in all the waste 
of savage and uncontrolled appetite, with their mangled and half-roasted prey" .29 
Throughout the 1830s, Handt, Gunther and Watson bemoaned Wiradjuri's "irregular, 
beastly and immoderate habits", lamenting that these people were "as indifferent as 
stones" to Christian teachings but "cunning enough as regards their stomach". The 
missionaries concluded: "Poor piteous creatures they seem to have no thought but 
that of eating".30 
However, intemperance did not simply refer to large appetites, nor did missionaries 
advocate punishing the body or denying oneself food in pursuit of spiritual 
improvement (perhaps a more Catholic view). The "settled" agricultural life 
missionaries hoped to teach Aboriginal people was not imagined to obliterate 
Aboriginal appetites; it could even create new ones through the introduction of 
European material goods. Robinson, for instance, stated that as part of the civilising 
process, Aboriginal people "should be taught to know their wants, should feel their 
necessities; a desire for civilized comforts and for the possession of property should 
be created".31 Desire for European commodities was not necessarily a problem, as 
28 Phillip Greven, The Protestant Temperament: Patterns of Child-Rearing, Religious Experience and 
the Self in Early America, New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1977, pp.29-31; Priscilla Robertson, "Home 
As A Nest: Middle Class Childhood in Nineteenth-Century England", in Lloyd deMause (ed.), The 
History of Childhood: The Untold Story of Child Abuse, New York, Bedrick Books, 1988, pp.417, 
421; C. John Sommerville, The Rise and Fall of Childhood, Beverley Hills, Sage Publications, 1982, 
pp.125-27 
29 Joseph Orton, 20 May 1839, Joseph Orton Journal, 1832-1839 and 1840-1841 (J.O.J.), MF302, 
AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); Edward Stone 
Parker, The Aborigines of Australia, Melbourne, William Clarke, 1846, p.8 
30 Gunther, Journal, 28 August 1837 p.8, 19 December 1837 p.32, W. V.P.; Handt, Journal, 4 October 
1838 p.2, W. V.P.; Watson, Journal, 7 September 1834 p.14, W. V.P. 
31 George Augustus Robinson to C.J. LaTrobe, 23 December 1839, in Cannon (ed.), HR. V., vol.2B, 
p.488 
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long as it was restrained and shaped by Christianity, prudence and planning for the 
future. 
Thus fears of intemperance did not necessarily mean that all material appetites were 
seen negatively; rather, intemperance signified unreasonable extremes of eating and 
failure to earn food through consistent hard work. Starvation could be almost as 
immoral as gluttony if it occurred because of indolence; several religious writers 
complained that Aboriginal people were so lazy they would rather starve than exert 
themselves. These claims stemmed partly from misunderstanding and dislike of the 
Aboriginal subsistence economy, which tended to emphasise satisfying one's 
immediate needs.32 As some Kulin people told Thomas in 1840 "Black fellows long 
time ago plenty pull away get kangaroo one day & then sit down another day."33 To 
missionary eyes, this looked like laziness. A London Missionary Society deputation 
wrote "Like all savages, whose subsistence is precarious, they can go long without 
food, frequently fasting for several days together; but when they have abundance, 
gorging enormously."34 Similarly, the Port Phillip Magazine claimed in 1843 that 
Aboriginal people's hunting lifestyle made them alternate between exertion and 
exhaustion, gorging and starving.35 At a time when Aboriginal people were 
genuinely sick from malnutrition as a result of dispossession, such claims could have 
harsh implications. While few missionaries went as far as Archdeacon Scott, who 
suggested that Aboriginal people devoured their own blood and flesh rather than 
exert themselves to hunt, the implication that starvation and illness were caused 
partly by indolence was voiced occasionally.36 In 1838, Handt, observing sickly, 
impoverished Wiradjuri families, stated that their hunger was caused by them being 
too lazy to grind wheat for themselves, adding that they were also too lazy to fetch 
32 Bain Attwood, The Making of the Aborigines, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1989, pp.60-61 
33 William Thomas, 18 November 1840, WT.P., MF323, Reel 2, AlATSIS 
34 L.M.S. Deputation, "Information Regarding the Aboriginals ofN.S.W.", p.341. For other examples, 
see Archdeacon Scott to Governor Darling, 1 August 1827, in Historical Records of Australia 
(HR.A.), series 1, March 1828-May 1829, Sydney, Library Committee of the Commonwealth 
Parliament, 1922 p.58; John Dunmore Lang, Cookland in North-Eastern Australia; The Future 
Cotton-Field of Great Britain: Its Characteristics and Capabilities for European Colonization, 
London, Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 1847, p.395 
35 Anonymous, "Remarks and Observations on the Habits and Customs of the Aborigines of the 
Western Port District, by A Resident Among Them", Port Phillip Magazine, vol.I, no.I, January 
1843, p.40 
36 Archdeacon Scott to Governor Darling, 1August1827, in HR.A., series 1, March 1828-May 1829, 
p.58 
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their meals from the mission.37 Temperance, therefore, did not necessarily mean 
ignoring or depriving the body, but rather regulating the appetites through rigorous 
self-discipline.38 During Wiradjuri Bible lessons, for instance, Gunther took care to 
emphasise the text "In the sweat of thy brow thou shalt earn thy bread", remarking 
tersely "they require a lesson on that point often and daily."39 
"A greater order and decorum": mission rules for eating and drinking 
However, with little promise of immediate agricultural success, missionaries were 
left trying to regulate Aboriginal appetites in the short term. They usually tried to ban 
alcohol outright, although there is little mention of them being able to physically 
enforce this rule, except in Melbourne, where, Thomas said, drunks were often given 
brief gaol sentences.40 Moreover, missionaries also tried to alter Aboriginal eating 
habits through routines that they hoped people would eventually internalise. There is 
little specific mention of them teaching European table manners, although given that 
mission schools tried to teach Aboriginal children European ways of dressing, 
speaking and washing, it seems reasonable to assume that manners were included in 
this. At Smithies' mission in Perth, for instance, a number of children ate with the 
missionary's family so that "a greater order and decorum [were] thereby enforced.'M 
Apparently some adults also picked up on this. When Governor Gipps visited the 
Wellington Valley mission in 1840 he was impressed by one of his dining 
companions, a Wiradjuri man called George, who "behaved with perfect propriety so 
much indeed, that but for his colour, and his modesty in speaking only when spoken 
to, he might have passed for an ordinary Guest.''42 There are not many individual 
accounts like this, but given the amount of time Aboriginal people spent with 
37 Handt, Journal, 29 May 1833 p.5, 2 September 1833 p.8, W. V.P. 
38 Greven, The Protestant Temperament, pp.35-36, 71; Sarah Caroline Porter, The Social Origins and 
Recruitment of English Protestant Missionaries in the Nineteenth Century, London, University of 
London, 1974, p.25 
39 Gunther, Journal, 5 March 1839 p.5, W. V.P. 
40 William Thomas, 7September1847, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
41 Protector Symmons, 1844, in Penelope Hetherington, Settlers, Servants and Slaves: Aboriginal and 
European Children in Nineteenth Century Western Australia, Crowley, University of Western 
Australia Press, 2002, p.122 
42 Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, 1788-1855, 
PhD thesis, University ofNSW, 1978, p.686 
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Europeans, their awareness of European table manners may have been greater than 
missionaries realised. 
We know more about the general eating regimes on the missions, which were shaped 
by the practical problems of feeding large numbers of people, as well as the need 
missionaries felt to enforce Aboriginal people's subordinate status. For example, a 
visitor to protector Sievwright's Mt Rouse station described the 300-400 people 
being fed thus: 
In the morning they were put into a pen, and run out, one by one, as 
sheep are when they are counted, when each received a mess of a kind 
of burgoo, or porridge ... In the middle of the day they were all drawn 
up in a row, squatted on their heels, and a wheelbarrow, full of pieces 
of beef, was wheeled around, the overseer giving a piece to each in 
tum.43 
Such a system may be indicative not only of an unusually large Aboriginal 
population, but also of Sievwright's character; he was one of the few protectors 
without a strong religious background, and thus may have been less interested than 
most of his colleagues in civilising Aboriginal eating habits. 
In contrast, at Wellington Valley, Giinther proposed the establishment of a proper 
dining hall for Wiradjuri, where missionaries could observe them and ensure that 
only "deserving" people were fed, that they did not eat in a greedy, "beastly" 
manner, and that the food was clearly associated with God who provided it ("the 
Source from which all things flow").44 Meanwhile, at Buntingdale, missionary 
control over Aboriginal eating was dictated partly by practical circumstances; 
Tuckfield wrote that he was forced to distribute and supervise meals as hostile tribes 
would not trust one another to do it.45 However, meals at Buntingdale were also held 
at set times and in relation to work and prayer. Breakfast was after morning service 
at six, dinner was at half past twelve after several hours of school and work, and 
43 Charles Griffith, The Present State and Prospects of the Port Phillip District of New South Wales, 
Dublin, William Curry, Jun. and Company, 1845, p.195 
44 Giinther, Journal, 19 December 1837 p.32, W. V.P. 
45 Francis Tuckfield, 11 January 1840, Francis Tuckfield Journal, 1837-1842 (F.T.J.), MSl 1341, Box 
655, SLV 
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supper was at half past six.46 When large numbers of people visited, morning prayers 
were held in a circle outside, with the missionaries and the food in the middle. After 
prayers and hymns, breakfast was distributed to each person, along with instructions 
about the work they had to do that day. Here, explicit links were drawn between 
God, food and work, in a physical layout that may have appeared less hierarchical 
than church, although missionaries chose it because it allowed them to observe each 
person clearly.47 Through such physical regulations, missionaries hoped, "savage" 
appetites would be altered. 
However, external discipline alone could not impart self-control; it was also 
necessary to teach people shame and guilt for their appetites and emphasise their 
obligations to the missionaries who fed them. These efforts focused on those people 
whom missionaries had most access to, usually small numbers of children. Children 
at Wellington Valley who stole food were not only locked up, handcuffed and denied 
meals, but also reproached repeatedly by Gunther, Watson and Mrs Watson, 
prompting "many confessions of penitence with tears & resolutions for the better".48 
Missionaries professed great distress at the "wickedness" of these children, in whom 
they had invested high hopes and whom they struggled to remould. As part of this 
struggle, they had no objection to using both physical violence and emotional 
blackmail. When one girl, Nancy, was caught stealing from the kitchens, Gunther 
and Watson gave her "a good flogging" while "at the same time speaking kindly and 
feelingly to her 'Your conduct is too bad ... we can bear it no longer ... Have not Mr 
& Mrs W been very kind to you? ... But see how ungrateful you have proved! " 49 
Thus, food on the missions could be emotionally charged, linked to personal claims 
made by missionaries upon Aboriginal people, particularly children. 
46 Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 September 1840, WMMS. Archives, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA 
47 Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 October 1841, WMMS. Archives, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA 
48 Gunther, Journal, 21August1837 p.6, W V.P. 
49 Gunther, Journal, 7 September 1837 p.11, W V.P. 
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"Cunning enough as regards their stomach": Aboriginal responses to ration 
systems 
However, in most cases missionaries did not have the power to punish people so 
harshly, and Aboriginal attitudes towards food and drink were not always as obedient 
and grateful as missionaries had expected. Missionaries' opposition to drunkenness 
elicited mixed responses. Some Aboriginal people, conscious of the painful impact 
alcohol was having, supported the ban on drinking. Kulin leaders Billibellary and 
Budgry Tom warned the young men not to drink, and sometimes asked Thomas to 
put drunks in the lockhouse because of the violent disturbances they caused in the 
camps.50 Similarly, in 1841 when Tuckfield warned young men who returned from 
town drunk on the Sabbath that "the great Spirit above" would be angry and punish 
them, other people gathered around and agreed that the drunkards were "no good" .51 
However, some people ignored the missionaries' lectures or laughed them off, while 
others protested that white men made them drink; this complaint was quite often 
heard near Melbourne, where black and white alcoholism combined.52 Sometimes 
drinkers challenged the missionaries; when Threlkeld scolded some Awabakal 
people for spending money on rum, they retorted that Europeans did the same, and 
by 1850 people around Melbourne were telling Thomas "White man get em drunk & 
why not black?"53 However, arguments about alcohol rarely seemed to rise above 
this level, and no positive reasons for drinking were offered. 
Systems of food rationing led to more complex problems. Protectors and 
missionaries in the 1830s and 1840s often lacked the power to enforce their ration 
regimes as strictly as they wished. In later decades, missionaries would become more 
successfully aggressive in changing Aboriginal eating habits. Bain Attwood, for 
instance, notes that at Ramahyuck Moravian mission in the 1860s and 1870s, 
missionaries worked hard to ensure that food was prepared and eaten inside 
individual cottages by husbands and wives, thus enforcing new notions of 
50 William Thomas to C.J. LaTrobe, 16 June 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; William 
Thomas, 19 April 1845, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
51 Francis Tuckfield, 11July1841, F.T.J., MSl 1341, Box 665, SLV 
52 For example, William Thomas, 18 November 1845, 7 January 1846, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, 
AIATSIS; Francis Tuckfield, 11July1841, F.T.J., MS11341, Box 665, SLV 
53 William Thomas to C.J. LaTrobe, 2December1850,A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 3, PROV 
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individualism, privacy and the nuclear family, in contrast to the old Aboriginal 
custom of eating outside around the campfire in extended family groups.54 
Alternatively, as Anna Haebich has discussed, some later missions opted for much 
more regimented dining systems, where children were made to eat in institutional 
halls where silence and subordination were often harshly enforced, diminishing 
individual and cultural identities.55 Interestingly, the Indian boarding school system 
in the U.S. had similar dining hall policies, requiring rigid order, European manners 
and prayers.56 However, while the origins of such policies were evident in early 19th 
century Australia, missionaries and protectors could not yet enforce them across the 
board, and Aboriginal opinions and objections still had to be listened to. 
For instance, the system of distributing food to Aboriginal people according to how 
"deserving" they were (ie, how much farm work they did, or how physically weak 
and needy they appeared) became problematic when it conflicted with Aboriginal 
obligations to share food according to kinship systems. Irate missionaries claimed 
that this encouraged lazy people to demand food from their harder-working relatives. 
Threlkeld was annoyed by "idlers" hanging around the A wabakal workers, expecting 
a share in their pay, and Sievwright lamented that while he was authorised to feed 
only the elderly, the sick and the children, he could not stop these meagre supplies 
being shared around the community.57 Parker was particularly angered by several 
men who, he said, were hostile towards him and made the youths give them the food 
they had earned through farm labour.58 James Gunther also complained in 1837, 
whenever we give our Natives meat, they will be sure to take it to the 
camp ... Some idle fellows these who we do not feel justified to feed 
or another who for bad behaviour ought to be punished with receiving 
nothing will come & either by entreaties or by threatenings obtain part 
54 Bain Attwood, "Space and Time at Ramahyuck, Victoria, 1863-85", in Peter Read (ed.), Settlement: 
A History of Australian Indigenous Housing, Canberra, Aboriginal Studies Press, 2000, p.50 
55 Anna Haebich, Broken Circles: Fragmenting Indigenous Families, 1800-2000, Fremantle, 
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 2000, pp.383, 388 
56 David Wallace Adams, Education for Extinction: American Indians and the Boarding School 
Experience, 1875-1928, Lawrence, University of Kansas, 1995, pp.116-17 
57 Arkley, The Hated Protector, pp.179-80; Lancelot Threlkeld, "Annual Report on the Mission to the 
Aborigines, Lake Macquarie, December 31 1838'', in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, 
p.144 
58 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 June - 31 August 1842, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, 
PROV . 
of the portion of those who have deserved it. Nay the poor fellow 
(who is deserving) loses some time the whole of his meat.59 
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Jemmy Buckley, a young man at Wellington Valley, refused farm labour for this 
reason, telling Watson "What shall I do with it? directly Black fellow know I got 
wheat they come up and eat it all up at once, and then I shall have to go into the Bush 
like another Black fellow".60 
Moreover, not everyone accepted missionary systems of food distribution, and some 
people were confident and even aggressive in demanding food. Giinther was 
outraged by the "obstinacy boldness & impudence & even cunningness" of Wiradjuri 
who stole food, while Watson was irate at the ingratitude of one man, Kabbarin, who 
once ordered him away from the camp, declaring that Watson had not fed him 
adequately - "I do not want you here you did not give me good meat this morning it 
was all bone. I chucked it away it was dog's meat.'.61 In 1833, one group of boys at 
Wellington Valley were more creative; having quarreled with the missionaries over 
breakfast, which the boys found unsatisfactory, they later returned to the mission 
house, stood outside the window and joined in the prayers, repeating several times 
for the missionaries' benefit "give us this day, all day, our daily bread".62 
Food and drink were at the root of many fights at Thomas's station. In 1839 he 
organised a meeting with W oiworung in the bush, promising rations, but the 
government refused to supply them. The reception Thomas got from Woiworung was 
far from friendly. With t~o hundred hungry people angrily accusing him "why bring 
us here, Big one Gammon you", Thomas feared for his family's safety. He sought 
protection from Woiworung headman Billibellary, who kept order but commented 
''very bad that no good Government".63- While Thomas also blamed the government 
for this, he was still cross with those Aboriginal people whom he saw as demanding 
food too confidently. When some men chopped wood for Mrs Thomas and instructed 
her to cook plenty of cabbage for their dinner in return, Thomas remarked "poor 
59 Gunther, Journal, 19 December 1837 p.32, W. V.P. 
60 Watson, Journal, 7 July 1836 p.2, W. V.P. 
61 Giinther,Journal,20 August 1837 p.5, W.V.P.; Watson, Journal, 29 December 1835 p.11, W. V.P. 
62 Watson, Journal, 19 November 1833 p.11, W. V.P. 
63 William Thomas, Journal extract undated, W. T.P., MF323, Reel 3, f.17-18, AIA TSIS 
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things they consider their friends had nought to do but cook for them."64 On another 
occasion, a fight broke out on Thomas' s station when a woman identified as 
"Kurbro's lubra" hit the schoolteacher's wife, Mrs Wilson, with her digging stick 
because Mrs Wilson refused to give her water.65 
Similarly, Threlkeld's station was robbed in 1834 by Brisbane Water people 
(unconnected to his mission) who stole food and supplies.66 At his Terang station, 
Sievwright was once threatened with spears and firebrands by hungry people when 
rations were short.67 Such violence towards the protector was generally rare, but the 
usual mood on the station was not necessarily grateful. A visitor described people 
receiving the meat dole as "sulky'', observing 
the anxiety with which they eyed every piece as it was delivered; each 
of them ... squeezing it in his hands, to ascertain whether it contained 
any bone ... when it had much of this, or little fat, they freely gave 
vent to their feelings of rage and disappointment. 68 
Missionaries were not only insulted, but bewildered and rather hurt by such 
treatment. Although most agreed that Europeans owed Aboriginal people protection, 
they still expected gratitude. Aboriginal views were obviously different, and while 
the written sources are not always clear, I would suggest that their opinions about 
rationing were tied to their overall views of missionaries as foreigners living in their 
country. As discussed earlier, their initial meetings with missionaries had given them 
some reason to see missionaries as guests on their land with an obligation to provide 
gifts in return for continued residence there. Furthermore, as also established earlier, 
there is evidence of Aboriginal people seeing protectors and missionaries as 
representatives of government with official duties towards them. Some of these 
duties involved rationing - in 1839, for instance, Rev R. Taylor reported with 
disapproval about Wellington Valley: "the general idea entertained of the 
Missionaries is that they are Stationed Amongst them by Government only to 
64 William Thomas, 31December1846, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
65 William Thomas, 31March1841, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
66 Keith Clouten, Reid's Mistake: The Story of Lake Macquarie from its Discovery until 1890, Sydney, 
Lake Macquarie Shire Council, 1967, p.75; L.E. Threlkeld to Frederick Augustus Heley, 26 
November 1834, in Gunson {ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.255 
67 Arkley, The Hated Protector, pp.179-80 
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distribute provisions."69 Similarly, in 1840, several men threatened to report Thomas 
to the governor for not distributing supplies to their liking.70 It is doubtful that 
Aboriginal people saw missionaries simply as a food source, but nor did they 
necessarily see missionaries' food-giving activities as charitable or kind, but rather as 
bound by rules of obligation and correct conduct which, if broken, deserved formal 
censure. 
When these relationships are considered - along with the other possibility that 
Aboriginal people may have seen missionaries as in some ways part of the 
community and therefore obliged to share food without expecting thanks - then 
Aboriginal "ingratitude" appears in a rather different light. To Aboriginal people, it 
may have seemed that missionaries were the ones behaving rudely and 
inappropriately by withholding food. Orton may have sensed this in 1839, when he 
warned the Buntingdale missionaries not to commit themselves to a large-scale ration 
system which they could not easily back out of.71 Although many Aboriginal people 
tolerated missionary methods of food distribution, I would suggest that their own 
views on food also endured in many ways. 
In particular, Aboriginal people drew conclusions about the relationship between 
food and prayer which disturbed missionaries and protectors. The fear that 
Aboriginal people might value food above Christian instruction was often mentioned 
in missionary papers. When conversing with Wiradjuri about "their everlasting 
salvation & ... their bodily wants'', Gunther complained that their main interest was 
in the latter. 72 Watson and Handt also commented that their attempts to talk about 
God were interrupted by requests for food.73 Handt reported that spiritual instruction 
was difficult because 
when they appear to be very attentive, they will start the question, 
when a bullock is to be killed ... When one would talk to them on 
68 Griffith, The Present State and Prospects of the Port Philip District, p.195 
69 Rev R. Taylor to Rev W. Cooper, 6 February 1839, in Sir George Gipps to Lord John Russell, 7 
May 1840, inH.R.A., series 1, vol.XX, February 1839- September 1840, Sydney, Library Committee 
of the Commonwealth Parliament, 1924, p.622 
70 William Thomas, 2 and 20 May 1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 1, AIATSIS 
71 Joseph Orton to Benjamin Hurst, 8 January 1839, in J. O.J., MF302, Part 2, SL V 
72 Gunther, Journal, 23 December 1837 p.32, W. V.P. 
73 Handt, Journal, 24 August 1833 p.6, W. V.P.; Watson, Journal, 17 November 1836 p.9, W. V.P. 
religious subjects, they would sometimes say, that they were hungry 
... and that they first wanted to be fed.74 
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Aboriginal people may have purposefully chosen these moments to demand food 
because of the missionary system of rewarding church and catechism attendance with 
meals. In 1839: Orton acknowledged that people around Buntingdale came to church 
largely for the free food, and at Thomas's station, many people candidly demanded 
flour and presents in return for church attendance.75 Aboriginal people did not seem 
to find these requests embarrassing or problematic, no doubt partly because they 
believed they had a right to make them, but perhaps also because their own cultures 
did not see the same division between spirituality and earthly appetites that made 
missionaries so uncomfortable. Missionaries themselves were in a quandary here, 
their desire to discipline Aboriginal hungers coexisting uneasily with the need to 
attract people with food gifts, and with the explicit link missionaries had created 
between rations and religious improvement. 
Missionary accounts convey a sense of Aboriginal people as childishly savage, to be 
improved not through occasional sermons but through a comprehensive system of 
external and internal discipline, aiming to liberate them from their supposed 
immersion in bodily desires. However, the legal and material power of these early 
missionaries was not great enough to consolidate their control, and an inherent 
contradiction can be observed between their aim of restricting appetites for food and 
their willingness to play on these appetites to attract an Aboriginal congregation. 
Furthermore, Aboriginal questioning and opposition not only made physical 
discipline difficult to enforce, but also heightened missionaries' fears that the so-
called depravity of these communities was so absolute as to make Christian 
civilisation nearly impossible. 
74 J.C.S. Handt, 1835 Report, p.2, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
75 Joseph Orton to Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, 13 May 1839, in Cannon (ed.), H.R V.: 
The Aborigines of Port Phillip, 1835-1839, vol.2A, Melbourne, Victorian Government Printing Press, 
1982, p.122; William Thomas, 9 January 1842, 6 February 1842, 6 March 1842, 27 March 1842, 
W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS 
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"The crimes and diseases of civilized man": 
Aboriginal sickness, medicine and death 
In 1839 protector William Thomas related with disgust and sadness the recent death 
of an elderly Aboriginal woman he called Tully Marine. When badly ill, she had 
hung around his camp near Melbourne begging for food, but Thomas could offer 
little medical help and commented that she would have been too frightened to accept 
hospital care. When she was dying, the government surgeon examined her and 
reported that she was terribly infected with venereal disease. Thomas, horrified, 
blamed the sexual sins of Europeans and gloomily buried her himself, preaching to 
onlookers on the uncertainty of life and the judgement to come. The death of Tully 
Marine, who as an unconverted heathen could not expect redemption, seemed to 
Thomas more proof of the corruption of Aboriginal people through the "crimes and 
diseases of civilized man".1 Four years later, John Smithies reported what he saw as 
a more hopeful and encouraging Aboriginal death from introduced disease on his 
Perth mission. No-gyle, a teenage girl, had recently died from "inflammation of the 
lungs" after demonstrating her piety by telling the missionaries how she had refused 
the temptations of the Devil (who had visited her in a dream) and seen an angel who 
told her of her impending death. No-gyle was baptised Mary and died in prayer, 
seeming to Smithies the model of the noble, spiritual tubercular patient. With 
simultaneous sorrow and joy, Smithies described how the other children had 
surrounded No-gyle's deathbed, singing her favourite hymn: 
I am a native child, but Jesus died for me. 
And if I love him, I shall reign with him eternally. 
Oh what a happy thought that when my body dies, 
My saviour will rescue my soul, to dwell above the skies.2 
No-gyle and Tully Marine both died from diseases introduced to Aboriginal 
Australia by Europeans, but missionary accounts of their deaths suggest the diversity 
of cultural issues surrounding Aboriginal illness, including relationships between 
1 William Thomas, May Abstract 1839, William Thomas Papers, 1834-1868 (WT.P.), MF323, Reel l, 
AIATSIS (originals held at Mitchell Library, State Library ofNew South Wales) 
2 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 25 October 1843, in Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society 
(WMMS.) Archive, Australasia 1812-1889, Mp2107, Box 2, National Library of Australia {NLA) 
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missionaries and Aboriginal patients, the moral values attached to disease and the 
question of responsibility. 
Introduced diseases are widely acknowledged to be the greatest single cause of 
Aboriginal depopulation in the early years of colonialism. However, with the 
exception of a few specialist studies by historians like Noel Butlin and Judy 
Campbell, this topic has received comparatively little analytical attention, 
particularly compared to the more immediately horrifying subject of frontier 
violence. This may reflect the difficulty of finding reliable, detailed sources, or the 
fact that other topics like violence are seen as more interesting. However, I would 
suggest that it also reflects a view of illness as accidental, natural and entirely 
biological - not controversial, cultural or involving human agency - and, therefore, 
not requiring much analysis. This view, I would argue, is inadequate for a discussion 
of Aboriginal sickness on the frontier, which was not only vitally influenced by 
human actions and attitudes, but also took on important cultural meanings. 
This chapter examines both the physical severity of illness on the first missions and 
protectorate stations and also how this affected the way missionaries and Aboriginal 
people understood their situation. I will argue that Aboriginal people and 
missionaries were attempting to manage a disorderly and painful situation, not only 
through physical treatments, but also by locating this widespread sickness within 
their pre-existing world views and using it (sometimes desperately) to reassert their 
own values and beliefs. Thus, missionaries portrayed disease alternately as an act of 
God or as the fault of depraved Europeans - both arguments serving to justify the 
missionaries' presence in the colonies. Aboriginal people, meanwhile, tried to make 
sense of the situation by blaming disease on sorcery and reiterating the power of their 
doctors to cure it. Medical treatments offered by missionaries, while often 
unsuccessful, could attract people to the missions and protectoral stations. However, 
points of hostility appeared when missionaries challenged Aboriginal doctors or were 
accused of causing illness themselves. Here, Aboriginal feelings of resentment 
towards Europeans and missionary concerns about the limitations of their own 
authority could emerge. 
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Living in a charnel house: the horrific impact of introduced disease 
Foreign diseases were introduced to Australia from the late 18th century onwards. 
The (scant) evidence suggests that prior to this, Aboriginal societies' small size and 
comparative isolation had made infectious diseases like gastroenteritis, pneumonia. 
and dysentery fairly rare.3 The most common illnesses of the time seem to have 
included trachoma, hepatitis B and non-venereal treponemal infections (including 
endemic syphilis and yaws). These could be debilitating and disabling, but were not 
necessarily deadly.4 All of this changed with imported diseases, and while historians 
disagree as to the origins, range and specific results of some of these diseases, their 
overall effect on the Aboriginal population was undoubtedly devastating. Smallpox 
was probably the single most destructive disease, with outbreaks in south-eastern 
Australia around 1789 and 1829. It is also the most controversial disease amongst 
historians, who tend to be divided between Noel Butlin's claim that smallpox arrived 
with the First Fleet, where surgeons kept samples of infected smallpox scabs, and 
Judy Campbell's argument that the epidemic began with Macassan traders in 
northern Australia, by dreadful coincidence devastating Victoria and New South 
Wales at the same time as the European invaders arrived.5 The purpose of this 
chapter is not to critique these opposing explanations, but to speculate as to the 
possible physical and social impact of smallpox and other diseases on the Aboriginal 
societies that missionaries and protectors encountered. 
3 Judy Campbell, Invisible Invaders: Smallpox and other diseases in Aboriginal Australia 1780-I880, 
Carlton South, Melbourne University Press, 2002, pp.2, 7; Gillian Cowlishaw, "Family Planning: A 
Post-Contact Problem'', in Janice Reid (ed.), Body, Land and Spirit: Health and Healing in Aboriginal 
Society, St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1982, p.34; Margaret-Ann Franklin and Isobel 
White, "The History and Politics of Aboriginal Health'', in Janice Reid and Peggy Trompf (eds), The 
Health of Aboriginal Australia, Sydney, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1991, p.3; Alan Gray, Peggy 
Trompf and Shane Houston, "The Decline and Rise of Aboriginal Families", in Reid and Trompf 
(eds), The Health of Aboriginal Australia, p.85; Sharon Saggers and Denis Gray, Aboriginal Health 
and Society: The Traditional and Contemporary Aboriginal Struggle for Better Health, Sydney, Allen 
& Unwin, 1991, p.24 
4 Campbell, Invisible Invaders, pp.2-5 
5 Noel Butlin, Our Original Aggression: Aboriginal Populations of Southeastern Australia 1788-
1850, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1983, pp.19-36; Campbell, Invisible Invaders, pp.28, 97, 104, 158; 
Henry Reynolds, An Indelible Stain? The Question of Genocide in Australia's History, Ringwood, 
Viking, 2001, pp.35-48 . 
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While the smallpox epidemics had largely run their course in Victoria and New 
South Wales by the time the first missionaries and protectors arrived, other diseases 
were still very much present. The impact of tuberculosis and venereal disease during 
these early years was probably severe, although, as I will discuss later, measuring the 
effects of these diseases presents problems for historians. Less historical debate has 
occurred over other introduced diseases like influenza, measles, whooping cough, 
diphtheria, mumps and scarlet fever, and their impact is also hard to measure, given 
the lack of detailed medical evidence about Aboriginal populations who were remote 
from Europeans during the early 19th century. The long voyage from England 
provided some quarantine for sick immigrants, slowing the transition of infectious 
diseases into the Australian landscape, but once they hit an Indigenous population 
with no pre-existing immunity to them, the effects were severe.6 It must also be 
remembered that these diseases often worked in conjunction with malnutrition, 
alcoholism and psychological trauma, the medical results of which were undoubtedly 
harmful but difficult to measure in retrospect. 
Few missionary or protectoral accounts from this time describe actual epidemics, and 
Aboriginal health standards varied regionally and over time. However, these 
accounts give a general impression of Aboriginal health on their stations (and in the 
6 Butlin, Our Original Aggression, pp.80-1 
7 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, p.4, 316-17; Dr W. Baylie to G. A. Robinson, 30 
October 1841, in Aboriginal Affairs Records (A.A.R.), V A473 Superintendent, Port Phillip District, 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, Public Records Office of Victoria (PROV); W.H. Baylie, "On the Aborigines of 
the Goulbourn District", Port Phillip Magazine, vol.l, no.2, January 1843, p.87; Niel Campbell, 
"Medical Reports from Goulbourn and Loddon Stations", 4 July 1842 - 16 July 1845, A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; James Dredge, 7 May 1839, James Dredge Diaries, notebooks and 
letterbook (J.D.D.), ? 1817-1845, MS11625, State Library of Victoria (SLV); Rosalind Jane Lewis, 
Edward Stone Parker: Protector of Aborigines, Missionary and Visionary, Thesis for Bachelor of Arts 
Honours, Deakin University, 1987, p.72; Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1September~30 
November 1841, 1Dec1841 - 28 February 1842, 1June-31August1842, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 
2, PROV; Edward Stone Parker, The Aborigines of Australia, Melbourne, William Clarke, 1846, pp.9-
10; C.W. Sievwright to G. A. Robinson, 5 May 1839, in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records of 
Victoria (H.R. V.): Aborigines and Protectors, 1838-1839, vol.2B, Melbourne, Victorian Government 
Printing Office, 1983, pp.460-61; C.W. Sievwright, "Report of the Proceedings, March - August 
1839", in Ian Macfarlane (ed.), H.R. V., vol.7, Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 1998, p.348; 
William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 15 September 1839, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 4, AIATSIS; William 
Thomas, 10 April 1842, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS; William Thomas, 7 September 1845, 11 
September 1845, 9 October 1847, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS; William Watson to Dandeson 
Coates, 31December1832 p.2, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), The Wellington Valley 
Project (W. V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the Church Missionary Society Mission to 
Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, 
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colonies in general) as usually poor and sometimes dire. From the late 1830s through 
the 1840s, protectors Parker, Dredge, Thomas and Sievwright described the various 
peoples of central and western Victoria (mostly Kulin nations) as suffering appalling 
health conditions. These included venereal diseases, dysentery, influenza, respiratory 
and "pulmonary" infections, "fever", "debility" and skin diseases, as well as some 
residual effects of smallpox.7 The medical situation was no better on non-
govemment missions. During the 1840s, John Smithies' Perth mission was badly hit 
by influenza and what Smithies described as "mesentary" disease, which his 
biographers William McNair and Hilary Rumley think was actually tuberculosis.8 
Reports from the Buntingdale and Wellington Valley missions also described general 
poor health, including severe venereal disease. This led the hard-working but not 
especially sympathetic missionary William Watson to remark "I often think that to 
have our residence in a chamel house would scarcely be more disgusting than our 
employment here".9 
However, interpreting these mission and protectorate reports can be difficult. Watson 
was apparently the only missionary with any significant medical education (and he 
was self-taught).10 Surgeons were sent around to the protectorate stations, but they 
did not stay long, nor were there many of them. These factors worked against precise 
recordings of Aboriginal health standards. Furthermore, existing medical records 
from the stations are difficult to interpret. Their language was often vague, naming 
symptoms rather than illnesses. For example, government surgeons Niel Campbell 
and William Baylie described "abscesses'', "debility", "inflammation'', 
"excrescence'', "ulcers", "fever'', "sloughing" and "cutaneous eruptions" of the skin 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; William Watson, Journal, 30 November 
1836 p.15, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
8 William McNair and Hilary Rumley, Pioneer Aboriginal Mission: The Work of Wesleyan 
Missionary John Smithies in the Swan River Colony, 1840-1855, Nedlands, University of Western 
Australia Press, 1981, pp.96, 138; John Smithies to General Secretary, 26 October 1844, W.MMS. 
Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; John Smithies to General Secretary, 21 September 1845, W.MMS. 
Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
9 Benjamin Hurst to Joseph La Trobe, 22 Dec 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; Benjamin 
Hurst to General Secretaries, 21 January 1842, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; Benjamin 
Hurst to Rev. J. McKenny, 8 March 1842, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; Watson, 
Journal, 30 June 1833, p.17, W. V.P. Also J.C.S. Handt, Journal, 29 May 1833 p.5, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; Watson to Coates, 31 December 1832 
p.2, W. V.P. 
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-potential symptoms of many different ailments.11 Such vagueness was not unusual 
amongst Europeans in the early 19th century; Pat Jalland points out that the word 
"fever", for instance, could refer to diseases as varied as typhus, scarlet fever, cancer 
and mental illness.12 In an era before understanding of germ theory, it seemed 
possible and even logical that diseases could blur into one another - a bad cold 
worsening into tuberculosis, for example.13 Thus, it is likely that many illnesses on 
the first missions were easily confused. 
This uncertainty is evident in the examples of tuberculosis and venereal disease, 
which seem to have been prevalent. Historians disagree over the early impact of 
tuberculosis on Aboriginal Australia; Butlin claims that before the late 19th century 
the evidence is too sparse to prove much, while Campbell confidently rates 
tuberculosis as the second greatest killer after smallpox.14 Missionary and 
protectorate accounts are inconclusive on the topic. "Consumption" and "phthisis" -
common terms for tuberculosis at the time - were only occasionally used by 
missionaries, although their common references to "fever", "debility'', chest 
infections and "pulmonary" complaints may well have referred to tuberculosis. 
While the disease's terminal symptoms - emaciation, chest pains, bleeding from the 
lungs - would presumably have been recognisable to European lay observers, other 
symptoms like coughing, fever, diarrhoea and skin ulcers could be confused easily 
with other illnesses. 15 Based on common reports of respiratory problems amongst 
Aboriginal people, the highly infectious nature of the disease, and the fact that 
mission living conditions would have encouraged its spread (as I will discuss later), I 
would conclude that tuberculosis was probably common, but this cannot be 
decisively proven. 
10 Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, 1788-1855, 
PhD thesis, University of New South Wales, 1978, p.352 
JJ Dr. W. Baylie, Medical reports to G. A. Robinson, 30 October 1841 - 25 April 1842, A.A.R, 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Niel Campbell, Medical reports to G. A. Robinson, 4 July 1842 - 16 June 
1845, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
12 Pat Jalland, Death in the Victorian Family, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1996, p.41 
13 Nan Marie McMurry, "And I? I am in a Consumption": The Tuberculosis Patient, 1780-1930, PhD 
thesis, Dept of History, Duke University, 1985, p.65 
14 Butlin, Our Original Aggression, p.80; Campbell, Invisible Invaders, pp.104, 162, 216 
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Similar uncertainty exists over venereal disease. While references to venereal 
infections were common, historians differ over whether such early colonial claims 
are trustworthy. While some, like Noel Butlin, Margaret-Ann Franklin and Isobel 
White accept the claim that venereal disease was widespread and serious, others, 
including Judy Campbell and Milton Lewis emphasise the indigenous strain of 
endemic syphilis pre-dating colonialism. This, they argue, gave Aboriginal people 
some immunity to the venereal strain while also producing similar symptoms, like 
oozing, pustular rashes, which European observers mistook for venereal infections.16 
However, a reading of missionary and protectoral accounts suggests that Campbell 
and Lewis underrate the prevalence of venereal syphilis. References to large numbers 
of people seriously ill with "venereal" are so common that it is hard to believe that 
missionaries were merely witnessing an ordinary pre-colonial complaint. Protector 
Edward Stone Parker's statement from 1842 that most of the infants born on his 
station were "syphilitic" and died young also indicates venereal syphilis, as does 
Watson's mention of babies with "that most loathsome of all diseases" and the 
surgeons' reports of "granulations" and ulcers around patients' genitals.17 Thus, 
while venereal syphilis may have been less common than missionaries believed, it 
still seems to have been a significant complaint. 
The impact of gonorrhea is even harder to measure. As Campbell points out, 
Europeans often did not distinguish between gonorrhea and syphilis.18 Historians 
also disagree over how much sterility and general illness gonorrhea caused. Butlin 
asserts that venereal disease may have reduced Aboriginal fertility in south-eastern 
Australia by 40% by 1855, while Lewis estimates a lower figure, pointing out that 
15 David Wallace Adams, Education for Extinction: American Indians and the Boarding School 
Experience, 1875-1928, Lawrence, University of Kansas, 1995, p.130; McMurry, "And I?'', pp.2-3, 7, 
110, 116, 124; F. B. Smith, The Retreat of Tuberculosis, 1850-1950, London, Croom Helm, 1988, p.3 
16 Butlin, Our Original Aggression, pp.39-40, 79-80; Campbell, Invisible Invaders, pp.6, 20-22; 
Franklin and White, "The History and Politics of Aboriginal Health", p.6; Milton Lewis, Thorns on 
the Rose: The History of Sexually Transmitted Diseases in Australia in International Perspective, 
Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1998, p.36 
17 W. Baylie, Medical Reports to G. A. Robinson, 30 October 1841 - 25 April 1842, A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Niel Campbell, Medical Reports to G. A. Robinson, 4 July 1842- 16 June 
1845, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 June - 31 
August 1842, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; G. A. Robinson to Joseph La Trobe, 25 September 
1841,A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; Watson,Journal, 10 March 1834 p.19, W. V.P. 
18 Campbell, Invisible Invaders, pp.20-22, 228 
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gonorrhea generally causes sterility in less than 20% of infected cases.19 While 
missionary and protectorate accounts do mention gonorrhea, and while the 
Aboriginal birthrate in these districts was often very low, missionary accounts are too 
vague about the disease to offer much more to this particular debate. 
The question of which diseases affected Aboriginal people on the first missions and 
protectorate stations, and how missionaries and protectors influenced this, cannot be 
answered conclusively. The first missions and protectorate stations were not closed 
or quarantined environments; Aboriginal societies were still comparatively 
independent and mobile, and missionaries could not often keep sick people away 
from their relatives. Thus, the likelihood of infectious diseases travelling between 
missions and the outside world was high. Nonetheless, certain points can be made 
about missionaries' and protectors' probable effects on Aboriginal health. 
The missionary effect on non-venereal illnesses was probably mixed at best. By 
providing food, blankets and some safety from violence, missionaries and protectors 
may have encouraged better general health standards but the benefit was probably 
slight, given the unhealthy and sometimes scarce nature of mission diets. The 
medical treatments distributed to Aboriginal people were described vaguely and are 
thus difficult to evaluate. Various illnesses were treated with warmth and a 
"nourishing diet", which was presumably harmless, and minor operations like 
bathing irritated eyes and syringing infected ears, as well as the use of camomile and 
medicines with sulphuric components, might have been quite beneficial.20 Anti-
inflammatory lotions or poultices were used to treat skin problems, but their 
ingredients were rarely mentioned. They may have involved lead ointments, yeast 
poultices or iodine - common early 19th century skin treatments - the effects of 
which presumably varied between being useful, ineffective and dangerous.21 
Protector William Thomas, for instance, reported rubbing a "deadly poison" on the 
swollen legs and feet of some Aboriginal patients, noting with some impatience that 
19 Butlin, Our Original Aggression, pp.78-79; Lewis, Thorns on the Rose, pp.35-36 
2° For example, W. Baylie, Medical Reports to G. A. Robinson, 30 October 1841 - 25 April 1842, 
A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas, 19-20 October 1847, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, 
AIATSIS; Watson, Journal, 5 December and 8December1834 p.11, W. V.P. 
21 Smith, The Retreat of Tuberculosis, p.41 
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they seemed uneasy about this.22 Missionaries also mentioned treating "fever" 
patients using techniques including mild purgatives, blistering and bleeding.23 This 
may have occurred more commonly than was recorded; until the 1860s European 
doctors regularly bled tubercular patients to draw out the "bad blood" causing the 
illness. 24 Such treatments were likely to cause more harm than benefit. 
Moreover, even positive medical effects must be weighed up against the aspects of 
mission life that may have inadvertently promoted infectious diseases. Tuberculosis 
and influenza in particular were likely to spread in overcrowded and unhygienic 
living spaces, conditions characteristic of many mission camps and houses.25 With 
unusually large numbers of people staying in the same space for prolonged periods, 
the chances of disease transmission were higher than they would have been in pre-
colonial society, where groups were smaller and more mobile. David Wallace Adams 
notes similar threats to Indigenous American health at the time, as people were 
crowded into reservations and boarding schools where epidemics spread quickly.26 
The mission practice of feeding people en masse was also potentially dangerous, as 
food may have been left uncovered for long periods.27 As discussed earlier, protector 
Sievwright's Mt Rouse station employed very basic, rather unhealthy practices for 
feeding hundreds of people at once, and it was perhaps no coincidence that settler 
Charles Griffith, when visiting the station, observed that most people seemed to be 
suffering from low fever and "inflammation of the lungs".28 Ironically, missionary 
efforts to clean up Aboriginal "filth" by encouraging the wearing of European 
clothing also carried health risks, as these clothes were not always washed, which 
could have promoted both serious infectious diseases and skin ailments. 29 In an era 
before the development of pasteurisation, contaminated cow's milk could cause 
tuberculosis in European children, and while it is not clear how much milk was 
22 William Thomas, 13October1847, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS 
23 G.A. Robinson to C.J. La Trobe, 25 September 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; Watson, 
Journal, 15and16September1832 p.17, 8August1834p.9, 8December1834p.12, W.V.P. 
24 Smith, The Retreat of Tuberculosis, p.43 
25 Saggers and Gray, Aboriginal Health and Society, p.83 
26 Adams, Education for Extinction, p.125 
27 Franklin and White, "The History and Politics of Aboriginal Health", p.14 
28 Charles Griffith, The Present State and Prospects of the Port Phillip District of New South Wales, 
Dublin, William Curry, Jun. and Company, 1845, p.199 
29 Saggers and Gray, Aboriginal Health and Society, p.83 
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consumed on missions and protectorate stations, William McNair and Hilary Rumley 
suggest that this caused tuberculosis outbreaks on Smithies' Perth mission.30 
Missionaries and protectors may have been more helpful at treating venereal disease. 
In Port Phillip, government surgeon Niel Campbell used medicines with sulphuric 
properties to treat syphilis and gonorrhea, which may have had some positive 
effects.31 Since iodine treatments for syphilis were also popular during this era, they 
may have been used too; their main benefit was in reducing the worst skin lesions.32 
Watson and Parker also used mercury ointments and pills against syphilis (a popular 
colonial remedy) and described this as effective, although the medical risks must 
have been considerable.33 Missionary treatment of venereal disease was also 
hampered by the difficulty and expense of acquiring medicines in these remote 
colonial districts, and by their inability to stop Aboriginal people contracting 
venereal infections. 34 While they could encourage and to some extent impose sexual 
abstinence amongst people closely associated with the missions, the relative physical 
independence of most Aboriginal people and the high demand for prostitution on the 
frontier (amongst a massively infected European population) meant missionaries 
could not stop venereal diseases from spreading. Thus, missionary medical actions 
had varied and mixed results. 
Making sense of tragedy: missionary perceptions of Aboriginal illness 
The types of diseases present on the missions also influenced missionaries' and 
protectors' views on the moral climate of the frontier. Here, the issue is not so much 
which diseases Aboriginal people actually had, but rather which diseases 
30 McMuny, "And I?", p. l; McNair and Rumley, Pioneer Aboriginal Mission, p.96; Smith, The 
Retreat of Tuberculosis, p.11 
31 Campbell, Medical Reports to G. A. Robinson, 4 July 1842 - 16 June 1845, A.A.R., VPRS4467, 
Reel2,PROV 
32 William J. Brown, James F. Donohue, Norman W. Ascnick, Joseph H. Blount, Neal H. Ewen and 
Owen G. Jones, Syphilis and Other Venereal Diseases, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard 
University Press, 1970, p.14 
33 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p.352; Butlin, Our 
Original Aggression, p.40; Michael Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, Port Melbourne, William 
Heinemann, 1990, pp.21-22, 25; Watson to Coates, 31December1832 p.2, W. V.P. 
34 Watson complains of this in Watson to Coates, 31December1832 p.2, W. V.P. 
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mtSs10nanes believed they had. It is tempting to assume that missionaries, as 
European "civilisers", worked within a similar Western medical paradigm to that 
which is dominant today, which strives to understand disease in an objective, morally 
neutral way, in terms of explicable biological phenomena (although, of course, even 
now culture and morality continue to effect medical science). However, the first 
protectors and missionaries lived in an era before understanding of germ theory, and 
their attitudes towards disease were strongly and unashamedly shaped by their social 
and religious beliefs. There was, for instance, an idea that health and sickness were 
intimately connected to Christian piety. Thomas tried to convince Aboriginal people 
that God, not enemy sorcerers, controlled illness and death, while Watson 
encouraged a man cured by mission medicine to thank God for his recovery.35 When 
sick men asked him of God "What for that fellow not make me murrambang 
[healthy]?'', Watson replied that their souls were more diseased than their bodies and 
they must learn to pray sincerely.36 Any assumption of a polarity between Aboriginal 
"superstition" and missionary "rationality" does not hold up under close 
examination. In order to validate and reinforce their own religious beliefs and impose 
some order on a depressing and horrifying medical situation, missionaries attached 
particular moral lessons to particular illnesses. Their understandings of disease also 
conveyed broader views about Aboriginal people's potential for civilisation and 
missionaries' own role in the colonies. 
Venereal disease in particular was loaded with meanings about sexual immorality 
and divine punishment. General European views on venereal disease were changing 
during this era. The early 19th century saw a growing emphasis on the idea that 
sexual "deviants" belonged to visible, physical types, of which venereal disease was 
an important characteristic. Thus, certain social groups, especially prostitutes, were 
marked as "naturally" infected and infectious, both their profession and their 
illnesses blamed less on social or economic hardship than on their supposedly 
inherent depravity. Non-white women were placed in a similar category, often 
35 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 1 March 1847, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Watson, 
Journal, 24December1835 p.10, W. V.P. 
36 Watson, Journal, 31March1834 p.23, 22 April 1834 p.l, W.V.P. 
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described as having abnormal, atavistic or unhealthy genitals. 37 This, combined with 
the actual prevalence of venereal disease in the colonies and, perhaps, the particular 
need to portray Aboriginal people as a doomed, sterile race, led to numerous 
descriptions of them (particularly the women) as repulsively diseased and polluted. 
The colonial practice of labeling venereal disease "black pox" or "native pox" and 
demanding that Aborigines be banned from townships to stop it from spreading 
demonstrates not only the general European tendency to blame prostitutes rather than 
their clients for sexual disorder, but also an attempt to naturalise Aboriginal venereal 
infections. 38 Thus, for example, Peter Miller Cunningham, surgeon-superintendent 
on the convict ships in 1827, complained that "from their natural filthiness the 
[Aboriginal] women soon become diseased with gonorrhea and propagate this 
infectious malady amongst convict servants".39 Here, the disease may be introduced, 
but Aboriginal women contract it through their own inherent savage "filth"; it is they 
who infect white society, not vice versa. Some other colonial accounts used 
descriptions of diseased Aboriginal people, paradoxically, to imply that their 
common sexual intercourse with Europeans must be impossible. Explorer Charles 
Sturt, for instance, wrote contemptuously of Murrumbidgee women with venereal 
infections that their "loathsome conditions and hideous countenances [were] . . . a 
complete antidote to sexual passion".40 Thus, colonial depictions of venereal disease 
could be influenced by broad trends in European social and sexual thought and the 
more specific need to naturalise Aboriginal decline. 
The sense of revulsion at venereal infections evident in general colonial accounts is 
by no means absent from missionary ones, despite their greater sympathy for 
Aboriginal people. For instance, in 1833, William Watson wrote that the Wiradjuri 
were "filthy and corrupt in their bodies through the ravages of the venereal, covered 
37 Sander L. Gilman, Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of Sexuality, Race and Madness, Ithaca, 
Cornell University Press, 1985, pp.85-98; Mary Spongberg, Feminizing Venereal Disease: The Body 
of the Prostitute in Nineteenth-Century Medical Discourse, New York, New York University Press, 
1997' pp.6-7 
38 Patty O'Brien, "The Gaze of the 'Ghosts': Images of Aboriginal Women in New South Wales and 
Port Phillip (1800-1850)", in Jan Kociumbas (ed.), Maps, Dreams, History: Race and Representation 
in Australia, Sydney, Dept of History, University of Sydney, 1998, pp.383, 386; R.H.W. Reece, 
Aborigines and Colonists: Aborigines and Colonial Society in New South Wales in the 1830s and 
1840s, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1974, p.54 
39 Peter Cunningham, Two Years in New South Wales, vol.2, London, Henry Colburn, 1827, p.45 
40 Reece, Aborigines and Colonists, p.96 . 
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with sores ... we must be attacked by a host of vermin as well as be affected with the 
most unpleasant stench".41 While the medical circumstances at Watson's Wellington 
Valley mission were undoubtedly horrifying, such comments suggest not only 
physical discomfort but also moral disgust. To some extent, missionaries and 
protectors, like other colonial writers, drew links between the introduced evils of 
venereal illness and the "natural" vices of savagery, implying that venereal disease 
was an unsurprising addition to a heathen society characterised by dirtiness, 
slovenliness and sexual amorality. For example, Watson and Handt disapprovingly 
described Wiradjuri people with severe venereal illness as too lazy to look after 
themselves.42 Watson linked venereal disease to heathen prostitution, infanticide and 
Godlessness, and drew an explicit analogy between physical and spiritual corruption: 
I am often sick while I am dressing the wounds of their emaciated 
bodies, and my heart is frequently overwhelmed within me when I 
think of their diseased souls and observe their general indifference to 
the appointed means of cure.43 
Thus, missionaries could imply that Aboriginal people's pre-existing "savage" 
qualities made them ideal victims for venereal disease. 
Furthermore, protectors and missionaries did not see the contraction of venereal 
infections as accidental or morally neutral. Like many religious thinkers of the time, 
they sometimes depicted venereal disease as God's punishment for sexual sin. 
Protector James Dredge commented in 1839 that venereal disease was "amongst men 
of every nation . . . the established retribution awarded by the Creator as the first 
punishment of such abominations", and he and missionary James Gunther both 
remarked of the deaths of settlers from syphilis that "the wages of sin is death" .44 
Dredge also blamed much Aboriginal illness on their "intemperance" with 
Europeans, while missionary J.C.S. Handt lectured a woman severely ill with 
venereal disease on her supposed sexual sins.45 Such comments not only reinforced 
41 Watson, Journal, 30 June 1833 p.17, W. V.P. 
42 J.C.S. Handt, Journal, 29May1833 p.5, W.V.P.; Watson, Journal, 30 June 1833 p.17, W.V.P. 
43 Watson to Coates, 31 December 1832 p.2, W. V.P.; Watson, Journal, 6 October 1833 p. 7, W. V.P. 
44 James Dredge, 8 May 1839, J.D.D., MSI 1625, MSM534, SLV; Gunther, Journal, 2 (?)June 1839 
[date unmarked] p.8, W.V.P.; Hyland Neil Nelson, "The Missionaries and the Aborigines in the Port 
Phillip District", in Historical Studies, Australia and New Zealand, vol.12, no.45, 1965, p.57 
45 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 17 February 1840, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA; 
Handt, Journal, 25-26 March 1834 p.6, W. V.P. 
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religious values of chastity and monogamy, they also brought the very real physical 
horrors of venereal disease (which missionaries and protectors were confronting at 
first hand) under some kind of control in missionary minds by placing them within 
an explicable moral framework. 
However, despite seeing venereal illness as divine punishment and believing that 
Aboriginal savagery made them easy victims, missionaries did not usually conclude 
that venereal disease was a natural or inevitable state for Aboriginal people to be in. 
Their belief that all people were potential Christian converts contradicted the notion 
that non-whites were inherently and irretrievably diseased and corrupt. Furthermore, 
the idea that venereal disease was punishment for sin became problematic when 
applied to Aboriginal people. With the exception of James Dredge, most missionaries 
and protectors held Europeans both physically and morally responsible for 
introducing venereal disease into the colonies.46 Thus, in 1842, Benjamin Hurst of 
the Buntingdale mission deplored "the deadly influence of depraved and wicked 
Europeans" for introducing a "loathsome disease" amongst Aboriginal people.47 L.E. 
Threlkeld blamed the disease on sexually violent convicts.48 The missionaries of 
Wellington Valley were similarly appalled by the medical condition of Wiradjuri 
women and girls. Watson remarked in 1835 "It is truly deplorable to see so many 
young females whose bodies are emaciated with disease through the general 
licentiousness of men of both Classes".49 This partial exoneration of Aboriginal 
people may have resulted partly from missionaries' personal experiences of 
witnessing the suffering of Aboriginal patients. However, it also fit in with 
missionaries' general view of Aborigines as ignorant heathens to be saved through 
Christian guidance. Hence, depictions of venereal disease helped to legitimise the 
role of missionaries and protectors in the colonies. 
46 Dredge believed that venereal disease was indigenous to Australia. See, James Dredge, Brief Notes 
on the Aborigines of New South Wales, Geelong, James Harrison, 1845, p.12 
47 Benjamin Hurst to General Secretaries, 23 June 1842, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; 
Benjamin Hurst to J. McKenny, 8 March 1842, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
48 L. E. Threlkeld, ''Memoranda", in Niel Gunson (ed), Australian Reminiscences & Papers of L. E. 
Threlkeld, Missionary to the Aborigines 182 4-185 9, vol. l, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
Studies, 1974,p.137 
49 Watson, Journal, 20 December 1835 p.9~ W. V.P. 
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While venereal illnesses attracted the most moralising, certain cultural values were 
also attached to deadly respiratory illnesses, particularly tuberculosis. While the 
extent of Aboriginal tuberculosis at this time is debatable, it evidently did occur and 
its presence may have seemed strengthened by the existence of other diseases with 
similar symptoms, like influenza. In Europe during the early 19th century, 
tuberculosis was not only common and deadly, but also loaded with cultural 
meanings. "Consumptives" were typically portrayed as youthful, delicate and 
feminine (women, being supposedly weaker, were ideal victims). They were often 
described as spiritual, creative, refined and moral, and their "typical" physical 
features - slenderness, pale skin, bright eyes - were those widely deemed attractive. 
These consumptive stereotypes were repeated frequently both in popular culture and 
scientific texts. Nan Marie McMurry suggests that this enabled Europeans to come to 
terms with this frightening, incurable disease, by claiming that the dead and dying 
belonged to a physical type destined to be consumptive, and that they were too good 
for this world.50 Such claims invoked both God's will and new ideas of biological 
determinism. Furthermore, as Pat J alland points out, tuberculosis was easily idealised 
because it could allow for a "good death" in Christian terms - slow, dignified and 
comparatively painless, allowing sufferers to put their worldly affairs in order and be 
reconciled with God. The ideal of the "good death" was important in 19th century 
England, particularly among Evangelical Protestants.51 
Missionaries and protectors, being Evangelical Protestants surrounded by dire illness, 
might be expected to have looked to these ideas of tuberculosis to make sense of 
their colonial experiences. However, usually they did not. The image of the refined, 
virtuous and ascetically beautiful consumptive was, in Europe, usually applied to 
wealthy or middle class patients, and it was hard to reconcile with missionaries' 
belief that most Aboriginal people, while human and sympathetic, were ignorant, 
amoral and "dirty", mired in the world of the flesh. A "good death" was necessarily a 
devout Christian one, and thus was considered inaccessible to most Aboriginal 
people at this stage of civilisation. 
50 McMurry, "And I?'', pp.17-21, 25-39, 55 
51 Jalland, Death in the Victorian Family, pp.21, 26-31, 33, 38-41 
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However, missionaries did occasionally describe Aboriginal people dying slowly and 
with dignity from respiratory illnesses. It is no coincidence that the dying people 
described were Christianised youths. For example, in 1832 Watson recorded the 
death of a ten year old boy, Billy Black, from a "violent cough" and "severe affection 
of the lungs". Billy, who, as mentioned earlier, had travelled with Watson for 
months, died patiently and without complaint, speaking frequently of God and trying 
to suppress his coughing during church services. Watson wrote with melancholy 
satisfaction, "When his happy spirit had left the cumbrous clod behind . . . I felt 
assured of his felicity.',s2 Similar descriptions were notable in the correspondence of 
John Smithies, who observed what appeared to be severe respiratory illnesses among 
the children at his mission. In 1845, Smithies portrayed the slow, wasting death of a 
young boy, Birgee, in bittersweet terms - "there was a meekness and patience and 
hope in the lad that made him lovely in his last days. He was frequently amidst much 
pain found on his knees praying to God to bless him".53 Another teenage boy who 
died under similar circumstances in 1844 was praised for acknowledging his sin and 
praying for redemption. According to his request, the missionaries baptised him, 
giving him the name Mishael, meaning "asked for, but God takes away."54 Similarly, 
in 1845, a ten-year-old girl, Caroline Barrett, died after delighting the missionaries 
with her piety. Shortly before her death she told them "If Caroline in bush now too 
much frightened about death coming soon, but now I love Jesus ... me want to die 
and be with my dear Saviour ... friends leave me but Jesus never leave me." 
Smithies reflected with sorrowful approval, "Many die as young in our fatherland but 
not so well."55 
Whether these children died from tuberculosis or some other illness, these stories fit 
perfectly the Evangelical model of the "good death" closely associated with romantic 
portrayals of consumptives. Consumptives were stereotyped as pious, innocent 
young people, and on Aboriginal missions it was the youth who were most strongly 
under missionary influence. Since missionaries saw Christian Aboriginal children as 
embodying the future hope of their race - and since they sometimes formed 
52 Watson, Journal, 3 October 1832 pp.29-32, W. V.P. 
53 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 10 January 1843, W.MM.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
54 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 26October1844, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
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affectionate relationships with these children - their deaths must have come as a sad 
blow. Missionaries seem to have coped with this by placing the children's loss within 
a familiar and reassuring moral framework: the good death of the religious 
consumptive. This is not to say that these accounts were fabricated; given the 
children's mission background, their deathbed remarks may well have been genuine. 
However, I would suggest that when deciding how to record and remember these 
deathbed stories, missionaries were consciously or unconsciously influenced by the 
need to make sense of the tragedy by portraying these children as too good for the 
violent, depraved frontier world, and as heading instead for a better place. 
Grief, medicine and magic: Aboriginal understandings of disease 
While certain illnesses had moral significance in missionary writings, Aboriginal 
people understood disease differently. The social and emotional trauma caused by 
introduced diseases in south-eastern Australia must have been immense, although it 
is difficult to measure now, partly because the single most destructive disease -
smallpox - ravaged Aboriginal communities far beyond European settlement, doing 
its worst damage before missionaries and protectors arrived. The descriptions of 
smallpox given by Aboriginal people to protector Parker (which I will discuss later) 
are apocalyptic, portraying an agonising, fast-moving plague.56 This is supported by 
later colonists' accounts, recalling elders telling them of an epidemic so deadly and 
contagious that survivors fled their camps daily, unable to tend the sick or bury the 
dead, until the air stank of rotting bodies and they believed no one would survive. 
Colonist Peter Beveridge remarked that fifty years later, elderly Aboriginal people 
still shuddered at the memory.57 Thus, it is probable that many of the Indigenous 
55 John Smithies to General Secretaries, 21 September 1845, WMMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA 
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societies missionaries and protectors encountered were already numerically reduced 
and traumatised. Add to this the impact of other introduced diseases - causing not 
only personal suffering but also social problems as sick individuals became unable to 
bear healthy children or participate in economic and ceremonial life - and the 
cultural and emotional results must have been catastrophic. This warrants careful 
examination of missionary and protectoral sources for clues as to how Aboriginal 
people tried to explain the health situation and bring it under physical and mental 
control. 
Unfortunately, European sources from this time did not delve deeply into Aboriginal 
understandings of health and sickness. However, they do contain anecdotes which 
show similarities to later anthropological accounts of Aboriginal sickness and 
medicine in central and northern Australia, making some cautious generalisations 
possible. These anthropological works stressed that while Indigenous forms of 
medicine varied, serious illnesses which threatened personal and social wellbeing 
were often blamed on malignant magic, usually wielded by sorcerers, sometimes 
taking the form of dangerous foreign objects like stones, sticks and bones being 
magically inserted into the victim. 58 Doctors could remove these, often through 
ceremonies involving rubbing or sucking the afflicted body parts.59 This seems to 
feed into Heather MacDonald's more general claim, in her Hall's Creek study, that 
Aboriginal understandings of health involve an organic and permeable body in a vital 
relationship of exchange with the living environment.60 While these anthropological 
accounts refer to different communities in different historical periods from those 
discussed in this thesis, they provide some helpful ideas. Particularly interesting is 
Janice Reid's comment that Aboriginal beliefs in sickness and sorcery played an 
important role in maintaining social order. Not only could magic be a way of 
58 A.P. Elkin, The Australian Aborigines, Sydney, Halstead Press, 1943, pp.206-7, 215-16; A.W. 
Howitt, The Native Tribes of South-East Australia, London, MacMillan, 1904, pp.355-66; Janice 
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explaining sickness and effecting psychological treatments, it could also provide an 
outlet for tension in small, intricately structured societies where feelings of anger, 
resentment, jealousy and fear could not always be expressed directly.61 This invites 
speculation as to how the shocks of colonialism might have affected and been 
affected by beliefs in magical sickness. 
Missionary and protectorate sources from the early 19th century suggest an 
Aboriginal belief that the human body was permeable to good and evil forces, 
reporting people across their various districts attributing fatal illnesses to sorcery, 
resulting sometimes in revenge expeditions.62 William Thomas, Francis Tuckfield, 
protectorate surgeon William Baylie and correspondents to the Wesleyan Methodist 
Missionary Society and the London Missionary Society also described native doctors 
claiming to suck illness out of people's bodies, draw foreign objects from under the 
skin, and remove bad magic by attaching a cord to the sick person, rubbing it across 
their own lips and spitting out the sickness along with their blood.63 In 1839, Thomas 
also described a native doctor rubbing ashes into a sick man and "muttering as 
though he was invoking some spirit'', while chief protector G.A. Robinson saw a 
doctor "squeezing the sickness from the patient into an old rag.''64 
The types of illnesses treated in this manner varied from eye infections to battle 
wounds, but missionary accounts also record people apparently becoming sick as a 
direct result of malignant magic. In 1839, protector Thomas, camped by the Yarra 
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amongst hostile Aboriginal groups, was astonished at the effect of a group of 
Goulburn women ambushing seven Melbourne men and cutting off their hair. The 
men "seemed powerless & in a moment they were all as dead men ... the Blacks 
surrounded the young men to comfort them telling me that soon die." Ignoring 
Thomas's protestations that it was all nonsense, the doctors had the young men 
carried like corpses to them, and ceremonially treated them, decorating their bodies 
with ochre, cutting off their remaining hair and burying it. The young men were then 
pronounced safe and instantly recovered.65 At Wellington Valley in 1838, James 
Giinther, was similarly baffled when the whole camp gathered around a young man 
who was lying as if dead, and was told that the man had been made sick by "some 
bad Natives (it reminds me of witches etc etc) having put branches & leaves in his 
inside." Giinther saw one doctor apparently sucking foreign objects out of the sick 
man's navel, while another crawled along the ground towards the patient, "muttering, 
repeatedly, a very heavy groan, with a very low, melancholy voice. When he reached. 
the Patient he spread himself right over him, and it lacked half a minute till his cure 
was performed. Doctor & Patient jumped up together . . . the bystanders 
applauded". 66 
These accounts indicate that Aboriginal beliefs in both healing and dangerous magic 
were still strong. This was confirmed when missionaries tried to talk them out of it. 
During the above incident, Gii.nther told the fascinated crowd who had gathered to 
watch the doctors, "It is all yambul (nonsense, pretence)", but no one would believe 
him.67 When L.E. Threlkeld told a woman who was trying to heal a sick girl by 
drawing a string repeatedly across her own bleeding lips that this was foolish, the 
other women watching dismissed him scomfully.68 Watson, similarly, advised a 
group of young men to watch the doctors and see whether the stones they took from 
sick people's bodies were actually palmed, but the young men just laughed and said 
"O Blackfellows are not deceitful.'.69 Thomas complained in 1848 that his attempts 
to persuade people that they were not becoming sick through enemy witchcraft were 
65 William Thomas, 19- 20November1839, WT.P., MF323, Reel l, AIATSIS 
66 Giinther, Journal, 5 August 1838 pp.9-10, W. V.P. 
67 Ibid., p. 10 
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Reminiscences, vol.I, p.47 
69 Watson, Journal, 26 October 1834 p.5, W. V.P. 
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in vain.70 When tending a young woman, Murran, who was sick with fever, Thomas 
tried to convince her she would not die, telling her his medicine would work if it 
pleased God. Murran responded "Ah very good for white man but no good for black 
man." She insisted that a Goulburn man had stolen some of her hair and was using it 
to kill her, making her kidney fat waste away.71 Similarly, in 1847 when a man called 
Mumbo was dying, he rejected Thomas' s attempts to make him think about God 
instead of enemy curses, saying "it might do for white people to believe but not for 
blacks."72 Such stories indicate that missionary criticism alone was not enough to 
seriously disrupt pre-colonial understandings of sickness, magic and the body. 
However, it might be assumed that introduced diseases affected Aboriginal medical 
thought. This can be difficult to judge, as missionaries and protectors rarely bothered 
to record (or perhaps even inquire into) Aboriginal understandings of these new 
illnesses. In 1841, Parker mentioned some Djadjawurung deaths at the Loddon 
protectorate station, from what were probably the combined effects of introduced 
diseases and poverty, being blamed on enemy magic.73 He also noted that the deaths 
of infants born with syphilis were blamed on the sorcery of foreign tribes, although 
the same people seemed to agree that adult syphilis was contracted through sex with 
Europeans.74 Such accounts do not indicate much about general Aboriginal views of 
introduced disease. 
The most striking accounts on this topic are protector Parker's descriptions of how 
the people in his district explained smallpox. They attributed the disease to a 
powerful serpent spirit called the Mindi, which was many miles long and could 
wreak terrible destruction, needing ceremonies to appease it. 75 The Djadjawurung 
70 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 1 December 1848, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
71 William Thomas, undated entry, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, fiche 97, AIATSIS 
72 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 1 March 1848, A.A.R., VPRS446, Reel 2, PROV 
73 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal, July 1841" fragment,A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; 
Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal, 1 September - 30 November 1841", A.A.R., VPRS4467, 
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74 Edward Stone Parker, 1November1841, "Quarterly Journal, 1 September- 30 November 1841", 
A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Edward Stone Parker, 26 - 27 December 1841, "Quarterly 
Journal", 1 December 1841 - 28 February 1842, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Edward Stone 
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called the scars of the smallpox survivors lillipook mindi: the scales of the Mindi. 76 
Thomas reported hearing similar stories, although different people gave different 
descriptions of the disease, which made him think several epidemics might have been 
conflated.77 Watson's journal implied that the Wiradjuri also gave Indigenous 
explanations for smallpox, although his account from 1835 is short and cryptic -
"The natives say that Tharrarwirgal (one of their Divinities who lives in the N.W. 
and who is said to be the author of the Small Pox) is not angry with them now that he 
will never send the Small Pox again because he has now got a Tomahawk which he 
formerly wanted."78 Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts have discussed the 
implications of this, and of the Waganna ritual initially held in the 1830s to ward off 
smallpox, arguing that they served to reinforce the power of Baiame over his 
enemies and the importance of following Wiradjuri laws for protection. 79 
Aboriginal people did not see themselves merely as victims of this disease, however. 
In 1840, when a large party of Goulburn people were unfairly arrested by police and 
some of them shot, Djadjawurung warned Parker that the Goulburn people were 
plotting revenge, holding ceremonies to raise the Mindi to kill all Europeans and all 
Aboriginal people who were friendly with them (including the people on Parker's 
station). Parker was given a graphic description of the disease he would die from: 
terrible sores, dysentery, blindness, then death - "The Mindi was to come."80 This 
story could be read in several ways. Djadjawurung might have been trying to 
provoke European hostility towards the Goulburn people for political or economic 
reasons. Alternatively, these detailed descriptions of mass European deaths 
(attributed to a different Aboriginal group) might have allowed them to indirectly 
express their own hostility towards Europeans, perhaps including the protector. 
However, their apparent fear that they would be killed by this plague and the fact that 
76 Parker, "The Aborigines of Australia'', 1854, p.18 
77 William Thomas, undated entry, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, fiche 55, 63, AIATSIS 
78 Watson, Journal, 29December1835 p.11, W.V.P. 
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other deadly illnesses on the Loddon station had also been blamed on the Goulbum 
people indicates that this story may well have been told sincerely.81 
Similarly, in 1847 when a man called Yanem Gooner was gaoled for sheep theft, he 
threatened Thomas that he would unleash the "Myndie" to kill every man and beast 
in the country. He drew Thomas a picture of this terrifying spirit, a huge three-fanged 
snake rearing up over the treetops, and imitated the hissing noise it made. Thomas 
commented "no zealot could be more full of zest than he to shew the consequences 
that would follow to white men if he was not liberated." However, there was some 
suggestion Y anem Gooner' s hostility was not confined to Europeans; another 
prisoner, Koort Kurrap, was frightened that the Melbourne Aboriginal people would 
be killed too.82 
All of this indicates both the trauma of introduced diseases, and Aboriginal attempts 
to incorporate these illnesses into a pre-existing world view. Henry Reynolds 
couches this almost in terms of deliberate resistance to European dominance: "The 
powerful sorcery of distant tribes was more awesome and devastating than anything 
the Europeans could do. The Aboriginal way still held the key to the great forces of 
the universe."83 This may be putting rather too positive an emphasis on the story; 
many people seemed more frightened than reassured by stories of their enemies' 
power. It could also be argued, as Beverley Blaskett and Richard Broome have done, 
that the custom of blaming deaths on Indigenous sorcery increased the (already 
horrific) impact of introduced diseases, leading to revenge fights and also inhibiting 
Aboriginal groups' ability to unite against European aggression.84 However, such 
stories do suggest Aboriginal attempts to assert mental order over a frightening 
situation by portraying disease as something that could be coherently explained and 
mastered. It is significant that smallpox (bringing devastation and social chaos) 
81 Parker, "Quarterly Joumal, July 1841", fragment, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Edward Stone 
Parker, 4 September 1841, "Quarterly Journal", 1 September - 30 November 1841, A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
82 William Thomas, 15, 17 August 1847, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3; William Thomas to Mr Duffy, 
undated letter, in W.T.P., MF323, Reel 5, fiche 157-61, AIATSIS 
83 Henry Reynolds, The Other Side of the Frontier: an interpretation of the Aboriginal response to the 
invasion and settlement of Australia, Townsville, James Cook University, 1981, p.47 
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would be raised in revenge for the arrest and shooting of people by European 
authorities. This suggests a (perhaps desperate) assertion that Indigenous social order 
and justice could be reestablished even in the most extreme circumstances. 
"No good white Doctor, only good black Doctor": medical and cultural conflicts 
Given the prevalence of introduced illnesses and Aboriginal people's continued faith 
in their doctors, it seems likely that native doctors attempted to treat some introduced 
sicknesses using traditional methods. The extent of this is unclear, as it often went 
unrecorded. However, Parker and Gunther mentioned native doctors trying to heal 
respiratory infections.85 Thomas also complained that the "old doctors" insisted on 
shifting the camp constantly during a flu epidemic in 184 7, and they would surround 
the camp chanting incantations against the disease.86 However, this does not mean 
that Aboriginal people rejected European medicines (something Reynolds seems to 
imply when emphasising that people at the Loddon station ignored the advice of the 
government doctor).87 Most missionaries and protectors mentioned treating sick 
people, some of whom seemed grateful.88 It is possible that Aboriginal doctors were 
content to leave some introduced diseases to European surgeons, lacking native 
remedies - Parker, for instance, remarked in 1841 that native doctors did not treat 
venereal syphilis, saying they had no cure for it.89 There is some evidence of people 
remaining on the missions specifically for medicine. When Watson arrived at 
Wellington Valley, he began by treating sick Europeans, but soon found that some 
Wiradjuri came to him for help with bums and venereal disease (J.C.S. Handt 
complained that this was the only reason some men stayed there). Later, after 
Wellington Valley closed, Watson claimed that rriany people still came to his private 
85 Gunther, Journal, 9 July 1838 p.3-4, W V.P.; Edward Stone Parker, 5 October 1841, "Quarterly 
Journal'', 1September-30 November 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
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Apsley mission for treatment.90 In Melbourne, government surgeon Baylie remarked 
in 1841 that medical treatments increased Aboriginal confidence in the protectorate, 
but that people expected European doctors to stay with them until they were cured.91 
This suggests at least some Aboriginal willingness to undergo European treatments, 
perhaps in conjunction with traditional medicine. 
Th~re is not much evidence of Aboriginal doctors being hostile towards missionaries 
originally. No one seemed to object to missionaries watching the doctors at work; as 
in some communities in central Australia nowadays, the doctor's ·,treatments may 
well have been public occasions.92 When missionaries tried to dismiss the treatments 
as nonsense, Aboriginal people rejected their comments, but usually with nothing 
worse than laughter or mild scorn. The doctors often seem to have ignored the 
watching missionaries, although Thomas mentioned one more enterprising female 
doctor, who paused while treating a patient to speak to the protector: "In the midst of 
her muttering she caught my eye and innocently asked for sugar.'~n 
There were also a couple of occasions where Aboriginal doctors treated sick 
missionaries, who visited them mainly out of curiousity. In 1839, Taungurong people 
persuaded protector James Dredge to consult the native doctor about his facial tics 
and depression. The doctor's treatment - sucking and blowing on the affected areas, 
"making a whizzing noise with his mouth'', then spitting on the ground to expel the 
sickness - did not help Dredge, but he was touched by Taungurong's concern.94 
Similarly, in 1840 when Thomas collapsed with sickness, three native doctors took 
hold of him, ignoring the protests of his servants, and rubbed their faces against his, 
blowing hard "to give me life".95 Francis Tuckfield also had his infected eyes 
90 Handt, Journal, 14 August 1833 p.14, W. V.P.; Watson, Journal, 4 November 1832 p.10, 31 
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examined by a native doctor at Buntingdale, Wer-e-rup. Tuckfield described the 
treatment: 
He immediately caught my head and began to suck my face under my 
eyes, after which he took three pieces of she-oak leaf out of his 
mouth, rubbed them with his fingers and gave· them to his wife, who 
wrapped them carefully in her rug. The doctor said the pain would 
leave my eyes and enter the leaves, and if his wife took proper care of 
them, the cure would be affected.96 
Such examples suggest that relationships between missionaries and Aboriginal 
doctors were not inevitably hostile, at least on the Aboriginal side. 
However, several factors worked against medical harmony. One was missionaries' 
and protectors' often confrontational attitude towards the native doctors. 
Missionaries were curious about the doctors' practices, but they were rarely friendly. 
Even when Tuckfield consulted the native doctor about his own illness, he took the 
opportunity to accuse the man of being an imposter.97 Missionaries often rebuked 
Aboriginal people for using magical treatments by saying that these were silly and 
useless, but it was not just the effectiveness of the treatments that worried 
missionaries; they also considered such behaviour immoral. Gunther remarked in 
1838 that ceremonies for the sick were further proof that "Satan has his dominion 
over them".98 Watson, meanwhile, was so furious when he caught a woman trying to 
heal her friend by removing a wandong (evil spirit) from her body in the form of a 
stone, that he gathered all the women together and made them read Biblical passages 
on the evils of witchcraft.99 
Furthermore, the fact that Aboriginal people often reacted to missionary criticisms of 
the doctors with denial, bewilderment or laughter, suggests that missionaries were 
not upset merely by evidence of heathen superstition, but also by the possibility that 
their own authority was being undermined. Here, I would suggest that the perceived 
threat was not just the doctors themselves, but also the general endurance of 
96 Francis Tuckfield to Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, 20 February 1839, in Cannon (ed.), 
HR. V.: The Aborigines of Port Phillip, vol.2A, p.114 
97 Ibid. 
98 Giinther, Journal, 5 August 1838 p.10, W. V.P. 
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Indigenous customs and systems of authority. This helps explain the aggression with 
which some missionaries and protectors tried to denounce the doctors. Missionary 
Joseph Orton accused the doctors of "deception of a most gross and ludicrous 
character", while Thomas was angry at them for interfering with his treatment of 
influenza patients, particularly because he knew the doctors would take the credit for 
any cures.100 In 1841, Parker fought with people over who should look after a young 
boy with "inflammation of the lungs" and told the native doctor that he must either 
cure the child on the spot or Parker would declare him an imposter and punish him. 
The doctor withdr,ew, possibly insulted or just wanting to avoid falling foul of the 
protector.IOI Tuckfield also accused the native doctorWer-e-rup of being a charlatan 
in front of an Aboriginal audience, after the man refused Tuck:field's demand that he 
publicly demonstrate his reputed ability to fly and raise the dead.Ioz Thus, the 
treatment of sick people could assume wider cultural significance for missionaries, 
bringing their jealousy of Aboriginal elders and frustration at their own limited 
power to the fore. 
However, while many medical conflicts began with missionary hostility, Aboriginal 
people could also express anger and fear during these arguments. This occurred 
mostly when missionaries and protectors were seen as seriously damaging 
Aboriginal health. There are several reports of sick people refusing European 
treatments or being removed from missionary care by their relatives, claiming that 
they would die if they remained. In 1835, Watson angrily noted that a very sick 
young girl returned to the camp, claiming that staying on the mission would kill 
her.103 Similarly, a number of sick people refused medicine from Thomas, explaining 
they had already seen the native doctor and would die if they took new medicine or 
went to hospital.104 After an old man died in 1846, one of his relatives angrily told 
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Thomas that it was the protectorate school that had killed him, seeming to suggest 
that camping away from their country in Melbourne had destroyed his health. 105 
Some other people left Thomas's Narre Narre Warren station because they suspected 
this place was the source of their diseases, and when several children on Smithies' 
( mission died from tuberculosis, others were removed by their parents.106 
Few of these incidents turned aggressive, but when neither missionaries nor 
Aboriginal people would yield over the treatment of a patient, greater hostility 
occurred. When Parker refused to let the sick boy in his care undergo the native 
doctor's ''barbarous and absurd" treatments, the boy's female relatives reacted so 
furiously that Parker was forced to let the doctor approach, although he eventually 
persuaded the man (with threats) to leave again.107 Similarly, when Thomas took the 
dying man Mumbo to hospital, Mumbo begged him to take him back to his country, 
touching his stomach and crying "no good white Dr only good black Dr me got 
stones or glass here." He stumbled out of bed and tried to flee on Thomas's horse, 
but was too weak to get far. As he was dragged back to bed, he lashed out at Thomas 
"no good you, me kill you when me get better." This never happened though; 
Mumbo died five days later in hospital.108 Interestingly, the opposition to European 
treatment in these cases did not come solely from the doctors, but also from patients 
and the wider community. This suggests that Aboriginal opposition to missionary 
medicine did not just stem from doctors afraid of losing their authority, but from 
wider feelings of fear and mistrust of Europeans. 
Whether Aboriginal people suspected the missionaries of deliberately making people 
ill or of merely being too stupid to be trusted is unclear. I suspect the latter, since I 
have found only one example of Aboriginal people aggressively accusing 
missionaries of killing someone. In 1839, when Geanil or Nanny, a young girl at 
Wellington Valley, was fatally ill with what Gunther diagnosed as influenza, the 
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young men not only infuriated Gunther by smuggling forbidden foods to her and 
demanding that she see the native doctors, but after her death accused the 
missionaries of having killed her and six others with their medicine. Giinthernoted "I 
was unable to remove this impression, they were in a great rage about it.',io9 
However, even here no actual violence occurred. This may, of course, have reflected 
Wiradjuri's fears of the consequences of attacking Europeans, but the fact that they 
continued to visit the mission and sometimes accept medical treatment suggests that 
the missionaries were probably considered incompetent rather than malicious. Tricia 
Henwood puts forward this argument with regard to Awabakal, claiming they did not 
consider Threlkeld powerful or clever enough to kill anyone with magic.110 
It is difficult to say whether Aboriginal people considered missionary medicine 
simply a possible health hazard or a wider cultural threat; missionaries rarely sought 
their opinions on this. There are only a couple of accounts of Aboriginal people 
obviously interpreting these medical encounters in broader cultural terms. In 1841, 
after some unpleasant scenes with Tuckfield, the Buntingdale healer W er-e-rup 
declared that the missionaries were correct about God; he had flown to heaven to 
retrieve the soul of a dead child and spoken to the Great Spirit the missionaries talked 
about. This baffled Tuckfield, who was not sure how to react when young men 
responded to his sermons by crying "It is true! 'Wer-e-rup' has said so!" He 
concluded that the doctor's power must be diminishing, making Wer-e-rup want to 
"shelter under our wing".111 He did not consider the possibility that Wer-e-rup might 
have been acting more creatively, trying to make peace with the missionaries while 
simultaneously reinforcing his own authority and magical powers. A group of people 
on Parker's station took a less conciliatory approach over the treatment of a man ill 
with what may have been food poisoning. They shooed the government surgeon 
away, declaring that he was "too much stupid" to deal with this and that the patient 
would die if the native doctor did not treat him. Parker noted that these particular 
men had opposed him on other cultural issues. When he ordered them to leave, they 
furiously demanded to know why he sat down with them anyway and why he did not 
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go back to his own country. One old man then accused Parker of stealing their 
country and their children.112 Thus, when Aboriginal people felt their health or 
autonomy was under threat, these medical fights could draw out more generalised 
feelings of resentment towards the invaders. 
This history of illness on the first Aboriginal missions provides a window into many 
of the complexities of this era as a whole, with sickness becoming a focus of conflict 
and resistance, as well as coexistence and opportunism. Aboriginal and missionary 
views about introduced disease indicate that both groups struggled to make sense of 
this trauma by incorporating it into their pre-existing world views. Here, the contrast 
is not between Aboriginal spirituality and European rationality, but rather between a 
number of different cultural and religious understandings of sickness. This highlights 
the need for histories of this period to integrate the medical with the social, for a 
broader understanding of illness in all its changing physical and emotional forms. 
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"A prey for total destruction": 
Aboriginal deaths and the question of extermination 
Throughout their musings about the potential of Aboriginal people for religious 
enlightenment and physical civilisation, missionaries and protectors were troubled by 
the question of whether or not their often reluctant congregations would survive the 
experience of colonisation at all. The early 19th century saw real Aboriginal 
depopulation in south-eastern Australia, but also a growth in white Australian 
theories designed to rationalise Aboriginal destruction and deny any European 
responsibility. Some colonists did this by depicting Aboriginal people as self-
destructive, causing their own demise, while others began to articulate the view that 
Aboriginal demise was a normal, inevitable result of European contact, resulting 
from vast, natural laws, not preventable human actions. Such views were often 
accompanied by biologically determinist claims about "innate" Aboriginal 
inferiority. This chapter examines the early manifestations of such beliefs in colonial 
society and how protectors and missionaries engaged with them. It also considers to 
what extent such theories may have appealed to missionaries depressed and 
demoralised by their own failures. 
"While we hesitate they die": the destruction of Aboriginal communities 
It is likely that mainland missionaries' and protectors' minds were drawn sometimes 
to earlier events in Van Diemen's Land. The 1820s and 1830s saw fierce fighting 
between Aboriginal Tasmanians and colonists, devastating the Indigenous population 
and persuading Governor George Arthur to employ G.A. Robinson to travel around 
the colony between 1830-1834, rounding up the survivors and removing them to 
Flinders Island. During the course of this "Friendly Mission", Robinson observed the 
frightening depopulation that had taken place, likening it to the Spanish genocide of 
Indigenous Americans and warning of the possibility of Tasmanian "extinction".1 
1 N.J.B. Plomley, Friendly Mission: The Tasmanian Journals and Papers of George Augustus 
Robinson, 1829-1834, Hobart, Tasmanian Historical Research Association, 1966, p.276; N.J.B. 
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Subsequent developments on Flinders Island served only to worsen Aboriginal 
conditions, as poor nutrition, poverty, illness and infertility caused the tiny 
population to dwindle still further. By the late 1830s, as Robinson prepared to take 
up his new protectorate post in Port Phillip, the complete disappearance of 
Aboriginal Tasmanians was assumed by many to be a foregone conclusion.2 
The tragedy of Van Diemen's Land left missionaries, colonists and Aboriginal 
people a contradictory legacy. It inspired greater humanitarian endeavour on the 
mainland (encouraged by the House of Commons and supported by Governor 
Arthur, who oversaw the banishment of Aboriginal Tasmanians to Flinders Island), 
but it also contributed to a view of Aboriginal people as fragile, doomed and 
incapable of improvement or even survival.3 The determination to prevent 
"extinction", and the simultaneous fear that it might be inevitable, would shape 
missionary consciousness in a number of ways. 
It certainly had relevance to Threlkeld's work. As early as 1827, he warned the 
London Missionary Society that Awabakal faced the danger of complete 
extermination through frontier violence, alcoholism, prostitution and disease, which 
"mark[ed] them a prey for total destruction".4 This is suggestive not only of the harsh 
conditions developing around Newcastle, but also of the early origins of ideas of 
Aboriginal extinction. The following decade saw Tasmanian tragedy and more local 
violence around Lake Macquarie. In 1837, Threlkeld warned the Colonial Secretary 
and William Grant Broughton, Lord Bishop of Australia, of the low Awabakal birth 
rate and unequal numbers of women and men, claiming "the decrease of the Black 
population is not local and temporary, but general and annual.'"5 He attributed this to 
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disease, violence and "amalgamation" with Europeans, asserting in 1839 "in the 
elapse of a very few years ... the race will become extinct in these parts" .6 
Thus, when the Port Phillip protectors and the Buntingdale missionaries began their 
work in the late 1830s, the futures of Flinders Island and Lake Macquarie were 
already looking grim. Fears of a similar outcome were soon echoed at Buntingdale. 
In 1840 Francis Tuckfield reported to his missionary society that he feared 
dispossession, poverty and frontier violence would lead to "the final and utter 
extinction, of at least, some of the Aboriginal tribes."7 Three years later, he warned ·, 
that the Colac people (apparently Gulidjan and Dantgurt) were being victimised by 
neighbouring groups and were likely to disappear soon.8 His colleague Benjamin 
Hurst agreed. Although the missionaries could, he said, tolerate Aboriginal people's 
"extreme degradation", "we cannot be insensible to the fact that the Aborigines are 
decreasing in numbers at an awfully rapid rate". He claimed that the local population 
had decreased by 15% between 1840-41, attributing this largely to venereal disease 
and the low birth rate, which he blamed on "illicit intercourse" between European 
men and Aboriginal women.9 The next year he reiterated that "most of the natives are 
dead and others are dying". He blamed this again on venereal disease and also on 
inter-tribal violence, which was probably inadvertently worsened by missionaries' 
attempts to make different Aboriginal groups live together.10 Hurst claimed to see 
little hope for Aboriginal people unless the government took stronger steps to protect 
them from each other and from "the soul and body destroying influence of our 
ungodly and avaricious fellow countrymen."11 
6 Ibid., pp.133, 137; L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, "The Annual Report of the Mission to the 
Aborigines, Lake Macquarie, 1839", inL.E. Threlkeld Papers 1815-1862 (L.TP.), MF329, Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS), (original held at Mitchell 
Library, State Library of New South Wales) 
7 Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 September 1840, Wesleyan Methodist Missionary 
Society (W.M.M.S.) Archive, Australasia 1812-1884, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
8 Francis Tuckfield, "Report on the Wesleyan Missionary Society's Mission to the Aborigines of the 
Sub District ofGeelong, Port Phillip, August 1843", in W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
9 Benjamin Hurst to C.J. LaTrobe, 22 December 1841, Aboriginal Affairs Records (A.A.R.), VA473 
Superintendent, Port Phillip District, VPRS4467, Reel 1, Public Records Office of Victoria (PROV); 
Benjamin Hurst to General Secretaries, 21January1842, W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
10 Benjamin Hurst to J. McKenny, 8 March 1842, W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; 
Benjamin Hurst to General Secretaries, 23 June 1842, W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
11 Benjamin Hurst to J. McKenny, 8 March 1842, W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
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Not all missionaries during this period reached such pessimistic conclusions. The 
Wellington Valley papers rarely mention the possibility of Wiradjuri dying as a 
people, despite the fact that large numbers of Wiradjuri in the neighbouring Bathurst 
region had been killed several years before, when martial law was declared in the 
area. Missionary J.C.S. Handt mused in 1832 that "The lives of the Aborigines are 
very fast wasting away, wherever the Whites get a footing" because of European 
"vices". However, this was written in Sydney before he arrived at Wellington Valley, 
and perhaps reflected not only conditions in the Sydney area but also an already 
established colonial denial of Aboriginal survival.12 Once at Wellington Valley, 
Handt commented in 1835 that more Wiradjuri were dying than were being born, a 
claim Giinther reiterated in 1838.13 However, these were virtually the only times this 
claim was made; although worried about Wiradjuri's spiritual future, missionaries 
did not seem particularly concerned about depopulation. 
The Port Phillip protectors were more gloomy. Sievwright rarely discussed 
population numbers, although in 1841 he did report over a hundred children in the 
district of his Mt Rouse station, a more encouraging number than elsewhere.14 His 
colleagues had less cause for optimism. James Dredge reported to the Wesleyan 
Methodist Missionary Society in 1840 that he had observed a drop in Taungurong 
numbers since arriving in their district, largely because of disease, alcoholism and 
violence.15 Upon res1gmng from the protectorate several months later, Dredge 
reflected angrily on what he saw as government inefficiency and appalling 
Aboriginal living conditions, threatening "while we hesitate they die. Their condition 
is indescribably awful and perilous. As colonization extends their misery 1s 
enhanced, and their existence endangered." He warned of the possibility of 
"exterminating conflict" like that which had "well nigh blotted out" Indigenous 
12 J.C.S Handt to T. Woodrooffe and Dandeson Coates, 23 April 1832 p.1, in Hilary M. Carey and 
David A. Roberts (eds), The Wellington Valley Project (W. V.P.): Letters and Journals Relating to the 
Church Missionary Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: A Critical Electronic 
Edition, 2002, http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/voll/021.html 
13 J.C.S. Handt, "1835 Report", p.3, W V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-
project/voll/021.html; James Giinther,Journal, 8February1838 p.10, WV.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/voll/021.html 
14 Jan Critchett, A "Distant Field of Murder": Western District Frontiers 1834-1848, Burwood, 
Melbourne University Press, 1990, pp.38, 146 
15 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 17 February 1840, in WMMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA 
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Tasmanians. Reflecting on his failure in 1841, Dredge reiterated that only "a few 
years will be required to blot them from the living".16 
Thomas, Robinson and Parker gave figures that were more precise and no less 
disturbing. In November 1839 Thomas's census of Woiworung and Boonwurrung 
people around Melbourne recorded only one infant and significantly lower numbers 
of women than men, a disparity he did not explain.17 Between 1840 and 1848, 
Thomas's census reports from the Yarra and his Narre Narre Warren station were 
irregular (some annual, some taken at six or four month intervals) but their figures 
were frightening: 15 deaths and 2 surviving babies born, 7 deaths and no births, 15 
deaths and 2 births, 13 deaths and 4 births, 7 deaths and no births, 25 deaths and 1 
birth. 18 (It was not always made clear whether these birth figures included infants 
who had died.) G.A. Robinson, reporting to the Select Committee on the condition of 
the Aborigines in 1845, estimated that Aboriginal numbers in the settled districts had 
decreased over the past 6 years by about 20% mostly from disease and also from 
violence with Europeans and each other.19 In 1848, Thomas remarked morosely that 
if he lived out his allotted three score years and ten, "this Protector may outlive the 
whole of his charge."20 In 1852 he predicted that the Woiworung, Boonwurrung and 
Barrabool [Wathaurong] people were all likely to disappear.21 
16 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 31July1840, in W.MM.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; James 
Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 10May1841, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
17 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 20 November 1839, William Thomas Papers, 1834-1868 
(W.T.P.), MF323, Reel 7, fiche 41-47, AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of 
New South Wales) 
18 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 6January1840, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 4, fiche 41-42, AIATSIS; 
William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 29 February 1840, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William 
Thomas to G.A. Robinson, "Journal of the Proceedings during the months of June, July & August 
1841", in A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 24 May 1842, 
A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, "Journal of Proceedings", 1 
December 1842 to 1 March 1843, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. 
Robinson, 1December1843, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 
1 June 1846, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 1 December 
1846, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 1 December 1847, 
A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 31 May 1848, A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 1 December 1848, A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
19 G.A. Robinson, "Evidence to the Select Committee on the Condition of the Aborigines 1845", in 
Peter Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal Communities: The Colonial Experience, Port Phillip District, 
Melbourne, Education Centre of the State Library of Victoria, 1997, p.51 
20 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 31August1848, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
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By 1840, Parker had already predicted that dispossession and frontier violence would 
expose Aboriginal people to "rapid and certain destruction", and developments on 
his own station did not increase his optimism.22 Between January and June 1841 in 
the Mount Macedon district, Parker counted 10 deaths and only one surviving baby 
born. 23 At his central station in the Western District between March and August 
1841, he recorded nine deaths and six births (although it is possible these two sets of 
figures overlapped).24 In August 1842 he estimated that in the district between the 
Campaspe and the Pyrenees, there had been 25 deaths and 10 births in the past two 
years, with much higher mortality between the Campaspe and the Goulbum. Parker 
believed the country west of the Pyrenees to South Australia had seen the worst 
depopulation, decreasing perhaps by 20% in the last two years.25 The reasons given 
were usually sickness, inter-tribal violence and violence with Europeans, and in 
1841-1842 Parker also commented on the high infant mortality on his station, 
including, he claimed, cases of hereditary syphilis and infanticide.26 In 1854 Parker 
estimated that perhaps two thirds of Victoria's original Indigenous population had 
now died, usually from disease. He added that the death of the whole Aboriginal 
population was a possibility.27 
These figures obviously varied a lot and cannot be completely trusted. Protectors' 
and missionaries' statements about Aboriginal sickness and death were sometimes 
vague; they were limited in their language skills and their ability to travel and 
21 William Thomas, Aborigines: A Return to Address Mr Parker - 21 October 1853, Melbourne, 
Government Printing Office, 1854, State Library of Victoria (SLV), p.5 
22 Edward Stone Parker to G.A. Robinson, 1April1840, in Michael Cannon (ed.), Historical Records 
of Victoria (H.R. V.): Aborigines and Protectors, 1838-1839, vol.2B, Melbourne, Victorian 
Government Printing Office, 1983, pp.695-96 
23 Edward Stone Parker to G.A. Robinson, "Return of Deaths and Births of the Aborigines in the 
Mount Macedon District, January 1 to June 30, 1841", inA.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
24 Edward Stone Parker to G.A. Robinson, "Return of Deaths and Births of the Aboriginal Natives at 
Central Station on Western District from 1 March to 31August1841", inA.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, 
PROV 
25 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal'', 1June-31 August 1842, inA.A.R;, VPRS4467, Reel 2, 
PROV 
26 Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 March - 31 May 1841, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, 
PROV; Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 June- 31 August 1842,A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 
2,PROV 
27 Rosalind Jane Lewis, Edward Stone Parker: Protector of Aborigines, Missionary and Visionary, 
Honours thesis, Deakin University, 1987, pp.72, 19 of appendix, 21 of appendix; Edward Stone 
Parker, ''The Aborigines of Australia, 10 May 1854", in Edgar Morrison (ed.), Frontier Life in the 
Loddon Protectorate: Episodes from Early Days, 1837-1842, Melbourne, no publisher cited, 1967, 
pp.14, 30 
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research, and Aboriginal people's continued nomadism must have made population 
numbers difficult to estimate. Nonetheless, the majority of missionary and 
protectorate accounts from this period make similar general claims: that Aboriginal 
deaths were more common than births, that infant mortality was severe and that 
introduced diseases (no doubt exacerbated by poverty and trauma) were the greatest 
killers, followed by violence with other Aborigines and Europeans. These general 
claims are supported by the contemporary historical research of Noel Butlin, Judy 
Campbell, Henry Reynolds and Beverley Blaskett.28 
"Their own cannibal rites": the idea of Aboriginal self-destruction 
By the 1840s, most missionaries and protectors saw Aboriginal people in south-
eastern Australia as a race in rapid decline, possibly headed towards complete 
disappearance. This was a loaded, political assertion, raising questions of 
responsibility. Missionaries tended to hold Europeans largely responsible for frontier 
violence, and Aboriginal poverty and starvation were identified as results of 
dispossession, although Aboriginal people themselves received some blame for being 
too "intemperate", "lazy" and "promiscuous" to embrace healthy Christian farming 
life. Throughout this, missionaries and protectors tread a fine line between noting 
colonial destruction, and insisting that Aboriginal people must ultimately benefit 
from European Christian government. In 1847, though, George Augustus Robinson 
wrote in his journal: 
We carry what we call our civilisation into savage lands, but we carry 
our vices and our diseases along with it and I am not sure that savages 
are not better without us ... They are free, they are strong, they are 
healthy ... the utmost we do for them is to instil [sic] wants into them 
which when they cannot supply, they become miserable.29 
28 Beverley Blaskett, "The level of violence: Europeans and Aborigines in Port Phillip, 1835-1850", in 
Susan Janson and Stuart Macintyre (eds), Through White Eyes, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1990, 
pp.77-100; Noel Budin, Our Original Aggression: Aboriginal Populations of Southeastern Australia, 
1788-1850, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1983; Judy Campbell, Invisible Invaders: Smallpox and other 
diseases in Aboriginal Australia, 1780-1880, Carlton South, Melbourne University Press, 2002; Henry 
Reynolds, The Other Side of the Frontier, Townsville, James Cook University, 1981, pp.102-4 
29 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.5, 25 October 1845 
- 9 June 1849, Ian D. Clark (ed.), Clarendon, Heritage Matters, 2000, p.169 
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Such musings were potentially radical, not only in their suggestion that heathenism 
was better for Aboriginal people than colonialism (an idea that should have horrified 
Evangelical missionaries), but also because the entire institution of colonialism, not 
just a depraved convict class, was blamed. Such thoughts, however, did not stop 
Robinson from enjoying a profitable career in the colonial government. 
The implication that Aboriginal people were responsible for some of their own 
destruction arose occasionally in missionary accounts. Most missionaries and 
protectors worried about violence between Aboriginal individuals and groups, 
particularly revenge killings. The Buntingdale rpissionaries were especially fearful, 
located between several hostile groups. Tuckfield noted in 1840 that Aboriginal 
people whose country was taken by Europeans could not move far "for fear of being 
murdered and exterminated by hostile tribes" .30 He feared Aboriginal "cruelty", on 
top of European violence, would lead to "the utter extinction of the race".31 Thomas, 
similarly, worried about Native Police cruelty towards the Kurnai of Gippsland, and 
struggled to prevent Kulin expeditions to attack Twofold Bay people.32 Such 
violence also troubled Parker, although by 1854 he claimed it had mostly stopped in 
his district.33 Robinson was told by Aboriginal people that "killing the wild natives" 
was a good thing, usually in revenge for earlier conflicts, and he was shown the site 
of a massacre of Gippsland people by Omeo, Mokeallumbeet and Tinnermittum 
people (his spelling).34 He claimed in 1844-1845 that one cause of Aboriginal decline 
was "intestine strife" and "petty feuds".35 
3° Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 30 September 1840, W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA. Also, Benjamin Hurst to J. McKenny, 8 March 1842, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA; Benjamin Hurst to General Secretaries, 23 June 1842, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, 
NLA; Joseph Orton, 4 May 1841, in Joseph Orton, Journal 1832-1838 and 1840-1841 (J.O.J.), 
MF302, AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales); Francis 
Tuckfield to General Secretaries, August 1843 (no precise date given), in W.MM.S. Archive, Mp2 l 07, 
Box2,NLA 
31 Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 29January1840, MS10623, MSB281, SLV 
32 William Thomas, 12 February 1840, in W.T.P., MF323, Reel 2, AIATSIS; William Thomas to G.A. 
Robinson, 6 June 1840, in W.T.P., MF323, Reel 4, AIATSIS; William Thomas to C.J. LaTrobe, 24 
June 1840, inA.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel l, PROV 
33 Parker, "The Aborigines of Australia, 1854", pp.16-17 
34 George Augustus Robinson, Journals: Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.1, 1 January 1839 -
30 September 1840, Melbourne, Heritage Matters, 1998, p.80; George Augustus Robinson, Journals: 
Port Phillip Aboriginal Protectorate, vol.4, 1January1844 - 24 October 1845, Melbourne, Heritage 
Matters, 1998, p.102 
35 George Augustus Robinson, quoted in George Henry Mackaness (ed.), George Augustus 
Robinson's Journey into South-Eastern Australia, 1844, with George Henry Haydon's Narrative of 
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Missionaries often attributed such killings to the Aboriginal belief that the deaths of 
relatives from disease or accidents were caused by malignant magic and must be 
avenged. Missionaries knew that deaths from disease had massively increased with 
colonisation, but, perhaps oddly, their papers rarely addressed the question of 
whether this revenge-related violence had also radically increased as another indirect 
result of invasion. (Beverley Blaskett argues that introduced diseases probably led to 
a huge growth in violence. )36 The question of whether loss of land might have also 
caused a serious increase in violence was not often addressed either, although 
missionaries were certainly aware that Aboriginal lands were clearly bounded and 
intrusion into foreign territory could be severely punished. Orton did blame colonial 
expansion for "driving them [Aborigines] back tribe upon tribe and thus bringing 
them into barbarous exterminating collisions with each other", but this point was not 
often made so overtly.37 Nonetheless, while missionaries often cited fights between 
Aboriginal people as one cause of depopulation, they were not usually described as 
the most important cause, nor did missionaries use this claim to let European 
colonists off the hook. 
Missionaries also cited infanticide as evidence that the Aboriginal population could 
be self-destructive. The Buntingdale and Wellington Valley missionaries, as well as 
L.E. Threlkeld and protectors Parker, Thomas and Dredge all claimed that 
Aboriginal women sometimes killed unwanted babies at birth, although they differed 
as to how frequently they believed it happened.38 Thomas, Parker and the 
Part of the Same Journey, Sydney, published by the editor, 1941, p.33; G.A. Robinson, testimony to 
the Select Committee on the condition of the Aborigines, 1845, in Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal 
Communities, p.54 
36 Blaskett, ''The level of violence", pp.78-84 
37 Joseph Orton to General Secretaries, 5 January 1841, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
38 James Dredge, Brief Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, Geelong, James Harrison, 1845, 
p.11; J.C.S. Handt, Journal, 28 April 1833 p.3, 30 June 1833, p.7, 30 June 1835 p.18, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; Benjamin Hurst to General Secretaries, 
21 January 1842, W.MM.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; Joseph Orton, The Aborigines of 
Australia, London, Thomas, 1836, p.8; Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 March - 31 May 
1841, in A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Edward Stone Parker; "Quarterly Journal", 1 June - 31 
August 1842, in A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Edward Stone Parker, The Aborigines of 
Australia, Melbourne, William Clarke, 1846, pp.10-12; William Thomas, 7 October 1843, W.T.P., 
MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS; William Thomas, undated fragment, W.T.P., MF323, fiche 63-64, Reel 3, 
AIATSIS; William Thomas, undated section, W.T.P., MF323, fiche 79-81, Reel 5, AIATSIS; William 
Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 31 November 1844, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Threlkeld, 
"Correspondence", p.258; Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, Wesleyan Methodist Missionary 
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Buntingdale missionaries cited this as an important cause of depopulation; others 
seemed less concemed.39 Missionaries and protectors generally did not claim to have 
witnessed this personally, and the validity of their sometimes vague accounts can be 
difficult to assess. However, whether truthful or not, these stories provide insight into 
missionary attitudes. Despite deploring infanticide and describing the parents in 
question as cruel, missionaries and protectors never claimed that Aboriginal people's 
basic humanity was in question. Many simultaneously stressed that Aboriginal 
parents were very loving and affectionate towards the children they did raise, and 
some blamed infanticide on Europeans; Watson claimed that "half-caste" infants 
were often killed on their white fathers' orders, and Thomas reported that some 
Aboriginal people were too depressed to raise children now that their land and 
livelihood had been so traumatically removed.40 Thus, again, any depiction of 
Aboriginal people as self-destructive was not unequivocal. 
Other colonists were less cautious; the notion of Indigenous "savages" as self-
annihilating was a popular one in many W estem colonies. Patrick Brantlinger points 
out that Indigenous Americans were depicted from at least the late 18th century 
onwards as "atavistically warlike" - destroying themselves through violence and 
alcoholism - while Pacific islanders were popularly seen as committing racial suicide 
through constant human sacrifice, infanticide and cannibalism.41 This is a reason for 
reading even missionary accounts of Aboriginal Australians cautiously, and it almost 
certainly affected the writings of other colonists. R.H.W. Reece, Julie Carr and Patty 
Society, 12 August 1838, in Cannon (ed), H.R. V.: The Aborigines of Port Phillip, 1835-1839, vol.2A, 
p.107; William Watson, Journal, 6 December 1832 p.23, 8 December 1832 p.24, 27 April 1833 p.6, 
W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; William Watson to Dandeson 
Coates, 31 December 1832 p.2, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
39 Handt, Journal, 30 June 1833 p.7, W. V.P.; Benjamin Hurst to General Secretaries, 21January1842, 
W.M.M.S. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; Edward Stone Parker, "Quarterly Journal", 1 June - 31 
August 1842, in A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV; Parker, The Aborigines of Australia, pp.10-11; 
William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 31November1844, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
4° For instance, Parker, Aborigines of Australia, pp.12-14; Parker, "The Aborigines of Australia, 
1854", p.23; William Thomas to G. A. Robinson, 29 February 1840, in Cannon (ed.), H.R. V., vol.2B, 
p.624; William Thomas, 7 October 1843, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS; Threlkeld, 
"Correspondence", pp.207, 258; William Watson, evidence to the Executive Council, 28 May 1839, 
cited in Sir George Gipps to Lord John Russell, 7 May 1840, in Historical Records of Australia 
(H.R.A.), series 1, vol.XX, February 1839 - September 1840, Sydney, Library Committee of the 
Commonwealth Parliament, 1924, pp.624-25; Watson, Journal, 8 December 1832 p.26, 19 December 
1835 p.8, W. V.P.; Watson to Coates, 31 December 1832 p.2, W. V.P. · 
41 Patrick Brantlinger, Dark Vanishings: Discourse on the Extinction of Primitive Races, 1800-1930, 
Ithaca and London, Cornell University Press, 2003, pp.2, 47, 53, 146-47, 156 
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O'Brien note that colonial newspapers and popular novels told lurid stories of 
Aborigines' "savage cruelty" - slaughtering and eating both Europeans and each 
other.42 Such stories worked to portray Aboriginal people as innately self-destructive, 
dying through their own barbarity, not European actions. For instance, an 1842 work 
on South Australia attributed the decline of the Indigenous population to "perpetual 
quarrels among them - to polygamy, infanticide, and other causes".43 George 
Angas's 1847 work, which compared Aboriginal people unfavourably to Maori, 
insisted that Aboriginal numbers were low because of "Constant wars and quarrels 
between the tribes, polygamy and infanticide."44 
Sometimes stories of cannibalism were used to reinforce this point. Missionaries did 
not do this; while some claimed that Indigenous cannibal practices existed, this was 
not linked to depopulation. Rather, it was used to stress Aboriginal people's need for 
Christian salvation or their capacity for spiritual belief, since some missionaries 
believed cannibalism could be a sacred mourning ritual. 45 Colonists' views differed 
sharply. As early as 1779, J. Carver wrote in The New Universal Traveller that the 
apparently sparse Aboriginal population was probably owing to "the horrid appetite 
42 Julie Carr, The Captive White Woman of Gipps Land: In Pursuit of a Legend, Carlton South, 
Melbourne University Press, 2001, p.81; Patty O'Brien, "The Gaze of the 'Ghosts': Images of 
Aboriginal Women in New South Wales and Port Phillip (1800-1850)", in Jan Kociumbas (ed.), 
Maps, Dreams, History: Race and Representation in Australia, Sydney, University of Sydney, 1998, 
pp.360, 381, 383, 397-98; R.H.W. Reece, Aborigines and Colonists: Aborigines and Colonial Society 
in New South Wales in the 1830s and 1840s, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1974, pp.97-101. 
Primary examples include George Arden, Latest Information with Regard to Australia Felix, 
Melbourne, Arden and Strode, 1840, p.97; George Arden, "Civilization of the Aborigines", in Arden's 
Sydney Magazine of Politics and General Literature, vol.I, no.I, September 1843, p.67; Peter 
Cunningham, Two Years in New South Wales, vol.2, London, Henry Colburn, 1827 (this edition 
1966), pp.16-17; Edward John Eyre, Journals of Expedition of Discovery into Central Australia and 
Overland from Adelaide to King George's Sound in the years 1840-1, London, T. and W. Boone, 
1845, p.324 
43 One who lived there nearly four years, From South Australia in 1842, London, J.C. Hailes, 1843, 
p.22 . 
44 George French Angas, Savage Life and Scenes in Australia and New Zealand, vol.I, London, 
Smith, Elder & Co., 1847, p.81 
45 John Dunmore Lang, Cook/and in North-Eastern Australia, London, Longman, 1847, pp.382-86, 
424-36; George Langhorne to C.J. La Trobe, 15October1839, in Cannon (ed.), H.R. V., vol.2B, p.510; 
Joseph Orton, 23 April 1836, 21 May 1839, J.O.J., MF302, AIATSIS; Orton, The Aborigines of 
Australia, pp.8-9; L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas TholnSon, "Annual Report of the Mission to the 
Aborigines, Lake Macquarie 1840'', L.T.P., MF329, AIATSIS; Threlkeld, "Memoranda'', p.165; 
Francis Tuckfield, 14 December 1839, 12 December 1840, Francis Tuckfield Journal, 1837-1842 
(F.T.P.), MSl 1341, Box 655, SLV; Francis Tuckfield to Wesleyan Missionary Society, 13 March 
1839, in Cannon (ed.}, H.R. V., vol.2A, p.1_15; Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 13 March 
1839, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA. 
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for devouring each other, which prevails in New Zealand.'46 The Sydney Gazette in 
1803 and 1804 asserted that Aboriginal numbers were kept down either by "their 
destructive and abominable customs" or by their laziness driving them to eat each 
other rather than work - "this savage race of men are principally intent on the work 
of depopulation".47 In 1842, Geelong police magistrate Blair, in response to 
accusations of frontier violence from the Buntingdale missionaries, insisted that not 
only did Aboriginal people murder and eat Europeans, but their depopulation was the 
result of"their own cannibal rites or customs'', not European actions.48 
"Melting away": the allure of Aboriginal "extinction" 
Blaming Aboriginal people for their own demise was one way of avoiding colonial 
responsibility; another was to claim that Aborigines were inherently unable to 
withstand change and could not enjoy any real future as a people. This notion would, 
in the late 19th century, harden into what Russell McGregor has called the "doomed 
race" theory, which endured in popular, scientific and political discourse into the mid 
20th century and worked strongly to consolidate Aboriginal dispossession. Aboriginal 
demise (firmly and repeatedly predicted despite a frequent lack of accurate census 
figures) was described as the result of mysterious natural laws rather than human 
actions - sad, perhaps, but ultimately a sign of the positive progress of white 
Australia.49 This "doomed race" ideology was affected by the rise of white 
Australian nationalism and the international popularity of racial science and Social 
Darwinism. It was typically characterised by assertions that biological "race" 
determined people's destinies, that the races were arranged in a hierarchy, and that 
human progress was produced through "race struggle". Also common were 
expressions of sentimental regret for the "passing" of the race, at the same time as 
this passing was being actively encouraged by racist policies and practices. These 
46 J. Carver, 1779, quote in Glyndwr Williams, "Three Reactions on Cook's Voyage", in Ian 
Donaldson and Tamsin Donaldson (eds), Seeing the First Australians, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1985, 
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views were characteristic of a later period than the one discussed here, and it is 
important not to impose them backwards onto the 1830s and 1840s. However, many 
of the origins of these ideas were gradually developing at the time of the first 
missions. 
The growing Western belief in worldwide Indigenous demise was distressing to 
humanitarians in the early 19th century, although it is worth asking whether they 
nonetheless internalised it to some extent. The 1835-36 House of Commons Select 
Committee on Aborigines, for instance, was dominated by Evangelical Protestants 
who declared the "extinction" of the native peoples of Newfoundland, the West 
Indies and Tasmania. They blamed this on the crimes of British colonists, but their 
portrayal of many Indigenous peoples as basically fragile, weak and inactive (and 
their apparent ignorance or dismissal of the survival of small Tasmanian 
communities in Bass Strait) contributed to an ambivalent picture of the Indigenous 
future. 50 
Other colonial voices decl_ared Indigenous death positive and natural. In the United 
States, for example, President Andrew Jackson declared in 1830 that Indigenous 
demise, while sad, was as natural and beneficial as older generations dying to make 
room for the youth.51 Similarly, while Maori were often seen as "higher" and easier 
to improve than Aboriginal people (probably largely because of their greater military 
success against the British), they too were described by some sources in the 1830s as 
a doomed race. British Resident Jam es Busby reported to the Colonial Office in 183 7 
that Maori would soon vanish without government protection.52 In the same year, Sir 
Richard Bourke told Lord Glenelg that Maori were aware of their own depopulation 
(which missionary kindness could not prevent)-
they conceive that the God of the English is removing the aboriginal 
inhabitants to make room for them . . . this impression has produced 
among them a very general unhappiness and indifference to life.53 
so House of Commons, Report from the Select Committee on Aborigines, pp.6, 10, 14 
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Such views may not have been dominant at the time in New Zealand and North 
America, but they would certainly grow stronger by the late 19th century.s4 Although 
influenced by many factors, it must be considered whether these theories were a 
logical outcome of a type of colonialism which sought to supplant Indigenous people 
with an overwhelmingly large white population, relying less on Indigenous labour 
and more on the absence of Indigenous people from the physical, political and 
cultural landscape. 
By the mid 19th century, European philosophy was highly receptive to the idea that 
the extermination of "weaker'' races was a natural process. The powerful 18th century 
idea that all living creatures were arranged in a hierarchical sequence called the Great 
Chain of Being lent itself fairly easily to the ranking of human societies from 
superior to inferior, with the lowest races placed one link above apes (a belief that 
endured into 19th century evolutionary science). This sat fairly comfortably beside 
Enlightenment theories describing human societies going through progressive stages 
of economic development, with savages increasingly seen as retarded or childlike.ss 
Peter Bowler argues that this idea of human development as hierarchical, purposeful 
and progressive became particularly powerful in the 19th century because it helped to 
rationalise the developing imperial world order and console Europeans, themselves 
unsettled by rapid industrialisation and social change.s6 
Popular and scientific theories of Aboriginal demise were also becoming 
increasingly biologically determinist. The division of the world into "races", each 
with their own indelible physical and mental characteristics, can be traced back at 
least as far as the works of 18th century philosophers like Carl Linnaeus and Johann 
54 For instance, Shari M. Huhndorf, Going Native: Indians in the American Cultural Imagination, 
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Friedrich Blumenbach.57 However, the 19th century saw the greatest escalation of 
theories of racial difference and the biological impossibility of elevating "inferior" 
peoples. The new sciences of anatomy, biology, physiology and paleontology 
became entangled with Europe's growing imperial power. Indigenous skulls attracted 
particular scientific obsession, first from early 19th century phrenologists and 
craniologists like Johann Franz Gall, J.G. Spurzheim and George Combe, who 
believed that intelligence and personality could be measured through physical 
examination of the skull, and later from scientists like Paul Broca and Anders 
Retzius, who argued that the skulls of colonised peoples (particularly Aboriginal 
Australians) showed deficiency in the frontal areas of the brain, where the higher 
mental functions were supposedly located.58 Science was more bound up than ever in 
the world political order; yet, at the same time, the ideals of scientific objectivity and 
quantification (what Stephen Jay Gould calls "the allure of numbers") had never 
been so popular.59 The bodies of colonised people became subjects of scientific 
scrutiny - examined, dissected and defined as pathological, infertile or simply 
doomed. 
Such theories existed in Australia (albeit in a rather vague form) at least as early as 
the 1830s, and lent themselves to theorists wishing to naturalise Indigenous demise. 
When Charles Darwin visited Australia in the 1830s on the H.M.S. Beagle, he 
wondered if there was "some more mysterious agency at work" in Aboriginal 
depopulation - "Wherever the European has trod, death seems to pursue the 
Aboriginal."60 Similarly, Herman Merivale, lecturing at Oxford m the 1840s, 
attributed worldwide Indigenous depopulation to destructive European behaviour, 
but acknowledged a growing body of theory claiming that Aboriginal improvement 
was hopeless - "the feebler race must yield to the stronger; the white is destined to 
extirpate the savage". Such theories, he said, attributed Indigenous demise to "deeper 
and more mysterious causes ... the mere contact of Europeans is fatal to him [the 
57 Londa Schiebinger, Nature's Body: Gender in the Making of Modern Science, London, Beacon 
Press, 1993, pp.118-19, 134-41 
58 Ibid., pp.84-100 
59 Stephen Jay Gould, The Mismeasure of Man, New York, W.W. Norton & Company, 1981, p.74 
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Aborigine] in some unknown manner.'.61 Racial scientists' arguments were often 
characterised by a simultaneous stress on "objective" physical measurements of 
colonised peoples and grand, mysterious forces supposedly bringing about 
Aboriginal extinction. Perhaps the fullest scientific expression of these ideas in an 
Australian context at this time came from explorer and naturalist P .E. de Strzelecki, 
who in 1845 described the "invisible but desolating influence ... like a malignant ally 
of the white man, [which] carries destruction wherever he advances". Strzelecki 
believed imminent Aboriginal death resulted from biological inferiority, which he 
att~pted to measure. However, his conclusions also drew on more mystical ideas, 
stating that Indigenous depopulation occurred inevitably throughout the Americas 
and the Pacific, due to an inexplicable process whereby indigenous women, after sex 
with European men, became unable to have children with Indigenous men. Strzelecki 
declared all attempts at Aboriginal civilisation inevitably disastrous and advised the 
authorities to allow them a happy, comfortable death.62 
Such pseudo-scientific arguments were not particularly prominent or coherent in the 
Australian colonies at the time, but they were present. Paul Turnbull asserts that 
phrenology became popular with surgeons and physicians in New South Wales by 
the 1820s, acquiring a particularly racial focus.63 Phrenological tours were staged in 
Melbourne and Sydney, and the topic received interested coverage in colonial 
newspapers.64 Phrenology was not always used in utterly harsh ways; explorer 
Edward John Eyre, for instance, who was fairly sympathetic towards Aboriginal 
people's plight (although pessimistic about their future) asserted in 1845 that the 
anterior lobes of their brains - generally held by phrenologists to be the site of 
intelligence and rationality - were more developed than in most "black races".65 
However, phrenology was more often used to make hostile assertions. In 1838 a 
letter to the Colonist asserted that Aboriginal civilisation was impossible, as their 
61 Merivale, Lectures on Colonization and Colonies, p.540 
62 P.E. de Strezlecki, Physical Description of New South Wales and Van Diemen 's Land, London, 
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skulls were similar in size to a monkey's.66 In 1843 the New South Wales Magazine 
stated that Aboriginal people were irredeemably savage; "the black scull [sic] does 
not possess the faculties necessary for the purposes of civilized life".67 Travel writer 
George Angas asserted in 184 7 that Aboriginal heads had adequate "perceptive" 
faculties but showed an incapacity for reflective thought.68 Similarly, explorers 
Charles Sturt, John Lort Stokes and J.O. Balfour, deplored Aboriginal people's 
supposedly receding foreheads, overhanging brows and large noses. Sturt and Stokes 
concluded "if the principles of that science [phrenology] are admitted to be true, 
these savages are deficient in all the qualities which contribute to man's moral 
superiority". 69 
However, most colonial depictions of Aboriginal people before the 1850s were not 
particularly systematic or theoretical. Racial science drew on, reinforced and 
reshaped older colonial beliefs in Aboriginal inferiority, brutality and lack of a 
future. The "doomed race" theories of the late 19th and early 20th centuries are 
frequently seen as a means by which white Australians distanced themselves from a 
painful past and avoided confronting the material causes of Aboriginal deaths. 
However, in the 1830s, 40s and 50s, Aboriginal poverty, disease and violence were 
still disturbingly visible to many colonists, and some accounts show a simultaneous 
awareness of these material causes and attraction to more mystical theories. By the 
late 1840s, Robinson was quoting colonists demonstrating simultaneous guilt and 
displacement of responsibility, stating that although colonial abuses were bad, 
Aboriginal people's disappearance as a race was desirable - "Well Mr Robinson I 
admit their situation is a hard one and I should be sorry to see them injured but then 
sir really I do think under all circumstances the sooner they are got rid of the 
better." 70 
66 The Colonist, 13 October 1838 
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A similar tension between lamenting material hardships and embracing their final 
consequences was evident in quite a few colonial works from the time. In 1845 
explorer Edward John Eyre expressed concern about Aboriginal living conditions 
and encouraged greater humanitarian action, but also depicted the decline of 
"savage" nations before the European onslaught as a worldwide phenomenon. 
Aboriginal struggle against this "fatal and inexplicable influence" was, Eyre claimed, 
invariably futile. Giving examples from South Africa and North America, he stated 
"we are almost, in spite of ourselves, forced to the conviction, that the first 
appearance of the white men in any new country, sounds the funeral knell of the 
children of the soil."71 Similarly, William Westgarth's 1846 government report on 
Aboriginal depopulation cited material causes - diseases, alcoholism, poverty and 
violence - but also hinted that this was part of a broader, inevitable colonial pattern: 
"the final extinction of savage man, as he makes room for the civilised occupant of 
his territory, is a feature of which Australia furnishes neither the first nor the only 
example." 72 
Other colonists embraced this theory with much less regret. One correspondent to the 
Sydney Herald in 1836 stated "it is in the order of nature that, as civilization 
advances, savage nations must be exterminated".73 Similarly, in 1846, the Geelong 
Advertiser declared: 
the perpetuation of the race of Aborigines is not to be desired ... they 
are an inferior race of human beings ... the probable extinction of the 
race.from natural causes is proof of this ... it is no more desirable that 
any inferior race should be perpetuated, than that the transmission of a 
hereditary disease, such as scrofula or insanity, should be 
encouraged. 74 
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The international nature of Indigenous demise was often cited to prove that this 
phenomenon was natural and unavoidable. As one correspondent to the Australian 
claimed in 1838: 
The approaches of the Europeans among the savages ... has ever been 
the signal for their rapid and final disappearance. In North America, in 
South America, in Africa and in Australia, the black has always 
retreated before the footsteps of the white man.75 
This explanation was particularly popular with regard to Tasmania, where, as 
Lyndall Ryan and Rebe Taylor point out, the persistent myth of Tasmanian 
extinction allowed white Tasmanians to mourn the past without contemporary 
complications, while white mainlanders could more easily dismiss their own colonial 
atrocities by making Tasmania the scapegoat for Australian racism.76 Stories of 
Indigenous destruction were not utterly untrue - Aboriginal depopulation in the 
1830s and 1840s was very real and visible - but they were often shaped in such a 
way as to portray Aboriginal people as inevitably helpless and doomed. 
Such grim wish-fulfillment would become more evident as the years passed. This is 
suggested by the letters of Victorian squatters to LaTrobe in the early 1850s, when 
they firmly declared that the Aboriginal people in their districts were, or soon would 
be, all dead. Wealthy Victorian squatter Hugh Jamieson, writing to LaTrobe in 1853, 
described Aboriginal poverty and inter-tribal violence on the Murray and Darling 
Rivers, but preferred to give more sweeping reasons for their demise. "The 
Australian aboriginal race seem doomed by Providence, like the Mohican and many 
other well-known Indian tribes, to disappear from their native soil before the 
progress of civilization."77 Meanwhile, pastoralists John Hepburn, Hunter Patterson 
and Charles Hutton, as well as police magistrate Foster Fyans, all linked Aboriginal 
disappearance to painful past events, but refused responsibility and insisted that 
Aboriginal people would soon vanish-anyway, implying that these stories would die 
15 Australian, 27 December 1838 . 
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with them.78 Similarly, in 1853, Victorian squatter John G. Robertson acknowledged 
that terrible violence had taken place, but concluded that Aboriginal people would 
disappear from his area in twenty years, and wrote "I will here change the subject, 
for it is too painful to dwell on."79 Such predictions can be difficult to interpret; 
depopulation had undoubtedly occurred, but predicting "extinction" was also 
convenient; it allowed the ugly subject to be changed. 
Hostility and ambiguity: missionaries and scientific racism 
Claims of inevitable Aboriginal death did not go unchallenged by Evangelical 
Christians during the 1820s, 1830s and 1840s. For many, the Americas and Tasmania 
in particular stood as solemn reminders oflndigenous vulnerability, European cruelty 
and the need for Evangelical Protestant authority. In England in 1837, the Meeting 
for Sufferings declared that the idea of Aborigines as inherently doomed was utterly 
false; Aboriginal people were dying through dispossession and European "vices" .80 
In 1842 they added that Tasmanians - "a simple but noble-minded race" - had been 
"consigned to a premature grave" by Europeans who had forgotten Christianity.81 
Quaker missionary James Backhouse commented in his 1843 work on Australia that 
he was disturbed by the common view that Aboriginal demise was unavoidable (this 
theory, he said, was also applied to Indigenous Americans).82 Meanwhile, the 
Aborigines Protection Society in England commented on the findings of the 1835-36 
Select Committee on Aboriginal Tribes, 
Not a few ... are inclined to the belief that in spite of all our efforts, 
the speedy extinction of the Aborigines is inevitable. Their 
78 Foster Fyans to C.J. LaTrobe, undated c.1850, in Bride (ed.), Letters from Victorian Pioneers, 
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extermination, it would seem, is an appointment of Heaven . . . The 
atrocity of such a sentiment is only surpassed by its impiety. To 
imagine that there now exists a race of men devoted by Providence to 
destruction, is assuredly to libel the beneficent and merciful character 
of the Most High. 83 
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Missionaries and protectors in the colonies also expressed dismay at claims of 
inevitable Aboriginal "extinction". Giinther wrote to Church Missionary Society 
secretary Dandeson Coates in 1837 that he was highly disturbed by the pessimism of 
nearly every colonist, even religious people, towards the prospect of Aboriginal 
improvement. 84 Robinson acknowledged in 1848 that many white people saw 
Aboriginal people as doomed ''before the march of civilization". He added "such 
unhappily has been the case but such is not a natural consequence ... if the White 
man could but do to the coloured as he would be done unto all would be well.',s5 
Similarly, Parker claimed in 1854 that Aboriginal extinction, while possible, would 
not be, as many colonists claimed, "the appointment - the inscrutable decree - of 
Divine Providence"; this, he said, was utterly impious. 86 As I will demonstrate, some 
missionaries and protectors would, towards the end of their careers, show greater 
receptivity to theories of Aboriginal doom, but throughout the 1830s and 1840s this 
was rarely the case. 
Missionaries' and protectors' attitudes towards biological determinism were, 
however, interestingly mixed. In 1846, protector Edward Stone Parker's published 
work The Aborigines of Australia employed some of the language and concepts of 
racial science, describing Aboriginal facial angles, head shape and women's breasts. 
However, he did not draw any immediate conclusions from these observations, and 
insisted that at least some Aboriginal people were capable of becoming equal with 
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Europeans.87 By 1854, Parker was expressing doubts about the accuracy of 
phrenology, while at the same time appearing to have a bet each way by insisting that 
Aboriginal people had much the same facial angles as Europeans, save for some 
inadequacies in the areas of the skull that housed the moral functions. Even here, 
Parker was not committed to biological determinism, claiming that morals and 
intellect were more likely to influence the shape of the skull than vice versa.88 Thus, 
his argument contained an odd mixture of racial science and Christian 
environmentalism. G.A. Robinson had also made a brief foray into racial science in 
1838, when Governor Sir John and Lady Jane Fairfax visited his Aboriginal station 
at Flinders Island and were presented with the head of an Aboriginal man and shown 
his dissected body, to gratify Lady Jane's scientific interests.89 However, since 
Robinson otherwise showed little interest in racial science at this time, this was 
presumably motivated more by political opportunism than intellectual concerns. In 
the 1860s, following his retirement, Robinson discussed Aboriginal Tasmanian skulls 
and bones with anthropologist Joseph Barnard Davis. By this stage, Robinson's 
interest in racial science may have increased with its growing social acceptability, 
but he may also have been prompted by an ongoing concern to be seen as a major 
authority on the Tasmanians. Davis continued to assert, though, that Robinson was 
really a missionary at heart and lacked the correct scientific observation and racial 
focus. 90 
Otherwise, missionaries and protectors of the 1830s and 1840s rarely supported any 
·form of racial science, and some expressed deep opposition. When protector James 
Dredge described Aboriginal people around Melbourne to Wesleyan leader Jabez 
Bunting, he attacked the "lying extravagances of phrenologists" who designated 
Aborigines "one remove from the brutes". However, while dismissing phrenology as 
nonsense, Dredge, like Parker, also seemed to want to cover himself by adding that 
Aboriginal men had heads as fine and imposing as those of white men.91 His 
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colleague William Thomas's views on racial science were rarely expressed, but he 
did state (in an undated report) that he had often been asked by "medical men" for 
permission to disturb Aboriginal graves, but had refused to allow this.92 However, he 
did not explain whether this was because of ideological opposition to racial science, 
ethical reluctance to disturb the dead, or fear of angering the deceased's relatives. 
More generally, William Watson wrote in his journal in 1833 "Where souls are the 
subjects of increasing care, it matters not what is the colour of the body", and John 
Harris points out in his mammoth missionary study that humanitarians repeatedly 
dismissed ideas of racial difference through the tract "God hath made of one blood 
all nations of men".93 However, such remarks may well have been in response to 
vague, general colonial prejudices rather than racial science. 
The above comments are isolated and do not give much sense of these missionaries' 
overall views on scientific racism. The only missionary to really vocally oppose 
scientific racism during this period was L.E. Threlkeld, whose criticisms of this 
discipline continued from the 1820s to the 1850s. Threlkeld's anger at racial 
scientists stemmed partly from his belief that they were profiting from and 
encouraging frontier violence by portraying Aboriginal people as mere "brutes" who 
could be murdered with impunity.94 He alleged that after a massacre of Aboriginal 
people, their heads had been boiled down and taken to England, and stated angrily 
that Awabakal had asked him not to reveal the location of their relatives' graves, lest 
"white fellow should come and take the head away!"95 Threlkeld was also disgusted 
by similar reports of Maori skulls being stolen. His objections extended to the 
philosophical basis of scientific racism: the notion that Aboriginal "inferiority" was 
innate, biological and measurable. He described racial science as "sophistry and 
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worldly philosophy", implying a distaste for its obsession with the material world.96 
He also pondered sarcastically whether his difficulties in learning A wabakal had 
prompted Aboriginal people to imagine an innate deficiency in white men's skulls.97 
Dismissing phrenologists, he wrote: 
my business lies solely with an organ which has escaped their notice, 
namely the heart, but had they even searched and found an innate 
deficiency in that organ I would have then smiled and retorted my 
trust is in him who has said: 'A new heart will I create within them. '98 
It would be incorrect, however, to see Threlkeld's angry response to racial science as 
typical of missionaries during this era. He was far more vocal on this topic than any 
of his contemporaries; racial science was scarcely mentioned in the Wellington 
Valley papers, and the Buntingdale missionaries and Port Phillip protectors, as 
shown above, addressed it only occasionally (and, in Robinson's and Parker's cases, 
ambivalently). Most missionaries and protectors simply did not seem interested in 
racial science, preferring to rebut more basic colonial claims that Aboriginal people 
were stupid, vicious and beyond improvement. This was presumably because those 
colonists whom missionaries considered most dangerous were not metropolitan 
scientists but ordinary settlers, journalists and the squatters' lobby. Perhaps 
missionaries sensed that it may have been these people's views (rooted in the 
colonial struggle for power and resources) that provided the basis for scientific 
racism, not vice versa. 
"Half-caste": early forms of policy and prejudice 
As biological determinism and the "doomed race" theory grew during the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, one issue colonists pondered was the so-called "half-caste 
problem": the question of what future, if any, was available to children with both 
black and white ancestry. As Russell McGregor points out, "half-castes" were 
alternately viewed as superior to their Aboriginal ancestors, able to be "bred out" 
96 Threlkeld, "Memoranda", p.147; L.B. Threlkeld to Andrew Brandram, 16 May 1827, in Gunson 
(ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.228 
97 Reece, Aborigines and Colonists, p.87; Threlkeld, ''Reminiscences'', p.66 
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into the lower levels of white society, or as particularly dangerous and degenerate, 
possessing the worst qualities of both races.99 Anna Haebich and Andrew Markus 
note that such anxieties were also prompted by a basic colonial discomfort at the 
sight oflight-skinned children living in Aboriginal camps, a reminder of illegitimate, 
sometimes violent inter-racial sex.100 These anxieties reached their peak during the 
early 20th century, leading to increased state removal of "half-caste" children and 
legal differentiation between Aboriginal people of different backgrounds. 
However, little of this anxiety seemed present in the early 19th century, when 
government, settler and missionary views about "half-castes" varied but generally 
downplayed the significance of these people's existence. Until the 1870s, as Ann 
Curthoys, Bain Attwood and Peter Corris have noted, the apparently low numbers of 
"half-caste" children, combined with the fact that racial theories and white Australian 
nationalism were still underdeveloped, meant that "half-castes" attracted relatively 
little official attention.101 When they were mentioned in law, they were often still 
classified as "natives". This was suggested by Sir Thomas Brisbane's statement that 
Threlkeld's mission would be set aside for Aborigines, including "half-castes", and 
by the 1840 ban on firearm ownership by "any Aboriginal Native or Half-Caste 
usually abiding with such Natives" .102 Here, the possibility of more elevated "half-
castes" living with Europeans was hinted at, but once again, little real distinction was 
made. In later decades the distinction became firmer, although even then, as Diane 
Barwick and Anna Haebich have pointed out, economic and political greed could be 
as relevant as racism - this was evident in settlers' attempts to expel "half-caste" 
98 L.E. Threlkeld to Saxe Bannister, 27 September 1825, in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, 
vol.2, p.187 
99 McGregor, Imagined Destinies, pp.16, 134-141 
100 Haebich, Broken Circles, p.135; Andrew Markus, Governing Savages, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 
1990,p.22 
101 Bain Attwood, The Making of the Aborigines, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1989, p.84; Bain Attwood, 
Rights for Aborigines, Crows Nest, Allen & Unwin, 2003, p.5; Peter Corris, Aborigines and 
Europeans in Western Victoria, Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1968, p.136; 
Ann Curthoys, "Good Christians and Useful Workers: Aborigines, Church and State in NSW 1870-
1883", in Sydney Labour History Group (ed.), What Rough Beast? The State and Social Order in 
Australian History, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1982, pp.51-52 
102 Sir Thomas Brisbane to Earl Bathurst, 8 February 1825, in HR.A., series 1, vol.XI, January 1823 -
November 1825, Sydney, Library Committee of the Commonwealth Parliament, 1917, p.513; 
Supplement to the New South Wales Government Gazette, 29 August 1840, p.837, in A.A.R., 
VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV 
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protesters from Coranderrk station, in order to more easily acquire the valuable land 
it stood on.103 
Some colonists found it easiest to simply deny the existence of "half-castes". James 
Malcolm, when interviewed in 1845 by the Select Committee on the Condition of the 
Aborigines, insisted that not only had no such infants ever existed in his district, but 
he was not aware of any white men having sex with Aboriginal women at all.104 
Similarly, Foster Fyans, addressing the same inquiry, stated "Half-castes I have 
never heard of in this country. I should not think any European would brutalise 
himself so much!"105 If small numbers of "half castes" could be grouped with other 
Aboriginal people or dismissed as nonexistent, the growing colonial belief in 
imminent Aboriginal disappearance could go unchallenged. "Half-castes" could even 
be cited as proof of Aboriginal demise. This was evident in Strzelecki's assertion that 
Aboriginal couples could no longer have children after the woman had been pregnant 
by a white man. Whether Strzelecki saw "half castes" as dying or merging with white 
Australia is unclear, but he certainly did not see them as representing any Aboriginal 
future. His theory was later repeated by William W estgarth when reporting formally 
in 1846 on Aboriginal depopulation. 106 
Perhaps the most concrete example of the Aboriginality of "half-castes" being denied 
was in Tasmania, where the doctrine of inevitable Tasmanian extinction (arguably in 
place since the 1830s) was untroubled by the existence of growing creole 
communities in the islands of Bass Strait, comprised of descendents of Tasmanian 
and mainland Aboriginal women and white sealers. Government and settlers were 
aware of these island communities, but their Indigenous identity was ignored and 
denied. In 1852, when the Cape Barren islanders applied to Lieutenant-Governor 
Denison for a missionary schoolteacher, citing their Aboriginality as justification, he 
103 Dianne Barwick, "Coranderrk and Cumeroogunga: Pioneers and Policy", in T. Scarlett Epstein and 
David H. Penny (eds), Opportunity and Response: Case Studies in Economic Development, London, 
C. Hurst & Company, 1972, pp.16-1735, 42-43; Haebich, Broken Circles, p.165 
104 James Malcolm, evidence to the Select Committee on the Condition of the Aborigines, 1845, in 
Frauenfelder (ed.), Aboriginal Communities, p.59 
105 Foster Fyans, 1845, quoted in O'Brien, "The Gaze of the 'Ghosts'", pp.386-387 
106 Strzelecki, Physical Description of New South Wales, pp.346-47; William Westgarth, "A Report on 
the Condition, Capabilities and Prospects of the Australian Aborigines", in Frauenfelder (ed.), 
Aboriginal Communities, p.114 
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refused their request on the grounds that they were not Aboriginal. 107 This was 
evidence of racial theories at work, although it was probably more intense than 
elsewhere at this time, given white colonists' particular attachment to the idea of 
Tasmanian extinction. 
However, such racial beliefs were generally less prominent before the 1850s and, as I 
have demonstrated earlier, did not significantly influence missionary policies of 
targeting and removing children during the early 19th century. Missionaries did 
mention "half-caste" children and occasionally regretted seeing them growing up as 
"savages", but they did not treat these children radically differently to other 
Aboriginal youths, and they rarely defined "half-castes" as evidence of either 
Aboriginal survival or demise. Threlkeld, Hurst, Parker, Handt and Watson claimed 
that most "half-caste" babies were killed at birth, so some connection with 
depopulation could be made, but here missionaries blamed changeable causes -
Aboriginal "savagery" and the cruelty of the babies' white fathers.108 The only 
missionary to state that the births of such children automatically caused Aboriginal 
decline was Threlkeld (ironically, given his opposition to racial science). One of the 
reasons he cited for Aboriginal depopulation was that "concubinage amalgamates 
them with the whites". 109 However, he did not especially stress this point. 
Missionaries and protectors generally ignored Strzelecki's theory, although Robinson 
and Parker briefly rebutted it in 1846 and 1854 respectively, saying they had known 
plenty of women with children by both black and white men.110 In general, the 
identity and future of the "half-caste" attracted little missionary discussion, 
presumably because of their low numbers and because missionaries preferred 
cultural distinctions to racial ones. 
107 Ryan, The Aboriginal Tasmanians, pp.222-25 
108 For instance, Handt, Journal, 28 April 1833 p.3, W V.P.; Benjamin Hurst to C.J. LaTrobe, 7 May 
1840, in A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; Benjamin Hurst to C.J. LaTrobe, 22 December 1841, in 
A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, PROV; Parker, The Aborigines of Australia, p.13; Threlkeld, 
"Correspondence", p.258; Watson, Journal, 8-9 December 1832 p.24, 13 December 1832 p.26, 27 
April 1833 p.6, 29 June 1835 p.12, 19 December 1835 p.8, WV.P.; Watson to Coates, 31 December 
1832 p.2, W V.P. 
109 Threlkeld, "Memoranda'', p.133 
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"Now no good children ••• no country now": the difficulty of f"Inding Aboriginal 
views 
Aboriginal people's own opinions about their survival or demise as a people 
(including the growing "half-caste" population) were rarely recorded. On this topic, 
missionaries and protectors appeared to rely almost entirely on their own figures and 
theories, and on those of other colonists. Thomas's papers provide only a couple of 
clues as to how Aboriginal people felt about their own physical destruction in 
colonial Australia. In 1843, he talked to Woiworung leader Billibellary about the 
apparent increase in infanticide, . urging him to use his authority to prevent' it, but 
Billibellary told him "Black Lubras say now no good children, Black fellow say no 
country now for them ... no more come up Pickaniny."lll In 1844, Thomas told 
Robinson that the birth rate was low and he suspected infanticide; Aboriginal people, 
he said, told him "No good Pickaninnys now no country."112 Parker repeated the 
same claim in 1846 - "The blacks say they have now no country and are therefore 
unwilling to keep their children" - although he did not state when this information 
came from. 113 Such claims could be read as indicative of Aboriginal despair or a 
desperate desire to secure land, and it is also possible that protectors themselves 
chose to highlight these comments to show the importance and difficulty of their own 
work. Their records, however, fail to give a more general sense of Aboriginal 
feelings about depopulation. This suggests any support missionaries and protectors 
expressed for theories of inevitable Aboriginal doom stemmed largely from their 
own sense of failure and from changing attitudes within the white community. Their 
lack of attention to Aboriginal opinions may have been because they considered 
questions of overall survival too complex for Aboriginal people to comprehend. 
Alternatively, it may have simply indicated the way in which beliefs in looming 
Aboriginal "extinction" were already serving to objectify Indigenous people and 
deny them an active role in their own future. 
110 Parker, ''The Aborigines of Australia, 1854", p.16; George Augustus Robinson, "1846 Annual 
Report'', in Clark (ed.), The Papers of George Augustus Robinson, vol.4, pp.118-19 
111 William Thomas, 7 October 1843, W.T.P., MF323, Reel 3, AIATSIS; William Thomas to G.A. 
Robinson, 1December1843,A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
112 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 31November1844,A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
113 Parker, The Aborigines of Australia, p.14 · 
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"Their Case Seems to be hopeless": missionary failure and pessimism 
Although the idea that Aboriginal disappearance was natural and inevitable did not 
generally appeal to missionaries or protectors, aspects of this belief did surface 
towards the end of their Aboriginal ventures, when it had become evident that their 
aims had largely failed and that European society was starting to embrace biological 
determinism. Some religious leaders who were not directly involved in mission work 
had been pessimistic about the Aboriginal future for years. Anglican leader Samuel 
Marsden had declared in 1826 that Aboriginal people were almost indelibly savage 
and unlikely to have a progressive future, while Archdeacon Broughton told the 
House of Commons in 1835 that Aborigines seemed mysteriously and fatally allergic 
to Europeans - ''they seem to me to wear out, from some cause; wherever Europeans 
meet them ... I do not attribute it to actual destruction of them by force, but there is 
something in our manner and state of society that they appear to decay before.',i 14 
Similarly, Niel Gunson suggests that some missionaries in the Pacific in the mid-19th 
century turned to Social Darwinist arguments to explain their failures - some, for 
instance, pondered whether Fijian demise was divinely preordained, since it was 
God's will that white men should advance and subdue the earth. II5 
None of the early Australian missionaries went this far, but towards the end of their 
careers, their accounts show not only general depression about their failure, but also 
some feeling that this failure was inevitable. In 1846, after leaving the Wellington 
Valley mission in despair and bitterness over his spiritual failings and fights with 
Watson, Giinther told the Legislative Council's Committee investigating Aboriginal 
conditions that: 
very little or nothing can be done for these Aborigines, who seem to 
care less for any kind of improvement, and are more devoid of 
reflection, than any other known race ... Unless it should please God, 
to change their disposition, in some marvelous manner, or to raise 
114 House of Commons, Report from the Select Committee on Aborigines, p.17 [minutes]; Samuel 
Marsden to Archdeacon Scott, 2 December 1826, in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, 
pp.347-48 
some extraordinary man to labor, as missionary, among them ... their 
Case Seems to be hopeless.116 
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Protector William Thomas was less pessimistic at this point, but he did remark in 
1848 on the "mysterious dealing of providence" which caused Aboriginal people to 
die even when Europeans were kind to them.117 Later, in the 1850s and 1860s, 
William Thomas and the Central Board Appointed to Watch over the Interests of the 
Aborigines agreed that colonisation had destroyed Aboriginal health; Thomas 
gioomily remarked that "it would be a work of charity even to bring them back to 
their primitive wildness".118 However, they added, Aboriginal people's own savage 
intemperance - alcoholism, outdoor life and "sensual excesses" - had made them 
easy victims. 119 Parker, in 1846, remained hopeful that some Aboriginal individuals · 
would extricate themselves from the "dark phalanx" to embrace civilisation, but he 
concluded that most were hopeless and should probably be left alone.120 
Ironically, Threlkeld, the most vocal opponent of racial science, also became the 
most inclined to cite mysterious reasons for Aboriginal demise. As Anna Johnston 
has noted in her work on Threlkeld, these two sides to his philosophy are mysterious 
and hard to reconcile.121 In 1837-1838, having struggled unsuccessfully with his 
mission for twelve years, Threlkeld, still blamed colonists for much Awabakal 
suffering, but had also begun to attribute their decline to great natural forces. 
Describing the devastation caused by introduced diseases, he wrote: 
He who 'Increaseth the nation', or 'Destroys that there should be no 
inhabitant', has visited the land, and the Meazles, the hooping cough 
[sic] and the influenza have streched [sic] the Black victims in 
ll5 Niel Gunson, Messengers of Grace: Evangelical Missionaries in the South Seas, 1797-1860, 
Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1978, pp.278-29 
116 James Giinther, in "Reply to a Circular Letter Addressed to the Clergy of all Denominations", 
1846, in Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales 1788-
1855, PhD thesis, University ofNew South Wales, 1978, p.733 
117 William Thomas to G.A. Robinson, 29 February 1848, A.A.R., VPRS4467, Reel 2, PROV 
118 Thomas, Aborigines: A Return to Address Mr Parker, p.6 
119 First Report of the Central Board Appointed to Watch over the Interests of the Aborigines in the 
Colony of Victoria, Melbourne, Government Printer, 1861, pp.28-31; Thomas, Aborigines: A Return 
to Address Mr Parker, pp.5-7 
120 Parker, The Aborigines of Australia, pp.35-38 
121 Anna Johnston, Missionary Writing and Empire, 1800-1860, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 2003, p.183 
hundreds on the Earth . . . Many suffered from the ire of human 
vengeance ... but the most died by the act of God.122 
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Later, he attributed their imminent demise to "The Providence of God", although he 
still believed a small Aboriginal Christian community could survive. In 1841, he 
wrote morosely "The thousands of Aborigines . . . decreased to hundreds; the 
hundreds have lessened to tens, and the tens will dwindle into units, before a very 
few years shall have passed away". This, he attributed largely to "the wrath of God", 
which, he said, was simultaneously destroying the Pacific islanders.123 
Such comments from early missionaries and protectors are difficult to interpret. The 
depopulation and suffering they had witnessed were very real and they never ceased 
to blame colonists for at least some part of this. However, when gloomy and 
disillusioned by their own failure to rescue Aboriginal people spiritually or 
physically, arguments about unavoidable Aboriginal death began to exert a certain 
attraction. Such ambiguous responses are suggestive of two key points: firstly, that 
organised, intellectual forms of racism were not yet dominant enough to demand a 
clear missionary response, and secondly, that missionaries' and protectors' own 
place in colonial society made their relationship to such racism ambivalent. It 
contradicted some of their strongest religious convictions, but it also served to 
cement European dominance, a dominance missionaries themselves had not been 
backward in declaring. And while the idea of inevitable Aboriginal "extinction" was 
horrific, it also provided excuses for colonialism which some missionaries may have 
privately sought, as their work faltered and they pondered grander, less guilty 
reasons for their own failure. Thus, Threlkeld's work on the Awabakal language, 
originally published in 1834, concludes by reminiscing about Awabakal life, using 
the nostalgic language and imagery that would, over the next century, become a 
popular element of the "doomed race" theory: 
the once numerous actors, who used to cause the woods to echo with 
their din, now lie mingled with the dust, save some few solitary 
122 Quote from Threlkeld's Annual Report for 1837, in Threlkeld, "Memoranda", p.137 
123 Threlkeld, "Memoranda", pp.137, 148, 169 
beings who here and there still stalk abroad, soon, like their ancestors, 
to become 'a tale that is told' .124 
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Endings and beginnings: 
Missions close, mission life continues 
By 1850, the Lake Macquarie, Buntingdale and Wellington Valley missions, as well 
as the Port Phillip Protectorate, had all closed. Most missionaries and protectors, as 
well as other observers from the time and many late 20th century historians, told the 
story of these first missions and protectorate stations predominantly as a narrative of 
failure. Emphasis was placed on missionaries' and protectors' inability to make 
Aboriginal converts, protect Aboriginal people from violence, poverty and disease, 
alter Indigenous customs, succeed in farming, or work effectively with one another. 
Different writers have attached different degrees of importance to these criteria, but 
most have agreed that missionaries met very few of them. The purpose of this 
chapter is not necessarily to refute this assessment; as this thesis has shown, 
missionaries were indeed unable to achieve many of their practical and spiritual 
aims. What this chapter does seek to do is explore some aspects of the first missions' 
closure which have not often been discussed and which do not fit neatly into a 
narrative of failure. These include the dynamic and ongoing relationships some 
missionaries and protectors continued to have with Aboriginal people after their 
"failure" had been officially declared, the ways old missions and protectorate stations 
merged with ongoing European settlement in their districts, and Aboriginal people's 
perceptions of the closure of these stations. Indigenous perspectives from the time, 
although fragmented and hard to interpret, often complicate and even contradict 
many historians' declarations of mission abandonment and collapse. 
Failure and resistance: historians' views on missionary' and protectorate 
collapse 
While historians are in many respects justified in declaring the first protectorate and 
missions unsuccessful or disastrous, placing their arguments within a framework of 
failure has sometimes had the result of limiting discussion. In some cases, Aboriginal 
relationships with missionaries have been simplified or ignored, and assumptions 
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have been made about the closure of these stations. These include assumptions that 
the stations were all deserted and hopeless by the time they closed, that Aboriginal 
people did not care about their closure, or that these closures were absolute and final. 
Historians have tended to give three (sometimes overlapping) explanations for 
missionary and protectorate "failures". Some emphasise personal failure: individual 
protectors' and missionaries' inability or refusal to properly perform their religious 
and I or secular duties. Some other accounts place protectors and missionaries as 
largely helpless figures within a broader story of dispossession, where racism, 
government inertia, violence, poverty, disease and social trauma were so 
overwhelming that missionaries could do little to change things. Other historians 
prefer cultural explanations for missionary failure, which argue that Aboriginal 
people rejected Christian "civilisation", either because they were unable to 
comprehend it, or because they considered it oppressive or useless. 
Works which focus on the decline of the Port Phillip Protectorate have drawn on all 
three explanations. Vivienne Rae-Ellis's Black Robinson fits largely into the first 
category, blaming the protectorate's material problems on the incompetence, 
selfishness, dishonesty and greed of G.A. Robinson and, to a lesser extent, the other 
protectors. Rae-Ellis's focus allows for little attention to the protectors' cultural 
agenda or to Aboriginal opinions. 1 A personal focus is also clear in Lindsey Arkley's 
work on protector Sievwright, which again pays less attention to his relationships 
with Aboriginal people than to his personal and political conflicts with settlers, 
government and his own family. However, Arkley also sees Sievwright as stuck 
within a broader, violent colonial climate.2 
Wider explanations for failure are given by Peter Corris, Michael Cannon and 
Michael Christie. Corris's and Cannon's works are shaped overwhelmingly by 
narratives of destruction. They see the protectorate as collapsing under the weight of 
Aboriginal sickness, starvation and violence, and they pay little attention to 
1 Vivienne Rae-Ellis, Black Robinson: Protector of the Aborigines, Collingwood, Melbourne 
University Press, 1988, pp.177-231 
2 Lindsey Arkley, The Hated Protector: The Story of Charles Wightman Sievwright, Protector of 
Aborigines, 1839-42, Mentone, Orbit Press, 2000, for example, pp.21-22, 35-39, 46, 60-68, 138, 165-
80, 218-23, 326-31, 362-63, 425-28, 444 
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' Aboriginal-protector relationships, particularly friendly or collaborative ones.3 
Christie's work is more nuanced, explaining the protectorate's political downfall in 
terms of economic problems, government in-fighting and settler hostility, as well as 
examining Aboriginal people's reasons for refusing to embrace the protectors' 
version of civilisation. Christie, writing during the late 1970s, emphasised the 
conflict-resistance model of colonial history which was very influential at the time, 
stressing that Aboriginal people resented European arrogance and had no wish to 
change their own cultures.4 
Historians' accounts of the Lake Macquarie, Buntingdale and Wellington Valley 
missions have also tended to be shaped by an overall story of "failure", although 
missionaries' more overt spiritual agenda and lesser political power has perhaps 
made these historians more likely to focus on cultural reasons for mission collapse. 
Corris and Cannon depict the Buntingdale missionaries, like the protectors, as largely 
powerless against the tide of dispossession, but Corris adds that their religious 
teachings were crude and probably unintelligible to Aboriginal people.5 Rae-Ellis 
makes similar claims about Awabakal who, she says, took no interest in Threlkeld's 
mission.6 Barry John Bridges' work on Wellington Valley details personal and 
colonial reasons for mission collapse, but also insists that the cultural gap and 
Wiradjuri hostility towards Europeans were so great that conversion could never 
succeed without coercion.7 None of these works consider in great depth Aboriginal 
views of missionaries or of mission closure. Jean Woolmington's examination of 
Wellington Valley is an exception to this, with her consideration of Wiradjuri' s and 
missionaries' intellectual and religious climates, although she too retains an emphasis 
on explaining mission failure. 8 
3 Michael Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, Port Melbourne, William Heinemann, 1990, especially 
pp.7-28, 123-36, 159-68, 179-98; Peter Corris, Aborigines and Europeans in Western Victoria, 
Canberra, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1968, pp.110-27 
4 Michael Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835-86, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 1979, 
especially pp.81-156 
5 Cannon, Who Killed the Koories?, pp.199-204; Corris, Aborigines and Europeans, pp.71-84 
6 Rae-Ellis, Black Robinson, pp.149-56 
7 Barry John Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, 1788-1855, 
PhD thesis, University ofNew South Wales, 1978, especially pp.ix, 1, 4, 264-65, 334, 376-77, 394, 
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Other historians have reinterpreted the theme of failure in more or less radical ways, 
although this has not always led to greater focus on Aboriginal perspectives. Niel 
Gunson's work on L.E. Threlkeld avoids a completely pessimistic conclusion by 
highlighting Threlkeld's intellectual achievements as a pioneer of Aboriginal 
linguistics and ethnography. However, his analysis of Threlkeld's failure in the 
mission field is more conventional, citing Threlkeld's fights with church authorities, 
Awabakal's dispossession and cultural distance from Christianity, and the lack of 
material incentives for Awabakal to remain at the mission.9 
A very different rereading of missionary "failure" emerges in Peter Read's study of 
the Wellington Valley mission. Read, more than most historians, focuses intensively 
on Aboriginal-missionary relationships, and he depicts Wellington Valley's collapse 
as rooted firmly in Wiradjuri's refusal to abandon their culture or be subdued by 
European aggression. While stressing missionary collapse, Read's account does not 
have the gloomy tone of many other works; instead, he places Wiradjuri rejection of 
missionary authority within a narrative of Aboriginal resistance and survival.10 This 
is a narrative, however, which allows only limited space for discussion of the 
ongoing nature of some Aboriginal-missionary relationships, which were not always 
hostile and which sometimes outlasted Wellington Valley's official closure. 
Different interpretations are also given by Hilary Carey, John Harris and Henry 
Reynolds. Carey's work on Wellington Valley in many ways avoids the usual failure 
Attitudes to the Baptism of Australian Aborigines Before 1850'', in The Journal of Religious History, 
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focus, 11 but she is also one of the few historians to have interrogated what 
missionaries actually meant by "failure". She makes the intriguing suggestion that 
missionaries may have expected to make few Aboriginal converts at first and were 
mainly disturbed by their own social and spiritual shortcomings.12 Harris' and 
Reynolds' understandings of missionary and protectorate success and failure have 
led them to give more optimistic appraisals of the first Evangelical humanitarians. 
Reynolds is a much more secular historian than Harris, but they both place the first 
missionaries and protectors within a tradition of white humanitarian protest, which 
they see as inadvertently encouraging the gradual "Indigenising" of Christianity and 
forming a historical basis for contemporary Reconciliation movements.13 However, 
despite both historians (especially Reynolds) emphasising Aboriginal agency, neither 
looks at length at Aboriginal views on the first missions' closure or the ongoing 
complexities of some of these protectors' and missionaries' relationships with 
Aboriginal people. 
When describing the closure of the first missions and protectorate stations, this 
chapter aims to pay particular attention to the aspects of these stories which 
historians have often neglected. One issue here is the difficulty of pinpointing exactly 
when these mission projects ended. Protectors and missionaries had prolonged 
arguments with government and missionary societies over these proposed closures, 
and the Goulburn and Mt Rouse protectorate stations were dwindling away for years 
before the protectorate was formally abolished. Furthermore, some missionaries and 
protectors stayed in the districts of their old stations, remained in contact with 
Aboriginal people and still hoped their "civilising" mission might succeed. Another 
very difficult task is discovering what Aboriginal people thought about the breakup 
11 For instance, Hilary M. Carey, "Companions in the Wilderness? Missionary Wives in Colonial 
Australia, 1788-1900'', in The Journal of Religious History, vol.19, no.2, December 1995, pp.227-48; 
Hilary M. Carey and David A Roberts, "Smallpox and the Baiame Waganna of Wellington Valley, 
New South Wales, 1829-1840: The Earliest Nativist Movement in Aboriginal Australia", in 
Ethnohistory, vol.49, no.4, 2002, pp.821-869, 
http://muse.jhu.edu/joumals/ethnohistory/v049/49 .4carey0 I .html 
IZ Carey," 'Attempts and Attempts"', pp.47-50 
13 John Harris, One Blood: 200 Years of Aboriginal Encounter with Christianity: A Story of Hope, 
Sutherland, Albatross Books, 1990, for example pp.9-10, 19-20, 23-36, 58, 64-82, 125-27, 131-41, 
184, 832-906; Henry Reynolds, Dispossession: Black Australians and White Invaders, Sydney, Allen 
& Unwin, 1989, pp.155-81; Henry Reynolds, Frontier: Aborigines, Settlers and Land, Sydney, Allen 
& Unwin, 1987, pp.83-107; Henry Reynolds, This Whispering in Our Hearts, St Leonards, Allen & 
Unwin, 1998, pp.22-69, 245-51 -
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of these missions and protectorate stations. While missionaries often . gave 
enthusiastic descriptions of their early meetings with Aboriginal people, by the time 
their stations were closing they often seemed too depressed or distracted to record 
their parting scenes. However, there is evidence that while Aboriginal people had not 
usually submitted to the missionaries' agendas, they did not necessarily want the 
missions to close either. 
"A little one may become a thousand": despair and hope for Awabakal 
Awabakal around Lake Macquarie, who initially seemed one of the most receptive 
groups towards the efforts of their missionary, L.E. Threlkeld, were also one of the 
only groups to largely desert their mission. Between 1825-1841 Awabakal had 
experienced widespread dispossession, depopulation and violence. This might have 
drawn people closer to Threlkeld, but generally seemed to have the opposite effect; 
the initial land-sharing and friendly labour decreased. The mission, which had been 
in peril for over a decade, thanks to Threlkeld's fights with the London Missionary 
Society, drew new criticism for its low Aboriginal numbers, and it closed in 1841. 
Threlkeld had not entirely given up hope; he wondered whether Moravian-style 
missions in isolated parts of the country would allow small Aboriginal Christian 
communities to survive what he saw as the general trend towards racial destruction; 
thus, "a little one may become a thousand and a small one a strong nation".14 
However, his overall view of the future was not positive. In his final report, 
Threlkeld lamented "although much has been done in the way of translation, there 
are now scarcely any Aborigines left to learn to read, and the few who remain appear 
determined to go in the broad road to destruction."15 
14 L.E. Threlkeld, Evidence to the Committee on the Aborigines Question, 21September1838, in L.E. 
Threlkeld, "Correspondence and Early Reports relating to the Aboriginal Mission 1825-1841 ", in 
Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, p.273; L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, 31 
December 1838, in L.E. Threlkeld, "Memoranda", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.1, 
f.148 
5 L.E. Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, "The final report of the mission to the Aborigines, Lake 
Macquarie, New South Wales, 1841", PMS1847, p.857, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) 
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Awabakal did not necessarily see their choices quite so negatively; in 1840 Threlkeld 
reported that most surviving people from his district were now living in their country 
around Newcastle, working as fishermen, washerwomen, messengers, servants, water 
carriers and sailors.16 To them, this may well have seemed a logical decision, and it 
is unclear whether any grand rejection of Threlkeld was intended. After the mission 
closed, Threlkeld moved to Newcastle, ran a coal mine and continued with his 
Aboriginal preaching. Thus, Awabakal's presence in Threlkeld's life did not vanish. 
However, his story can be seen as shifting from mission history to local settler-
industrialist history - a merge which may have been occurring for some time, as his: 
engagement in private enterprise had been criticised while the mission was still 
·running. Such crossovers are interesting; missionaries often saw themselves as 
isolated from and disliked by settler society (an image this thesis has, in some ways, 
accepted), but their ultimate transition into this society poses something of a 
challenge to this idea. Threlkeld sold his mine in 1844 and moved to Sydney, 
becoming a minister of the Bethel Union. He continued to write and publish on 
Awabakal well into the 1850s, and in 1851 he was awarded with membership of the 
Ethnological Society of London, in recognition of his work on Aboriginal languages. 
He died in Sydney in 1859.17 
Broken promises, lasting obligations: the end of the Wellington Valley and 
Buntingdale missions? 
At the same time as Threlkeld's mission was abandoned, the Wellington Valley 
mission was also collapsing. Relations between the missionaries had been troubled 
from the start; William Watson and J.C.S. Handt loathed each other by the end of the 
first year, and operated virtually separately until Handt resigned in 1836. In his 
relationships with Aboriginal people and other missionaries, it can be hard to avoid 
seeing Handt as a failure. If Wiradjuri mourned his leaving, there seems to be no 
record of it. He was transferred as a chaplain to the convict settlement at Moreton 
16 Threlkeld, "Memoranda", pp.166-67 
17 Niel Gunson, "Introduction", in Gunson (ed.), Australian Reminiscences, vol.I, pp.28-29; Tricia 
Henwood, Rev L.E. Threlkeld and the Awabakal Aborigines: An Example of Cultural Interaction, 
1824-1841, History Honours Thesis, LaTrobe University, 1978, MS2026, AIATSIS, p.42 
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Bay, where the local Aboriginal people must have made Wiradjuri seem cooperative 
in comparison; they treated Handt contemptuously and raided his food supplies, and 
the children picked fights with Handt' s children.18 He concluded "I cannot indeed do 
much for them", and his missionary duties seemed to consist mainly of distributing 
rations and writing annual reports, although he still hoped that his efforts would 
inspire other missionaries to take up the challenge.19 After the Moreton Bay station 
closed, Handt struggled through various preaching jobs around Balmain, Moss Vale 
and Geelong, and died in poverty in 1863.20 
Relations between Handt's replacement, James Giinther, and the aggressive and 
temperamental Watson were no better. Gunther's correspondence from 183 7 
onwards revealed hostility towards his colleague, insisting that Watson was 
impossible to work with and that he was running his own herd on mission lands.21 
Gunther and his wife went on to complain that their split with Watson was damaging 
the mission's image, and that Watson had alienated Wiradjuri by trying to remove 
their children.22 Watson was dismissed in 1840. However, the mission had already 
been devastated by drought and farming failures, and by 1841 Giinther was 
commenting that success seemed unlikely.23 He elected to stay on though, and sent 
18 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.829-30 
19 J.C.S. Handt to William Jowett, 27 November 1841, pp.2-3, Wellington Valley Project (W. V.P.): 
Letters and Journals Relating to the Church Missionary Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 
1830-45: A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-
project/; Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts, "Introduction: J.C.S. Handt", p.1, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/ discipline/history/wv-project/ 
20 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.810, 829-30; Roberts, 
"Introduction: J.C.S. Handt", p.1, W.V.P. · 
21 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.629-33; Carey, 
"'Attempts and Attempts", p.56; J.C.S. Handt to James Giinther, 19 July 1839, in NSW Archival 
Estrays: NSW Royal Commission to Enquire into Crime in the Braidewood District, MF294, 
AIATSIS (original held at Mitchell library, State Library ofNew South Wales) 
22 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, pp.641-44, 650-51, 673-
74; James Giinther, Journal, 12 April 1840 p.22, 27 July 1840 p.30, 25 September 1840 p.38, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; James Giinther to Dandeson Coates, 12 
February 1839 p. l, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; Lydia 
Giinther to William Jowett, 12 January 1839 p.4, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
23 Giinther, Journal, 20-22 January 1839 p.3, 15 March 1839 p.6, W. V.P.; Giinther to Coates, 12 
February 1839 p.3, W. V.P.; James Giinther to William Cowper, 9 January 1841, NSW Archival 
Estrays, MF294, AIATSIS; James Giinther to William Cowper, 12 June 1841, NSW Archival Estrays, 
MF294, AIATSIS; James Giinther to Charles Young, 23 August 1841, NSW Archival Estrays, 
MF294, AIATSIS; Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts, "Introduction: William Porter'' p.l, 
W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; William Porter to Dandeson 
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the governor a list of the people he thought capable of improvement. George, Lively 
and Cochrane had lived with the missionary for 2-3 years, worked hard and could 
read a little; Cochrane was teaching Gunther Wiradjuri. There was also Lively's 
wife, Noamilly, who worked for the Gunthers and seemed "civilised", although 
Gunther did not believe she was truly saved.24 However, shortly afterwards another 
bombshell hit when it was revealed that Noamilly had been having an affair with the 
white mission agriculturalist, William Porter, who was subsequently fired.25 Gunther, 
now left to do additional secular work as well as evangelising, was exhausted and 
depressed, concluding that he had wasted the last seven years of his life.26 The 
mission closed in October 1843 and Gunther moved to Mudgee to preach to the 
Europeans there. 
Wiradjuri perspectives on his departure were mixed. For most, perhaps, the collapse 
of Gunther's evangelising may have seemed unimportant, but they had also 
developed other expectations of him over the years, as an employer, protector and 
resident in their country, who supplied gifts and allowed safe access to the land. 
Some had also built closer personal relationships with him, perhaps even locating 
him within their own social or kin systems. Most would not contemplate leaving 
their land to accompany him, but he was followed to Mudgee by Cochrane, his wife 
Maria and their child, all of whom had spent much of their youth on the mission and 
knew Gunther well. Two other young people, Tommy and Mary, seemed upset by 
Gunther's departure and spoke of following him, but Tommy was too ill and Mary, 
Gunther claimed, was tricked away by the old people. Lively wept when the 
Gunthers left, but his wife Noamilly gave them a furious sendoff, shouting that 
Gunther had ruined the mission by allowing all their land and cattle to be given 
away.27 It is possible that Noamilly blamed Gunther for Porter's banishment 
Coates, 6 April 1839 pp.1-2, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; 
William Porter to Dandeson Coates, 1November1841 p.l, W. V.P., 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
24 James Gunther to William Cowper, 28 June 1841, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, AIATSIS 
25 James Gunther to Richard Taylor, 12 November 1842, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, AIATSIS; 
James Gunther to the Lord Bishop of Australia, 17 November 1843, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, 
AIATSIS 
26 James Gunther to Richard Taylor, 12 November 1842, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, AIATSIS 
27 James Gunther to the Lord Bishop of Australia, 17 November 1843, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, 
AIATSIS 
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(Gunther had feared that this might be a general feeling amongst Wiradjuri);8 but the 
closure of the mission itself may have led her to see him as a failure or traitor, going 
back on his obligations to her people. Gunther did not dwell on these possibilities 
though, instead dismissing her and most of the others as ungrateful to the last.29 
Giinther's Aboriginal connections were not entirely dissolved, however. According 
to Bridges, Cochrane's family stayed a year with the Giinthers in Mudgee before 
returning to their people, and some Wiradjuri occasionally visited Gunther and 
seemed to regret the fall of the mission. 30 In the 1850s, Giinther wrote newspaper 
articles about Aboriginal cave paintings near Ryalstone and compiled information 
about the surviving Aboriginal people in the Mudgee district, most of whom, he 
concluded, could not be saved because of their "wandering" habits.31 Overall, 
though, he had little interest in resuming this task. Instead, he became a successful 
and popular clergyman in his new district, remaining there till his death in 1879.32 
Despite having lost Gunther for better or worse, Wiradjuri's mission history was not 
yet over. Although dismissed by the C.M.S., Watson had elected to stay on in the 
area, setting up his own Apsley mission near current-day Nanima. Little seems to be 
known about this station, which is unfortunate, as it provides an intriguing contrast to 
the simultaneous collapse of Wellington Valley. It also hints again at how mission 
history overlaps with other colonial histories, as Watson now apparently operated as 
a private settler, and some observers could not tell whether he was running a mission 
or a stock station with Aboriginal employees.33 It seems that small numbers of 
Wiradjuri stayed with him, helping set up the new farm and buildings, and apparently 
continuing with their Christian studies. In 1841 Gunther commented that he had 
heard that Watson had custody of some of the children and that they were underfed 
and half-naked. These comments are difficult to verify, although Watson did 
28 James Gunther to William Porter, 13 August 1842, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, AIATSIS 
29 James Giinther to the Lord Bishop of Australia, 17 November 1843, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, 
AIATSIS 
30 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p. 733 
31 James Giinther to Sydney Morning Herald, 16 November 1855, NSW Archival Estrays, MF294, 
AIATSIS; James Giinther to Rev ? [name not given], 26 January 1857, NSW Archival Estrays, 
MF294, AIA TSIS 
32 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p.736; Woolmington, 
'"Writing in the Sand"', p.83 
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complain in 1846 of his initial poverty when starting the mission. 34 If true, it seems 
Watson's "civilising" zeal and obsession with child control had not abated. 
Some crossover occurred between Giinther's and Watson's missions. After Cochrane 
and Maria left Mudgee they lived with Watson for a while, and Frederick, who had 
been in contact with Wellington Valley mission since it began, chose to reside at 
Apsley sometimes too.35 Jane and Jemmy Buckley (or Marshall) and their children, 
who had lived with Gunther but declined to go with him to Mudgee, also went to live 
at Apsley.36 Watson took special pride in this couple, who asked him to marry them 
in 1840. According to Bridges, their union was deemed acceptable by their own 
people (indeed, it may have been pre-arranged anyhow).37 Watson wrote happily of 
their affection and fidelity - apparent, he claimed, in their four "pure Aboriginal 
children" - and was delighted to report Jane's baptism in 1845 and the Christian 
interests of the rest of the family.38 They were apparently not alone in their religious 
inclinations. According to ,Watson's reports from the 1840s (which may or may not 
be trustworthy) numbers on his station could reach as high as forty, and he boasted a 
number of converts and church-goers, some of whom worked on other stations but 
visited him on Sundays.39 Lack of evidence makes it hard to evaluate these claims, 
but Bishop Broughton, visiting the district in the late 1840s, was impressed by the 
33 Harris, One Blood, p.73 
34 James Gunther to William Cowper, 9 January 1841, NSW Archival Essays, MF294, AIATSIS; 
James Giinther to Charles Young, 23 August 1841, NSW Archival Essays, MF294, AIATSIS; William 
Watson to Colonial Secretary Thomson, 17 October 1846, in Historical Records of Australia (HR.A.), 
series 1, vol.XXV, April 1846- September 1847, Sydney, Library Committee of the Commonwealth 
Parliament, 1925, pp.572, 574-75 
35 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p.762; James Giinther to 
Lord Bishop, 17 November 1843, NSW Archival Essays, MF294, AIATSIS; William Watson to 
Colonial Secretary Thomson, 2 January 1846, in HR.A., series 1, vol.XXV, April 1846 - September 
1847, pp.14-15 ' 
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38 William Watson, 23 February 1845, "Forth Annual Report of the Apsley Aboriginal Mission", in 
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vol.XXV, April 1846- September 1847, p.15 
39 Watson, 23 February 1845, "Fourth Annual Report of the Apsley Aboriginal Mission", in HR.A., 
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quiet, polite behaviour of Watson's congregation.40 At any rate, it seems that 
Wellington Valley's closure should not be equated with surrender for Watson, who 
ran Apsley for another decade, apparently closing some time in the 1850s. Even then, 
according to Harris, he retained contact with Aboriginal people, and he and his wife 
never left the district; they are buried in Wellington cemetery.41 
Wiradjuri perspectives from this time can only be guessed at. Many may have 
considered Watson unpleasant, violent or frightening, but whether they judged him in 
terms of failure is much less clear. For a small number of people, their close 
relationships to the missionaries since childhood and the damage suffered by their 
own society may well have increased the attractions of Christianity by this stage. 
However, I would suggest that when most people were deciding where to live, 
religious feelings and personal differences between Watson and Gunther were 
probably less important than the desire to stay in their own country - Watson, 
whatever his faults, provided residence and rations on Wiradjuri land. However, 
given that some people living and working on nearby stations may have still chosen 
to visit Apsley and attend church raises further questions about personal dynamics on 
Watson's mission.42 Was Apsley a Wiradjuri meeting place? Had the presence of 
Watson's mission there made it one? Did some people retain feelings of obligation or 
friendship towards Watson? It seems while some Wiradjuri loathed and feared 
Watson for his authoritarian behaviour and removal of children, others - apparently 
voluntarily - remained with him in complex relationships of dependence and 
community. 
The Buntingdale mission, initiated at around the time that its Lake Macquarie and 
Wellington Valley predecessors were collapsing, also existed under threat of closure 
for years. The mission's original mentor, Joseph Orton, left for England in 1842, 
planning to gather British public support for Aboriginal welfare and missionary 
40 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p.776 
41 Harris, One Blood, pp.74-75 
42 Watson, 23 February 1845, "Forth Annual Report of the Apsley Aboriginal Mission", in H.R.A., 
series 1, vol.XXIV, October 1844 - March 1846, p.272; William Watson to Colonial Secretary 
Thomson, 2 January 1846, inH.R.A., series 1, vol.XXV, April 1846- September 1847, p.15; William 
Watson to Colonial Secretary Thomson, 17 October 1846, in H.R.A., series 1, vol.XXV, April 1846 -
September 1847, p.574; William Watson to Colonial Secretary Thomson, 7 February 1848, in H.R.A., 
series 1, vol.XXVI, October 1847 - December 1848, p.404 
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efforts, but he died on board the ship.43 Meanwhile, Benjamin Hurst and Francis 
Tuckfield were repeatedly told by the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society that 
the mission was too expensive, although the society could not suggest how to reduce 
the budget. Continued fighting between Aboriginal groups and growing hostility 
from settlers, whom Hurst publicly accused of murdering Aboriginal people, did not 
help the mission's image.44 By 1842 Hurst, smarting from settler attacks and 
missionary society reprimands, announced his intention of quitting, and in 1843 he 
took up a new preaching post in Sydney. He seemed much happier there, although he 
continued to call for greater government support for Aboriginal missions.45 His own 
Aboriginal connections had not entirely dissolved; when he left Gulidjan country, he 
took with him a little boy whose mother (Hurst claimed) had given him to the 
missionaries because she feared her new husband would kill him. Whether or not the 
boy's family consented to let him leave with Hurst appears to be unrecorded. The 
(unnamed) child died shortly after arriving in Sydney. Hurst had hoped that the boy 
would vindicate missionary efforts on an individual level, that he might become "an 
instrument of Divine grace and a proof that our labours among his people had not 
been in vain." But, Hurst concluded, "he who cannot err has otherwise determined ... 
I doubt not it is for the best."46 Thus ended one Aboriginal experience of mission life. 
However, other Aboriginal people appeared more supportive of Buntingdale than 
might be expected. In 1843, Tuckfield told the Dantgurt and Gulidjan that the 
mission would have to close because of unstable numbers. The Aboriginal people 
responded by calling a large meeting with the missionaries. 120 people assembled to 
43 Brian Dickey (ed.), The Australian Dictionary of Evangelical Biography, Sydney, Evangelical 
History Association, 1994, p.291; Joseph Orton to General Secretaries, 29 December 1841, in 
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ask the missionaries to stay, explaining that violence in the area had prevented them 
from remaining there, but adding that they would be happy to stay and work if 
protection and supplies were available. True to their word, they resumed farm work, 
some youths returned to school, some women did domestic jobs and everyone 
attended morning prayers. This continued for over a month, until renewed inter-tribal 
violence broke out. When preparing to flee the station, a group of young men and 
one "chief' said goodbye to the missionaries, promising to return but lamenting their 
lack of protection.47 These people may well have considered that missionaries had 
failed in their obligation to keep the land safe and accessible, but whether they 
rejected the missionaries in other respects is less clear. Throughout 1844-1845, 
Tuckfield continued to insist that the local Aboriginal people were becoming more 
and more cooperative, particularly the young men, who worked hard on the farm, 
built huts for themselves and studied reading and religion. He believed this success 
was the result of the missionaries' decision to "settle these predatory hords [sic] in 
their own districts".48 He may have been correct there; by this stage Gulidjan must 
have been painfully aware of their limited options and the many forces pushing them 
off their land. Some may have considered mission life an acceptable compromise for 
remaining in their country. 
However, at the same time as some Aboriginal people were starting to take the 
mission more seriously, the W.M.M.S. was describing it as a failure, pointing to its 
instability and lack of conversions. Tuckfield persisted, proposing a new mission site 
on the Murray, away from settler interference.49 Budget cuts and lack of official 
enthusiasm quashed this plan, and the mission would have closed in 1844 if not for 
the support of a number of prominent local settlers, who were impressed by 
Tuckfield's progress. This was an interesting development, given that these may. 
have been the same settlers who virtually pushed Hurst out of the district two years 
earlier, and it suggests that Tuckfield and the Aboriginal people were not the only 
ones to believe the mission might have a future. This support allowed the mission to 
47 Francis Tuckfield, "Report on the Wesleyan Missionary Society's mission to the Aborigines of the 
Sub District ofGeelong, Port Phillip", August 1843, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
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continue until 1848.50 Tuckfield had to some extent been running the mission as a 
successful sheep station since the mid-1840s, and he remained in the area as a private 
grazier until 1850, retaining contact with Aboriginal people.51 This again points to 
the overlap between mission and pastoral history, and raises the question of whether 
Aboriginal people experienced their relationships with missionaries as ending or 
radically changing with the missions' closure, or whether they saw these 
relationships as basically continuing but declining in strength. 
"I should not stop here much longer": the protectorate draws to a close 
The same questions arise when considering the demise of the Port Phillip 
Protectorate, which had been written off by some commentators as useless from the 
beginning. In 1840 Colonial Secretary E. Deas Thomson wrote brusquely that the 
protectors were demanding and inefficient: "From the beginning he [the governor] 
observed in them all, a disposition to complain a great deal and in their chief to write 
a great deal".52 Throughout the 1840s, as public and media hostility towards the 
protectorate grew, Sir George Gipps, Lord Stanley, C.J. LaTrobe and Earl Grey 
criticised the protectors for their supposed incompetence, financial mismanagement 
and mishandling of Aboriginal communities. 53 As early as 1843 Gipps tried to 
redistribute the colony's stretched finances by slashing the protectorate's budget.54 In 
1848, LaTrobe dismissed the protectorate as a failure, blaming the protectors for not 
using coercion against Aboriginal people unwilling to become "civilised".55 
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James Dredge had been the first protector to go, resigning in 1840. Right from the 
start, Dredge's diaries and official and private correspondence were full of 
complaints about lack of supplies, funding, instructions or moral support from the 
government.56 During the 1840s, Dredge's main recommendations were for clan 
boundaries to be taken more seriously and for Aboriginal isolation and evangelising 
to be intensified - "The glorious Gospel is the only shield that can protect them.'.s7 
Perhaps because he left so quickly, Dredge's relationships with Aboriginal people 
have not received much attention from historians. Bridges and Rae-Ellis both largely 
ignore this aspect of his life; Bridges blames his failure on his religious gloom and 
inability to coerce Taungurong into obeying him, while Rae-Ellis portrays him as 
ruined by personal weaknesses, including his poor health and desire for a more 
profitable career.58 
This narrow focus is unfortunate; for one thing, it ignores the fact that Dredge's 
departure from the Goulbum in 1840 was greeted with sorrow by Taungurong. He 
did not tell them that he was leaving because of their refusal to become "civilised". 
Instead, he explained: 
that I should not stop here much longer ... that I could not bear to see 
all my black fellows 'hungry' and nothing to give them - that I had 
sent for more [supplies] a long time since - but that no letter had 
come back - and I therefore should go away.59 
Dredge was taken aback by Taungurong's grief at his departure, describing a parting 
scene which he found both painful and inspiring, indicating (he thought) their 
potential for gratitude and Christianity. 
56 James Dredge, 18 February 1840, 11May1840, 28 May 1840, James Dredge Diaries, notebooks 
and letterbook (J.D.D.), ? 1817-1845, MS11625, MSM534, State Library of Victoria (SLV); James 
Dredge to M.A. Dredge, 12 November 1839, inJ.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV; James Dredge to 
G.A. Dredge, 17 February 1840, in WMMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA; James Dredge to W. 
Harding, 3 July 1840, inJ.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV; James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 31 July 
1840, in WMMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 1, NLA; James Dredge to J. Harding, 31October1840, in 
J.D.D., MSI 1625, MSM534, SLV; James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 10 May 1841, in WMM.S. 
Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
57 James Dredge to Jabez Bunting, 31July1840, in WMMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA; James 
Dredge, Brie/Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, Geelong, James Harrison, 1845, pp.40-41 
58 Bridges, "James Dredge", pp.1-16; Rae-Ellis, Black Robinson, pp.185-87 
59 James Dredge, 12March 1840,J.D.D.,MS11625,MSM534, SLV 
They gathered round the door of my hut and wept like children. It was 
not feigned sorrow. They sobbed aloud, and the big tears rolled down 
their sable faces - while one of them in accordance with their heathen 
practices in seasons of extreme grief ... cut the top of his head with 
his waddy, until the blood ran in streams down his face.60 
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Taungurong promised to visit Dredge in Melboume.61 While they were no doubt 
distressed at the possibility of losing protectorate rations, the personal nature of their 
goodbyes (and the fact that the rations had dwindled away some time before anyway) 
indicates that their relationship with Dredge was more meaningful than some 
historians have realised. 
Initially, large numbers of people continued to attend the Goulburn Station under the 
reign of Dredge's successor, William Le Souef, but he quickly acquired a reputation 
for being fearful and hostile towards Aboriginal people, and many Taungurong 
violently disliked him.62 Le Souef's farming progress on the station indicates that he 
was not necessarily incompetent, but his unpopularity, combined with accusations of 
embezzlement and his hostility towards Robinson (whom he accused of utterly 
neglecting the station), were enough to get Le Soueffired in 1843. Authority over the 
Goulbum station was transferred to the overworked protector Edward Stone Parker.63 
During this period, Taungurong people kept their promise to remain in contact with 
Dredge, who worked as a schoolteacher and ran a china shop in Melboume.64 His 
diary records four visits from Taungurong during 1840-41. When they first arrived in 
Melbourne, they walked around the streets asking people where "Master" or "Mister 
Dredge" lived, until they eventually found his house. Dredge wrote "It was affecting 
60 James Dredge, 11 June 1840, J.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV; James Dredge to J. Harding, 31 
October 1840, inJ.D.D., MS11625, MSM534, SLV 
61 James Dredge, 12 March 1840, J.D.D., MSl 1625, MSM534, SLV 
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to witness their extravagant expression of attachment to me, Mrs D, and children. 
Poor fellows, I can do nothing for them.'.65 Taungurong's attitude was not nearly so 
defeatist; they subsequently visited him with complaints about Le Souef and ardent 
requests for him to return to their country, promising to build him a house and work 
on his farrn.66 Their behaviour was affectionate but not submissive; Dredge observed 
"they came into our house as if they were come home" .67 These visits point to the 
surprisingly friendly bonds Taungurong seemed to have developed with Dredge, 
who, for all his Methodist gloom and political ineffectiveness, had apparently come 
to be liked and valued. The visits also d~monstrate Taungurong's early attempts at 
political activism; trying to select a protector they considered suitable and 
negotiating with him about how they would live together. While Dredge's own 
political role had collapsed, the political efforts of the people he had been sent to 
protect were increasing. Dredge could not do much more, however. In 1845 he 
published Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, calling for Aboriginal 
improvement and bitterly attacking the protectorate for being weak, incompetent and 
godless.68 He died the following year, aged fifty. 
Protector Charles Sievwright was the next to go. His fights with neighbouring settlers 
over land distribution and frontier violence had done nothing to endear him to the 
white cornrnunity.69 Meanwhile, his disdain for Robinson's inefficiency and working 
class origins had thoroughly alienated him from the chief protector's office.7° When 
rumours began about Sievwright's alleged abuse of his family and affair with 
protector Parker's wife, it became clear that his career would not last long. 71 
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Dismissed from the protectorate in 1843, Sievwright spent the next four years 
begging LaTrobe for a job and complaining in the newspapers about his 
mistreatment by the government. He insisted that he had really been fired for 
drawing unwelcome attention to racial violence in the W estem Districts and for 
pointing out Robinson's incompetence.72 What Aboriginal people thought about 
losing Sievwright is hard to tell - he seemed to write little about this - although they 
may well have regretted the loss of a protector who had made unusually strong 
promises to prevent and avenge frontier violence. Sievwright's family apparently 
retained some interest in Aboriginal issues; in 1858 his son Marcus gave evidence 
before the Legislative Council, advising that Aboriginal people could survive if they 
were allowed farming reserves on land chosen by themselves.73 By this stage, 
Marcus's father was no longer on the political scene. Unsuccessful in his efforts to 
get his job back, Sievwright returned alone to England in disgrace. He died in 
poverty in 1855.74 
Aboriginal refusal of many aspects of the protectorate project has already been 
discussed and was certainly a factor in its downfall, but it should be noted that none 
of the protectorate stations - including the two mentioned above - were wholly 
abandoned. Sievwright' s Mt Rouse station, now run by the medical officer John 
Watton, was severely diminished for lack of personnel or supplies, but in 1845 there 
were still small numbers of people living there.75 Between 1845-1848, reports from 
the Goulburn station, now missing a protector and administered from a distance by 
Parker, indicate that although its original function had failed and its Aboriginal 
population was fluctuating, people continued to visit and numbers could reach over 
160.76 This indicates once again the importance of Aboriginal ties to country and the 
1, PROV; E. Deas Thomson to Joseph LaTrobe, 25 February 1842, in AA.R., VPRS4467, Reel 1, 
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possibility that a protector's presence or absence on their land was not the key factor 
determining their residence there. Although close and complex relationships with 
protectors developed, Aboriginal people's ultimate assessment of the protectorate 
was probably much less concerned with the "success" or "failure" of the civilising 
mission, and more concerned with safety, sustenance and access to land. 
"We should like to see you again": Parker's and Thomas's ongoing Aboriginal 
connections 
Protectors Parker and Thomas in some ways outlasted the protectorate's closure. 
Aboriginal numbers on Parker's station between 1844-1849 fluctuated considerably 
- they could reach over 200 or drop away to none - but there seemed to be a general 
transition towards smaller, steadier numbers of residents.77 Parker himself was 
commenting by the late 1840s that people on his station - particularly youths - were 
working hard and adopting Christian habits which (he said) in tum improved their 
social and material lives. He added that they seemed fond of him and indicated that 
they would be willing to stay if he could provide proper provisions and wages. He 
lamented, though, that budget cuts were making this impossible.78 His final report 
from 1850, when the protectorate had been judged hopeless by the government and 
was about to close, struck an intriguingly optimistic note. Rejecting assessments of 
failure, Parker stated that he had never been more hopeful for Aboriginal people's 
working and religious improvement. "Success seems to have dawned, and I most 
77 Edward Stone Parker to G.A. Robinson, "Return of number of Aborigines daily present at the 
station", January - March 1844, April - June 1844, July - September 1844, October - December 
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earnestly pray . . . nothing will occur to blight or destroy the work so begun on this 
establishment."79 
When examining the closure of Parker's station, his ongoing relationships with 
Djadjawurung and Djabwurung must also be considered. When the station officially 
closed, Parker, insisting that he should finish what he had started, applied to LaTrobe 
for permission to buy the land.80 He set himself up as a pastoralist and maintained an 
Aboriginal school. As with Watson and Tuckfield, Parker went from belonging to a 
group of Evangelical humanitarians who often saw themselves as excluded and 
despised by pastoralists, to being a pastoralist himself, albeit with missionary 
leanings. The evidence does not indicate whether Parker saw his identity as 
changing, but this apparently easy transition between protector and settler raises 
questions about how far apart these two groups (who often felt so bitterly divided) 
actually were. 
For Djabwurung and Djadjawurung, station life may not have changed much with the 
protectorate's closure, although Parker complained in 1850 that some people now 
stayed away because they had heard the government was angry with him.81 During 
the 1850s, Parker seems to have consolidated his hold over some of the young 
people. In 1853 he claimed that between 6 - 12 children lived with his schoolmaster 
and 8 young men came to school on winter evenings, sometimes walking two miles 
through the dark to get there.82 This friendly image was offset, however, by Parker's 
increasing enthusiasm for controlling children and separating "half-castes" from their 
families. 83 William Westgarth, visiting the school in 1857, gave a mixed description 
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of 20 boys who seemed "contented" but also displayed "listless apathy".84 However, 
it was not necessarily apathy that made Aboriginal people stay with Parker. In an era 
of poverty and social destruction, he offered (limited) access to country and the 
possibility of a future as independent Christian farmers of their ancestral land. While 
this prospect had initially appealed to few, by the 1850s some people were seriously 
considering it. Parker boasted of several young men whom he had known for years 
who (he said) successfully cultivated plots of land during the 1850s and lived like 
white Christian workers. Parker's son, Joseph, later added that some of these people 
were still farming land around Mt Franklin in the 1870s.85 Theirs was a generation 
that had grown up with Parker's station as a constant (if not always benign) presence 
in the district. 
However, even successful Aboriginal farmers were exposed to continued dangers 
because of their poverty and Aboriginality. Many of Parker's young farmers died 
from introduced diseases or were forced off their farms by Europeans or by pressure 
from their own families.86 Moreover, the discovery of gold on Parker's lease proved 
damaging for Parker (who lost almost all his stock and was forced to leave) and 
disastrous for the local Aboriginal community, who found their country swamped by 
gold diggers, their protector pushed out of the district, their ration depot closed and 
themselves coerced into moving to Coranderrk Aboriginal station near Healesville. 87 
A brief letter has survived that was written to Parker by a 12-year-old girl, Ellen, 
whose family had been mqved to Coranderrk in 1864. According to Morrison, 
Ellen's father, Dick, had known Parker since his arrival in the district; Ellen was the 
second generation to have grown up experiencing the protectorate station as a 
presence in ancestral country and a site of new European relationships of 
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paternalism, negotiation and control.ss The letter hints at the fragmentation of 
Aboriginal communities, the possibility of new alliances forming at Coranderrk, and 
the affection which existed between Parker's family and Ellen's: 
We all like this place [Coranderrk] very much. There are a great many 
Aborigines on this Station ... I hope you are well and all the family 
and Mrs Parker and Miss Parker. 
We should like to see you again very much. We do feel sorry when 
we think about Jim Crow [Parker's station] and all our friends. 
Me and my Mother write in kindest love ... P .S. My mother thought 
all her relations were dead, but when she came she saw her Mother 
and brother. s9 
Protector William Thomas also remained in contact with Kulin people for well over a 
decade after the protectorate closed. Not all of this contact was friendly. He had 
suffered badly under the protectorate's budget cuts; his personal salary and resources 
were strictly reduced in 1843, and he claimed that he was never given enough help to 
relieve Aboriginal poverty.90 In 1848, Thomas plaintively asked the government for 
more supplies, describing painful scenes of sneaking around the native encampment 
trying to decide who was the neediest and facing the anger of the people he had to 
refuse.91 By this stage, the Merri Creek school in his protectorate was derelict, 
neglected and closing, after attracting numerous Aboriginal complaints and being 
gradually abandoned as children left with their families and youths were called away 
for initiation. 92 
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The closing of the protectorate weakened Thomas's authority but did not entirely 
remove it. He was kept on as Guardian of the Aborigines and privately instructed that 
his main job would be keeping them out of Melbourne. His letters from 1850 depict 
Aboriginal people around the city as impoverished, depressed and increasingly 
alcoholic, disinclined to respond to his lectures on the goodness of God.93 It was 
during the late 1850s and 1860s that Thomas began to advocate forcible removal of 
Aboriginal children.94 He was also less than helpful in 1852 when Woiworung 
workers around the Plenty Ranges went on strike in protest at receiving lower wages 
than white stockmen; Thomas persuaded them to settle for less, on the grounds that 
the Plenty farmers treated them well compared to elsewhere?5 By 1860 Thomas was 
also limited in how much help he could offer; as well as lacking strong political 
power, he was also ill and could no longer travel much.96 
However, Thomas's role was by no means negligible to Aboriginal people. At a time 
when white humanitarians had largely retreated in disappointment, formal political 
activism by Aboriginal people was on the increase. The idea of the mid 19th century 
as a time of humanitarian failure and disappointment is in many ways valid, but it is 
also indicative of historians' tendency to focus on the work of white humanitarians of 
this period rather than Aboriginal activists. In 1859 a Taungurong deputation waited 
on Thomas asking for "a tract ofland for their sole use and benefit" around theNak-
krom creek which falls into the Goulbum River.97 These people, who had had a 
decade of protectorate experience and another decade of being rationed, lectured on 
God and ordered out of Melbourne by Thomas, had evidently decided that he was 
their most promising (perhaps their only) ally in government. Kulin diplomat Simon 
Wonga assured Thomas "they want a block of land in their country where they may 
93 Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, p.138; William Thomas to C.J. LaTrobe, 9 September 
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sit down plant com, potatoes etc - and work like white men."98 Thomas supported 
their claim, his belief in the need to "protect" Aboriginal people through isolated 
Christian reserves balancing (albeit uneasily) with Aboriginal people's own desire 
for security and autonomy. In 1860 he inspected the land they had chosen, and they 
chopped down some trees in his presence and assured him they would cultivate the 
land. Thomas, impressed, commented to the Commissioner of Lands and Surveys 
that this was proof of the benefits of allowing Aboriginal people to choose their own 
"promised land", as their attachment to country was strong but their tastes different 
to Europeans' .99 
His intervention on behalf of Taungurong was noted by other groups. In the same 
year, a small Kumai delegation from Gippsland visited Thomas to ask for a similar 
tract ofland.100 Thomas's contact with the Kumai had been sporadic and mixed. He 
had expressed concern over violence in Gippsland during the 1840s but seemed to do 
little about it; indeed, the Kulin native police allegedly behind much of this violence 
were regular visitors to Thomas' s station. The Kumai elder Bungalene - accused of 
abducting the White Woman of Gippsland - had been held in brutal conditions on 
Thomas' s station and died soon afterwards, although Thomas apparently protested 
against this and took some responsibility for the care of Bungalene's sons.101 It is 
therefore doubtful how optimistic Kumai were about Thomas' s help, and indeed 
while he passed on their claims to the Commissioner for Crown Lands, little seems to 
have been done; Kumai had historically attracted much less state "protection" than 
the people of central and western Victoria.102 
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Woiworung approached Thomas with greater confidence and persistence. Thomas 
had lived in their country for over twenty years, the majority of his Aboriginal 
contact had been with them, and he had negotiated closely with their late 
ngurungaeta (leader), Billibellary. Woiworung spokesman during the 1860s, Simon 
W onga, was Billibellary' s son and knew of his father's attempts to secure land from 
Thomas. Wonga himself had known Thomas since childhood; Thomas considered 
him "a very intelligent Aboriginal of good and superior intellect."103 Whether Wonga 
thought the same about Thomas is unknown, but he was certainly keen to negotiate 
with him. In 1860, he asked Thomas for a secure place for his people. When Thomas 
pointed out that a reserve existed for them by the Y arra, Wonga responded "Yes 
Marminarta [Woiworung's name for Thomas] you very good but black fellow no tell 
you to look out that one country - I want like you get 'em Goulboum blacks where 
black fellows like".104 Thomas agreed and subsequently supported Woiworung 
delegations to government, but by this· stage he had already been dismayed by the 
renewed dispossession of the Taungurong, whose new reserve had been usurped by 
Europeans. Thomas's laments that this was unjust and would discourage Aboriginal 
industry fell on deaf ears, and the subsequent Coranderrk station would encounter 
many of the same problems.105 . 
Old hopes, new needs: Aboriginal labour and mission life after 1850 
From the mid 19th century onwards, Christian mission life, rural labour and 
government surveillance and control would come to dominate the lives of most 
Aboriginal people in south-eastern Australia. In some areas, employment 
opportunities were increasing: according to Richard Broome, from ~e 1840s 
onwards hundreds of Aboriginal people in Victoria worked in the pastoral and 
agricultural industries, while others worked as native police, whalers and 
103 William Thomas to Dr Barry, 21 October 1861, in William Thomas Papers - Correspondence, 
PMS681, AIATSIS, p.125 
104 Ibid .. o.126. Also, Bain Attwood, Rights for Aborigines, Crows Nest, Allen & Unwin, 2003, p.7 
105 Diane Barwick, "Coranderrk and Cumeroogunga: Pioneers and Policy", in T. Scarlett Epstein and 
David H. Penny, Opportunity and Response: Case Studies in Economic Development, London, C. 
Hurst & Company, 1972, pp.21-23 
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fishermen. 106 The gold rush led to greater demand for Aboriginal pastoral labour, 
increasing people's access to traditional lands, although people whose ancestral lands 
were on the gold fields suffered renewed dispossession, and as the gold rush died 
down the influx of new immigrants meant Aboriginal land was more in demand than 
ever.107 Meanwhile, in New South Wales, an 1883 government report estimated that 
about half of Aboriginal people lived largely off European-style labour, a quarter 
from a combination of European labour and traditional means, and the rest from 
b . 108 eggmg. 
Meanwhile, the role of the state in Aboriginal affairs was changing. The 1850s saw a 
slump in official interest in Aborigines, following the collapse of the first missions 
and protectorate and as other issues like the Gold Rush and Victoria's independence 
absorbed government interest.109 By the 1860s, however, the power of the state was 
increasing. 1861 saw the establishment of the Central Board to watch over 
Aboriginal Affairs, which became the Board for the Protection of Aborigines in 
1869. The Board maintained the earlier protectors' emphasis on separating European 
and Aboriginal people, but it advocated new coercive measures that had often been 
impossible (and to some degree unpalatable) for the first protectors. The Board 
acquired particular powers to interfere in Aboriginal work and income, detain people 
on stations, and remove children. As European seizure of Aboriginal land in south-
eastern Australia became wholesale, Aboriginal people increasingly found they had 
less choice about living on missions and government stations, and, once living there, 
their physical and cultural autonomy was severely reduced.110 
The histories of the communities who had been in contact with the first missionaries 
and protectors were vitally shaped by the forces of settler-capitalism, missionary 
106 Richard Broome, "Aboriginal Workers on South-Eastern Frontiers", in Australian Historical 
Studies, vol.26, no.103, October 1994, pp.210-14 
107 Broome, "Victoria", p.132; Heather Goodall, Invasion to Embassy: Land in Aboriginal Politics in 
New South Wales, 1770-1972, St Leonards, Allen & Unwin, 1996, pp.57-71 
108 Ann Curthoys, "Good Christians and Useful Workers: Aborigines, Church and State in NSW 1870-
1883", in Sydney Labour History Group (ed.), What Rough Beast? The State and Social Order in 
Australian History, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1982, p.33. Also, Heather Goodall, "New South Wales", 
in McGrath (ed.), Contested Ground, p.59 
109 Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, pp.136-48 
110 Richard Broome, Aboriginal Australians, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1982, pp.80-83; Christie, 
Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, pp.157-81 
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evangelising and state control. Sources on subsequent missions and government 
stations indicate how Aboriginal people's autonomy was curtailed by poverty and 
government I missionary power, but also how some Aboriginal people began to both 
consider missions potentially valuable and develop strategies to escape white 
domination while living there. Furthermore, the transient nature of the early 
Aboriginal mission experience did not entirely end; people continued to come and go 
for a variety of reasons. For instance, an 1877 Victorian police census indicated that 
less than half the Aboriginal people in Victoria lived on reserves.111 
For some Aboriginal people in New South Wales and Port Phillip, the closure of the 
first missions meant they had little choice but to move conclusively into the 
European economy at its poorest levels. Most A wabakal seem to have become 
labourers or vagrants in Newcastle (some were, presumably, further dispersed). For 
instance, in the late 19th century, a well-known Awabakal family headed by a couple 
called Margaret and Ned, whom the white residents of Newcastle incorrectly dubbed 
both the "King and Queen" of the district and the "last of their race", lived with the 
mixed legacy of mission life and dispossession. Margaret was educated at 
Threlkeld's mission as a child and apparently converted to Christianity. She and Ned 
were praised by their white neighbours for their cleanliness, good manners and hard 
work, but they lost their land to surrounding Europeans and they died in poverty.112 
Despite being the "last of the Awabakal", they left several children, grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren, and some Aboriginal people in Newcastle today claim 
descent from them.113 
For the people of Wellington Valley, labouring work and mission life would 
combine. As early as the 1830s, Handt and Watson had commented that young 
Wiradjuri men at Wellington Valley were interested in working for settlers, and this 
111 Broome, "Victoria'', pp.136-37 
112 Vicki Grieves, "Margaret of the Awabakal", in Awaba, 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/group/amrhd/awaba/people/margaret.html; Susan Marsden, Newcastle: 
A Brief History, Newcastle, Newcastle City Council, 2004, p.4; John Turner and Greg Blyton, The 
Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie: A Brief History, Newcastle, Lake Macquarie City Council, 1995, 
pp.43-55 
113 Grieves, "Margaret of the Awabakal", in Awaba; Turner and Blyton, The Aboriginals of Lake 
Macquarie, pp.46-55; Nola; Leah and Kerri (nee Powell), "Genealogy: The True Descendants from 
the Awabakal Tribe", inAwaba, 
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trend increased by the late 1840s.114 By this time, there were over a hundred stations 
in the Wellington Valley district, some with Wiradjuri groups living there semi-
permanently. While the social dynamic there was no doubt different to that at the 
mission, in some ways the arrangement may have had similarities for Wiradjuri: 
labour in return for rations, and compromises and humiliations in return for access to 
their country. Read notes that their mission skills at English and farm labour may 
have made them valuable workers, although their jobs tended to be transient and they 
were often overwhelmed by large numbers of white immigrants.115 The second lot of 
;missionaries did not arrive until 1879, when John Gribble founded the Warangesda 
mission on the banks of the Murrumbidgee River, near Darlington Point. Here, 
Wiradjuri people who, as children, may have been the targets of the first 
missionaries' attempts to get them away from their families, now found their own 
children and grandchildren (particularly the girls) being. pressured to remain in the 
dormitories to be trained as servants to Europeans.II6 The physical and 
administrative power of the new missionaries was greater than that of their 
predecessors. Wiradjuri responded, however, by learning European arts of protest, 
including strikes, go-slows and lobbying the govemment.117 The old tactics of 
ignoring, threatening or arguing with difficult missionaries, or simply walking off the 
missions, were less of an option by this stage, but the European education the 
missionaries had insisted upon was now providing people with new possibilities for 
dissent. 
Life on missions and reserves would also be one possibility for Aboriginal people in 
Victoria. Buntingdale records and later observations indicate that Gulidjan people 
around Geelong worked for settlers from the 1840s onward and also spent time on 
the small reserves that had been set aside for them. These campsites, located at 
Karngun, beside the Barwon River, and at Mt Duneed, lasted until the early 20th 
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/group/amrd/awaba/people/genealogy.html 
114 Bridges, The Church of England and the Aborigines of New South Wales, p.694; J.C.S. Handt, 
Journal, 26 February 1835 p.12, W. V.P., http://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/; 
William Watson, Journal, IO February 1837 p.11, W. V.P., 
~~://www.newcastle.edu.au/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
Ii Read, A Hundred Years War, pp.23-27 
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century and demonstrated both government efforts to keep Aboriginal people out of 
Geelong and Aboriginal people's need to remain on some portion of their land.118 
Meanwhile, the Wathaurong, who had also visited Buntingdale and Sievwright's 
station, moved initially to townships, pastoral runs and goldfields in their ancestral 
country, but during the 1860s many were pressured to move to Coranderrk and 
Framlingham stations.119 
Similar fragmentation was experienced by the Djabwurung people who had lived 
sometimes on Parker's station; they became split between Lake Condah, 
Framlingham and Coranderrk, with some managing to stay behind in their own 
country. 12° For other communities, though, the establishment of new missions on 
their land could be a way of keeping people together - paradoxically, at the same 
time as their languages and cultures were often under missionary attack. Kirai I 
Giraiwurrung, who had been in contact with protector Sievwright and the 
Buntingdale missionaries, had Framlingham government station established in their 
country near Wamambool in 1865. Here, they showed Christian enthusiasm that 
would have surprised the earlier missionaries, at the same time as conflicts developed 
with the increasingly powerful white authorities. In 1866, twelve people were 
baptised and one couple were married in Christian ceremony, and during the late 
1860s the residents campaigned for a school, housing materials and farming 
equipment. 121 The Board responded to the residents' relative enthusiasm for mission 
life with repeated attempts to close the station and move the residents to Lake 
Condah. Most Framlingham residents refused to leave and developed skills in 
literacy and political campaigning to keep their station open.122 
117 Ibid., pp.55-58; Read, A Hundred Years War, p.46 
118 Bany J. Blake, Ian D. Clark and Sharnthi H. Krishna-Pillay, "Wathawurrung: The Language of the 
Geelong-Ballarat Area'', in Barry J. Blake (ed.), Wathawurrung and the Colac Language of Southern 
Victoria, Canberra, Pacific Linguistics, 1998, p.63; Barry J. Blake, Ian D. Clark and Julie Reid, "The 
Colac Language'', in Blake (ed.), Wathawurrung, p.157; Francis Tuckfield to General Secretaries, 16 
August 1842, in W.MMS. Archive, Mp2107, Box 2, NLA 
119 Blake, Clark and Krishna-Pillay, "Wathawurrung'', p.63 
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121 Jan Critchett, Our Land Till We Die: A History ofFramlingham Aborigines, Warnambool, Deakin 
University Press, 1992, p.14 
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Nearby, their Gunditjmara neighbours, who had also been close to Sievwright, often 
ended up on the Lake Condah Anglican mission, north and inland from Portland Bay, 
established in 1867. Built on what was apparently an important Aboriginal meeting 
site, the mission initially boasted success in building houses, schooling the children 
and encouraging (or compelling) hard labour and church attendance.123 However, 
conflicts between "insubordinate" residents and missionaries resulted in some people 
being expelled from the station, while others submitted formal complaints about the 
missionaries' authoritarian behaviour.124 
Meanwhile, Coranderrk station, initially run by Presbyterian missionary John Green, 
started as a result of activism during the 1850s and 1860s by Kulin people 
determined to retain a portion of their land. As Jane Lydon notes, the people of 
Coranderrk frequently spoke of it in Biblical terms as a promised land and a refuge 
from violence and strife (while at the same time they had struggled to ensure that the 
land they gained was acceptable under traditional law).125 Agreeing on a mission site 
proved difficult, partly because settlers (supported by the government) repeatedly 
attempted to throw Kulin farmers off any land which turned out to be fertile. When 
they finally settled north-west of Melbourne near Echuca, the Board asserted 
increasing control over farming and lifestyles and bullied the relatively humanitarian 
John Green into resigning, despite Kulin protests to government and in the media.126 
A generation before, missionaries and protectors had dismissed most Aboriginal 
people as hopelessly degraded. Now, these same people - or their children and 
grandchildren - were often responding to "civilisation" efforts with a degree of 
enthusiasm that would have surprised their old missionaries. This was indicative of 
both colonial and generational changes. By the mid-19th century, Aboriginal choices 
had been narrowed. Dispossession was now consolidated and residence at missions 
123 Keith Cole, Lake Condah Aboriginal Mission, Bendigo, Keith Cole Publications, 1984, pp.13-16, 
18,22 
124 Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, p.191; Cole, Lake Condah, p.22 
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thesis, Australian National University, 2000, pp.86-87 
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and reserves could, in some cases, be enforced by white authorities, although many 
people may have also been attracted to the relative order and security of the missions, 
after decades of upheaval and violence. At the same time, the people who had 
experienced the first missions as children were now making decisions about their 
future. The rules and opinions of the old missionaries and protectors were 
presumably remembered, and people must have debated how to adopt, tolerate or 
work around these. What people perhaps did not anticipate, though, was the growing 
power of these new white authorities. Conditions everywhere became particularly 
severe from the 1880s onwards, as the Board tried to force "half-castes" off the 
stations, breaking up families in a way the first missionaries had rarely attempted or 
even contemplated.127 Meanwhile, the onset of the 1890s economic depression 
worsened Aboriginal poverty everywhere. The safe, easier life the missionaries had 
promised would be available to them as Christian farmers had not eventuated. 
Missionaries' and protectors' gloomy announcements of their failure, which have 
been reproduced by many historians, reflected real disappointments but also 
unwillingness or inability to acknowledge how significant some of their relations 
with Aboriginal people had been. In her study of the Daly River Jesuit mission, 
Deborah Bird Rose articulates many of the problems with the idea of missionary 
failure, pointing to the rich and violent complexity of these supposedly fruitless 
endeavours. Rose writes: 
To sum this [missionary work] up as a failure to have an impact, or to 
assume that the impacts had only been superficial, is to set up the 
parameters of the frontier: presence described as absence. Denial of 
impact was also a denial of accountability and responsibility. The 
missionaries and everyone else could rest assured that their departure 
had no consequences because their presence had had no effects.128 
Australia's first missionaries and protectors did not always walk away from their 
work or deny its effects, but their publicly declared "failure" has tended to shut down 
discussion. A closer examination of their sources demonstrates that the results of 
127 Attwood, Rights for Aborigines, pp.5, 22-23, 26; Barwick, "Coranderrk and Cumeroogunga'', 
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these missions were in fact complex and long-lasting, resisting easy dismissal or 
periodisation. 
128 Deborah Bird Rose, "Signs of Life on a Barbarous Frontier: Intercultural Encounters in North 
Australia", in Humanities Research,"vol.2, no number given, 1998, p.27 
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Conclusion 
At Wellington Valley in 1838, James Gunther recorded a small incident that hints 
intriguingly at the complicated nature of missionaries' and protectors' relationships 
with Aboriginal people. The Wellington Valley missionaries, as discussed earlier, 
were both encouraged and distressed by the behaviour of the young Wiradjuri men, 
who were the most likely to. take part in religious discussions and lessons, but also 
the most likely to challenge and criticise the missionaries and anger them by leaving 
for ceremony. Giinther regarded one young man, Cochrane, as a hopeful potential 
convert, but also as impudent, wild and guilty of "ingratitude, thoughtlessness, & 
heathenish folly". 1 Yet in one diary entry, he commented on the affection between 
Cochrane and the Giinthers' seven-month-old daughter. He wrote: 
The Young men returned before noon, but were very idle except 
Cochrane, who made himself very useful in the House; he even 
nursed Baby. It is surprising how she likes black faces; she prefers to 
see & even go to a Black fellow; however frightful his appearance 
maybe, than to smile [at] White faces ofstrangers.2 
This small passage is intriguing, situated as it is amongst numerous complaints about 
Wiradjuri laziness, savagery and ingratitude. It hints at missionary arrogance, 
demands for Aboriginal labour and physical disgust at Aboriginal people's 
appearance. However, it is also suggestive of the strange intimacy and trust of the 
mission frontier. (This is all the more interesting because missionaries very rarely 
mentioned how their own families experienced mission life.) Through a close 
reading of such stories, early mission life emerges as characterised by arresting and 
complex mixtures of paternalism and autonomy, friendliness and frustration, conflict 
and communication. 
By focusing on the conversational aspects of early mission history, I am. not 
attempting to justify the (undoubtedly colonialist) missionary project, or to deny the 
1 James Giinther, Journal, for instance 4 July 1838 p.2, 7 September 1838 p.17, 14 September 1838 
p.17, in Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts (eds), The Wellington Valley Project (W. V.P.): Letters 
and Journals Relating to the Church Missionary Society Mission to Wellington Valley, NSW, 1830-45: 
A Critical Electronic Edition, 2002, http://www.newcastle.edu.au/group/discipline/history/wv-project/ 
2 Giinther,Journal, 13September1838 p.17, W. V.P. 
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hostility and resistance it often provoked in Aboriginal people. Rather, I wish to 
emphasise the varied and troubled nature of colonial power in its most local and 
personal forms. In a time and place where the authority of the church and state were 
tenuous, Aboriginal people's mobility and cultural life balanced uneasily with their 
need for missionary rations and protection. Meanwhile, the missionaries' arrogant 
piety was offset by their frequent lack of physical strength and their longing for 
Aboriginal people's allegiance and spiritual transformation. Under such 
circumstances, mission "civilising" projects met with a vast range of Aboriginal 
responses, which were thoughtful, creative and opportunistic. While the protectorate 
and mission sources are certainly not comprehensive or pure, the vivid nature of 
Aboriginal voices and opinions therein contradicts any idea that early colonial 
sources are useless for conveying Aboriginal views. As the place of mission life 
within Aboriginal history becomes more widely debated and understood, I would 
hope that the unusual dynamics of these first missions (frequently dismissed as 
simple "failures") will be examined for the unique insights they offer into the long 
and complicated story of mission power. 
While the failure of the first protectors and missionaries to achieve their objectives 
must be considered, there are several reasons why this should not dominate 
discussions of this period. For one thing, the first missions clearly saw the origins of 
many developments which would later become more notable and controversial -
particularly Aboriginal demands for land rights and efforts to negotiate with the 
government, as well as missionary attempts to remove children, and the beginnings 
of the "doomed race" theory. 
Furthermore, moving beyond a failure focus allows for closer consideration of both 
Aboriginal and missionary perspectives. In this work, I have argued for greater 
discussion of how Aboriginal people in the early 19th century may have seen 
missionaries' status and obligations, and the alliances and even kinship links they 
tried to build with missionaries. It is also vital to consider how Aboriginal mission 
life was shaped by relationships to land and kin, which were often central to how 
much time people spent on the stations, the work they did there and the kinds of 
relationships they established with missionaries and one another. Once this history is 
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viewed outside missionary terms of reference, it becomes integrated into much 
broader Indigenous stories, where missionary opinions and actions are far less central 
than missionaries tended to assume, and where questions of missionary "failure" are 
less significant than questions of missionary loyalty, respect and obligation. 
However, at the same time as trying to decentralise the place of the missionary in 
mission history, I have also attempted a closer consideration of early missionary 
philosophy. Through an interrogation of their views on colonialism, Christianity, 
child-rearing, land use and bodily civilisation, protectors and missionaries emerge as 
complex figures - deeply arrogant and committed to their own version of 
colonialism, but also plagued by fear and guilt, mistrustful of their government and 
fellow colonists, and ambivalent in their feelings towards Aboriginal people. It is 
important to acknowledge the variety of ideas they drew upon - not only religious 
and metropolitan philosophy, but also their daily frontier experiences and discussions 
with Aboriginal people. 
The civilisation project that emerges from this is clearly an intensely physical one, 
and discussions of this era must continue to find ways to integrate European 
representations of Aboriginal bodies - particularly depictions of Aboriginal people as 
dirty, diseased and intemperate -with the actualities of frontier life. Mission routines 
had a range of physical effects, as warmth, medicine, food and protection were at 
various times provided, withdrawn and rejected. At the same time, complex cultural 
clashes occurred over missionary attempts to enforce Evangelical concepts of 
individualism, self-consciousness and shame. The roles of sex and gender in these 
interactions are crucial, influencing issues as varied as child-rearing, church-going, 
cleanliness and nudity. They also contributed to colonial ideas of Aboriginal people 
as infertile and often sexually passive but simultaneously in need of missionary 
sexual discipline. In general, Aboriginal women seem to have been targeted more for 
missionary control, while being less involved in in-depth religious and political 
discussions. However, such generalisations alone can be inadequate, as Giinther's 
babysitting anecdote suggests. While the image of Aboriginal women caring for 
white children has a place in the public imagination (perhaps linked to memories of 
American slavery), the image of a white female baby being looked after by a 
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"savage" young Aboriginal man seems far less familiar and more surprising. It points 
to the rich and varied intersections of gender, race, labour and cross-cultural 
relationships in Australian colonial history, and at the wealth of work that remains to 
be done on these topics. 
The density and detail of the mission and protectorate records means that there is 
considerable space for future works in this area. This is particularly true, I would 
suggest, of the Buntingdale mission, the fascinating records of which have received 
comparatively little historical attention. One relevant subject for future discussion is 
the experiences of the missionaries' wives, children and servants - a subject I have 
only been able to touch on in this work. As these people left very few written records 
and were only mentioned briefly and sporadically in the official mission papers, any 
exploration of their lives will necessarily be very difficult. (One of the ironies of the 
gender and racial politics of these missions is that it is often easier to estimate the 
opinions of Aboriginal men from the mission records - despite the paternalism 
within which they were framed - than to know what the missionaries' own wives 
were thinking.) This subject is beginning to be addressed, however, notably by 
Hilary Carey, 3 and I trust that it will continue to excite interest. 
A broader subject for further research is the question of how the first protectorate and 
missions have been remembered at personal and community levels, by both 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. Such a project, requiring extensive oral 
and local histories, would be difficult in some ways, particularly given the 
widespread dispersal and dispossession of the Aboriginal communities involved in 
the early missions. Nonetheless, it would be well worth pursuing. Various 
contemporary ways of thinking about the early mission period are hinted at in public 
historical discussions. These include Wurundjeri elder Joy Murphy-Wandin's 
descriptions of the political skills of her ancestor Billibellary (an active leader on 
William Thomas's station), and the involvement of the New South Wales Aboriginal 
3 Hilary M. Carey, "Companions in the Wilderness? Missionary Wives in Colonial Australia, 1788-
1900", in The Journal of Religious History, vol.19, no.2, December 1995, pp.227-48 
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Land Council and Wellington Wiradjuri delegates in helping oversee the University 
ofNewcastle's massive online Wellington Valley Project.4 
Moreover, the histories of Edward Stone Parker's Loddon protectorate station and 
L.E. Threlkeld's Lake Macquarie mission have seemed to figure quite significantly 
in the lives of these communities' descendants. Parker appears to have been 
remembered as a significant figure by the local white population in his district 
(somewhat surprisingly, considering how unpopular the protectorate had been with 
Europeans at the time). During the 1960s, plaques were erected in his memory by the 
Daylesford Historical Society, marking the site of his Aboriginal school and 
describing him as a "Regional Pioneer, PROTECTOR OF ABORIGINES ... His 
devoted service remains a challenge and an inspiration" .5 Such memorialising was 
not just a European activity, however. In 1968, on the centenary of Parker's death, 
commemorative trees were planted in the old Aboriginal cemetery by "visiting 
Aborigines", at least some of whom traced their ancestry back to the original people 
of the area.6 While I have not found any more information about this, it is a 
tantalising story, particularly since the 1960s is not a period generally known for 
collaborative Aboriginal-European memorials or ceremonies. Also interesting is a 
brief 1993 interview conducted with Jim Remedio, a Koorie Education Officer at the 
Bendigo Cultural Centre. Remedio describes protectorate life very much in terms of 
Aboriginal agency, downplaying European coercion and cultural pressures: 
The Government set the place up and said 'here's a place for you to 
come if you want' ... They [Aboriginal people] would go there when 
the food was scarce and move on ... They were carrying on with their 
traditional rites . . . There was a lot of disease and death associated 
4 For instance, Hilary M. Carey and David A. Roberts, "Acknowledgements'', W. V.P.; Joy Murphy-
Wandin, "A Wurundjeri Story", in Catholic Education Office: Archdiocese of Melbourne (ed.), Yarra 
Healing: Towards Reconciliation with Indigenous Australians, 
http://www.yarrahealing.melb.catholic.edu.au/kulin/w story.html 
5 Rosalind Jane Lewis, Edward Stone Parker: Protector of Aborigines, Missionary and Visionary, 
Honours thesis, Deakin University, 1987, p.4; Edgar Morrison, "The Loddon Aborigines: Tales of Old 
Jim Crow", in Geoff Morrison (ed.), A Successful Failure: The Aborigines and Early Settlers, 
Maryborough, Graffiti Publications, 2002, p.210 
6 Morrison, ''The Loddon Aborigines'', pp.215, 248-51 
with Franklinford. The Aborigines felt they should move away from 
the area. They then moved across to Coranderrk.7 
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The question of how such memories have been maintained and reshaped over time 
through complex mixtures of local and national historical ideas, warrants much 
further attention. 
Also fascinating is the legacy ofThrelkeld's Lake Macquarie project. Here, the most 
relevant issue is not so much local memories of the mission - although some 
Aboriginal people in Newcastle today trace their ancestry back to Awabakal people 
who knew Threlkeld8 - but rather the cultural value of the records Threlkeld left. The 
detailed Awabakal vocabulary, grammar and Biblical translations compiled by 
Threlkeld and Biraban, combined with later anthropological works and the memories 
of Aboriginal elders led to a growing interest in the late 20th century in reviving the 
Awabakal language. This has led to the language being taught in local schools and 
prisons, and, more recently, to strong support for linguistics projects by Newcastle 
University's Wollotuka School of Aboriginal Studies.9 This is perhaps the nicest 
irony of early mission history: that Threlkeld, who ultimately believed he was 
recording the last gasps of a dying race, was in fact unwittingly laying foundations 
for an Awabakal cultural revival. 
Remembering early m1ss10n stories as simple examples of peaceful frontier 
interaction or as precursors for contemporary Reconciliation movements is not 
something I would see as accurate or necessarily desirable. Nor is it reasonable to 
dismiss these missionaries as failures or to focus solely on Aboriginal rejection and 
resistance to their projects. Rather, I would like the first protectorate and missions to 
be considered as examples of the complicated, multi-layered nature of colonialism. 
By studying these records in all their troubling complexity, the reader gains some 
insight into a world where missionary intruders in Aboriginal country brought gifts 
7 Jim Remedio interview, in Karen Wilson (ed.), A Sense of Place: Shaping Oral Histories, 
Bayswater, Mount Alexander Diggings Development Association, 1993, p.69 
8 Nola, Leah and Kerrie (nee Powell), "Genealogy: The True Descendents From the Awabakal Tribe", 
in Awaba: A Database of Historical Materials Relating to the Aborigines of the Newcastle-Lake 
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one day and insults the next, and where people saw no conflict in attending church 
before leaving for ceremony. A world where a man who tried to steal Aboriginal 
children was also a man Aboriginal people lived near for years, and where a youth 
the missionary despised for his "savagery" was also trusted to nurse the missionary's 
baby. At the time I write, Australia's early colonial history seems in danger of either 
being sidelined from public and political debate or descending into bitter disputes 
over frontier violence and academic loathing. It therefore seems to me particularly 
important that this mission history - confrontational and conversational, delicate and 
dangerous - continues to be remembered at academic, local and personal levels. 
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